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MIDI for the

Electronic
Percussionist
by lic"Roland
Roland (UK) Ltd
Great West Trading Estate
983 Great West Road
Brentford, Middx TW8 9DN.

Telephone: 01-568 4578

1

Paiste Color
Sound 5 Cymbals

2 DDR 30
Digital Drums (MIDI)
3 PD 20 Snare Pad
4 PD 10 Bass Pad
5 PAD 8 Octapad (MIDI)
6 TR 727 Latin
Percussion Rhythm
Composer (MIDI)

7 SDE 3000
Digital Delay

8 SDE 2500
Digital Delay (MIDI)

9 BOSS CE 300
Super Chorus
10 SRV 2000Digital

Reverb
(MIDI)

ACCESSIT Compressor

£57

E 1 10

BOSS RCL-10

YAMAHA GC -2020
FOSTEX 3070

£396
£339
£229
£229

£299
£179

£95

£396
£219
£239
£299
£75

£25

E 1 99

E50

£20

E110

£299
£110

DRAWMER DL -221
DRAW MER DS210 Dual gates

COMPRESSOR/LIMITERS 8 GATES:

plus many, many MOM.

BOSS ft/U[1unit rack
BOSS CE -300 Stereo Chorus
ACCESSIT Rack for 3.6 or 9 units
BOKSE Clock sync unit
CMS CV &Gate to MIDI
_MS Clock sync unit
ROLAND MIDI ch filter
ROLAND MIDI input selector
ROLAND output ch selector
QUARK Midi Link 999
QUARK Midi Link 448

BOSS RPH-I0 Phaser
BOSS RBF 10 Flanger
BOSS Rack for 2 units 1-191

ROLAND Dimension " D"

£145
£292
£217

E599
E299
E225

.

.
.

.

E155
E36

POA

£70

£140

E57

E110

E391

Microphone boom stands
AMPEX I/4" 8 1/2" tape

£19.95

E65

budget Prolog range

BEYER DT -100 headphones

SHURE

AKG D330EBT
AKG D-80 inc cable 8 clip

SENNHEISER MD -421
SENNHE1SER K3 condenser.
SENNHEISER K3 capsules

MICROPHONES 8

TASCAM 4 bnd par eq x
BOSS RGE -10 LED 10 -band
ACCESSIT 2 bnd parametric

OUAD 520 19" rack 2 x 100w amp
OUAD 405-2 2 x 100w
QUAD 303 2 x 45w amp IStratfords1 E189
YAMAHA P2050 2 x 45w 19" rack arnpE299
YAMAHA P2150 2 x 150w rack amp .... £429

.

ELECTRO-VOICE SENTRY 100A pr..
ELECTRO-VOICE CRYSTAL pr
TANNOY Oxfords pr
TANNOY Stratfords pr

MONITORS 8 POWER AMPS:

£245
£399
£399
£650
£699
£950

DESKS: by RAM, SECK, ALLEN & HEATH AND
SOUNDTRACS
ideal for B-16 installation.

you can lock up video to audio, audio to video
and even sync VTR to MTR to MIDI!

FOSTEX: 4030 19" Rack -mounting lock -up unit.
FOSTEX: 4035 SYNCH CONTROLLER: Now

FOSTEX: SYNCHRONISER SYSTEM:

compatibility and full function remote control
facility. Dolby C noise reduction.

FOSTEX: B-161/2" 16 -Track with SMPTE

16 TRACK? from £3595 inc. vat

TASCAM: Model 381/2" 8 -track Pro machine.

system. No meter bridge required.
FOSTEX: NEW Model 201/4" 2 -track Master
mixdown with SMPTE compatibility.
FOSTEX: 3051 remote control for Model 80/20.
FOSTEX: NEW 4050 full function autolocator
and transport remote control with SMPTE
generator and sync -to -MIDI for Model 80/B-16.
TASCAM: NEW 388 flat-bed reel-to-reel and 8
channel mixer in a self-contained, pre -wired
console. Easy portability and dbx noise reduction.

FOSTEX: 3060 meter bridge for 350 mixer
We usually have second-hand A-8 systems in
stock from customers who have traded up to
16 track and beyond. The NEW FOSTEX system
from £1995:
is always on display
FOSTEX: NEW Model 80 SMPTE-compatible
1/4" recorder with sim 8 -track recording.
FOSTEX: NEW 450 8 into 4 desk for Model 80

FOSTEX:A-8 1/4" reel -to -real Dolby C
FOSTEX: 350 8-4-2 mixer for A-8 system

8- TRACK? from £1575 inc vat...

FOSTEX. X-15 Babytracker
YAMAHA: MT -44D cassette
TASCAM: Porta-One
FOSTEX: 250 Multitracker
TASCAM: 244 Portastudio
TASCAM: 246 Portastudio

PORTASTUDIO? from £245

E 1 10

£110

packing.

OUR PRICE: £65 including post &

response and high s/s ratio, every bass
player's friend
RRP £80

Solve impedance matching problems!
Active circuitry gives wide frequency

BOSS DI -1 DIRECT BOX

26 CHALK FARM RD. LONDON NW1

f2 01.267-5381

RO
1CL2-K SHOP

THE LONDON

TEL: 01-267 5381/7851

Above units require Boss PSA-220 mains
adaptor. Our price includes post & packing.
Send 35p in stamps for colour catalogue.

-

OUR
RRP PRICE
£175
£149
£130
£110
£130
£110

£130
RCL-10 Compressor/Limiter £130

RBF-10 Flanger
RGE-10 Graphic Equaliser

RPH- 10 Phaser

RDD 10 Digital Delay

for Home Recording.

High quality signal processing units-ideal

BOSS MICRO -RACK SERIES

including cable,
clip and post &
packing.

OUR PRICE: £29.95

RRP £36.00.

Budget microphone suitable
for home recording or live use.

AKG D-80
MICROPHONE

Mini mixer/compressor ideal
add-on to X-15. RRP: £45.94.
OUR PRICE: £39.95
inc post & packing!

FOSTEX MN -15

SPECIAL VALUE LINES!

FOSTEX * TASCAM * QUAD * TANNOY * ROLAND * YANIAHA* BOSS * ACCESSIT * VESTA-FIRE * DRAWMER * SHURE *AKG

APHEX C aural exciter

£495
£299

£199
£399
£229
£199
£178

£799
£499
£399
£525
£199
£251
£149

£213
£145

£1150
£689

E 1 150

OUTBOARD EFFECTS & ACCESSORIES:

GRAPHIC EOUALISERS:
YAMAHA 0103 / 31 -band
YAMAHA 02031 Dual 31
IBANEZ GE -3101 31 band
FOSTEX 3030 Dual 10 -band
TASCAM GE 208 Dual 10
OTHER RACK UNITS:
IBANEZ HD -1500 Harmoniser

VESTA-FIRE DIG -411
DIGITECH 1 9 SECS
BOSS RDIIT 10

IBANEZ DMD-2000

ROLAND SDE -1000

ROLAND SDE2500 MIDI

DIGITAL DELAYS:
ROLAND SDE .3000

VESTA FIRE 12V.3
ACCESSIT SPRING

SPRING REVERBS:

ALES1S

DIGITAL REVERES:
ROLAND SRV-2000
YAMAHA REV -7

autolocate with 2 memory locations, search
to zero or memory location 1, shuttle from
location 2 back to 1 plus autoplay from
memory 1 or 2 are all standard features,
although only normally found on more
expensive professional multitrack recorders.
The combination of 15 ips tape speed and Dolby C noise
reduction produces a tight, clean sound that is immediately recognisable as
"professional." Quite simply, the Model 80 is unique, so why not come and check it out for
yourself? No appointment is necessary but a courtesy call will ensure a personal demonstration
. Make your music our business!

at home.
Powerful transport control features such as

graphics open up possibilities for total control of your
creative output in a professional studio environment

Complete synchronisation with SMPTE-controlled,
professional video recorders and MIDI music sequencers
can be achieved with Fostex's add-on sync units. Until
now, advanced production facilities with accurate
syncing and combined auto -location have only been
available in expensive editing suites. The introduction of
low-cost video cameras and computer -generated

recording - the unique Model 80.

Fostex, the pioneers of 8 -track recording on 1/4" tape,
have created a new masterpiece for home and studio

FOSTEX MODEL 80 8 -TRACK MULTITRACK RECORDER

THE LONDON ROCK SHOP 5th ANNIVERSARY 1980-1985. WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS

The One -Stop Recording Shop
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Volume 5
Gibson Explorer
Synth
If ou want Roland guitar synth sounds,
you can now choose what guitar you use to
play them. Paul White looks at a Gibson
with a difference.

Comment
Yamaha CX5M
Software

Eno- the man, the painting and the
interview.

Prophet 2000

Newsdesk
Latest news from the world of music
technology, with Roland and Yamaha
taking centre -stage
announcement of new polysynths.

FollowingOctober's preview, Sequential's
new sampler gets the in-depth treatment
from Paul Wiffen, who refuses to return
the review sample.

Sound Designer

Software

Communiqué
No word from Alistair Cooke as yet, but the
mail that counts is here. Readers'
comments on touch -sensitivity, Tangerine
Dream and UK Electronica (again)
receive an airing.

The Emulator II finds a new friend in the
Apple Macintosh, courtesy of a little
American ingenuity. Together, the two
make sweet sound -editing music, as Paul
Wiffen reports.

Three packages for the CX5M - eight track real-time sequencer, DX21 voice

editor and RX editor- are put through
their paces by E&MM's review team.

RAoftware
An ingenious Spectrum/Commodore
program that lets you combine whole
hordes of MIDI drum machines into
compatible systems. Simon Trask gives it
the thumbs -up.

Roland Electronic
Drums
Paul White picks up his sticks and puts
Roland's electronic kit through its paces.
Can it hold its head up against some stiff
competition?
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Eno
The master of ambience tells Alan Jensen

ICMC '85

all about art, culture, experimentation
and the Smiths.

GISNuman
khausen
41Annabel Scott sits in on Donnerstag aus
Licht', the latest concert excursion from a
name dropped more often than milk
bottles. It's four hours long, but it's only a
fraction of the finished article.

Star of recording studio and airshow in
conversation with Tim Goodyer. Is pop
about to lose a hi -tech innovator, and
displayflying gain a star aviator?

c On Tap
At great risk to the magazine's circulation,
we present a guide to spending your
evenings playing music instead of reading
about it. Your local may never be the same
again.

tTakes

Ron Brief el recovers from the hi -tech
overkill of Digicon to report on a more
intellectualVancouver event, the

International Computer Music
Conference.

Computer
Checklist
CTS Studio 4
Simon Trask spends a day in the shadow of
Wembley Stadium, visiting a new
dedicated keyboard studio successfully
functioning within the confines of an
established studio complex.

The turn of sequencers, software packages
and computer music systems to receive
attention from E&MM's unique price
guide.

E&MM's usual helping of LP and single
reviews, readers' tape exposes and live
reports, brought to you by Tim Goodyer
and Simon Trask.
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The Musk
Behind The Face
For a man whose exterior is not

we did. Alan Jensen's piece is a lengthy one,

particularly photogenic, Brian Eno

more detailed than the average E&MM

has an extremely well-known
face. It's a face that rarely adorns

the sleeves of his records, and
appears even less on the front covers of
magazines. When it does, it's usually
painted rather than photographed; witness
Stuart Catterson's oil painting on the cover
of this month's E&MM.
But the reason Eno's visage is famous has
nothing to do with external appearances. It's
what lies behind the exterior that's important.

Because throughout his long and eventful,

career, Eno has been an inspiration for
musicians, composers and artists of all

interview. But we feel justified in devoting a
large number of pages to it because so many
people have expressed a desire to see it, and
because it makes easy and rewarding
reading.

Considering that he dislikes the idea of
doing interviews, Eno has an awful lot to say

and mixing the results into a charming

coming out on top. He's achieved the

seems like years to get an audience with the
man, but it's been an uphill struggle. Almost
alone in modern music, Eno is a man who

respect he has because he hasn't been afraid

music, choosing and treating the sounds,
musical confection that's as unexpected as it
is cohesive.
That, in a nutshell, is why Eno's influence

Then again, perhaps we shouldn't be

has been so much more widespread than

surprised that Eno is capable of taking on
vast, conventional bodies of opinion and

sales figures for his albums would indicate.
Like so much of his music, Eno's sphere of
influence is a quiet, unobtrusive phenomenon, something few non -musicians will
ever be aware of (though his name isn't far
off approaching household status), but
which hundreds of today's performers admit
to be inspired by.
You can count the number of interviews

to take risks, to diversify when he's felt it
necessary to do so.

derives little pleasure from talking about

As a musician, he left Roxy Music just at

himself, with the result that opportunities to

the time when the band had started to

happened to be in the right place at the right
time, and offered us first option on the story.
We took it with open arms, and we're glad

had the biggest influence, though in the
context of his work, 'composer' is a
misleadingly restricting term. When Eno

sation with Jensen, and his comments on all
those subjects are well worth hearing. You
may not agree with all of them, but they're

magazine's pages. We've battled for what

Luckily for us, a freelance music writer

Heads, U2 - and succeeded in wringing the
best from all of them.
It's in the role of composer that Eno has

makes an album under his own name, either
solo or in collaboration with others, he plays
a decisive role in writing and arranging the

worth taking the time to learn about.

notice.

a huge variety of acts - Devo, Talking

into the Walkman microphone. Clearly,
he's not a man to shy away from the big
topics. Art, culture, travel, music theory
and The Smiths all feature in his conver-

descriptions. Every time ESLMM has run a
readership survey, his name has figured in
the Top Five of contemporary music figures
people have wanted to see featured in the

interview him occur rarely and at short

inventive, but totally uncommercial music.
And as a producer, he's put hand to fader for

achieve significant commercial success. As a
composer, he left the safety of the traditionally -structured rock song for the uncharted
waters of an entirely new form of music. As
a businessman, he put money behind record

labels aimed at giving an outlet for fresh,

Eno has done over the last year on the
fingers of one hand. Trying to quantify how
many other interviewees have named him as

inspiration, is an altogether more difficult
task.
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Ken McAlpine, jay Chapman, Steve Howell, Jim Grant, Paul Williams Advertisement Manager Tony Halliday Advertisement Production ShaunBarrett
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Electronics& Music Maker is published by Music Maker Publications, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY . (0223) 313722. Typeset by Goodfellow &
Egan, Cambridge. Printed by Thomas Reed Printers, Sunderland. Distributed by Magnum Distribution, London. All material is subject to worldwide copyright protection, and
reproduction or imitation in whole or part is expressly forbidden. All reasonable care is taken to ensure accuracy in the preparation of the magazine but Music Maker Publications cannot be
legally responsible for its contents. The Publishers cannot assume responsibility for the return of unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, artwork, or projects. Permission to reproduce printed
circuit board layouts or to market kits commercially must be sought from the Publisher.
Subscription UK £15.50, Europe & Overseas (surface) £16.20, Europe (airmail) £23.50, Overseas (airmail) £37 .50 . Binders £3.95 (inc. postage).
© Copyright 1985 Music Maker Publications Limited
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Modern recording techniques
have evolved greatly in
sophistication in recent years.
Technology allows today's
writers and musicians to create
and process new and complex
sounds with greater ease than
ever before.
For the time being at least,
however, the heart of the
recording studio remains the
mixing console and the
multitrack recorder. ITA has
been supplying tailored system
"packages" for more than ten
years to every part of the
industry, and we can offer the
widest range of studio systems

16- IRACK The new Otari
MX70 1" 16 -track will change a
lot of peoples' minds about 2" versus -1"; with the TAC
Matchless console, it makes a
highly effective and versatile
system. The MX70, in
common with all Otari's
multitracks, comes with a full
syncroniser interface, making
locking sound -to -video quick
and simple.
24- TRACK: For the serious 24 -

track studios, the Otari MTR90
Mk II is far and away the only
logical choice of recorder.
With the Amek Angela in -

line console, an unbeatable

for all applications, be they 8,
16, 24 - or more - tracks.
SERIOUS SYSTEMS FOR
SERIOUS USERS.

Certain equipment
combinations have shown
themselves to be particularly
effective in operation and
reliability, for a variety of
different applications.
The three systems below are
high -quality packages for the
serious user:
8 -TRACK: For writers,

arrangers, and in-house video
units we think the range of
Scorpion mixers from TAC
compliments the Otari Mk. 111-8
perfectly.

combination of superb
engineering, operational ease
and flexibility is the result - at a
sensible price.
The ITA deal also gives you

complete integrated studio
systems, installation, studio
design and building, help with
finance and second -to -none
technical backup. And don't

worry about future upgrades we're always ready to discuss
buy -backs when the
time comes.

For more information on these, or any other
studio systems, call us on 01-748 9009.

INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION

ff= ff

A

1 Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London W6 9JT. Telephone: 01-748 9009. Telex: 21897.

At Syco, we're never satisfied. Even after discovering Fairlight we
needed to find other musical instruments that would capture a
professional musician's imagination.
We found three machines that were exceptional. From California,
Linn's Sequencer and E-mu's Emulator SP12. From Berlin, Friend
Chip's SRC2.
Of the many sequencers available today, few are as musical as the
Linn Sequencer. Indeed many destroy ideas rather than capture them. The
Linn Sequencer is designed to allow you to compose, record and edit
while devoting your undivided attention to your music, to enhance rather
than interfere with the creative process. The 32 track MIDI recorder is
operated via familiar tape machine -type controls and offers optional
SMPTE synchronisation, 3.5" disc and remote control. Other features such
as real-time erase, real-time transpose and auto repeat have been
included for maximum creativity.
The SP -12 is not the first

drum system from E -mu, but
certainly represents a
considerable leap forward from
the last, bringing the power of 12
bit user sampling to the world of
the programmable rhythm
machine. SMPTE synchronisation
is provided and an optional disc
may be attached for the storage of
rhythm patterns and sounds.
Programmable tuning, decay and

mix level, touch -sensitive buttons and a unique multiparameter mode are included
amongst many other new features.
The SCR 2 from Friend Chip is the smaller brother to that industry standard the
SRC (SMPTE Reading Clock). Intended for a smaller budget and a less complex application
the SRC2 offers many of the features that have made the SRC so essential in the electronic
music environment. Two independently selectable click outputs, MIDI and Roland clock
outputs, programmable cues, tempo changes and start/stop outputs make the SRC2
invaluable in any situation where instruments from different manufacturers are to be
synchronised together, and where it
is necessary to drop in with rhythm
machines and sequencers rather
than running the track from the top.
LICA"Three excellent new

inventions from three established
and respected manufacturers. Of
course, if you have need of a drum
machine, a sequencer and a synchroniser, they will work together

20 CONDUIT PLACE, LONDON W2 TEL 01-724 2451
TELEX 22278 SYCO G, FAX 01-262 6081

Conventional
This autumn's successor to last spring's Yamaha
'X' Series Convention is scheduled to take place

on Sunday, December 8 at the London Tara
Hotel, Scarsdale Place, Kensington, London
W8. Kick-off time is midday, kicking -out time
7pm. Joint organisers the DX Owners' Club and
Yamaha-Kemble UK are hoping that the larger
venue will enable more punters to get hands-on

contact with as much of Yamaha's hi -tech
music gear as they wish. The equipment on
show will range from established instruments
like the DX7 and RX drum machines, to newer
products like the latest round of CXSM soft-

multisampling in some cases. Drum

Farm Samples
Good news. The answer to some of your

sounds are already treated with EQ,
reverb and so on, to help the creative

dreams may have arrived. No, not free

process on its way.

Emulator Its in with your cornflakes, but

Prices

ware and the brand-new baby DX 100 polysynth.

Entertainment will also be on offer in the form
of a lecture on FM synthesis from comedian and
part-time Yamaha demonstrator Dave Bristow,

vary from £27.60 for two

a series of tapes specially designed for

cassettes to £80.50 for two /Sips reels.

people to take samples from. The tapes

Both prices include p&p and get you a

in

question come from The Music
Farm in compact cassette (PA or

total of 200 sounds. FI prices and a £4

33/flips, two- or four -track), reel-to-reel

demo cassette of IS sounds are also
available on request from the people

and Sony PCM F I formats, which should

responsible. More from The Music

cater for most of you.
All the sounds are presented at
concert E, with octaves included for

Farm, Henfield Road, Albourne, Has-

while serious comments should come from Dr
Wessel, one of Bristow's colleagues at IRCAM,

who Yamaha are flying in specially for the
occasion. What's more, a select number of
MIDI software companies will also be in
attendance, and even E&MM will be there,
dumping excess magazines on the unsuspecting

public. The best news is that admission to the

socks, West Sussex. 13 (0273) 494342/

event will cost you nothing, so you've no excuse
not to turn up. Get there early. More from Tony

492468. NTg

Wride, DX Owners' Club, PO Box 6, Ripon, N Yorks HG4

2QT. Tg

- but then we might have

a good betas a slave keyboard.
Display is taken care of by a
16 -character backlit (hooray!)

to play.
week of December. And since

front for some while, but now

LCD, while parameter altering is accomplished by what
Roland term an 'alpha dial' -

they've come up with a budget

otherwise known as an infinite

polysynth, the Alpha Juno I,

rotary control. Unusually for
a synth in the Alpha's price

Come in, Alpha
Those Roland people have been

rather quiet on the synth

in time for the festive season.
The Alpha Juno, known to
its friends simply as JU I , is a
six -voice, four -octave mono-

range, a pedal switch and foot

controller can be assigned

RRP is £575, and the synth

will be in the shops the first
it weighs in at a mere I 2lbs,

the Alpha Juno should fit
into the proverbial Christmas stocking without much
difficulty.

But there is life beyond
Christmas,

and

with

the

timbral polysynth with 64

Now, the RDP I 0 might sound

each voice, and the sound
source is taken care of by

a bit unremarkable, but the
interest lies in a new Roland -

three pulse and five sawtooth

paten ted method of sound
creation termed SAS. No,

waveforms held in memory,
with a facility for mixing
pulse and sawtooth waves.
There are also six sub -oscillator waveforms.
Other voice components
are high-pass filter, VCF
and VCA, with a built-in

While the keyboard isn't

respond to attack velocity
and aftertouch over MIDI (as
well as a full eight -octave
pitch range). Which makes it
8

and harpsichord presets - all
of which can be edited. Like
the sampler, it'll also be available in rack -mounting form,

range of mother keyboards.

A single DCO is allocated to

touch -sensitive, the synth can

ing upright, grand, Rhodes

presumably to match Roland's

voices in RAM and 64 in ROM.

chorus that incorporates variable rate and an eight -stage
envelope.

guessed that.
More concrete information
concerns the RDP 10 Digital
Piano, an 88 -note, touch sensitive affair with eight
basic keyboard sounds includ-

programmable functions.

Meanwhile, no prizes for

Frankfurt Music Fair not too
far off, the first of the Frankfurt news is starting to seep

the Special Air Service hasn't
infiltrated Japan. SAS stands
for Structured Adaptive Synthesis, a computer -controlled
sound -modelling
process
based on real acoustic sounds
- though not along the lines of
Kurzweil's system, Roland

through - from Roland UK

emphasise. At any rate, it'd
better be good. RRP is currently set to be £2300. Who

course). There's also a programmable one -finger -play

themselves, no less.

Dares Wins, as they say.

chord facility, for all those

knowledgement of an 'afford-

parallel dominant thirteenth

able' sampler, in keyboard

chords you've always wanted

and rack -mounting versions

guessing that sound storage is
to cassette (and over MIDI, of

First off comes tacit ac-

More from Roland UK, Great
West Trading Estate, 983 Great
West Road, Brentford, Middx.
01-568 4578. NS/
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*YAMAHA
PFI5
DX7
RXIS

P.O.A.

RX I

P.O.A.

L1279
£469

1

QX7

PEDALS
Flanger
Chorus

stereo/mono £41
£41

Distortion

£28
£28
£69
£36
£32

Overdrive
Delay

,,

Phaser

99

Metal Master
Parametric EQ
Stage Tuner

P.O.A.
£2165
£3635

QX I

TX8I 6
TX812

£325
1499
L949

TX7
PS6100

0199

KX88
KX5 remote

£499

PFIO

CX5M MUSIC
COMPUTER

£1645

DI500

LPOA

GC2020 2 channel stereo
R 1000 Digital Reverb

CP0A
4535

FANTASTIC
PACKAGE
OFFER!!!
NOW ONLY :

E299

£31

£39

VAT

Package includes CX5M MSX Music
Computer, YKO I Keyboard and YRM
101 or YRM 102 Software.

LIOBE

Also available (as shown) with YKIO
Keyboard £349.00.

PEDALS

£82
£75
£79
£62
Digital Delay
£130
Distortion/Feedback . £58
DS1
Distortion
£50
£149
DSD2 Digital Sampler
GE7 7 Band Graphic
£75

'ensanict*
IMIRAGE

CE2
CE3
CS2
DD2
DF2

The fantastic sound sampling
Ensoniq Mirage on demonstration
at all our oases.

HM2 Heavy Metal

A must for everybody in the
recording or live music business
- at an incredible price of

1 295.00

Flanger
Chorus
Chorus
Compressor

BF2

0C2 Octaver

OD2 Turbo Overdrive
PHIR Phaser + Resonance
PH2 Super Phaser

'K. vat.

Super Overdrive
TW1 Touch WHA
SDI

TU12

KITS

SDS200 2 pads. Stand and

£45
£56
£49
£79
£82
£54
£63
£45

PORTASTUDIOS

FANTASTIC
NEWp

(All with new floating playing surface)

£51

Noise Gate

NE I

SIMMONS'
Controller
Controller

BASSES

LAIS9

Spectrum STB black or white £149
DXB red or black ... £175
GTB red or black ... £215
LX + fretless neck

SD5800 4 Drum Kit, Stands and

si=
Controller

LS25

SDS9 5 Drum Kit, Stands
Controller with memory and program
plus Digital delay
£1199
SDS7 (Hard pads)
C1699

.

PT82
MT52

4 track 6 channel new inproved mixer
£999
section)
FOSTEX MN I S Mini Mixer/
£45
Compressor for X 15
FOSTEX 8070 Power supply

MT100 .. £129
MT210 .. £179
MT400V £199
MT800 ..£229

.

126.50
TASCAM Power supply unit

£29
£59
£99

PT I

£249

CK500

125

CT102 .. £129

CT310S
CT410V
CT430

£199
£295
£275

CZ101
CZ100
CZ5000
SZ 1

..

HOME
KEYBOARDS

£599
£310
£469
£799
£245

MK 100

L229

PSR40

PG 100

P51150

£299
E399

PtS 200

£139
£69

PS 400

£139

PSR60
PSR70

£499
£599

New Products
DX 100 Digital Synth
YRM 301 Midi Recorder

YRM 302 RX Editor
PN Dot Impact Printer
kt....,FDOS Micro Floppy Disc

RX2 I

£369

0 YAMAHA

CT610 .. £345
CT6000

+ case

GUITARS
Spectrum ST black or white £129
MX red or blue
£155
DX black or red
£169
GT silver or blueburst £195
SX black or red
£205
LX red or black
£220
FX silver or black
£259

ralM=11116

FOSTEX XI 5
£249
£649
FOSTEX 250
£399
TASCAM Porta one
TASCAM 244 Portastudio
(Best Price) L P.O.A.
TASCAM 246 (New model Portastudio

We trine

L299

SDS400 4 Tons Pads, stand and

.

1349
139

LP O.A.
LP O.A.
CP O.A.

°YAMAHA

THE TASCAM 388

"STUDIO 8

Compact 8 track unit
running on 7 reel 1/4" tape.
Features include real tome
counter. SMPTE compatibility.

Locate functions. DRX on/off
and much more if you're
looking for a complete 8 track
system come and see the

"Studio 8" (7499

Digital rhythm programmer with P.C.M. voice generator (256k bit
wave ROM x 2) and 9 voices.

AVAILABLE NOW! L249

DX5

Digital programmable algorithm synthesizer 64 performance memory.
64 internal voice memory, 64 external voice memory and 64 external
performance memory. An altogether incredible machine.
Inc

p

L 2595 VAT

°X21

REV 7

programs carsbe easily created and stored in the memory, then recalled at the
touch of a button and can also be selected by MIDI from a synthesizer.
Unbelievable quality at an unbelievable price!

Roland

FANTASTIC
ALPHA JUNO I
IN STOCK £525

The incredible DX21 digital promgrammable algorithm synthesizer with 128
pre-programmed voices built in, 32 RAM voice memory and 32 RAM
TRY ONE TODAY!
performance memory

Digital reverberator, 30 instantly available pre -set effects, a further 60 effects

k

WE DESIGN THE FUTURE

Atik

MOM
41
61SA
jimma

Contact our Mansfield store for further details

SHEFFIE LD STORE

NOW BE TTER
THAN EVER!
Fully modernised with Yamaha Hi -tech
Midi City plus fully operational studio
sales showroom

AND MUCH MUCH MORE!

C

I lc

LI

inc
MAX
S.: Traks
Drum Traks

L199 Phrophet IV and
L575 Remote Control
11150
L699

Tom

L699

NO

STAMP
REQUIRED

But of Course...

Dynacord on Display

Following the recent interest shown by the academic

In the heart of Bavaria, work has started on a new Dynacord

contingent of E&MM's readership, we've received word of

factory. Meanwhile, the company is busily developing its range of

some part-time educational courses being run by the

pro music gear in the old factory.

Hammond School of Music in Wat ford.

Before you wring your hands in despair at the mention of

the name Watford, I have it on good authority that the
establishment is only 18 minutes from Euston, and within

easy walking distance from Watford Junction railway
station.
Anyway, under the guidance of composer and freelance
musician Walter Fabeck are two alternative courses: one a
foundation course in Music Technology, the other a guide to

Composing ElectroAcoustic Music. Both are run in

a

specially -dedicated studio equipped with all the relevant
goodies like synths, samplers, computers, sequencers and
so on.
The courses run for 10 weeks at two hours per week, and

fees are £45 and £55 respectively. More from Walter
Fabeck on 0' (0923) 39733/22473. NTg

AningengreiingaL
FM for £350

Christmas is coming, the geese are getting fat, and Yamaha's range of FM synths is getting

fatter still.
The company are due to release two new polys based on John Chowning's wonderprocess within the next few months, both of them low-cost machines, and both of them
taking Yamaha into previously -unexplored market territory.
The DX27 is a stripped -down version of the 21, itself the subject of the CXSM Voice
Editing package reviewed elsewhere this issue. In terms of specification, the two are almost

Starting with the company's electronic drum system, we find
that the nerve centre, the Percuter S, is now in series production,
to be closely followed by the Big Brain I6 -track digital sequencer

and, with luck, the Boomer digital sound -sampler, though this
may not surface until some time into 1986.
Dynacord have also developed the novel DuoPad, which has
separate pickups for pad and rim and lets you assign any of the
Percuter S sounds to either of the two. Neat
The Germans are also going into MIDI in a big way. Their
existing outboard effects units, the DPP/6 digital reverb and

PDDI4 programmable DDL, now have an optional MIDI
Extension Unit being sold alongside them. More excitingly,
Dynacord have also begun marketing a 'MIDI Computer' called
the MCC I . An innocent -looking, 19" -racking device, the MCC I is

identical. But by comparison with its elder brother, the 27, loses performance memories, the
split/dual keyboard, and a few programmable parameters. But it actually gains in the number

actually a sophisticated MIDI routing and channel -assignment
controller. It provides a total of 99 memory locations in which you
can store MIDI routing configurations, and naturally enough,
these programs are selectable remotely via MIDI.

of memory locations onboard in ROM: 192 instead of 128. Still, people who like creating
their own sounds (instead of listening to Yamaha's) won't be too pleased to know that the
DX27 reduces the 21 's compliment of 32 RAM voices to 24. RRP, subject to confirmation, is
in the £449-£499 range.
Cheaper still, though, is the DX100, Yamaha's swipe at the Casio CZ101 end of the
market. Unlike the DX27 - which won't be in UK shops until the New Year- first shipments

in fitting MIDI to an amplification system. The company's new
range of Reference amps incorporates a couple of models with
programmable EQ and reverb parameters, and it's these, not
surprisingly, that are the subject of data transfer over MIDI.
Moving from one patch memory to another is simply a matter of

But more than this, Dynacord have beaten the rest of the world

stamping on a switch on the accompanying MIDI selector
footpedal unit, and if you happen to have a MIDI -compatible FX

Le
Inn if
SO

.
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unit in tow, -that'll change its program, too.
Yet more inventively, Dynacord are about to unveil

7,4
tie Ire
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Jr,

r

that yet
More from Washburn UK, 130 High Street, Abbotsley,
Combs PE I9 4UE ET (07677) 648. Dg,

of the 100 could have arrived by the time you read this, such is Yamaha's enthusiasm to
capture a slice of the Christmas cake.
Technically the DX100 is almost identical to the 27, but has a miniature four -octave
keyboard as opposed to the 27's full-size one, and a couple of ergonomic add-ons to make it

-

suitable for round -the -neck synth playing. RRP - and this is where the crunch really comes
is a measly £349.
More from Yamaha-Kemble, Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks. Et (0908)

71771. Dg

Hard Sell
Living in Stockport isn't easy at the
best of times, i know. But if you do
happen to be resident in that vicinity,

and you're desperate to spend your
hard-earned ackers on musical gimmickry, Al Music have opened a new

branch, to help you. The shop

in

at 3-7 Mealhouse Brow,
Stockport, Cheshire.
061-429 8777.
OTg
question
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a

sensational new MIDI -controlled instrument that could force a lot
of musicians to rethink their roles. But they won't let us talk about

is

E&MM DECEMBER 1985

Sample an LA

sound in Deptford and
play it at Dingwall&
Sampling is a process that allows you

to store and memorise a wide range of
sounds from musical instruments to a
variety of natural sounds. You can then

play them musically via any MIDI
synthesiser.
And AKAI's 5612 is a first -leading the
way in MIDI digital sampling.

It's a tremendous step for musicians,
producing a high quality clear sound that
is perfect in the studio or on the stage.

At under £1,000 (far less than any
available alternative) it's an effective way
of getting into sampling. By connecting it
to your MIDI keyboard, sampled sounds

can be produced with six -voice capability
over a five octave range.

The smart, sleek two unit high, 19 inch rack mounted S612 is extremely easy

to use. To capture a sound you simply
press the `NEW button!
And you can sample, overdub, loop,

select MIDI channel and load and save
sounds onto the quick loading memory
disc drive.
With AKAI's

library of sound
combined with your own sampling, your
synthesiser will be able to produce up-tothe-minute sounds.
It's far cheaper than flying to L.A.

The 5612 sampler will
add any sound to your synth.

AKAI

Akai (UK) Limited - Electronic Music Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate,SilverJubileeWay,Parkway, Hounslow, MiddlesexTW46NQ.Te1:01-8976388 Telex: 892555 AKAIUK G.

STOCKISTS: Aberdeen Bruce Miller 0224-592211 Addlestone ABC Music 0932-40139 Cambridge Cambridge Rock 0223-316091 Cardiff Musicland 0222- 621715
Chelmsford Future Music 0245-352490 Eastbourne Peter Bonner 0323-639335 Edinburgh Gordon Simpson 031-225-6305 Fleet Kingfisher Music 02514-21210 Glasgow
McCormacks Music 041-332-6644 Kingston ABC Music 01-546-9877 Liverpool Frank Hessey 051-236-1418 London Ell Freedmans 01-539-0288. SW6 Future Music
01-731-5993. NWI London Rock Shop 01-267-7851. W2 Syco Systems 01-724-2451. W5 Chromatix 01-567-3623. WC2 Rod Argents 01-379-6690. SW16 Gigsounds
01-769-5681 Manchester Al Music Centre 061-236-0340 Newcastle Rock City 0632-324175 Northwich Dougies Music 0606-782522 Mansfield Carlsbro 0623-651633
Portsmouth Future Music 0705-820595 Romford Monkey Business 0708-75448 Slough ABC Music 0753-822754 Southampton Future Music 0703-26798 Swindon John
Holmes 0793-34095 Warrington Dawsons Music 0925-32591
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KORG®
£299
£299
£299

FENDER Standard Strat, locking tram
FENDER '57 Vintage Bass, inc case
FENDER '62 Vintage Precision Bass, inc case

MAIN DEALER FOR SE ESSEX

iroc711(_

JX8P TOUCH
SENSITIVE POLYSYNTH

MAIN AGENT FOR S.E. ESSEX
Phone for Amazing Introductory Offers.

KORG
KORG DW8000 new model...
Phone.
KORG DW6000 synthesizer
New Low Price
KORG Poly 800 polysynth
New Low Price
KORG MPK-130 MIDI bass pedals_..._..... . ..... ..........E299
KORG 80, symphonic piano ......................................£499
KORG FIX -100 remote MIDI keyboard
£329
KORG EX -800 MIDI exp module.
£299

AFFORDABLE AGAIN
FENDER Squier Popular Stet
FENDER Squier Strat, Humbucker, Tree,
FENDER Squier '57 Vintage Precision Bass
FENDER Squier '62 Vintage Precision Bass

£199
£189
£149
£149

O YAMAHA
YAMAHA SG3000s, Black
YAMAHA SG1300T, Ivory, Tremolo
YAMAHA SG1000S, Black

KORG KMS-30 MIDI syncr.fizer box

t125

KORG RX-100 plus EX -800 package

£599

£599
£349
0289

ROLAND JX-8P synths,.

New Low Fria

ROLAND PG -800 programme,
ROLAND Juno 106 synthesise'
ROLAND HS -60 synth plus.
ROLAND EP50 MIDI piano
ROLAND HP20 cranes

New Low Pries
New

ROLAND TR707 digital drums
ROLAND TR727 digital latin percus

New Low Price
New Low Price

ROLAND MSO100 digital recorder

New Low Riot

New Low Price
New Low Price
New Low Fmk
New Low Price

5[5510f1
YAMAHA 5E300, White ..... . ...............
YAMAHA SE200, Black
YAMAHA BB3000, Bass, Black
YAMAHA BB1600, Dark Cherry or Black. ..... .
YAMAHA BB1000, Black
YAMAHA BB400, Cherry or Black
YAMAHA BB300, Jet Black or Red

£149
£129
£445

.

.

ARIA RS Wildcat, White or Black
ARIA RS Knight Warrior, Black .....
ARIA Cardinal CS Deluxe, Black
ARIA SB600 Bass, Black
ARIA SB11 Fretless, Sunburst
ARIA RSB Special, Black
ARIA RSR Standard, Tobacco
ARIA SB BG-1 Black 6' Gold
ARIA SB Elite, Opal blue

Ibanez

IBANEZ AM -205 S/Acoustic, Tobacco
IBANEZ AM -50 S/Acoustic, Tobacco
IBANEZ AS -80 Semi Acoustic, Cherry

C265

£265
£175
£145

£189
C279

£199
£235
£229
£285
C135
E299

£325

£299
£239
C285

E225
E255

SESSIONETTE 100 1x 15 bass combo .....................£309
SESSIONETTE 100 4x 10 bass combo ......_.........._.£319

01115131101
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 keyboard combo...........
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 lead combo
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 bass combo
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 keyboard combo..........
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 lead combo
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 bass combo.......
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 PA top reverb................

.

CARLSBRO Marlin 300 PA top.
..
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 pro lead combo
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 bass combo
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 keyboard
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 bass top. ......
.....
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 keyboard top
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 lead top .
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 bass top.

£299
£245
C245

£199
£145

KORGGR-1 new gated revert...................................£289
KORG SDO-2000 4 second sampling ........... ..........Phone
KORG SOD 1000, 2 second sampling ..........
.... C299

£168
£149
£130
£249
£199
£199
C169

£247
£329
C46.5

£312
C159
C119

£237
£217
£179

KU LDS
£79
KUDOS 251 Watt PA cabs/Monitors each.
KUDOS 251 100 wat PA cabs/Monitors pair ............£155
KUDOS 351 200 watt PA speakers pair ......... ..... . ..... .£275
KUDOS 655 320 watt PA speakers pair.....................£449
KUDOS 666 600 watt PA speakers pair
f5575
KUDOS MX6400 PA mixer amp inc digital echo ........£565

IBANEZ MC -824 Passive, Walnut
IBANEZ RS 950, Blue
IBANEZ RB-850. Black
IBANEZ RB-820, Silver
IBANEZ RB-630, Black

KORG SOD -1 polyphonic digital MIDI recorder, stores

Westune
£119
£135
£119
E139

£156
E179
£189
£204
£239
£135
£159
E196
13339

£445

0599
£499
£545
£375
C669

0219
£149
£339
£399
C269

£449

£79
£75
E59

.

E135
E159
£49
E72
..E45

.145
E55

BOSS PH 18 phaser with resonance ..........................£75
BOSS PH 2 super phaser.... .... .
......£79
BOSS SD -1 super overdrive .
£54

WEM 200w monitor wedge

WESTONE Spectrum Guitars horn
WESTONE Spectrum Basses from
WESTONE Spectrum ST Guitars
WESTONE Spectrum MX Guitars.... .................
WESTONE Spectrum DX Guitars.... ....... .............
WESTONE Spectrum GT Guitars
WESTONE Spectrum SX Guitars
WESTONE Spectrum LX Guitars
WESTONE Spectrum FX Guitars
WESTONE Spectrum STB Basses
WESTONE Spectrum DXB Basses
WESTONE Spectrum GTB Basses
WESTONE Spectrum LX Basses. ..
WESTONE Super Headless Basses

.

L71 BOSS EFFECTS
BOSS BF -2 fianger
BOSS CE -3 Chian.
BOSS CS -2 compressor
BOSS DF 2 distortion/feedback... .....
BOSS DD -2 digital delay
BOSS DSD-2 digital delay & sampling. .....
BOSS DS -1 distortion .

Dern
WEM Songbird 150w PA cabs..............
........... ..£185
WEM Songbird 200 watt PA cabs ..
.... _1199
WEM Songbird 300 watt PA cabs................
C249
.

Large selection always available Les Pauls, S.G's and
335 style guitars.
TST-40 50 & 70 models, Jazz & P. Basses from.. ...... .£159

1159
E159
E345

KORG DDM 110 digital drums
KORG DDM-220 digital latin percussion
KORG PSS-50 digital super section .

ROLAND BARGAIN BOX
ROLAND MKB300 moth. keyboard .
ROLAND MSKI 0 piano expander......
ROLAND MSK30 poly synth .
ROLAND AXIS remote MIDI keyboard
ROLAND HP300 piano with stand
ROLAND SH101 synthesiser
ROLAND MC202 micro comp synth
ROLAND CR8000 programmable r/unit
ROLAND SPV355 pitch voltage synth
ROLAND S8F325 stereo tlanger
ROLAND GR300 guitar synth......

VIL I dm de

Main Agents for SE Essex
Huge Selection in Stock
Phone for New Low Prices

NEW MARSHALL INTEGRATED
BASS SYSTEMS
MARSHALL 3510 100 bass head ...........................Phone
MARSHALL 3520 200 bass head ...........................Phone
MARSHALL 3540 400 bass head
Phone
MARSHALL 5522 200 bass combo
Phone
MARSHALL 1550250 1 x15 cab.. ..
Phone
MARSHALL 1510 4x 10 cab
Phone
MARSHALL 1533 300 1 x15+2 x10
Phone

E59

BOSS VB-2 vibrato
£49
BOSS NF -1 noise gate ................................................£44
BOSS OD -1 overdrive
E49
BOSS HM -2 heavy metal
BOSS TU-12 chromic tuner.. ......................... ............£45
BOSS BCB-6 effects pedal case
E59
BOSS PSM6 effects power supply
BOSS PSA-220 or ASA-200 /VC adaptor......_............£14
BOSS DR -110 Doctor Rhythm
£125

PEDALS
ARIA DDX-10 digital delay pedal
ARIA FL -5 Banger pedal
ARIA CH -3 stereo chorus pedal.
ARIA MP -5 metal pedal
ARIA DT -5 distortion pedal
ARIA ACT -3 locking trem

e939
E55

£52
E36
£31
E89

Fabulous now 1101.11

Now on Dernanstratim
DDR-30 5 drum outfit
C1299
DDR-30 5 -drum outfit, inc stands.
E1399
DDR-30 6 drum outfit
£1399
DDR-30 6 drum ouffrt inc stands
£1499
ROLAND PAD -8 octapad MIDI system can be used with
any programmable MIDI rhythm init
E399

ROLAND SDE 1000, 4 memories
ROLAND SDE-2500. 64 memories
ROLAND SRV2000 digital reverb
BOSS DE200 digital echo.
BOSS DSO digital sampling pedal
BOSS DD2 digital pedal
ROLAND JC-77 combo
ROLAND JC-120 combo...
ROLAND Cube amplftation
ROLAND

,

.

Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
C159

£135
Phone
Phone
.

Phone

300-302 London Road, Hadleigh, Essex. Tel: Southend (07021 553647

0

IEOUEFIVAL

YAMAHA

New 'Electronic Drum Room' NOW OPEN
SIMMONS SDS-9 5 -drum outfk
£1199
SIMMONS SDS-8 5 -drum outfrt
£699
SIMMONS SDS-800, 4 -drum outfit
£625
SIMMONS SIDS -400, 4 tom outfit
C545
SIMMONS SDS-200 2 tom outfit
£355
ROLAND DDR-30 digital drums with MIDI interface
5 -drum outfit
£1299
ROLAND PAD -8 Octapad MIDI system can be used with
any programmable MIDI rhythm unit
£399

NEW MAIN DEALER FOR SE ESSEX

GRADE I HI -1 EGH DEALER

111111111111111111111111

Amazing NEW DX
YAMAHA DX -27.....,....
YAMAHA DX -21 synthesizer
YAMAHA DX -7 synthesiser
YAMAHA DX -5 synthesiser
YMMI IA CP-7013 electric grand
`,AMARA CP-35 stage piano
YAMAHA CP-30 stage piano
YAMAHA PF-15 piano
YAMAHA PF 10 piano
YAMAHA KX-88 mother keyboard.
YAMAHA TX-/ MIDI expander
YAMAHA OX--/ multitrack seq
YAMAHA TX7/0X7 package

E349

Arniang Soon
New Low Price
New Low Price
New Low Price
£2499
£695
£499
0875
£495
01189
£499
1325
£799

SEQUENTIAL PROPHET 2000
DIGITAL SAMPLING KEYBOARD
NOW ON DEMONSTRATION
SEQUENTIAL Multitraks
SEQUENTIAL SIxtraks

SEQUENTIAL Drumtraks
SEQUENTIAL Tom ...
New voicing for Tom

£791
£591
C691

... CAM

TASCAM 38 8 track reel-to-reel.... ......... . ....
TASCAM 22-4 4 track reel to reel
TASCAM 244, Portastudio 4 track cas .
TASCAM 246 Portastudio, New Model

..... C1850

£799
C699

£995

TASCAM 225 Syncset, Multi Track Cassette.......C199
0399

TASCAM Porta One, 4 track cassette

Phone

FOSTEX A80, 8tr reel-to-reel
FOSTEX 250 muttitracker
FOSTEX X-15 4 -track, inc power supply

C625

£249

NEW LOW PRICE

YAMAHA COMPUTER SCOOP

AKAI S612 rackmounted digital sampler with disk drive
£995
complete
AKAI M-80 8 voice polysynth

ALL THIS FOR £299!
Yamaha CX5ME Music computer
Yamaha YKO1 mini keyboard
Yamaha YRM102 software
Also available with YK10
full size keyboard £339

SIEL OK60 new model
SIEL DK80
SIEL Expander 80 module sequencer
SIEL CMK 49 keyboard
SIEL MIDI interface unit

C98

£249
£279

C341

0121
£71

CASIO

Phone
Phone
NEW YAMAHA PN.1P1 ^st s-spact printer
Now available
NEW YAMAHA ocli Asa,

MULTI-KLONE 5 drum outfit with carrying case available
in black, red or white
£399

£199
£129
£325

4591

SIEL Software for Commodore. Disk or Cassette
available

l:,Ey7."s'AM,".!SA ED .55 DSso driv.o

.£415
.0325

£491

BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES

CIC commodore

CASIO CZ5000 synth ..
CASIO CZ1000 synth
CASIO CZ101 synth
..... ............
CASIO CT6000 full size keyboard MIDI

CUTEG MR402 Mk114-track cassette..
CUTEC MX1200, 12 into 2 stereo mixer
CUTEC GS2200. Stereo Graphic, Spectrum
Analyser
CUTEC AE400, Revert with Analog pre -delay
CUTEC CD425 Digital Delay with Sub Delay
CUTEC GE -201010 -band Stereo Graphic
CUTEC TFE-1531 15 -band Stereo -31 band mono
CUTEC SL -200 Stereo Compressor/Limiter

PO/

New Low Price
New Low Price
New Low Price
New Low Price

RDD 10 digital delay
RCL 10 compressor limiter...
RBF 10 flanger
RPH 10 phaser
RGE 10 graphic ECI

£155

ARIA SO -520 Stereo Graphic/Spectrum Analyser
ARIA A0-522 Stereo Graphic
ARIA AR -525 Stereo Reverb
ARIA DEX1000, Digital Delay. LED Time Readout

£199
£149
£185
£285

C110

0110
£110
£110

MULTI-KLONE control module. can be used on its own
using the Tap Buttons or with other makes of drum
pads
£195
KLONE DUAL PERCUSSION SYNTH Twin pacts
£199
DYNACORD 5 pad kit complete
£950
DYNACORD 8 pad kit complete
£1199
PEARL DRX-1 5 -drum kit with stands
£799
TAMA Techstar 5 -drum outfit no stands
£699
TAMA Techstar 5 drum outfit inc stands
£799
ULTIMATE PERCUSSION UP -5 kit inc stands
£445
ULTIMATE PERCUSSION one-up drum synth
£119
ATTENTION -ALL DRUMMERS
See our Full Page Advert in the New Rhythm Drum
Magazine - OUT NOW. Sister Magazine to E8MM

ORDER FORM
FREE DELIVERY ALL ITEMS
(UK Mainland)
Please semd me

YAMAHA New Model TB3513 rack/p bay
YAMAHA New Model MT44D 4 tr cassette.
YAMAHA Now Model RM6062 6ch mixer.
YAMAHA New Model RB359 rack/p-bay
YAMAHA New Model MT system. as above...
YAMAHA RX21 digital 9 voices rhythm unit....
YAMAHA RX11 digital, 29 voices rhythm unit.
YAMAHA M15 digital. 15 voices rhythm unit.

C139

£375
C235

£139
4725
0249
C699

£425

CASIO SZ1 4 track sequencer 1800 notes ................£241
SECONDHAND KEYBOARDS
KORG Mono Poly Synthesizer... .....
T321
ROLAND SH-101 Synthesizer ............................_.....0171
ROLAND SH3A Synthesizer ......................................£141
ROLAND SH-1000 Synthesizer
£131
EKO P-15 Synthesizer....
£91
4491
YAMAHA CP-30 Piano
C361
YAMAHA PS -55, inc. stand
YAMAHA CS-5Synthesizer....._......_........._ .............£131
HOHNER Clavinet E-7 .
C131
£12:
HOHNER EK-61 Piano with Stand.
£291
WURLITZER 200A electric piano
RHODES 73 Mk11 Piano, immaculate
C441
..... ......
£541
TECHNICS PP -10 Piano, as new

STEREO MIXERS
STARSOUND Dynamix, 18 into 2. Studio
STARSOUND Dynamix, 12 into 2, Studio
STARSOUND Dynamix. 6 into 2, Studio
MTR 12/8/2 Studio Mixer
MTR 6/4/2 Studio Mixer
CUTEC 12/12005, 12 channel, graphic
CUTEC Mixer Case for above
........
TRAYNOR 12/201, 12 channel graphic . ...........
PRO -MARK MX -3 8/4/2 Ideal for 8 -track use
SECK 12-2
SECK 18.8-2
BOSS BX800 8 channel mixer inc headphones
BOSS 8X600 8 channel mixer inc headphones
BOSS BX400 4 channel mixer inc headphones

.

£359
£254
£175
0395
£225
0335
£32
£485
.£445

£539
£1495
1246
C135

_EN

ADDRESS

[

ACCESS VISA No. or Phone (0702) 553647
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Cheque enclosed [1 HP Form Required D Tick

1

Write to E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton
Road, Cambridge CB4 1 UY.

Don't Fight!

the best for him or her? It's not the

Dear E&MM,
I am not normally given to becoming

fashioned, but I'd have thought that when

involved in arguments about extremes. But
I've finally been moved to write, in
despair, about the main source of needle in

your letters' pages over the last few
months.

I refer, of course, to the continuing
wrangle between FM and analogue synthesists. I've read each and every letter,

and found myself agreeing with many
points, disagreeing with many more. More

often than not, I can't help but feel
personally hurt by some of the comments
made about analogue synths, and wonder
why such emotional comments are thrown

at any instrument and its owner.

instrument that's important in the first
instance, it's the music! Maybe I'm oldartists write a piece, they consider the
sound usage of their instruments to a
certain extent, regardless of the instrument involved. Even the most inexperienced

musician will know if one instrument is
more suited to a task than another.
I sometimes look back in grief at the sale

of my System 100 and RS09, because
however much people might disagree, I
can't reproduce some of the feeling they

musical 'paintbox' is collection, rather
than replacement. I realise not everyone
can afford to keep an old instrument for
the sake of one sound, especially when
part -exchange deals are getting more and
more tempting. I'm a case in point. All I'm

saying is: don't criticise others for their

choice. We all have a common aim,
whether it is to be Depeche Mode or
Debussy. Why not respect that?
The same arguments apply to sampling.

Whether or not you use it is up to the
individual artist and the desired end
product. I can't say I'm in favour of the

had with the machines I have now. I think
of them as lost friends.
But time passes and technology moves

`patch piracy' that seems to be going on,

ruthlessly forward. Let's not forget that

never catch on' or 'it's nothing to do with
real synthesis' attitudes expressed in some

the onward march of technology not only
gave us electronic music in the first place,
it also put it within reach of our pockets.

but again, it depends on how it's being
used. I can't help but laugh at the 'it'll
of the letters. Maybe my memory misleads

what I was brought up with, and I find it

It's here to stay, and there's nothing

me, but weren't pieces of cut-up tape an
important part of the origins of electronic

difficult to summon the enthusiasm to lock

anyone can do about it. No piece of music

synthesis?

myself away with a DX7 for hours. This
has nothing to do with any preference for
one machine over another; it's simply a

lack of understanding concerning the

technology ever dies. If it did, we'd no
longer have the piano, the drum or the
guitar. Analogue synthesis may have
passed its peak, but it won't disappear. It

energy into the task of creating music.
Mark Keen
West Midlands

marvel of FM.
But although I don't wish to be dragged

can't.
In E&MM October '85, Peter Howell of

into the argument for or against, I do

the BBC Radiophonic Workshop said:

consider that some of your readers have
missed the point. Surely if a particular
instrument suits an artist, then that one is

`We're not in the habit of throwing things
away'. Mr Howell would probably join me
in saying that the best way of building up a

I personally like analogue synths. They're

I have designed a MIDI interface for use
with the Atmos and One 1 microcomputers
that some of your readers may find useful.

I have just read your report on UK
Electronica '85, and would like to offer my
own comments.

During our minglings whilst the daytime bands were performing, we discovered

To accompany this I have written two
programs: a DX7 Dump and a polyphonic
one-track sequencer. The latter has single
track, real-time recording, and is capable

that there seemed to be a rather arbitrary
method of choosing who actually played.
Mark Jenkins was asked because he writes
for Melody Maker (where was their review

of storing patch, aftertouch, and mod
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Dear E&MM,

description or another, my companion and
I finally arrived in sunny Sheffield for our
first visit to a UK Electronica - drawn by
the re-formed Ashra.

Dear E&MM,

Nobody here at E&MM has yet seen

Sheffield Sequel 1

After spending 16 hours (thank you,
National Express) on coaches of one

French Connection

wheel information.
I hope this is helpful to you.
Jean -Paul Verpeau
France

So stop bickering, and channel your

this package in operation, but if any
readers are interested, we can supply
photocopies of the circuit and parts list
for £1. Please send a large SAE with an
18p stamp for return.

of the fair?) but played well, though a
Roland demo would have been more
interesting. The abysmal Land of YRX and

Ashok Prema were asked because they
were old chums of Mark Jenkins. Surely a
hit ni.)re discretion on the organisers' part
would have helped here?
I also note that you forgot to mention one
E&MM DECEMBER 1985

Watt Options!,

Choosing a P.A amp can be a difficult business! There
are so many features to be combined in one unit.
The right number of channels, controls, inputs, and of
course the right price. At the same time, you want a
unit that is robust and will stand up to the rigours of the
road. Carlsbro is a company of extensive experience 24 years in fact -a company which has had the time,
experience, and development resources to refine the
ultimate in P.A amps.
Carlsbro's Cobra and Marlin range are Britain's best
selling P.A amplifiers - quite simply there is no better
choice available!

Main features:
COBRA 4-90 P.A.
4 separate channels with 2 inputs per channel
Tape Record/Replay DIN socket on channel 4.
Fitted with 19" Accutronic Reverb
Supplied with Remote Footswitch for Reverb

90 Watts RMS output
X-150 & X-90 SLAVE/MIXER AMPLIFIERS
Highly versatile - mixer amps for the price of slaves.
3 separate channels with one input per channel.
150 & 90 watt R.M.S. options.

MARLIN 6-150 & MARLIN 6-300 PA.
6 separate channels with 2 inputs per channel
Tape Record/Replay DIN socket on channel 6
Reverb and Effects control on each channel
Supplied with Remote Footswitch for Reverb
150 and 300 Watt RMS alternatives
All units come complete with heavy duty vinyl covers.
Guaranteed for two years.
For full details and the name of your nearest stockist, write to

Master controls

Channel controls

4ALSI3110
Carlsbro (Sales' Limited

Side handles

Footswitch

Cross Drive, Kirkby-in-Ashfield,
Notts. NG 17 7LD, England.
Tel: Mansfield (0623) 753902.
Telex: 377472 CARLSB-G

or two bands, three to be precise: 1) the

more day -time demos (Yamaha and Roland

most is electronics used creatively: it

odd chap with the BR hat, 2) Altres, and 3)
Big Amongst Sheep.
Personally speaking, I found Altres to be

please), an all -day licence for the bar (a
must), forget Mark Jenkins and his gang,
and make sure the Tangs headline.

'83 with his home -built gear; last year
Steve Jolliffe was backed by a humble

the most inventive band of the day, apart

As long as Dennis and the boys don't give

from the unannounced Big Amongst Sheep:
a nicer bunch of people you couldn't hope

up, I'll be there. See you next year.
Alec Black
Ayr

to meet (hello Ian, Neb, Jude & Jill), and
they certainly made our day.
As for the night-time event, Steve Jolliffe
was stunning. Somebody should give him a

Sheffield Sequel 2

national tour support slot so he can gain
some real exposure.
Then there was Ashra. Would they be
legendary? Well, not quite, but Manuel
Gottsching's guitar playing was worth
every minute of the bus haul. Not the best

Dear E&MM,

set, but there's magic in them there fingers.
My advice for next year after attending
just one UK Electronica is this. Hold it in

London, vary the musical styles more,
choose people of recognisable talent, have

expressed in E&MM October.
I agree that the acts were too much of a

related magazines was a one -sentence
mention the weekend before in The Sunday

muchness. Everybody seemed to be stuck in
a drum machine/ sequencer format, seduced
by technology. Even your leader comment

Times - hardly likely to bring the crowds
flocking in, I'd have said.
We shouldn't be surprised by a low

in the same issue referred to 'live hi -tech'
music, which is surely missing the point.
What the punters want first and fore -

fact that the headline act was a band that

Edgar Froese is on record as stating
Dear E&MM,
This must be said. What the blue blazes
has happened to Tangerine Dream?
I refer, of course, to their previous six

how the Tangs used to fight against Peter
Baumann's tendency to make the band's

albums, all released in the last year, two on
import. And what have the Tangs' fans got

Tangs music depresses me no end, and I
doubt I'm alone.

Listen to 'Le Parc'. Can you believe your

ears? Surely it must have been recorded

for a bet, or perhaps it's an example of
zany German humour. Is this really the

same band that recorded Ilubycon',

`Ricochet', `Sratosfear' and the like?
Their latest soundtrack albums are no

was one of the better acts despite having
some decidedly low -tech synths - it was
how he used his gear that counted.
But so far, no one has mentioned what
seems to me to be the main reason for UK
Electronica's failure - that of poor pub-

tronicas, I'd like to add my feelings to those

this with `Flashpoint'. Enough said?

for their money? A heap of self-satisfied
monotonous dross with about as much
originality as a kitchen table, that's what.

open -reel tape; and this year, Mike Brooks

licity. Electronic music as we know it gets
little or no publicity from the mass media.
The only advert I saw outside E&MM and

Having attended all three UK Elec-

electro soundtrack ever recorded. Compare

Le Strop

needn't be hi -tech. Ron Berry proved it in

music more depressing. Well I got news for

you, Edgar - the present-day uplifted
So why do I still buy their albums? Why

will I, in all probability, continue to buy
them? Partly out of acknowledgement of
what they've done in the past, and partly
in the hope that they'll redeem themselves
as they've done before when all has seemed
lost.

But hope is fading fast after the latest
soundtracks and the catastrophe that is
`Le Parc'. I have a feeling it puts the lid on

turnout given this lack of publicity and the
peaked a decade ago. And yes, Ashra were

pretty dire, weren't they?
So, what would be the chances of a halfhour preview on Tommy Vance's Radio I

grog? He plays Tangerine Dream often
enough, so I reckon he'd be sympathetic.
Anyway, I was glad to see Jeanette's and

Dennis' comments that UK Electronica
will not fold, as it is unique.
Something will always be better than
nothing, and three years ago, nothing was
exactly what we had.
B J Dawson
Wood Green

Touchy Subject
Dear E&MM,
Like many keyboard players, the first
keyboard instrument I learned to play was
an acoustic piano. And in spite of

competition from different models of
synthesiser, I still find myself playing
piano. Why? Because there are certain
qualities it possesses that I've yet to
encounter on a synthesiser.
By comparison with most synthesisers,
there's no doubt the piano is very limited:
only one sound, no pitchbend, no modulation and so forth. But it's possible to play
the piano with a great deal more sensitivity

than any synth I've ever played.
This is entirely due to the key response.
The JX8P , for example, has a key response
similar to an acoustic piano's only in so far
as the note sounds louder according to how

hard the key is struck. The response does
not appear to be linear. If the key is struck
slightly harder, a disproportionate increase

in volume results. For piano players
switching to synthesisers, this is very
disconcerting. Obviously, key response
varies from synth to synth, as it does from

piano to piano, but the feel of the two
keyboards is always entirely different.

I realise that electronic instruments
with keyboard response closer to that of

better - a collection of twee, unfeeling,

them as jar as being a major electronic

factory -produced garbage that would only
sound out of place on a Klaus Wunderlich
album by virtue of the fact that he records
better melodies.
What's become of the atmosphere,
improvisation, experimentation and guts,
things that were once synonymous with the
name Tangerine Dream? It's not as if they

music force is concerned.

can't do better. 'Sorcerer'
16

is

the best

If you can't do better than this, Lads,
chuck it in and let us get on with mourning

the loss of what was once the greatest
electronic music band in the world.
If you are going to die, at least do it with

a little dignity.

Graham High
Birmingham

acoustic pianos are available; they include
the DXI and the Kurzweil 250, instruments
that are far too expensive for most people
to afford.

Is there any way manufacturers could

make this parameter variable, so that
players could tailor their synth's response
to match their personal playing style?
R Neville
Cambridge
E&MM DECEMBER 1985

It'll sound just as good
down the Victoria as it will
in the Albert Hall.

Whether it's a small or large venue
the AX80 has the power to produce the
goods. It's built to be played at gigs of all
shapes and sizes, and to give you a big
sound.
The eight -voice programmable polyphonic synthesiser offers ease of operation

combined with the best of today's music
technology.

own sounds editing them to suit any of
their characteristics simply by means of
a single button.
The oscillator, filter, LFO envelope -

generator and VCA functions are also
selected at the press of a button, while
the unique fluorescent bar -graphs give

you accurate graphic displays of the

offering full touch sensitivity.

sounds you create.
In fact, the AX80 is so easy to operate
that others find it hard to follow.

Our stylish front panel allows the
selection of 32 internal presets through

under £800 the AX80 is a great buy.

The keyboard has a superb feel,

reliable and positive touch -pads.

And you can store up to 64 of your

The price is hard to follow too. At

It could be your first step to. the
Albert Hall.

The AX80 high velocity synthesiser. AKAI
Akai (UK) Limited - Electronic Music Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, SilverJubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow, MiddlesexTW46NQ. Tel: 01-8976388 Telex: 892555AKAIUK G.

STOCKISTS: Aberdeen Bruce Miller 0224-592211 Addlestone ABC Music 0932-40139 Cambridge Cambridge Rock 0223-316091 Cardiff Musicland 0222- 621715
Chelmsford Future Music 0245-352490 Eastboume Peter Bonner 0323-639335 Edinburgh Gordon Simpson 031-225-6305 Fleet Kingfisher Music 02514-21210 Glasgow
McCormacks Music 041-332-6644 Kingston ABC Music 01-546-9877 Liverpool Frank Hessey 051-236-1418 London Ell Freedmans 01-539-0288. SW6 Future Music
01-731-5993..NW1 London Rock Shop 01-267-7851. W2 Syco Systems 01-724-2451. W5 Chromatix 01-567-3623. WC2 Rod Argents 01-379-6690. SW16 Gigsounds
01-769-5681 Manchester Al Music Centre 061-236-0340 Newcastle Rock City 0632-324175 Northwich Dougies Music 0606-782522 Mansfield Carlsbro 0623-651633
Portsmouth Future Music 0705-820595 Romford Monkey Business 0708-75448 Slough ABC Music 0753-822754 Southampton Future Music 0703-26798 Swindon John
Holmes 0793-34095 Warrington Dawsons Music 0925-32591

SECOND LEVEL
COMPOSITE PR

This is the ideal performance system if you want to use a Yamaha KX1
or KX5 type performance keyboard exclusively. The TX7 proyides a
top-quality FM tone generator, without the need for another complete
keyboard.
TAT TONE GENERATOR

TO

- OUTPUT

The amazing musical fidelity of Yamaha's DX range of FM
Digital synthesizers needs no introduction -there can hardly be
a recording studio or professional keyboard player in the country
without a DX7 Now Yamaha have produced the 1X7 FM Digital
MIDI Expander, designed specifically to enhance and enlarge the
already awesome capabilities of the DX7.
If you are a DX7 owner, the TX7 should undoubtedly be your
next step. For less than half the price of a second DX7 it more

SYSTEM

frequency, its harmonics, the percussive sound of the nail
plucking the string, the string striking off the fingerboard, the
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KX REMOTE KEYBOARD

Composite Programming. The first level of FM is the kind of
detailed sounds we are used to hearing from the DX7 and DX9.

reaction of different harmonic patterns between DX and TX.
Original sounds are synthesized by breaking them down
into their component parts. A note from an acoustic guitar, for
instance, consists of various elements -the fundamental

MIDI

ILL 11 111

than doubles your existing creative potential -in real musical
terms. Via MIDI the TX7 combines with your DX not only to
extend its existing facilties but to introduce you to a whole new
dimension of FM programming.

The second level opens the door to a whole new set of FM
programming techniques which involve the complex inter -

11.- SOUND

Think of each operator as a digit in a six -digit combination
lock, then increase the number of digits to 12 to represent the
addition of TX7 You have not merely doubled the number of
combinations but have increased it factorially. Sort of like a
DX72

The TX7, like the DX7, has a 32 -voice internal memory filled

with an exciting new set of factory voices. It also has a tape

damping of the string at the end of the note etc. The

storage facility making it possible to create inexpensively a large
library of sounds on normal cassette tapes. In addition to storing

combination of DX7 and TX7 vastly increases the wealth of
detail your sounds can capture. This can be described thus.

all the standard voice parameters, you can also store all the
performance control settings such as voice attenuation and

FM SYNTHESIS
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Yamaha also offer the QX7, an inexpensive MIDI sequencer which
can be used like a multitrack tape machine to build up synth and
drum machine arrangements, line by line. It will faithfully

reproduce your performance or allow you remarkably simple
step -time programming which will still remember all your
dynamics. The QX7 has a wide range of editing facilities and can

even correct your timing for you. It can control as many as 16

I'

DX SYNTHESIZER

note limit (a sophisticated keyboard split).
Pitch bend, modulation wheel, after -pressure and breath
control parameters can all be stored as an integral part of each
preset. On top of this the TX7 has on -board a second set of 32
memories to allow such performance parameters to be stored
with respect to the DX7's presets.

All this means avoiding the horrifying discovery in the
middle of a solo that the pitch bend range is not what it should
be! It's all there in memory for you. And for total performance
control even the volume balance of the TX7 can be assigned to
the data entry slider of your DX7.

different MIDI instruments or can simply be used as a MIDI drum
sequencer with full velocity sensitivity.
Without the assistance of such sequencers, many

professional musicians would be incapable of producing the
polished performances that we all take for granted. In fact you'll
be surprised how easy it is to make your tracks sound tight and
professional with a little help from the QX7
The TX7 and QX7 have both been designed specifically to
work as a unique system with the DX7 although they will also
work with any other MIDI instruments. But, then again, there's
nothing like the real thing.

°YAMAHA

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
MOUNT AVENUE. BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES. BUCKS, MK11JE

(09081640202 24hr Ansaphone 0900 649222
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`THERE ARE THREE KINDS
OF THINGS I SAY AT

some
Eno is that, in spite of
music critics would have you

produce recordl for the likes of
Talking Heads, tiltravox, Devo

meeting.

INTERVIEWS' says Brian Eno as
I pack up my tape recorder and
notebook at the close of our

believe, he'squite normal. He

and U2.

isn't a guru os a sage. He carries
the air of a man who winces at
praise, who shies away from the

rejected further adventures into

'The class one things are really
interesting, the class two things
are fairly interesting, and the
class three things are boring as
Hell. People always publish none
of the class one things, a few of
the class two things, but all of the
class three things.'
That, I suppose, is one of the
reasons Eno has never given
many interviews. I only got mine
by sticking my foot in a lot of
doors, being a nuisance on the
phone, and being in the right
place at the right time. The right
place turned out to be the
Polydor offices in London, the
right time a quiet Thursday
afternoon in mid -autumn.

limelight.

Coincidentally (I think),
`Thursday Afternoon' is also the
title of Eno's latest album. But
more of that later.
The surprising thing about
20

Yet in spite of all that, he's
become one of the most
influential figures in
contemporary music. His
records sell in small quantities,
and he hasn't had a hit single in
his life. But ask many of those
who have where they got their
inspiration from, and a lot of

them whisper reverently: 'Well,
it all comes down to Eno, doesn't
it?'
Eno was more popular when
he played synth (one of the first
rock players to do so) in Roxy
Music. He was even more
popular (in the mid -70s) when he
made albums of quirky,
eccentric songs with the help of
other musicians.
He has achieved popularity

indirectly through staying
behind the mixing desk to

Bute while ago, he

the Land of Pop, in favour of a
style of music that's come to be
known as 'ambient', after a
series of records Eno released
under that title. It's music which
assumes a place in the

environment of a room, creating
an atmosphere rather than
demanding constant attention.
Some of his music has been

written and produced solo, some
of it has been created with the
assistance of others, like fabled
Canadian producer Daniel
Lanois. Some of his work has
been written in response to
commissions for film and video
soundtracks. Much more of it
has been used as incidental
music by the makers of

television documentaries years
after its release on vinyl.
And visitors to this year's
Frankfurt Musikmesse trod the
endless galleries of moving
E&MM DECEMBER 1985

walkways to the
accompaniment of Eno's
ambient doodling, replayed over
elaborate but discreet sound
systems, in precisely the fashion
its creator intended.
Like everybody else who has
an ambition to meet the man
fulfilled unexpectedly, I had a lot
of questions to fire at him. I had
decided on my tactics. I hoped to
draw Eno out of himself, forcing
him to answer those questions
on a broad, all -embracing scale. I

got more than I anticipated.
He grasped the thread of what
I was getting at, often before I
did, and phrased his answers in a
very precise, thoughtful way, as
though he was speaking in print.
Now and again he'd doodle
aimlessly on a notepad with a

propelling pencil, drawing
straight lines and shading

enclosed areas as he paused for
thought. A few years ago, all

Because the music was written to
go with a video called 'Thursday
Afternoon'. The video was called
`Thursday Afternoon' because that
was when it was filmed.
OK, so why has the album been
particular method of working.
released initially on Compact
When I got home, I tried
Disc only?
manfully to trim down what had
The quality of reproduction you
been said to short, meaningful
get with Compact Discs eliminates
paragraphs, the way you're
all extraneous noise. My music is
supposed to, concentrating on
very quiet; silence is very important
the class one bits.
in my music. But then, having no
Out of context, that sort of
silence in music is like having no
editing doesn't really work. And
black or white in painting.
anyway, any less than what I
But the music wasn't recorded
ended up with doesn't really
digitally. It was recorded on a 24 convey the experience of a
track analogue machine, and then
meeting with Eno, the flavour of
digitally mastered. The drawback
the man. So here, with a little
with digital recording is that it only
chronological juggling, is an
gives you about 15% range, as far as
impression of a quiet Thursday
changing speeds is concerned. As I
Afternoon with Brian Eno.
work at a lot of different speeds, this
isn't enough. But they'll change
So why is the album called
that.
'Thursday Afternoon'?
I expect I'll be using digital quite
soon, though. I'll cut my suit to fit
the cloth, make a piece of music that
doesn't require speed changes. The
only reason I like to change speeds is
because it does something to the
timbre of sound that I like, by
bringing upper harmonics into
hearing range, by halving the
frequency of them.
I'm starting to understand more
about the harmonic structure of
sound. I can make sounds, in the
first place, that have a harmonic
structure like the one I like. In the
past, I didn't understand why
slowing things down made things
sound so much nicer to me. Now I
understand...well, I'm beginning to
understand. So now I can make
them like that without slowing them
down.
You've been involved with a
good many exhibitions of audiovisual 'installations' recently. In
view of that, do you consider
yourself a musician, or an artist?
I'd say that any good musician is
an artist. I think that in the
archetypal sense of the words I'm
both, really. I seem to spend about
equal time on both...and I mix them
together as well. For me there's not
a big distinction, because I think
about everything in the same way.
I'm after the same thing...things.
If people ask me, if I'm on a bus or
something, I say I'm an artist. That
way they don't ask any further
questions. If you say you're a
musician they say `Oooh, do you
play with a group?', and I can't stand
those conversations. I often invent
occupations. If I don't feel like
Stills from 'Thursday Afternoon'
sorts of things would have been
read into this by hordes of
faithful followers. But now, he's
just doodling, occasionally using
a drawing or two to illustrate a
technical point or indicate a

video are reflection of how images are

used as visual equivalent of Eno's
ambient style of music, which takes its

place in the listening environment

without dominating it
E&MM DECEMBER 1985
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Video was commissioned by Sony

seem rather passionless if you
describe them, but I think of them
as... It's the same as when you're
growing a garden. There's a routine
part of that. You've just got to water
it every day, or whatever you have
to do, and it's not particularly
glamourous or amazing or cosmic,
you just do it. Gardening is an
accretion of several processes like
that.
And then suddenly, these flowers
come out, and they are surprisingly
beautiful and complex. What you've
done is partake in a process, you
haven't really controlled the
process...you didn't make the
flower. To see that happen always
fascinates me.
When I finally make a piece that
is better than, or different from,
what I expected, I think: What a
lovely feeling! But they don't last
for long, those thoughts. I soon go

Japan who co-operated with Eno in

the interests of creating a soundtrack
written and recorded specifically for
Compact Disc

i> talking, I'll just say something like
"import and export", and that stops
people dead. They don't question
you further about what you do,
because it sounds so unbelievably
boring. "Artist" is like that. It's the
truth, but it sounds boring.
What, precisely, are the 'things'
you're after in your music and
your art?
That's a difficult question, not
because I don't have an answer, but
because I have too many answers.
What I'm after is creating works of
art that are as awesome as the first
works of art I ever saw. I'm trying to
create an experience that I think of
as the artistic experience.
Obviously I can't simply
duplicate the things that have
affected me that way, because the
familiarity of them prevents them
from having that effect. The same
way, I can't duplicate my own
successes, because part of the
creation of that effect is making
something happen that you didn't
expect; using materials you think
you understand, to create a result
you know you don 't understand.
The result is not predicted by the
sum of the materials.
I want to make things that put me
in the position of innocence, that
recreate the feeling of innocence in
you.
So you're often as surprised at
the results of your work as
someone who views it for the

first time?

Oh, I always am. I think often I'm
more surprised, because I know
how it was made. It always seems
unlikely that what I end up with has
come from the process it has. I use a
lot of very cold processes. They
22
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back to worrying again about the
next piece.
How do you go about producing
a piece of music? You say you
worry about it, so that's
obviously the first step, but what
follows?
There are many possible first
steps, but they usually take one of
three forms. One is worrying about
it, because I've accepted a
commission or something like that.
The second is arriving at it from an
intellectual position of considering
what I've done, sifting through and
rearranging it, and trying to include
more. That's designing a piece of
work and saying this is the kind of
method I'm going to use. And the
third technique is to toy with
something, a new piece of
equipment, a mode on the piano or
something like that. Those things'
can start developing, of their own
accord, into a feasible piece of
music.
The third method is actually the
way people think composers work though it's not often true.
I don't know if you've ever heard
something Samuel Beckett wrote.
In that book, Westward Ho!, he
says: "Try again, fail again, fail
better". That's about the state of it I
think. It's not a case of expecting to
make a perfect piece of work, it's
expecting to make a better failure
than you did last time.
I really begin by allowing myself
to make a mess, and then seeing if I
can get out of it. There's nothing
worse than a 'blank canvas'. Picasso
said there's nothing worse than a
brilliant beginning, and that's true.
If your first move is brilliant, you're
in trouble. You don't really know
how to follow it; you're frightened
of ruining it. So to make a mess is a
good beginning-and I'm quite good
at doing that.
What mechanical processes do
you go through, working on a
piece of ambient music?
I pick a note on the piano. I play
it, or get someone else to play it, for
several minutes. Sometimes it's
more like several hours, piddling
around with the sound until I make
it sound like a drop of water falling
into a pool, for example. Having
done that, I then record myself, or
an accomplice, playing that note
every...23 seconds, or thereabouts.

Then I do the same for another
note, repeat the process, only this
time playing it every 211/2 seconds,
perhaps. Then I'll get another note
played every 17 seconds, until I
begin to build up a tracery of notes
which cluster together in
interesting ways.
So that's a typical mechanical
process - quite unexciting, really.
Nothing much happens for the first
eight or ten hours, doing something
like that. You have to suspend your
need for gratification for a while and
just trust that it's going to work out.
You seem to be quite content
working in this fashion, and
producing ambient music. Do
you have any traditional songs
up your sleeve? It's still what a
lot of people remember you for,
after all...
People are always talking about
that. They piss me off, quite
honestly, because I know the very
moment I decide to do an album of
songs, everyone will have finally
cottoned on to what I've been doing
in the meantime, and they'll say
"Oh, why don't you do some more
Music for Airports - that was
great!" That's what people will be
saying in 1989. It's the story of my
life!
You know, when I was doing
albums of songs, nobody had the

slightest bit of interest in them except people who are now in bands.
Everyone I meet from a band says
"Oh God, your albums? Great!
Really liked 'em. We based our
whole band on your idea."
I get this feeling that everyone
who ever bought one of my records
is now in a band. The mathematics
of the situation would work out, I
can tell you.

So you aren 't going to do an

album of songs in the forseeable
future?
I just don't think about it, you
know? If it happens, it happens. It
doesn't preoccupy me much as a
subject. I just do what I like doing. I
always have done, and I always
will...and...the proof of my pudding
is that I'm still eating!
I have a wonderful life actually.
Everybody I know in the business
has got some kind of problem or

other. They're tied into something
they don't want to do.
Everybody says they don't want
to write songs, but they've got to!
They can't write, they don't have
any ideas...all kinds of problems.
They all say it. Well, I'm not short
of ideas, but I don't have many for
songs, so I don't write songs. I do
the things I've got ideas for.
Let's talk about something you
are interested in. You've been
credited with playing a lot of
different instruments on your
various albums. What's your
favourite instrument of all?
I really like pianos. Grand pianos
I like a lot. And the tambura, that's
a lovely instrument, a kind of four stringed Indian drone instrument
that's always used behind ragas.
They pluck over the four strings so
it just plays a continuous drone. I
guess they're my two favourite
instruments.
I like the bass guitar, too. It's the
only instrument I have the remotest
hope of learning to play before the
end of my life - though I don't know
what I'll do with it once I've
learned. I have a lovely bass. It's an
old 1962 Ampeg fretless, an
absolutely beautiful instrument,
with 'f' holes cut through it. A
unique thing, really.
What is it you especially like
about the grand piano?
I like it because of the complexity
of its sound. If you hold the sustain
pedal down, strike a note and just
listen-that's one of my favourite
musical experiences. I often sit at
the piano for an hour or two, and
just go "bung!" and listen to the
note dying. Each piano does it in a
different way. You find all these
exotic harmonics drifting in and
drifting out again, and one that will
appear and disappear many times.
There'll be fast-moving ones and
slow -moving ones. That's
spellbinding, for me.
The interesting thing about the
piano is that it's kind of a
compromised instrument, because
of Equal Temperament. You know,
no piano you've ever heard is in
tune. Pianos are not tuned to be
perfectly in tune. You can't do it. If t>

Seven portraits of Christine AI icino

were filmed in San Francisco and
treated and assembled in Tokyo: Eno
sees images as being closer to

paintings than films, and hopes
audiences will see them as aform
distinct from that of the gimmicky,
cliche -ridden promo video
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t> you did, you could only play in one
key.

That's the interesting thing about
chordal music. If you were only
going to play in C major, you could
tune a piano perfectly in C major.
That is to say that the fifth would be
exactly 11/2 times the frequency of
the fundamental, the fourth would
be exactly 11/4 times that frequency,
and so on. Each interval would be a
perfect ratio, the way Pythagoras
planned it to be. But if you do that,
you run into a problem if you want
to play in any other key. This
problem is called the Pythagorean
comma or Syntonic comma. If you
play in any other key, your fifth, for
example, will be several per cent
flat. This can't be avoided.
So naturally, most music is
written not in C major, or any one
key; it's written in several keys.
Many systems have been evolved to
make the compromise. What you do
is say that you don't mind some
notes being slightly out of tune.
People usually decide it's easier to
tolerate an out -of -tune third than an
out -of -tune fifth, so they make their
compromise on the third. There are
lots of books about this. It's an
interesting subject.
So you find the way people can't
tune pianos interesting?
Yeah. I used to think the
opposite. I used to think: Piano?
Compromise! Pathetic instrument,
can't be tuned.
But now I think what makes a
piano so interesting is that it's
generating so much complex
information. Like...if you play an A
at 440Hz, it generates harmonics at

the product and the difference of
them.
So the ear already hears very
complex sound from a simple
instrument. But, further than this,
because of the problem of Equal
Temperament and Just Intonation,
because you can't tune a piano
perfectly, you never have such a
simple interval. There are much
more complex numbers than these
involved with a piano, and that
means you get some much more
exotic harmonics, which really are
very transitory. It's the most
extraordinary instrument for that.
Finding out about harmonics is
actually a good way of
understanding a lot about music, I
think. And finding out about the
piano, and about the history of the
piano, is like studying a history of
music.

notice that certain number
relationships were interesting. So
then I started getting books about
acoustics to find out what I was
doing, and how that related to
ordinary instruments.
It's a very good synthesiser, I
think. In fact, I'm very surprised
that Yamaha haven't given me one
free. I didn't own one for a long
time, but I bought one. I finally gave
in. I can't wait for Yamaha. I'll put
in a good word for you, Yamaha,
even though you wouldn't give me a
synthesiser! I know I'm not a big
seller...
You've been quoted as saying

some pretty controversial things
about the purpose of music. Can
you put the record straight?
That's a big question!
It doesn't have one purpose,
that's the thing. It has all sorts of

880Hz, 1320Hz, 1660Hz,
2220Hz...and soon. These
harmonics are very important to

your appreciation of the feeling of a
piano note. If you subtract these and
just leave the fundamental, it won't
sound like a piano.
To give you an idea of how
important they are, take the
example of a violin. There are about
27 audible harmonics, and they go
up to really high frequencies. If you
analyse a typical violin playing, for
instance, a low D, you'll find that
the fundamental note, which is the
note everyone will say is being
played, has a percentage of energy
compared to its harmonics of
0.01%! So a minute fraction of the
energy of the sound is in the
fundamental. Most of the energy
comes from the harmonics - and the
fifth, for instance, is a C, so they're
not even strictly related notes.
The nature of acoustic

instruments - not synthesisers, I
might add - is that they have these
complex harmonics. Now, if you hit
two notes together, even two notes

that are related in a simple way like
an A and an E, you get really
extraordinary groups of harmonics.
Not only do these notes generate
their whole harmonic series, but the
harmonics interact. You get both

So much for traditional acoustic
instruments. What about
electronic ones?
At the moment my favourite
synthesiser is a Yamaha DX7. It's
funny; it's the single most popular
contemporary synthesiser.
Everybody has one. But nobody
knows how to program them. They
arrive with these factory -set sounds
and that's all most people use. They
never change those sounds.
I've become very interested in
programming it because it allows
you to create different harmonic
series quite precisely. In fact, it's
really via the DX7 that I got
interested in harmonics, not the
other way round. I would be doing
things on the DX7 and I would

purposes. All of those might be
subsumed into one basic
pursuit...which is the pursuit of

`culture'.
OK, so what is culture? It's the
way human beings transmit certain
types of information to one another.
There are two ways of transmitting
information. One, which is often
genetic, is what we all do, quite
accidentally, by having children. All

creatures transmit information
about their environment
genetically. A species is the sum
total of genetic information. So,
that's one way of transmitting
information and it's...slow. And it is
not accessible, the information is
not available instantly. It's available
only to the next generation.
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Humans have developed another
way of transmitting information,
and that is 'culture'. Culture
subsumes all kinds of things, like
mathematics, language, art, science,
all those things. These are all ways
not only of understanding things
about the world, but of finding ways
of telling other people. Some of
them are very definite, like
mathematics. Latin was quite a
definite form of transmission,
which is why it was the universal
language of the middle ages.
Others aren't so definite, but that
doesn't mean they're of a lower
quality of information. It just means
that it's a different type of
information that isn't susceptible to
definite terms, definite language.
Part of the nature of the
information is that it has to be reexperienced and rediscovered by
everybody.
I can't tell you about a musical
experience. You might be able to
understand my words, but it's not
the same as having that musical
experience. If I go and hear a new
Steve Reich piece, write a report,
and give it to you, you're not going
to go "Oh God! It's beautiful!
Oooh!" Some experiences are not
susceptible to the same kind of
language. So people keep making
these experiences.
Culture is all human behaviour,
outside of pure instinct. Everything
we do is cultural: gardening,
cooking, different fashions,
architecture.
What artists do a lot, in music in
particular, is look at culture in the
world. Music doesn't depict
something, it's about other music.
So quite a lot of the business of
`culture merchants' like myself is
studying how culture works - how
it changes and how it changes us.
People who write about culture,
critics and writers don't think about
culture. It's not something they
understand as a whole field. They
think: Culture? What's that? Name
of a reggae group, isn't it? And if you
do say 'culture' they think it's some
snobby word for some kind of arty
shit; nothing to do with passion and
`on -the -strings'. But ghetto -talk is
culture, as well. Breakdancing is

culture. The Smiths are culture...
...What do you think of modern

pop music?
I rather like them. The Smiths. I
think they're a good band. I think
Morrissey is an extraordinarily
arrogant person, especially
considering that he's probably the
most successful tone-deaf singer the
world has ever known. But that
being said, I like his singing quite a
lot, and I like their records. I could
live without some of his studied
miserableness, I suppose.
But I don't listen to records
much.
Is that a deliberate thing, or do
you find you just don't want to?
I don't think about it. I don't have
a record player, funnily enough. I
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think life's too short to listen to
records, at the moment. Well, I do
listen to some things, but I usually
like to listen to the same thing over
and over for months.
I'm quite happy to accept that I
don't know most of what's going on
in the world of music. I never have
done. You have a choice when you
get interested in culture. You have a
choice of trying to absorb it all, the
American style of 'doing the sights'
in two days, or else you can just
decide: "I'll stay in this one place,
because I like it here anyway, and
I'll really understand this. I'll really
find out about it". That's what I do.
I was in Venice a while ago. I had
an exhibition there. Venice is a
beautiful city. I'd see wolfpacks of
Americans, running around with
Nikons flying off their backs,
bursting into quiet squares with a
great crunch, going: "Ahh, where's
Saaaan Marrrco?"
So I spent most of my time sitting
in the back garden of a friend of
mine. She has a back garden with
high walls all around it, and all you
can see is the tops of some other
Venetian buildings. You can hear
the gondolas going by.
I have the arrogance to believe
that you can find out a lot more
about a place that way, than you can
by seeing the sights. I've seen San
Marco a million times on postcards,
and the real experience isn't
dramatically different. But I've
never had the feeling of sitting in a
Venetian garden and hearing that
sound of the gondolas splashing by.
Just to sit in one place and to soak
up the atmosphere of that place...I
mean, all spots have the same
atmosphere at a given location, and
somehow I think tourist sights have
been robbed of their atmosphere by
being tourist sights. It's as if taking
too many photographs of something
eventually makes it become unreal,
become an image of itself. So I like,
with music and with everything
else, to stay in the same place for a
long time...until I feel like moving
somewhere else, then I stay there
for a long time.
I've been living in Chelsea for a
while, but I don't particularly like
it. I've seen a flat this morning that I
like a lot. So I might be living in a
proper place soon. Expensive,
though.
Are you an intellectual?
Sure! Most people are. I don't
know what that word means, really.
What does that word mean?
Someone who uses their intellect?
What do you think it means? That's
my question to you.
Well, are you a person who
reacts to things intellectually or
do you react to things with your
body?
I do them both. The former
usually follows the latter. The first
reaction is physical or emotional.
But then I want to know why I had
that reaction. I like to think why
things have happened in a certain

way. Is that what you mean by being
an intellectual?
People usually use that word in a
condemning sense, of someone who
can't react in any other way, of
someone who's detached from their
real responses, because there's a
huge body of 'theory' that dampens
every situation. Well, there are
certainly people like that, but I
don't call them intellectuals. I call
them 'clever people', 'brainy
people', 'eggheads'.
...I know I have a bit of an
egghead; physically it's a little bit
that way I know. But that's an
unfortunate accident of nature. If I
were a swarthy, ruddy Italian, with
a greasy forehead, nobody would
ask me if I thought I was an
intellectual. I could say what I liked.
I think people who say they
despise intellectuals are frightened
of knowledge in some way. They're
frightened that to understand
something is to rob it of its power. In
my experience that is never true.
First of all, you can never
understand something totally. But
when you begin to understand
something, you realise how much
more there is that you don't
understand.
Take that book on the table there.
It's a book on the paintings of Ron
Kitaj. I follow his work really
closely. I like it a lot. I'm always
looking at his work, and reading
everything I can about him...and I
try to understand this guy. Now,
has this lessened my appreciation of
his work? No, it hasn't. I find it
even more fascinating and
interesting than I ever did before.
People think that to explain
something is to explain it away.

That's not true.
You've been fairly nervous
throughout this interview. Do
you like talking about yourself?
Ah...yes. Well, actually I don't
particularly like talking about
myself. I'm not that interesting to

me, because I live with me all the
time. So there's no glamour in me
for me.
But I like talking about ideas. I
find them terribly interesting. God!
When I lived in New York, I used to
like overhearing conversations at
café tables. That's a good way of
finding out about a city, as well,
much better than sight-seeing. In
New York, everybody talks about
themselves. The word `I' must
permeate the air. If you could clean
the air of every other word and just
hear all the I's sticking out, it'd be

like rain...Li,i,l,i,i,I...

Everybody just babbles on about
themselves. They all think they
matter to the effing world. As if the
existence of any of us makes any
difference to anything.
One of the nice things about the
kind of music I'm doing now, is that
it makes me feel quite unimportant.
I like that feeling. Rock music, on
the other hand, tends to make you

feel very important.
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phone for details £575

ROLAND JUNO 106
Juno 106 MIDI, 61 note
polysynth, 128 memories, fat
sound, slim price.
Very low price.

kit. £1499
TR707 RHYTHM COMPOSER

ROLAND SRV2000

Digital, 64 rhythm patterns, velocity
sensitive, MIDI, individual outputs

ROLAND JX8P

MIDI controllable digital
reverb, 24 memories,
parametric EQ control, PKG
delay, gated/damping, many
unique features £1198

EVERY BEST DEALS

TR727 LATIN PERCUSSION
Digital, 15 recorded latin sounds + 64
rhythm patterns, MIDI, plug into pad 8
and blow your mind. £450

JX8P touch sensitive poly
64 preset patches, 32
internal, 32 external
programmable patches,
great synth, great price

ROLAND SDE2500 BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES
PAD 8 OCTOPAD
Eight touch sensitive pads each
independently assigned to MIDI note
number, controls MIDI drum machines,
synths or sequencers £399

AKAI S612 EASY TO USE SAMPLER!!

AT AN EASY TO LIVE WITH PRICE
ONLY £949

The ultimate stage/studio digital
delay MIDI 64 programmable
memories recalled by using
MIDI program change.

AKAI MG1212

YES AKAI DO IT
AGAIN FOLKS

12 channel mixer, compact
new 1/2" cassette loading, plus features too numerous to
mention means your bank manager will smile once
more, phone us for details on this amazing unit now!!

t

i110077

Revox B77 4 track superb

£899

REVERES

Revox B77 2 track the standard

£899

Yamaha R1000 great price

Revox B2I5 2 track cassette

£999

Yamaha REV7 a new standard?

£1199

£399

Fostex all models

Phone for scoop prices

Yamaha REV 1 money in the bank at;

£7580

Tascam all models ...... ......

Phone for scoop prices

Roland SRV2000 superb quality

£1198

Great British Spring

£228

Shaun the Dog is here to please you

POA

Accessit

£132

Fostex X15 great little unit

£245

Boss RX100

£125

Tascam Porta One - only

£399

Korg GR7

£298

Akai MG1212 12 channel recording system,

MONITORS

12 channel minting & new compact '/z cassette, all in

Tannoy Stratfords

£144

one studio you can transport with ease, new

Tamloy Oxford.

£224

Yamaha 20X

£109

Yamaha 10X

£68

low price

£4999

MIXERS

A fully professional studio
system for £4999?

£107
£107

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL THINGS REVOX

Yamaha MT44D amazing quality amazing price £398

* 6 voice capability over 5 octave range
* Use via any MIDI synth * Low priced diskettes
* Sound library * Sample your dog now!!

045

RDD Delay
RCL1O comp/limit
RGE10 EQ
RBF10 Hanger
RPM10 phazer

Revox Monitors - from, £115 to £1000

Seck 18-8-2

superb quality at realistic prices

pair

Seck 12-2

superb quality at realistic prices

POWER AMPS

Seck 16-2

superb quality at realistic prices

Allen & Heath CMC29 (amazing machine)
Allen & Heath 16-8-2

£745

Phone for details

Quad 303 (say no more)

£178

Quad 405

£267

£1590

Yamaha P2150 2x 150W fan cooled.... Very Best Deal

Dynarnix 16-8-2

£993

Yamaha P2250 2 x 250W fan cooled.... Very Best Deal

RAM RMIO

£698

Yamaha P2100 100+100W

SPECIAL UNREPEATABLE OFFER

COMPRESSOR/LIMITERS

Promark 8-4-2 mixer excellent quality, £100 off list

Yamaha CG2020

facilities include 4 group mixers, 3 band

Accessit

EQ/tuneable MIDI, separate output/boost

£POA

Very Best Deal
Low Price
£52

Boss Micro

£115

GRAPHIC

AKAI AX80

Aces 10-8-2

£395

Boss Micro 10 band

£115

Boss BX800

£320

Yamaha 31 band GQ1031

£199

POLYSYNTH

Boss 8X600

£125

Yamaha 2 x 31 band Q2031

£389

Boss BX400

£85

Halliday 92-611/z-3 built in vibrator

£8.50 ono

MICROPHONES

Electrovoice, Shure, AKG, Beyer, Audio Technica etc.

£799 - YES £799
Buys you a new MIDI touch sensitive poly
synth from Akai, 61 keys, 8 voice poly,
32 pre-sets, 64 user programs etc. etc.

R I K ITY AND AKAI DO IT AGAIN

SIMMONS

NEED WE
SAY MORE
STOCK NOW

Aname has returned from synthesiser history,

worst. But from Sony PCM F I or Fairlight, Mirage

that of a keyboard.

A name which was synonomous with

or live musician, the sounds all went in and came

professional polysynths in the days when

back sounding near -as -damn -it identical-all with

studio, I took to sampling direct into the machine (a

the DX7 wasn't even a twinkle in John

the minimum of fuss.

technique I'd previously advised people to avoid

Chowning's eye, let alone a gleam in the

At a 16K sample rate, you can get away with bass

Emboldened by the lack of processing used in the

when sampling) either from CD or with a mic. Here

Yamaha salesman's. Maybe I'm being a bit

drums and other low-pitched sounds; at 31 K, 99%

I was greatly aided by the provision of both a

overdramatic, but it does seem like a long time since

of all sounds are extremely faithful to the original;

mic/line level switch and an input level control. The

the days when every keyboard player wanted a

and for those tricky cymbals and ambient, low-level

LEDs on the front panel act as a VU level indicator:

Prophet 5. Actually, it's only been two or three

sounds, 42K does the trick. Thus you can choose

they hold peaks and display overloading clearly,

years, but a week is getting to be a long time in

between memory economy and ultimate fidelity at

though I found that, in any case, severe clipping had

electronic music hardware.

the flick of a switch, depending on the kind of sound

to be present before the sample quality

you're sampling.

deteriorated audibly.

Anyway, the Prophet name has now returned,
and Sequential (or SCI as they were known in the

What I found most surprising was how simple and

The Parameter knob sets the threshold level

days of the Prophet 5, 10, T8 and 600) are obviously

direct sampling could be on an instrument of this

when you're in Sample Record mode, and adjusting

hoping its revival will bring about a revival in their

price. I managed to get a couple of hours in at a

this is simplicity itself, as a flickering cross in the

fortunes. For truth to tell, some of the company's

display shows you whenever the threshold has been

recent instruments have been less than a complete

exceeded. This makes setting the optimum

Sampling got a

success. Uninspiring, half-baked machines,

developed too quickly and sold too cheaply, were

of sampling keyboards, something the Californians

couple of hours in at a
recording studio to
tweak samples with a
desk and effects - and
found it was almost

already do rather well in the shape of E -mu Systems

unnecessary.'

never likely to live up to the standard set by the

Prophets and, more recently, the excellent
Drumtraks digital drum machine.
No. Sequential's future lies not in producing
Californian Casio -beaters. It lies in the production

threshold level much easier. The only thing you have

to watch when switching to another parameter to
adjust something else is that when you go back into

Sample Record, the threshold is automatically set to

the control's new level.
Having set a sampling rate, you allocate an

amount of memory (up to 128K) to your sample.
The Prophet actually has 256K of sample space, but
this is stored in two separate blocks (Left and Right,

and their Emulators.

or A and B) which cannot be combined, just like

The Prophet 2000 had been quite a closely -

Upper and Lower on the Mirage.

guarded secret until a couple of months back, when

recording studio (thanks to Martyn and Greta at

two or three machines made their way over to

Paradise) to take advantage of mixing desk,

Europe, and one of them did the rounds of the music

outboard effects and the like with the idea of

128K gives you just over three seconds at 42K, just

magazines in the care of a Sequential salesperson.

tweaking sounds - and found that this was almost

over four at 31 K, and just over eight at 16K.

Since that time, it's been down to me to

unnecessary. No pre -emphasis (boosting the treble

demonstrate the machine to a few would-be

to prevent top -end loss resulting in duller sounds)

customers, a job that's entailed having to learn a lot

was needed, and nor were any other of the other

the next time the threshold level is crossed. As soon

about the 2000 in very little time.
It's been productive, though. I now know more

techniques which have become the sampler's stock -

as it is, sampling begins. And when this happens, an

about the new Prophet than anyone else in Britain

More specifically, one of the things that strikes

in -trade.

When you've set your level, your size and your
threshold, you simply press Execute and wait for

'S' appears on the LED display to let you know that

(or at least, I think I do), and I've been able to come

you instantly about the 2000 is how immediate the

to some very definite, on the whole favourable,

attack to transient sounds is. This is something

conclusions about it.

several excellent sampling systems have trouble

The first of these conclusions is simply that the

The length of time you sample for is a product of
the size of memory you assign and the sample rate.

the machine is engaged in the actual sampling
process.
You can hear a sample on the keyboard as soon as

it's been made, by moving to the Sample Number

with: drum sounds just do not have the same punch

Parameter and pressing Execute. This overrides

Prophet 2000 sounds wonderful. But that on its

as the originals. Now, I've always ascribed this to

whatever maps and presets may be set up, and

own isn't enough. We have to know why it sounds

programmable VCAs and VCFs not having a fast

places the original pitch at Middle C. If there's a

wonderful, because if we don't know that, we won't

enough rise time, a suspicion that's given further

problem, you can go straight back into Sample

know whether our conclusions are based on

credibility by the fact that drum machines-which

Record for another go.

scientific fact, or on the tricks our ears play on us

have only static filters and no programmable VCAs

Once you have a result you're happy with as a

when we've had one too many pints of the amber

- don't seem to suffer anything similar. Yet despite

starting point, you can immediately begin editing it

nectar.

having both of these, the Prophet has a sharpness of

(without all that tedious moving about between

attack more akin to that of the Emulator SP 12 than

modules). You can alter the start and end points of

Sample fidelity is a product of three factors:
sample resolution (how many bits), sample rate

(how often), and technical implementation (how
good the design is).

A design like the Emulator II, with limited paper
spec (8 -bit, 28K), actually sounds better than many

theoretically superior hardware systems, because of
some design genius at the cornpanding end of things.

Meanwhile, the fidelity of the Synclavier's 16 -bit,
50K sampling has never been in much doubt,
because the specmeans you need to be a complete

aardvark to go astray from such a high-performance

starting point.
The Prophet 2000's analysis is 12 -bit, its sample

rate is selectable between 16 K, 3IK and 42K, and its

IcOotici

technical implementation is superlative. The result?

An instrument that sounds brighter than the
Mirage, more immediate than the Ell, and more

transparent than the Kurzweil.

OUT

This isn't just a feeling I have after a couple of

hours' listening across a crowded room. It's the
result of sampling all sorts of things, from all sorts of

sources, into the new Prophet and expecting the
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NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN
A SYNTH WITH THESE FACILITIES

- AT THIS PRICE

AND SOUNDS

I!! !!!
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THE NEW CHASE BIT 99-£699
The Chase Bit One was voted "The Professional Keyboard of 1985"... it has the sounds...
it has the facilities... it has the user friendly features... it is so far ahead of the rest... it is a best
seller... but now we've managed to make it even better... and even better value... and even
farther ahead of the rest... now we introduce the Chase Bit 99... a real winner.

More for your money
CHASE SYNTHESIZER
MODULE...

The Chase Bit 99 has the same easy digital access control combined

with Chase analogue filtering that produce the unsurpassed sounds
that we've become famous for, but now we've expanded the memory
and made ALL parameters programmable including white noise, splits,
doubling detune, etc., with the ultimate in selectivity and total
MIDI compatibility... and don't forget about the Chase touch sensitivity.
There is so much more to the Chase Bit Concept that we can only

show you at a demonstration - so come into your nearest showroom
today and hear for yourself. If you're too far away you can try one at
home on our "7 day no quibble money back offer".
Now you've no excuse to finish up with a second rate synth.

Full MIDI implementation to give you
all the features of a "Chase Bit 99"
without the keyboard.

UNIQUE FEATURES

r
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other digital synth with MIDI by adding
the "Chase Bit 99's" Analogue filtering hear the difference!
capabilities of the already exceptional
"Chase Bit 99"
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only.
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This voucher is worth

2Doubles up the voices and performance

£499
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CHRISTMAS BONUS

Warm up the cold sounds of a DX7 or any
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Bit 99
the purchase price of a combined Chasebought
Module System if
& Chase Synthesizer
bought
before Christmas day only. Where
individually it will give
Module.
Bit 99 and 150 off the Chase Synthesizer
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12 incredible Piano Voices, the ability to create your own and a
keyboard response you can tailor to your touch.
THE VOICES. Sit down at the Crumar DP 80 and you'll discover the
world's most popular pianos are at your fingertips. Six presets
function in two modes, the first six being more traditional acoustic and
electric piano sounds, the second six offering -.lore brilliantly defined
sounds not normally associated with acoustically oriented
instruments. FREE SECTION. The seventh preset enables you to
control the very special Free Filter Section. This section lets you create
your own piano sounds, plus many expressive synthesiser voices
individually coloured by the energy you direct into the keyboard. THE
FEEL. The DP -80 has a true dynamic keyboard that you can adjust to
suit your style and touch. You don't have to conform to it, the DP.80
conforms to you.

R.R.P. £749
CHASE PRICE

£345
The new budget version
of the world famous DP80,
the DP30 offers four
families of Piano sounds
ranging from a mellow tine
piano to many important
synthesizer sounds. You simply
select a family and alter it to suit
your taste, by changing the Filter
Sensitivity control on the front
panel. You can also add Chorus and
change the Bass and Treble
controls. One master tuning knob.
The dynamic range of the keyboard
goes from subtle to powerful with
the professionally tailored action

R.R.P. £899

"

Y NO QUIBBLE

4116

GUAMRA

GU ARANTEE

CHASE PRICE

£445
FREE NATIONAL
DELIVERY SERVICE

CHASE SPIRIT SYNTHESIZER

Chase Syrox 508 5 voice polyphonic

synthesiser with full edit capabilities
offering 64 voice programs and 8
programme programs features

pogble phasing/chorus/

ensemble, mono/poly mod., hold/
chorus controls and much more.

R.R.P. £799
CHASE PRICE

£295
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complete range available
at unbeatable prices
RING FOR DETAILS

R.R.P. £1199
CHASE PRICE

£595

BUY HERE IN
CONFIDENCE

CHASE*
GUARANTEE

SETTING THE STANDARD FOR THE MUSIC INDUSTRY TO FOLLOW
Our reputation has been built on giving our customers the best possible

Lifetime guarantee - parts & labour.
When you hay any instrument from Chase, that is the last time you wit have Io
Mspend a penny on rt Sulaect to far wear & tear, we guarantee to repair any faults

al may OevelOO absolutely free of charge for as iOno as you own the

instrument- YOU CANT SEAT THAT,

Pay as you play plan - we've one to suit you.
Ask for full wraten details of Hi, credit facilities

KORG
complete range available
RING FOR DETAILS

£49, £59, £69 etc.

NOW FROM AS
LITTLE AS

& labour.

Try your purchase at home xyou're not completely Satisfied within 7 get,
well refund your money

Massive bulk purchase of electric
guitars now on offer at prices you
won't believe!

Good selection at
huge savings.

g°E

GUA N

usfETIM

7 day no -quibble money back guarantee.

Vox, Hondo, BC Rich, Aria,
Ovation, Hohner, Fender,
Takamine and many more
famous makes.

Vox, 'V' Amps,
Carlsbro, Ohm, Tusc
and many more
famous names.

11

service backed up by the best possible prices. It is a reputation of which we
am Justly proud.
I personally guarantee the quality and value of the instruments we sell and
to ensure your complete satisfaction offer you:

GUITARS

AMPS

,00-0---'
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R.R.P. £399
PRICE NE

A baby Baby Grand Piano, 46'
wide and only 35' front to back.
The Crumar Baby Grand has 11
presets of Piano, Electronic Piano
and Synthesiser sounds. The
Filter control gives you a dozen
variations to the presets. And if
you want to change any of the
presets, a trapdoor on the front
panel opens up to allow you to
program your own bank of
sounds. The keyboard touch
response is adjustable to suit your
hands. A built-in Tremolo and
Detune feature let you make
concert sounds from an elegant
portable. It has a built-in amplifier
140 Watts R.M.S.) which gives
enough power to play the Baby
Grand on every occasion where
outside amplification is not
available, and it can also
accomodate an external
instrument, and even a
microphone. It weighs about Yeth

of the weight of a large piano.

CHASE SYNX 508

There has never been a monophonic synthesizer quite like this before.
It is the ultimate, the most versatile, the fattest solo sound around - it's
in a class of it's own... especially when you see how lilted costs. Just
call in and try it, you'll see what we mean. 2 oscillators with
independently variable waveforms .3 arpeggiator modes Split filter
system with 24/12dB selector 2 ADSR envelopes 2 VCA's . Octave
selector 14' to 361...and much, much more. It can give you the sounds
you've been looking for.

_

CHASE BABY GRAND PIANO

CHASE DP80 PIANO

CHASE DP30 PIANO

BC.
lI

IH

B.C. RICH GUITARS NOW
AVAILABLE IN THE U.K.
FROM £149
ANOTHER CHASE EXCLUSIVE

HOW CAN OUR PRICES BE SO LOW?
aOur prices have always been low. This is not because we cut corners it e because we are the main importer of some of the best instruments in
the world - savtng you up to 50%

BUY BY PHONE SERVICE
If you don't hue near one of our showrooms, why don't you buy by phone.
We accept an map' credit cards or you can use our 'Pay as you pray' plan.
Carriage is tree and our 7 day money back
guarantee applies. Ring 061-2366794
- You can even reverse the charges'

BUY FROM CHASE
Chase is at the forefront of service and value
No other company offers you anything near the
assurance of The Chase Guarantee Pick up a
leaflet giving full details at any of our Showrooms.
I look forward to welcoming you to our club.

Second Hand
Synths, Keyboards,

AMRIK SINGH-LUTHER

'-Organs, Guitars,

Managing Director

Amps, etc.
BEST PRICES PAID

CHASE

CHASE LONDON 22 Chalton St , Off Euston Road, NW1 Tel 01-387 7626/7449
CHASE BIRMINGHAM 10 Priory Queensway. Tel 021-236 8146
CHASE MANCHESTER 58 Oldham Street, Off Piccadilly, Tel 061-236 6794/5
Opening Hours Mon -Sat inc 10 00am-5 30pm
Late Night Thurs until 9pm Birmingham & Manchester only

MOOMMON166

BUY BY

ilazal PHONE

061436
RING
You co

6794
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p sample playback, using the Parameter control to
step through in blocks of I K and the up/down

switches to move from one zero crossing to the
next. The latter feature is extremely useful, as
beginning and ending at zero crossings removes any

unwanted clicks or clunks. (All right, I'll explain.
Zero Crossing is a sample in which there is no sound

present during the sample time of about 30-40

microseconds.) Naturally, the ability to step
through zero crossings is worth its weight in gold
when you come to looping.
This is the area where memory can be used most
efficiently, provided you can find those elusive ideal

loop points. More and more machines are providing
looping aids these days, and here the 2000 again

excels. There's more to it than the stepping through of zero crossings, too. If you go past a good

loop inadvertently, you can step back to it. The
looped section sustains infinitely, so you don't need

to keep a finger depressed on the keyboard, though
it would be nice if you could use the keyboard to
change the speed of playback so that you can check

loops at different pitches to see if they are equally

invisible to the ear. At the moment, you have to
come out of Loop Edit mode to do this.

Surprisingly, the Prophet provides you with two
loops for each sound: a Sustain Loop and a Release

Loop. This means you can loop a different section of

the sound for the release portion which, in turn,
means you get more authentic copies of 'real'

instruments.
And if one sample with two loop points doesn't
give you everything you need, you can combine
samples in a variety of ways. You can mix two

samples together by digital addition, using the

Balance control to adjust the level between the pair.
Or you can append one sample to another, at any

point you mark with 'End' on the first sample and

'Start' on the second. Before or after either of these
operations, you can reverse either the original
samples or the result of your meddling, so overall,

the range of options open to you is a pretty flexible
one. So flexible, in fact, that repeated use of these
features enables you to build up sound collages, and

experiment with digital editing, in the same way as
the pioneers of musique concrete used to do with
analogue tape.

nce you've perfected your sound as far as

the digital process will allow, you can get

0

back to your analogue roots and do all the

serious stuff with dynamic filters,
envelopes, and the like, thanks to the

2000's analogue synth section.

But how is old-fashioned, analogue Prophet

technology going to help digital sound better?
Simple. Using an ADSR, for instance, you can cut out
any undesired high -end problems such as noise in

the original sample, or bring out interesting
frequencies in the sample with resonance. The

amplifier ADSR is equally useful, for smoothing out
rough starts and finishes.

But both sets of controls really come into their
own when you add a third ingredient: velocity sensitivity. Now you can use the way you play the

keyboard to alter the brightness (filter) and volume
(amplifier) of your samples. Not convinced? Well,
imagine sampling everything flat out, snare drums

hit with huge vigour, pianos thumped with a
vengeance, Gibsons distorting through Marshall
stacks, and then introducing these subtle nuances of

timbre and volume using gentle strokes on the

E&MM DECEMBER 1985

drive, it downloads from ROM a series of

between. So much so that around the fourth C up,

waveforms into the sample memory area. Then,

there's what could almost be described as a wah-

Sequential first, you can actually delay the point at

using the analogue parameters, 12 presets are made

wah effect. As they used to say on your School

which the sample readout starts with a soft key

up using these waveforms, which are made by a

Report - 'needs work'.

strike. In other words, if your cellist's bow bit into

mixture of additive and subtractive synthesis. At

the string rather strongly as he attacked the note

this point, it's worth dispelling the rumour that the

and the strings/brass disk as a whole is irritatingly set

you sampled and you occasionally want something a

2000 'comes with Prophet sounds built in', which

up and leaves areas of the keyboard unassigned.

little less forceful, you can program things so that a

implies that the old analogue oscillators that gave

soft key -strike misses the front part and starts

the fat, beefy synth sounds of yesteryear are present

excellent acoustic guitar (steel strings sparkling

playing the smoother sustain section.

in the sampler of today. True, the 2000 still uses the

beautifully). Coupled with a useful organ sound, this

keyboard.

What's more, and here we have another

The strings sound is rather thin and unsatisfying,

The third disk is more promising, with an

This vital technique for producing an authentic

old faithful Curtis chips for filter and amplifier, but

is the best of the three disks you get with the 2000,

replica of an instrument over five octaves is so well -

the basic waveforms that make the new Prophet's

but, just to prove that every silver lining has a cloud,

integrated into the 2000's architecture, you don't
even need to select a special option to employ it.

sounds are digitally generated, digitally encoded in

there's also an utterly unusable bass guitar sample.

The sample memory of each side of the keyboard
can be split into as many as eight separate blocks,

and these are then mapped onto the keyboard at

ROM, and then read into the D -to -A converters

I strongly suspect that by the time the second

just like the samples whose place they are

wave of 2000s hits Europe, the problems noted

occupying.

here will have disappeared. Not that you should

Listening to these sounds, this is fairly clear

care, anyway. What matters is that the new Prophet

will to create an 'instrument' (a piano or a drum kit,

straight away. They have more in common with the

is capable of storing some tremendous sound

say) over more than the 21/2 -octaves each sample

clear, bell -like sounds of the current Yamahas,

samples, if only you've got the courage to leave the

can be played over. You can make global parameter

Korgs and Casios than the great American analogue

factory presets to one side and do some sampling of

changes for each map, so that having adjusted each

synths of the past. These combination

your own. If I had my way, all factory sounds would

sample to match them up, you can mess about with

analogue/digital sounds provide usable alternatives

them all at once if necessary. Having built up your

to sampling, and would certainly get you by in an

be withdrawn from instruments a week after their
purchase - then we'd find out who the real

maps, you can then combine two of them together

emergency. There are organ sounds, bell sounds,

programmers are.

into a preset.

plucky synth sounds, and other typically digital

When you load a factory disk into the Prophet

voices. You can edit the sounds and store your own

Besides having a full compliment of the usual

2000, you use the presets to access the sounds. The

versions of them on disk, but more significant is the

MIDI specifications, the Prophet 2000 has

12 presets can be used to make different

possibility of using them alongside or in digital

several major innovations based on the

arrangements of the same sounds, or each one can

combination with samples.

universal interface standard. Passing quickly

access a different pair of samples to give complete
sound changes.

However, I can't help feeling that if any

over the standard Omni and Poly modes

waveforms are going to be permanently implanted

(though there's an expansion on the latter that

in ROM, there are more commercially -popular

allows you to assign a different MIDI channel to the

things like keyboard splitting and layering, velocity

choices, Maybe the ROM available in the 2000 is

left and right memories), let's get onto the meaty

switches, crossfades and positioned merges are set

insufficient, but I'd have thought a built-in piano or

stuff.

It's within the preset area that all the clever

The first innovation concerns MIDI mono mode.

up. Each preset draws upon two maps to create its

overall set-up, so that only one merge over the five
octaves is possible (not as useful as the ElI, where

any number can be set up), but this aside, there are

virtually no limits as to what you can do: drum kit
one side, flutes the other; a piano doubled with
strings; marimba on hard strikes, glockenspiel on
soft. If you can squeeze it into 256K of sample
memory, chances are it's possible. And all these
goodies are accessible instantaneously in real time,

In the original MIDI spec, mono mode was included

Synthesising 'I'd have
thought some built-in

piano or strings sounds
would have been better
than the synth presets
resident in the 2000.'

something that helps get round the fact that load
times can be as long as 20 seconds (the 2000 has

over twice as much memory as the Mirage) by

as an option to allow each voice of a synth to be

addressed separately by an external controller. On
the 2000, this would mean eight channels accessing

the eight available voices. However, Sequential have
taken this a stage further by enabling the 16 available
sample locations to be accessed on 16 separate

MIDI channels. This means that, using most MIDI
sequencers, you can sequence 16 different sounds

simultaneously, provided only eight are sounding at
strings sound would have been more useful.

any one time. Neat, huh? You should hear it. And

letting you keep different sounds for the same song

Prophet 2000 combines synthesised and sampled

don't be misled by the word 'mono' in this context.
It refers to the MIDI mode, not a lack of polyphony.

available in memory at the same time, all loaded

voices is only the tip of the iceberg, rather than the

Provided you don't exceed eight notes at any one

from one disk.

ultimate in sound manipulation for years to come.
But if the ROM -based synth sounds do little to

time, you can have eight notes on each track, so

Luckily, Sequential have realised that the floppy

In many ways, you get the feeling that the way the

each track can be fully polyphonic to the hardware

disk is not the most reliable of storage media, for

make a strong initial impression of what the Prophet

limit of the 2000. In reality, you're unlikely to use

the 2000 has its complete operating system on

2000 is capable of, the factory sample disks do even

this to its full potential, as if you're using a few drum

ROM. In other words its brain is internal and

less. For while the sound quality of individual

sounds, bass and lead lines, you'll only need to hear

inseparable (except to an engineer with a

samples is often extremely high, they are patchily

some of those sounds monophonically anyway.

screwdriver and an EPROM remover) from its

assembled into presets.

body, a state of affairs which I find very reassuring.

Then we come to expansion modes, a concept

Played within certain regions, the piano sounds

unique to the Prophet 2000. Each of the three

Even if you lose all your disks, it won't stop you

excellent: rich and growling down the bottom, clear

modes (omni, poly and mono) can be used in an

sampling new sounds.

and sparkling at the top. Trouble is, the sound

expanded format. What this mode does is to not

changes in character spasmodically several times in

transmit anything over MIDI until all eight voices are >

If you turn on your 2000 without a disk in the

00

RIGHT!
MONO

LEFT I

PHONES

OUT (IT
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sound samples use up a lot of MIDI data, so

the eight voices, and the different analogue

notes as in the normal playing mode, any notes that

transferring a sound over MIDI can be rather time-

parameters which can be assigned to different maps,

exceed the instrument's eight -voice capacity are

consuming. But Sequential have thought of even

there is only one LFO. Effectively, this means that in

transmitted via the MIDI Out socket. This means

this, as the 2000 can be switched to operate on

multi-timbral applications of the 2000, only one

that a second (or third, or fourth) 2000 connected
and loaded with the same disk can provide these

twice the normal MIDI transmission rate. For the

sound can use vibrato or tremolo effects unless all

time being, this facility is only usable in conjunction

sounds are to modulate at the same rate. In view of

extra notes automatically. Just think of the

with another Prophet 2000 switched to the faster

the fact that everyone's LFOs are software -

advantages. 16 -note (or 24 -note, or 32 -note) piano

rate, but as Sequential say in the manual: 'we fully

generated these days, this amounts to criminal

chords, splits and doubles that don't deprive you of

expect future models from other manufacturers to

negligence. Let's hope the situation is remedied

polyphony on each sound, and best of all, in mono

have this double speed ability'. If double -speed still

soon.

mode, the ability to play 'live' all the separate

isn't fast enough for you, the 2000 can also be

samples polyphonically, which you can put down

switched by remote command from a computer,

entirely metal case, complete with DX -inspired

track by track in the studio.

to transmit and receive at three or even four times

membrane switches and pastel shades, is hideous.

1> being used. So, instead of stealing voices to play new

The last criticism is a purely subjective one. The

The E&MM shutter -man, in mid -photograph, was

heard to liken its front panel, with its funny triangles
and mis-matched colour scheme, to a One Two

Testing front cover, and while I wouldn't go that far
myself, I can see what he means.

Myself, I thought the old Prophets looked classy,
so you can be sure that the minute mine arrives (I

got my order in early), I'll be sawing up one of my

parents' best coffee tables to make the traditional

nd

No disk in drive

wooden Prophet end cheeks, which I shall then glue

onto the 2000.

Pd

Disk in drive is write -protected

Well, that marks the end of my complaints,

pitifully few in contrast to my overall wholehearted

nF

Disk in drive is not formatted

approval of the Sequential newcomer.

IF

Disk in drive has incorrect format

keyboard yet available this side of the Synclavier.

Warning. Disk you are attempting
to format or save to is not blank

and instantly. The combination of analogue and

The Prophet 2000 is the most faithful sampling

nb

Stick the sounds in, and back they come accurately

digital editing facilities makes them more flexible
than those of any other machine. As well as rescuing
many a bad sample, editing sounds Prophet -style can

Data will not verify

Er

Error

nS

Data requested is not saved on
current disk

render good samples more expressive and

inventive.
An internal operating system, a clear front panel
layout, and an unrivalled MIDI specification avoid
the principle drawbacks of the Mirage. My advice?

Pay the extra money, throw away the factory
disks, and start your own sample library. You

won't regret it.

DATAFILE
DISK DRIVE LEGEND
At the June NAMM show in New Orleans, the
American MMA (MIDI Manufacturers' Association)
decided on a data format for sample transmission via

the standard MIDI rate. That should set the cables
smoking.

All these features enhance the flexibility and

MIDI. The 2000 is the first synth which implements

longevity of the 2000, which will still be holding

this format, allowing you to send a recorded sample

meaningful conversations in years to come when

from one 2000 to another down the MIDI cable.

other 1985 MIDI specs will seem like caveman's

Not terribly useful, as you can always just load the

grunts rather than philosophical treatises.

same disk into both. But think of the other

Do I have any grumbles? Well, yes I do. The

implications: with suitable software (currently in
preparation and with us in the New Year), you'll be

does seem backward -looking, and contrasts with

able to send a sample to a computer to edit or store

the forward -looking nature of the rest of the

it, and when E -mu and Ensoniq release software

instrument. I know there are those of you out there

updates to include this data format, you'll be able to

who love them dearly, and you won't be

shunt samples around between machines without all

disappointed in this one: it's as flexible as they come.

that tedious mucking about with resampling. Of

But I can't help feeling that a sequencer, however

course, eight -bit machines will have to ignore the

rudimentary, would have been more in keeping

extra four bits the 12 -bit 2000 has, and similarly, the

with the times. True, there's an Assign mode that

2000 won't have the last four bits available if the

allows you to build up sequence -like strings of

sample has come from an eight -bit machine. But get

notes, but as there's no way to save these, the

yourself a suitable modem, and you'll be able to send

facility is of limited use unless you fancy the idea of

samples down the phone to your mates in

programming your sequences in front of your

California, Tokyo or New South Wales. Now

audience.

there's what I call global sampling.

The only possible problem with all this is that
34

inclusion of an arpeggiator, however intelligent,

Next, andmore crucially in view of the flexibility
of the 16 sample locations, the dynamic allocation of

Sequential Prophet
2000
Specification 12 -bit analysis, 16K131K1

42K sampling rate; two x 128K sample

space, splittable into 8 blocks each;
frequency response 20kHz (3secs sample
time at 42K); max sample time 8secs at
I6K (frequency response 8kHz)
Keyboard

5 -octave (61 -note C -to -C),

velocity sensitive, weighted action
Features Built-in 3.5" floppy disk drive;
2 -digit LED display; 12 Presets, six
waveforms in ROM; two Loops (Sustain
and Release); combine/append/reverse/
layering of samples; analogue filter, two
ADSRs, LFO; velocity control of timbre/
volume/sample start; Arpeggiator (Mode,

Number of Octaves, Repeats per Key,
Rate, Transpose, Splitpoint); keyboard
split/layering/crossfades; comprehensive
MIDI spec, sample transmission via MIDI,
user -variable MIDI baud rate
Interfacing Right/ Mono, Left/ Phones jack
sockets; Sample Input (jack socket), Micl

Line selector; MIDI In, Out, Out/Thru
DIN sockets; Alternate Release and Aux
footswitch jack sockets
Price RRP £1,995 including VAT
More from Sequential, PO Box 16, 3640
Mijdrecht, The Netherlands.
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12A GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, EAST SUSSEX
0323 639335 (6 lines - Telex) - CLOSED WED PM
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L :?Roland
Main Dealer

KORG

Key Centre

Hi-Tec Dealer
"-'3EouEniciaL
C.121

DIGITAL SAMPLER
KEYBOARD

PROPHET

ONLY
£1295!
£1295!!
£1295!!!

inc
2000

DEFINITELY
IN STOCK

HE SOUND SENSATION OF 85!!

* Five octave velocity sensitive keyboard * 8 voice
polyphonic * 16 different samples across the
keyboard * Up to 8 second samples * 4 user
IN STOCK
samples split across keyboard * On board MIDI
ONLY £145
DISK
sequencer * On board 3.3" floppy disc drive
FORMATTER
* 4 sounds per disk * MIDI in/out
£20

£1295"
50Khz FILTER

STOP PRESS!
YAMAHA TX7 EXPANDER
£499!
YAMAHA QX7 SEQUENCER

MULTITRACK
£699

YAMAHA CX5 PACKAGE DEAL

CX5 Computer
YK10 keyboard
YRM102 software

Sound Source FM Tone Generator: 4 operators x 2
(A,B), 8 Alogorithms. Simultaneous Note Output
Polyphonic: 8 notes (SINGLE), 4 notes (DUAL), 4+4

RRP £655

£325!

ABC PRICE £349

YAMAHA DX100 - NEW POLY ALL NEW SOFTWARErryrn
IN STOCK CALL TO
PHONE FOR PRICE!
ARRANGE AN APPOINTMENT FOR A
ROLAND JUNO 106
DEMONSTRATION
£599!
VACANCY
ROLAND G77 BASS
Owing to increased trade we urgently
GUITAR SYNTH
require a Hi -Tech Salesperson. Please
phone or write for application form only
DEFINITELY IN STOCK!
AKAI'S FANTASTIC S612
SAMPLER IN STOCK!

* Up to 8 seconds sample time * 6 note veocity
sensing thru MIDI * Quick disk storage system
* Pre recorded sound library optional.

895
COMPLETE

YAMAHA DX21 IN STOCK

FANTASTIC CX5
COMPUTER OFFER

if you are 18-27 years old, have had
selling experience, are musically
competent and technically minded.

£699

CASIO CZ101 AND CZ1000
Casio's world
ating CZ101 now
available with full
size keys
CZ101 £299 * CZ1000 £425
CZ5000 NOW IN STOCK £895

SZ1 DIGITAL
SEQUENCER

MIDI REVERBS
REV7
SRV2000

notes (SPLIT) Monophonic: 1 note (SINGLE, DUAL),
1+ 1 note (SPLIT). Internal Memory 128 ROM voice
memory. 32 RAM voice memory. 32 RAM performance
memory.

£1100
£1195

Real or step time MIDI,
RAM cartridge 4 track 1800
notes

£235

£200 to £1,000 No Deposit, Interest free instant credit 0% APR Subject to status - on most equipment.
FREE UK DELIVERY - IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
MAIL ORDER - ACCESS BARCLAYCARD VISA AMEX DINERS sales can be conducted over the

'phone. Bank drafts, Building Society cheques and postal orders will take 5 working days to clear
before goods can be sent.
FULL 12 months parts and labour warranty
All prices include VAT (overseas buyers exempt)

ADDITIONAL discounts for DX Owners Club members, please quote your
membership number on all correspondence. Being a club member will
automatically entitle you to many benefits.
E&MM DECEMBER 1985
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NOW -099
DX

- IN STOCK

ejr..

QX7 DIGITAL

QX1 MEGA SEQUENCER

Incredibly sophisticated state of the art
data storage, the most powerful yet! 8
Polyphonic channels, built in disc drive
with one megabyte storage (80D00 notes!)
Extremely
sophisticated)
editing.

.
VWF,,....40.rn
.1111eFEATOE----- -

moo CPCZVB---.16.0

YAMAHA

128 Pre-programmed
voices - 32 performance
memories - MIDI -8 note

Best Yet l

polyphonic

RX21
IN STOCK NOW!

ProgrammablMeIDI & 44

SPECIAL NEW LOW PRICE £499
DX7 halt price, Almost, All the functions of the worlds best

Compatible -

.4

REV -7 IN STOCK NOW!
barrier

Yamaha break Me price performance
unit
REV -7! 19' rack mount
with the brand new
any reverb
with remote, simulates chips give up to 15
characteristics! New LSI
of initial
and 99.9 milliseconds
early relections
EQ. MIDI, 30 x presents,
delay. Parametric
stereo, 60 user memories!!!

selling synth in a compact keyboard controlled through
MIDI! 6 Operators,
16 note
polyphonic, 32
memories, LCD
display,
Low Price,

£249

Cassette Storage.

SPECIAL NEW LOW
PRICE £299

,

.7=

Yamaha continues the
fabulous X7 range with an incredibly
cheap poly MIDI sequencer! 2 track, 16
MIDI channel sequencing in real or step
time! MIDI in and out! Storage! Editing'
Like a multi track but with digital quality!

KX88 REMOTE MIDI KEYBOARD

TX7 FM TONE GENERATOR

9 Voices - 56
Memory Preset Pattern

SEQUENCE
RECORDER

Yamaha invent the ultimate in MIDI remote
keyboards! Light and portable yet full of
features! 88 notes wood keys, beautiful feel!
19 different control effects 192 parameter
change possibilities. THE ULTIMATE.

TX816/TX812 FM TONE
GENERATOR SYSTEM

f1199

System of the future now! 8DX7s in a rack
creating unbeatable versatility 32 voices
per module individual MIDI channel assign
TX8 12 ideal starter with two modules and
rack expandable with additional TX
modules!

NOW!
DX5 IN STOCK
synthesizer. State of the
Digital programmable
affordable! 76 Key
art performance yet
with aftertouch 16 Note
velocity sensitive
128
Polyphonic (dual) or 2 note Poly (single)
Memories, 6x2 operators 32 Algorythms
digital EQ!
MIDI 8 parameter
Split channels!

Yamaha havel completely redesigned
the popular MT44 system with sharp new
looks and many new features. LED
Display, 6 input mixer. new patchbay etc.

TELEPHONE FOR PRICES!

10 BADDOW RD.
CHELMSFORD
ESSEX

85 ST. MARYS ST.
SOUTHAMPTON
HAMPSHIRE

0245 352490
0245 353878

104-6 ELM GROVE
SOUTHSEA
PORTSMOUTH
HAMPSHIRE

0703 226798

0705 820595

YAMAHA

YAMAHA

SPECIAL

CX5 MUSIC COMPUTER
software!! 0 RX Editor!,

OFFERS

Now with new
recorder!! 0 Disc drivel!
card reader!!

Real time

Printer!! 0 Play
And much much morel!

Disc Drive
£274

Printer
£244

Playcard
£53

NON
ANT AS% CX5
ON LAST
LOIN PRICE STOCKS
U1SCED

OFFERVIMILF.

SOFTWARE
Keyboard Chord Progres. .....
CMW32 ROM -

.............. £36
YRM101 ROM - FM Music Composer .............. E36

£45

............... E45

Guitar Chord Master
£49
CMW33 ROM (Mouse Paint)
ROM - Graphic Artist
£19
GAR -01
Data I - 96 voices ....

YRM102 ROM - FM Voicing Program ............. £36
Cass. - FM Voice
£19 \
FVD-01
Data II- 96 voices ..
YRM103 ROM - DX7 Voicing Program
£36
Cass. - FM Voice
£19
FM Music Macro .....................
FVD-02
Rhythm Data I ...............
YRM104 ROM ............. £36
Cass. - RX15
£19
DX9 Voicing Program
RDB-01
Rhythm Data II ..............
YRM105 ROM Recorder DC ....... E39
Cass.- RX15
£19
ROB -02
Rhythm Data III .............
£39 !
YRM301 ROM - 4 -track MIDI
RX15
DC .......................
Cass.
ROB -03
Cartridge ....... E53
YRM302 ROM - RX EditorDC .... £39 \
Playcard
Program
. £26
UPA-01
YRM305 ROM - DX21 Voicing Program
II DC ..... f39
Playcard Reader ................................. £65
Cartridge .....................
YRM501 ROM - FM Music Composer II DC ..... £39 I
Data Memory
£19
UDC -01
£39 \
...............................
YRM502 ROM - FM Voicing Program
II DC ............
Cartridge Adaptor
£45 , CA -01
YRM504 ROM - FM Music Macro
Keyboard Chord Master .........
CMW31 ROM Disc corn atible

*DC =

S

FO

A80 8 TRACK
Redesigned

NEW LOW PRICEI1ia245

meters

SMPTE timecode track

4.MN 15 CompressorMixer£39

Dolby C

Complete Accssit range in stock. *T

noise ratio + 20DB

Improved signal to
Record on all 8 tracks live
controlling synths on
MIDI interface for

FOSTEX B16 16 TRACK
SYSTEM PACKAGE!!

816 + SEC

new features!!
cosmetics with bargraph

Look at these incredible

FOSTEX X15

18/8/2

450 MULTITRACK
RECORDING MIXER
Completely redesigned

Join the personal multitrack
revolution with Future
Music 16 track package
deals!! The world's most
successful 16 track recorder
on 1/2" tape. Call for up to
date current deals
on the Seek package and 8
other B16 mixer packages!!

cosmetics and routing system

Bar graph integral meters
Pre and post 3 band
parametric eq

In line monitoring

'powering
Input solo 2 aux sends Phantom

4030 SYNCHRONISER

FUTURE MUSIC
SCOOP PURCHASE!

OiMIDI

FOSTEX 350 MIXERS
NOW AT HALF PRICE!

For use with A80, A20

Computer interface
synchroniser will, lock
AVOID I to audio

£995

4050 AUTOLOCATOR

and 816 models!!!
Autoloctor has digital

or audio
4030 Synchronizer
to video! Optional 4035 Controller E1895
4035 controller!!
value!
All new and unbeatable

Incredible featuresII

LED display and is totally programmable
bars, notes!!) Tempo
(minutes, seconds,
SMOTE time code

change in realtime

BARCLAYCARD

AwAccess

44-6 PRESTON RD.
BRIGHTON
SUSSEX

SOO"

202 NEW KINGS RD.
FULHAM
LONDON SW6

173 KENTISH TOWN
ROAD
LONDON NW1

(opp. Putney Bridge Tube)

01-267 3786

01-736 4771

01-4851448

INSTANT
ti CHEQUES CREDIT
SUPPORTED

HOME RECORDING
AND PERSONAL
MULTITRACK
I TANNOY JBL I QUAD
ACCESSIT
I DRAVVMER
BEYER AKG
BOSS ROLAND

RECORDERS
Fostex Model A80
Fostex 250
Fostex AB

£1574
£720

.. £1375

Akai MG1212 ................. f4999
Revoz B77
E999

MIXERS
Dynarnix
Rm

lJiB 70.0.2
A1-18 CMC 24 ..

Fostex 450 ..
Boss 8X800 ..

Boss 8X400....
Yamaha RM602 ....
Sack 18:8:2
....

995
.6.89

MONITORS
Tannoy Staffords
Tannoy (Words
Yamaha NS10
Yamaha SIOX ..
Yamaha S2OX

POWER Amps
Ouad 303...
Roland SRA1200
Roland SRA2400
Roland SRA4800

Fostex 3180 Stereo

f145

...

Boss RX100 .

£199
£50

(110

NOISE GATES
Accessit Noise Gate ........... f52
Drawmer Noise Gate ....... f335

£179

Drawmer Compressor Limiterram

C399

Fostex 3070 ComprWM
.. f249
Yamaha CG2020
£229
Accessit Compressor
......... f52
Boss Mictu Reek Cornpflirn

£725
£1450

Accessit Stero Rev.

Ibanez Musician Active/
New Souwr Strats New!!

.

............ E229

E795

,

E189 PS

Boss CE
lba

Arlie SB

E175C

Washburn Force
Washbum Volture II Bass

714955 CC

?1,721C,C

un Roland CHU802 Tapesync

Tot:Z'ggPLX

E295 S wiaciA"

Nondo Fomula
.,;,arorar;oslIrZeuma..

f 115 S

OBX
OberheimRana

bane;!ALI.F150Cyg E235S

NEWS

Guest Atak 2
West one Conoord
.

FOSTEX A2
STEREO MASTER
MACHINE - LIMITED OFFER

039 NEW S

Weston° Seson II

f249 NEWS

Fender Stoat USA
Profile Strat Corry

C269 NEW S
E99 NEW SP
E99 NEW S

Hondo Formula I

\ Roland GSIr7I07 Control.,

.

Votage Sourer Telecaster

E399 NEWS

089 AS NEN S

r

11195NE19
[Offers C
cOnersC

£750

Kus

comborrty
1

rov -12 Spta
Ohm SA

Fender Ba man

y

90w Bass

AUPPTodip,-U;iW
Yamaha MX 100

Yar^N'e055
Roland J508.

Nairo

12 New
Sew. 1 X508

119S Cm

5,1 Ar.'"'°'

SCOOP PURCHASE

r109

EV2

Wad 100w

Ix t2 Cab
125w Slave

Rhodes 89 with amp
ARP, OMNI Strings etc
Korg Micro Preset

E275 SC

Wesione Session 8

FUTURE MUSIC

Elle PS

En Tramp Bass

Tramp lead
f14.9F

1299 S

.

£895

ndn Yale Rev

New

Ibanez 750 Bass

.

flo

1.95A,C

'C'ir5E;

Fender

...........

Sync 24 MIDI, SMPTE

OMPUTER
BC BC

E75 C

025 c Com

Fender Mal,bu Roars

Washburn Spirit I ElAcous
fender Jou Bass

.."' SYNC

049A
1E112:84C

trnddCSamc.2010,'M..

Fencer SeLkerS]hvcoice

,E....

Roland SBXII Sync box

Roland MS0-100 EsDerno

teacc

ktrlaka'"r''G3407kokun''r. us

Call

LE

049 C

spSerlifJritIB.ef:Bass

P rices

a c..T-j --..

fa991 m'

mi,1,so,G.,e
New
mh"`"':e"°rN,0y..
',.CR
me,aontaa Ac:us
t''t'MS'nt

95F Yamaha

flenadod'CruS6s1Ornilectr

AKG
lectrovotce'

. f395

Y."h'R.'"r''
CasroAS-10SPkes
C

Ibanez AR..100 sfil

.. E115

Audio Technics
Bayer

Yamaha.D1500 MIDI ........ E550
Boss DE200 ..

..- £132 :

...

odules duole
USE'
E0.95 NEW
Ct

PmUal

..........

So ier 82 Predsion Bass ....

.1ee- £229

.

odules

.

I/15 C

SFableli:Zntage Tele Newq...712:8

Boss microF/aok.O raph--;

Cu

'RcOten'dDgi'201DC:c: Echo sin.. .e1;5"C. K
Roland SDE-20C0 Digital DMW +
[4:15C TechnKs
Roland Kboard ... Sampler

£999

.

Roland 513E25000 tiiiii-

____ Boss EI/4300 Chorusgklx M ..,.,.....E_M,,

E450 C

?Inral'ler93001

Dm2.2400

.

Gt British Spring

mu:WM EQUIPMENT
ELECTRIC GURARS
Gibson I. Les Paul Mud sib

band

Yamaha C01031316aM

.

- 0493

GRAPHIC ECI
Fos/ex Dual 10 band
.. E1911
Roland SE(7331 31 b
C34d
Roland SE0315 2k15and
band

4

f 1555
Yamaha R 1000
£2250 Yamaha Rev?
C,99 MODAL DELAYS
E 1199
............17399
Roland SDE3000
Yamaha Rev 1
L7530
...... £325 Roland SRV2000
'Roland SDE1000 ....
.......... f1375
045
.... e24.9

ALL ITEMS EX DEMO

(340 I Boss Micro Rack DIG Delay

£225

EIS
ET39 5

..

Casio GUMenlX
Technicsnic

Reno

Wuditzer Piano .....
HCammon01d X2r

as
Oscar New
RE201

CAB

E499
E298
Erla
799

E2455

ATM 5-2

F = Fulham Shop C = Chelmtord P =

MIRAGE INCREDIBLE
NEW LOW PRI E 0195'

E.& 0.E.

IL2Roland

Roland
\

The system consists of the DDR-30
Digital Drums Module and two kinds
of drum pads exclusively for the DDR-30
Drum Pad and PD -20 Snare
- the PD -10 Bass
Drum/Tom Pad. Enter the world of electronic
music yet keep your drumming technique
nuances -a realistic digital sound source, flexible
compatibility and superb
sound modification, MIDI
playability.
Six drum voices - Bass, Snare and four Toms.
Four different PCM digital present sounds
edit over 16
provided for each voice. Preset
parameters. Up to 8 kinds of modified preset
sounds per voice memory store.

£399

PAD -8 OCTOPAD

A ROLAND FIRST! TRIGGERS ANY MIDI DRUM
MACHINE, SYNTH OR SEQUENCER
Eight touch sensitive pads, each independently

4444,04,0

assigned to midi note number, can control midi
drum machines or synths. Four pad presets in
memory plus curve, velocity and gate controls! Six
external pads or triggers can also be used.

MEM

ROLAND SRV2000
STEREO DIGITAL
REVERE £1199
NEW!

AT LAST! FANTASTIC
DIGITAL DRUMS
FROM ROLAND! £1499

compare the competitors price! 24 memories!
Parametric EQ control for room size PRG delay.
Gate/Damping, rev time MIDI + 6 integrated
display, stereo output of up to 99 seconds!

Incredible Sophistication
Unbelievable Price
MIDI Controllable - Totally Programmable
- 99s Delay! Rolands new SRV2000 Digital
Reverb offers an unbeatable new market leader in
digital reverberation! With the worlds first MIDI
controllable unit. Look at these features and

Many other features!

IN STOCK NOW!

SDE2500 MIDI -COMPATIBLE
DIGITAL DELAY
In recording studios and on
stages all over the world, Roland's
Roland's SDE series of digital delays have
attracted tremendous attention due to their high performance, superb features
and unsurpassed cost effectiveness. The newest SDE2500 incorporates the same A/D/A converting system
as the renowned SDE3000- the Digital Compounding PCM System, and can store as many as 64 different kinds of
programmable memories which can in turn be recalled using MIDI program change information. The SDE2500 will
soon be indispensable in live performance using MIDI instruments and will also satisfy the needs of demanding
musicians and engineers in all situations.

Ti 1707

DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE

<1.P'

*TR727
DIGITAL PERCUSSION MACHINE
The TR727 is identical to the TR707 except that it
has 15 digital recorded latin sounds. 64 rhythm

patterns- midi in LCD display. Fantastic with PAD 8! Bongos, Congas, timbale etc.

'In stock at all branches BEST

DEALS,

SPECIALS
ROLAND DRUM MACHINEPC2E49
HC2E49

DR1 1

125 0 CR8000 £325 CR5000 £249

I

10 BADDOW RD.
CHELMSFORD
ESSEX

85 ST. MARYS ST.
SOUTHAMPTON
HAMPSHIRE

0245 352490
0245 353878

104-6 ELM GROVE
SOUTHSEA
PORTSMOUTH
HAMPSHIRE

0703 226798

0705 820595

SDE3000 DIGITAL DELAY

SDE1000 DIGITAL DELAY

Roland's Top -of -the -Line Digital Delay

The Digital Delay for Perfotming MusicWns

Featuring a Digital Compounding PCM system
equivalent to a 16 -bit A/D/A converting system, the
SDE3000 offers exceptionally high performance. Its
dynamic range is more than 100 dB, its THD is less than
0.03%, its S/N ratio is over 88 dB, and its frequency
response range from 10Hz to 17kHz The 5063000 is
capable of producing a delay up to 4,500 ms in length
and can store 8 kinds of settings of all controls on the
front panel.

The extremely cost-effective SDE-1000 incorporates a
12 -bit A/D/A converter and produces a delay of up to
1,125 ms with extremely low noise and distortion. The
frequency response ranges from 10Hz to 17kHz.
The SDE1000 can also store 4 different settings of
all controls on the front panel.

JJ

Roland
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CALL FOR INCREDIBLE PRICES
ON ROLAND'S SDE RANGE!!

FANTASTIC
i-?Roland BARGAINS!

MKB1000/300 MIDI REMOTE KEYBOARDS
Now available at incredible price reductions!
And special offers. ie. MKB1000 with free stand
and MKS10 Piano module (worth over £1000!)
Only £1199! Call for many other super deals!!

iSUbU
e,Wnc

MKS80 SUPER JUPITER I POA

Expandyour JUN060

6

also available

MKS30 PLANET MKS10 PIANO
JX8P TOUCH SENSITIVE SYNTH
Preset programmable, 6 voice poly, 61 keys, 64

TAWS DRUMATIX

preset patches, 32 internal 32 external
programmable patches. Edit, touch pad controls,

16 digit display, memory cartridge, MIDI.
Optional PG800 Programmer.

Super New Special Low Price -

JUNO 106 - £599! (while stocks last

SRI°, Moor
.............................

World's best selling analog synth! MIDI - 128
memories! 61 keys. LFO, DCO, HPF, VCF, VCA,
ENV and Chorus. 16 MIDI channel select

MKB1000 MKS10
MI03300 t MK530

099

now

f99

Cube 40 Chorus

E49
E125

MEG

PA EFFECTS

[175
E199

DRUM MACHINES

.

TR707
TR727

TRIO
TR606
C1119000

CR5000
BOSS FIMK100

f450
f450
.

.

f399
E125
E299
£249

.

PA250M

Compact, 8 -voice polyphonic MIDI sound
module specially for use with MIDI-compatible
Piano Plus electronic pianos. EM -101 offers 16
preset sounds -8 Ensemble and 8 Solo
sounds.

Ai

MKS -7 SUPER QUARTET
Consists of 2 -voice polyphonic Melody section, .
a 4 -voice polyphonic Chord, a monophonic
Bass, and Rhythm. MIDI velocity messages
increase or lower sound. Slider control adjusts
'

MKS80 Jupiter
MKS30
MKS10

LlSarcirgst
MSO700

MPU102 FilterCorw.

Call for Future Music's unbeatable
prices on all Roland Keyboards and MIDI -1
RACK MODULES!!! I

AMPS

ROLAND
MICRORACK
f199

..

BOSS BARGAINS

f269

130400 Muter
130600 Mixer

£19

POA
E399

EIX800 soca

1199

E395
E799

NFI Nose Gale

f599
E599

G202 + GR300

GTO
Supercube 1091.0 .

G117113

GR700

01395

29

E329

.

C32

E72

002 Ugrel Delay

.(155
f65

002 Turbo OvertItive
0E200 Delay
CE300 Chorus

ogg

JP6

f999

JUN0106 a Eighteen

£649

SDE2000SamOer Keyboard
181 System 100 Keyboard
1844 voice system TEO
MC4

f399

N7 Boss

ADLB

E99

f150

.

E15

[149

MICRORACK

£83

CS? Compressor

HC2 Hand Claps

JX8P a PG800

Zgganor SH101

FIF2 Flanger

DF2 Enslort onTeedbad
DM3 Analogue Delay
0G02 Digital Sampler

E5.95

E650
f 1600

BOSS BARGAINS
GE c11000

01295
1250

JPB

SRS 80 Spe

POA

139
£49
£79

SUPERDEALS! AU EX -DEMO OR
SECONDHAND
ABOB

649

POA
POA
POA
PDA

ripg

,Amp

6199

505120
DDR30 Ka

EM -101 SOUND PLUS

4

11 PCM digital sounds for Rhythm.

f599
f599

CMU800
CMU802

£499

Composer/Midi Thru Box.

sensitivity. One hundred preset sounds for
Melody section, 100 for Chord, 20 for Bass. /

POA
POA
F199

E499

buttons. Connects with any MIDI equipped
synth or sequencer. Optional Recorder/Rhythm

£125!

Best selling
Drum Mechme

KEYBOARD

C39
£1599

OMNS Hat
RDDI 0 Delay

C39
..

£145

f107
RGE10Eq

f107

RPM10Phaser

f107

E48

LW
.:::..(249
f215

AKAI

DW8000 PROGRAMMABLE
DIGITAL WAVEFORM
SYNTHESIZER

NOW AVAILABLE
COMPLETE SOUND SAMPLIN
SYSTEM

Hit of the year! Korg get it right with
features and price! 8 voice poly/
Korg's original digital waveform
system/velocity sensing/built in
digital relay/Echo/Flanging/Chorus
MIDI/69 memories. Extremely
easy to edit/Dual digital six part
envelope generators!

Includes complete set of
10 pre-recorded discs

INCREDIBLE NEW
LOW PRICE!!!

f949!

S612 MIDI DIGITAL SAMPLER
& MD 280 QUICK DISCS

£999
DW6000 6 VOICE POLYSYNTH.

6 voice polyphonic/12 bit sampling/32 KHz/8 sec samplingNelocity sensitive/Pitch bend/
2 sounds per disc 12.8") with 3 secs access/Overdub/Looping/Reverse.
Without doubt the Best Value, Versatile System Around! Incredible Sound Library
in stock now!

Korgs 6 voice digital synth. now
available at unbeatable competitive
price! Features advanced digital sound
quality with easy use processing and
control/69 memories/Complete sound

AX80 MIDI - TOUCH SENSITIVE POLYSYNTH.

generation through harmonics synth.

NEW LOW PRICE

encoder in 2x256 ROM chips.

All new design and sounds at a crazy
price! A wealth of features. Beautiful
cosmetics, easy to use.
61 keys/8 voice poly/Fluorescent
display/32 preset sounds/64 user
programmes/velocity sensitive midi.

SOD -1 MIDI RECORDER & QUICK DISC

Korgs outright winner! At last an affordable storage system
with the speed and efficiency
of a built-in disk drive!! 2.8"
quick discNVith 30000 note
storage/Real or step time/
Advanced editing/MIDI/Fast ACCFII/Advanced
editing/Punchout/Copy insert/Delete modes.

£599

AKAI MG121 12 CHANNEL
INTEGRATED RECORDING SYSTEM
Only AKAI could have done it! Combines the
efficiency of a 12 channel mixer with an all
new compact 1/2" cassette recording medium.
No more messy open reels! Includes autolocate
and control system -

extremely high quality, well madef

POLY 800
Korgs best selling

Synth. Now at silly
price of

1:

INCREDIBLE NEW
LOW PRICE!!!
Access

202 NEW KINGS RD. 173 KENTISH TOWN
ROAD
FULHAM
LONDON NW1
LONDON SW6

CASIO

(opp. Putney Bridge Tube)

01-267 3786

SUPPORTED

01-736 4771

01485 1448

CHEQUES

Keyboard/61 Keys (5 octaves)
Sound Source: PD (Phase Distortion) system
Voices: 16(1 DCO) or 812 DCOs)
Modes: normal/tone mix/key split/sequencer
Programmer: 32 preset voices (fixed), 32 memory

f119

voices (exchangeable), write, compare/ recall

CZ101 CZ1 000

Compare Area: 1 (compare/recall)
Programmer Section: preset, internal, cartridge,
compare/recall, tone select 1-16.

SZ1 SEQUENCER

Tempo-

4 Channel Sequencer with on Board
Memory of 3600 Events (expandable)

Metronome: ON/OFF
Repeat: ON/OFF

4 Channels

= 40 - 256

much more besides - 20 user
programmable kits, new pads, 3 snare
sounds, rimshot, all digital sounds, midi.

ea

SDS 800
The NEW SOS 800 Series is made up

of three different systems -the SDS
800,400 and 200. My of which you

Clock! INTEXT

MIDI: IN/OUT

max.) real time recording (1800 notes max.)
Editing: copy, insert, delete, clear

can use on its own, or as an
expandable part of an electronic
or acoustic kit.

Extenal Memory: cartridgei
(RA -5 option) or cassette

i

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS -IN STOCK!
MULTITRACK

£695

Sequential, new advanced polysynth, now at
all-timeoniboa lordwprice Touch

sensitive,rnultitrnbal powerfulm

THE SDS 800 DRUM KIT
4 CHANNEL - BASE, SNARE, 2 TOM TOMS.
FULLY PROGRAMMABLE RUN GENERATOR
FOR MULTI -TOM FILLS

NEWLY DESIGNED PADS FOR EXCELLENT
DYNAMICS AND UNCOMPROMISED FEEL

sequencer,.

/f.'14'1 Tom
PROPHET 2000 DIGITAL
SAMPLING KEYBOARD
Up to 16 splits/touch sensitive weighted
keyboard formats own disk/6 second sampling
at 21KHz -10 secs at 15 KHz/Extremely
sophisticated.

pRop+15

20EtatiG
rtrandon Sb°91:

phone for de"'

SDS 9

More than a match for the acoustic kit
because it is designed to give you
everything the acoustic has to offer - and

Keyboard/49 Keys (4 octaves)
Sound Source: PI) (Phase Distortion) sound source' system

Manual recording: 3600 notes

INSTANT
CREDIT

SIMMONS

CZ5000
® On Board Sequencer

Voices: 8 (using 1 DCO) or 4 (using 2 DC0s1
Tone Memories (Preset): bank of 16 (preset)
Tone Memories (Programmable): bank of 16 lintemal)
External Memories (RAM Cartridge): bank of 16
(cartridge (option))

CLAYCARD

£499

The advanced digital drum machine - now at
this ridiculous price.

FLEXIBLE SOUND PROGRAMMING.
UNIQUE 'SECOND SKIN' CONTROL FOR
DOUBLE -HEADED TOM SOUNDS
HEADPHONE JACK FOR
PRIVATE REHEARSAL
EPROM BLOWING SERVICE
Hew you. own sounds sampled end stored under
studio conditions. Eproms suitable for SOO,
0051 S SOS1.127120, 27641.
Future Music librery sounds available EP.O.A.
Supply your own %wane sounds on cassette.
PCM or 'L inch end we will 'Mow' it onto Eprom.
SPECIAL OFFER - 10 Peck 15k Emoms £00.00

THE SDS 400 TOM TOM SYSTEM
4 TOM TOM CHANNELS
FULL PROGRAMMABLE RUN
GENERATOR

NEWLY DESIGNED PADS
FLEXIBLE SOUND PROGRAMMING
UNIQUE 'SECOND SKIN' CONTROL
A
HEADPHONE JACK

THE SDS 200 TOM TOM SYSTEM
2 TOM TOM CHANNELS
NEWLY DESIGNED PADS
FLEXIBLE SOUND
PROGRAMMING
UNIQUE 'SECOND SKIN'
CONTROL

HEADPHONE JACK

renelte4 ,Ionk. In Stockhausen's music,

ne of the most spectacular
concerts ever seen on an English stage.
That's the reaction from someone who went
to Covent Garden with very mixed feelings
about the UK premiere season of Karlheinz
Stockhausen's latest epic electronic opera and it's no exaggeration.
A few facts. After a classical music
education in Cologne, Stockhausen
composed several musique concrete pieces
such as 'Etude', and his first two purely
electronic pieces using sinewave oscillators
were 'Elektronische Studien I and II',
composed in 1953/4.
His best-known piece is probably
`Kontakte', which explores the points of
contact between known and unknown
sounds, the acoustic and the electronic. The
piece's arrangement allows Stockhausen to
play astonishing tricks with time and space.
At one point, a high-pitched note whizzes
down through the audio spectrum, dropping
to sub -audio levels and turning into a slow,

We take a brief look at the career of avant garde

saw his music performed tor live -and -a -halt

music's most influential figure - and report on a
performance of his latest creation, "Donnerstag
Aus Licht", at the Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden. Words Annabel Scott
Photographs Clive Barda
pitch is interctiangeabie with time, and
stereo placement is interchangeable with
space.
The German's obsession with time
persists to the present day, and some of his
musical relationships take place over
massive intervals. In fact, many of the facts
and figures associated with his music are
every bit as astonishing as the music itself.
By 1964, he was composing pieces such
as `Mixtur' for five simultaneous orchestras.
and six years later, the Expo '70 World Fair

hours per day for 183 days, by a group of 20
musicians for over a million listeners.
in 1975 he composed `Tierkreis'
(`Zodiac'), twelve 'melodies on the star
signs' in versions for high soprano, soprano,
alto, tenor, baritone and bass voice, with
chord instrument, chamber orchestra,
clarinet and piano. Then came the massive
`Sirius' for orchestra, musicians, singers and
'synthesiser tape.
Gradually, it became clear Stockhousen
was working towards something big with a
capital B. In 1977, it began to take shape in
the form of 'Der Jahreslauf' ('The Course of
the Year' ), the first piece to be performed
from the massive 'Licht; Die Sieben Tage
Der Woche' ('Light; The Seven Days of the

Week').

.411.00111.

N

of the stage and
two 'flown' above it,
hat we have in
'Donnerstag' is the first full 'day' of an
eventual total of seven. Composing one
'day' every four or five years, Stockhausen
aims to finish the work around 2006. Asked
if he is confident of being able to finish
'Licht', he replies: 'Why not? I will still be in
an early part of my lift then, I will only be 75
years old.'
Of late, Stockhausen's more outrageous
claims have maintained for him an
international reputation which eclipses that
gained in his native German. Not
unnaturally, he teels the German music
establishment is dominated by conservative
forces still opposed to experimental music.
And it's understandable that Stockhausen's
occasional claims to be controlled by
intelligences from Sirius while he's
composing don't go down too well.
Even taking all this into account, it would
have been difficult to anticipate just how
'Donnerstag' would turn out to be on the
London stage. Hackneyed it may be, but the
term 'cosmic' is the only way I can describe
the surrealistic majesty of Stockhausen's
production.
It takes as its subject matter the early life
of Michael, the Creator -Angel of the local
Universe of which Earth is a part, and his
subsequent journey round the world and

return to H...t,
Although the opera is in three Acts,

with the other 16 dottec

there's also a'ureeting' pertormed Ely brass
players in the theatre foyer as the audience
are entering, with a corresponding
'Farewell' after the show. More musically trained members of the audience no doubt
spotted portons of recurring themes in both
these snippets, but as usual, the niceties of
Stockhausen's radical 12 -tone composition

Around the balcony stalls.
The concert's consistently outstanding
sound quality was largely thanks to radio
mics worn by the singers and
instrumentalists, and over 40 other mics in
the orchestra pit, on the stage, and on the
side stages used for some of the larger
instruments such as the giant tam -tam
(gong).
What else is there to talk about? Ah yes;
the plot.

got past most of us.
Entering the main hall, I was a little
surprised to find Stockhausen himself

supervising the 'sound projection' from the
centre of the auditorium.
You want some idea of scale? Well, the
Royal Opera House generally uses a 24 channel Neve mixer, but this was only
sufficient for the orchestra on the night in
question, so the composer added a 36 channel Cadac to cope with the solo
r..riiirMerk anti iyartt ;my tan..,
With tne IN e v e acting as a pre-mixt .

under the ROH sound department's head,
Eric Pressley, Stockhausen opened Act 1 by
mixing in an eight -track tape playing an
'invisible choir' of male and female voices
from the House's under -stage sound room.
Twenty-two ElectroVoice speakers were
used for sound projection, two at either side

-t 1 opens with a huge
backdrop depicting a brick wall, used to
back -project various shadow displays as
Michael acts out his early life. Each of the
main characters is represented by three
performers -a singer, a dancer and a
musician - and their interactions are backed
up by a set of music -related gestures
developed by Stockhausen for the piece

'Inori'.
The speakers have an especially large part
to play in Act 2, which adds a 28 -piece
irchestra and, like I say, one of the most
iectacular sets used on an English operatic
.age. A huge globe of scaffolding, some 25cet across, holds the figure of Michael as he I>

D prepares for his journey around the world.
This begins with a lurch as the globe starts
to rotate around the stage, stopping at seven
points symbolising Germany, New York,
Japan, Bali, India, Central Africa and
Jerusalem -a suggestively autobiographical
catalogue of a few of Stockhausen's major
influences.
Then the globe halts, rotates backwards,
and finally comes to rest at the end of
Michael's journey. He plays the triple
formula of the 'Michael theme' before
preparing for his return home.
All credit for Act 3 must go to Lighting
Designer Chris Ellis. In the face of almost
impossible odds, what he achieved was quite
unexpected, utterly spectacular, and no
doubt something of a shock to seasoned
theatre -goers accustomed to The Barber Of
Seville and Swan Lake.
Act 3 is set in Heaven - Stockhausen
doesn't mess about with his settings - and
throws in absolutely everything, including
an eight -track invisible choir tape, a two track tape of snippets from earlier scenes, 11
soloists, a 61 -piece orchestra, and five
choral groups on stage dressed in metallic
space suits. A huge circular stage section is
the centre of the action, but after the
opening solos, this stands empty before
starting to tilt upwards, in total silence,
towards the audience.
Standing under the Mothership in Close
Encounters must have been something like
this. The theatre fills with smoke, hails of
silver confetti fall, and a huge rainbow of
light dominates the stage, and the stage
section, now pointing directly at the ,
audience, starts to glow with a hundred

multi -coloured hashing arc lights.
And before the audience can regain
normal vision, the centre stage section
explodes with the brightness of a dozen
white arc lights in a cell-like pattern, and tht
stage begins to fall back into place.
Gary Numan would have turned green
with envy - though the music continued to
baffle anyone who didn't have the benefit of
the extensive libretto or a smattering of
German. Michael's battle with the Devil
was lost on many, but Stockhausen has both
clear and complex theories on the
relationships between music, energy, life
and harmony, of which this battle is just a
tiny part.
Drawing conclusions about a four-hour
piece that comprises only one -seventh of a
finished work is a dangerous thing. But it's
fair to say Donnerstag' is a magnificent
musical and theatrical achievement, even
though it can be few people's idea of an easy
night out.

Unlike Philip Glass,
Stockhausen designs his own sets,
choreography and gestures, and even when
these appear simple, they're usually the
outcome of complex spatial and numeric
relationships. His music is still less than
accessible, though the composer's daughter,
Majella, does hint at jazz piano phrasings in
the 'Examination' section of the first Act,
.nd Suzann- c' --'hens (as the glamorous
#

Moon -Eve) wrings some incredible textures
from the Basset Horn, an unusual and
demanding instrument.
Whether the whole of 'Light' will ever be
performed is open to question; it'll be about
24 hours long when it's finished. But if the
staging is anything like the Covent Garden
production, I'd recommend seeing even the
smallest part of the piece.
`Samstag' (`Saturday') is now finished,
and uses one solo voice, ten solo
instrumentalists, a stilt dancer, a solo
dancer, a male chorus with electric organ, a
symphonic band, a 26 -piece brass orchestra
- and two percussionists for the Greeting.
`Montag' (`Monday') is already under way,
and there's no reason to suppose that it's any
less spectacular.
I sometimes find myself wishing
Stockhausen played up the electronic parts
of his composition. His sons Michael and
Simon, who both have parts in
'Donnerstag', accompanied their father in
some recent Barbican concerts on Moog and
Oberheim synthesisers, and both have been
involved with electronics in jazz and rock
bands.
But Stockhausen is classically -trained,
can't afford a Fairlight (though he says he'd
like one), and will continue to use
electronics on an approximately equal
footing with conventional instruments,
sound -processing, tape collage, the human
voice, choreography, mime, gesture,
symbolism, surrealism, mysticism, and all
the rest of it.
He's a compulsive innovator who works
without compromise. Most of his audience

can only sit and wonder.

*
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CASIO
0

Take your musical skills to new heights with
Casio. Recreate the sound of your favourite
group. Copy your favourite piece, note for note.
Create your own sounds which are only limited
by your own imagination. Anything's possible
with a Casio CZ101 synthesizer. All for the price
of a conventional keyboard.
Casio have brought synthesizers down to
earth -and not just in cost. You don't need to be
a technical wizard to sound like a musical one
either. The 07101 is simple to master and easy to
play. In next to no time, you'll be creating entirely
new sounds.
The musical posCASIO
sibilities are endless.
You can literally create
IA A 10,%51
any sound you can
imagine and store it in
the memory. Then play
it back, shaping and
SZ1 :RRP &295.00

NUE NIIMI NW IN

Win
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CZ101 :RRP £395.00

moulding it any way you want. Every sound you
play really can be your own.
The CZ101 can easily be linked to the
universal Midi system for even more versatility you can even plug it into your home computer.
Link it with the Casio SZI sequencer and you can
store your own compositions, just like a tape
recorder.

There really is no limit to what the Casio
07101 and SZ1 can do for you. Or to what you
can do with them.
Sound them out at your local Casio dealer.
And break through the barrier this Christmas
truly
® with
present.
a
original

CASIO

BREAK THROUGH THE BARRIERS
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AVAILABLE AT MOST GOOD MUSIC STORES.

From California comes a sound -editing package for the Emulator II and Apple
Macintosh that gives on -screen access to samples and their composition. It works a
treat, and there's plenty more innovation to come. Paul Wiffen

SCREEN

1E
2CISEEV1
For some years now, we've all been
hearing about the wonderful
advantages of working with
computer music systems. Superstar
producers (need we name names?)
use them to pull apart musical performances,
fine-tune every sonic element, and then stick
the spruced -up version back together again.
Superstar performers use them to write,
arrange and perform their music, sometimes
to the exclusion of all other musical
instruments. And Superstar programmers are
in more demand than either of them, as it
becomes their job to transform mediocre
performers and producers into great ones. In
fact, there's now only one thing preventing
you and I from jumping on the gravy train: lack
of Superstar money.
But now, from the people who brought you
kick -in -the -teeth drum sounds at man -in -the street prices, comes a computer music system
that costs considerably less than a country
house, instead of considerably more. Sound
Designer is a software package for the Apple
Macintosh that works in conjunction with that
deservedly popular sampling machine, the
Emulator II. In California, where all three are
produced, you can assemble the system for
around $ I I ,000. Unfortunately, high

distributor prices will probably make this
something like £ I 3,000 in the UK. Expensive,
but still a bargain when you consider the
astronomical sums you'd have to pay for such
features on established systems like the
Fairlight and Synclavier.
But whereas the big systems have
sequencing software and a whole host of

other goodies either built into them as
standard or offered as optional extras, Sound
44
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Sound file window with scales and screen

cursor, shows Sound Designer's excellent

definition and accuracy. Visual menu in top left
includes 'food mixer' symbol for Mix option.
Designer sticks to the editing, manipulation,
and creation of sampled and synthesised
sounds. It's an editing package first and

foremost, though future updates and
innovations on Digidesign's part (see later)
will take it into further -flung territories. (The
company is also planning a comprehensive Ell based MIDI sequencing package -see
Newsdesk for details.)

To use Sound Designer, you need a recent -

model Emulator II with RS422 port fitted
(earlier ones had an RS232, but can be
upgraded). Then, apart from an Apple Mac,

Digidesign supply you with all you need to get
the system up and running, for a British RRP of
£895. This gives you the small amount of
hardware you need, a cable to connect your
ElI with your Mac, and disks containing both
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dd a whole new dimension to your
laying this Christmas with the
incr ble stereo CT6000.
With its fully touch responsive
5 octave keyboard, you can play with
real sensitivity and emotion. 'Initial and
after touch' let you control the voice
characteristics, the level of sound and
add expression to your playing. You can
make the strings swell, the honky tonk
hammer or the saxophone swing,
simply by controlling the pressure of
your fingers.
With 20 incredibly rich voices,
20 rhythms, real time memory, auto
harmonise and tone mix, three unison

CT6000:RRP £695.00

effects and pitch bend, the only limit is
your imagination. Three -stage accompaniment lets you play single fingered
chords or add your own bass line. And
for even greater versatility the CT6000
can easily be linked to the universal
Midi system.
Take one for a test run at your local
Casio dealer. After all, it could help your
playing to become as fluid as Brahms
and Liszt this Christmas.

CASIO

ADD BRAHMS TO YOUR LISZT
THIS CHRISTMAS.
MELODY VOLUME
__1
,

RHYTHM VOLUME

I

r_Th
I

I

TEMPO

U-1-1

ROC K 2

RHYTHM
STRINGS,se

s"`:"°"
,

AVAILABLE AT MOST GOOD MUSIC STORES
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%Scale -20
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Multiple windows pose the software no

_-20
_-40
_-60

problems. You can look at three entirely

20.0

110.0

different sounds at any one time, and their
displays can be of any configuration.

1

c>

c><3

icon (which denotes 'Please Wait' in the Mac's
language) when you're moving around in the
various areas of the software. The only
appreciable interval you have to wait comes
when you're sending files (sounds) backwards
and forwards between Mac and Ell. In other
words, when you actually want to hear
something you've created - which you can still
do only from the Emulator -you have to wait
a little while for the sound to be transferred
across. Fortunately, the data transfer rate is
500,000 bits per second, which is almost 17
times faster than MIDI, and keeps delays to a
minimum.
More importantly, Digidesign's software
writers have avoided the pitfall which the
programmers behind Yamaha's QX I
operating system obviously fell straight into.
Experience with any music system soon tells
you that only a small percentage of what you
create is actually worth keeping. Yet the QX I

D operating software and examples of its use.

You also receive some exemplary
documentation of the user guide variety, but
thanks to the splendid icon/mouse system
which the Mac uses, this is for the most part
hardly necessary.

The mouse system allows you to whizz
around the screen much faster than even the

most experienced cursor operator, which
makes the system much easier to jump about
in, and therefore much more flexible. And
most of the time, you don't need to consult
the manual or remember masses of
commands, as all your options are
represented pictorially on -screen.
But a speedy method of operation would
make not one jot of difference if every time
you made a choice, the system had to go away
and think about it for five minutes.
Fortunately, this is not a problem with Sound
Designer. Rarely do you see the little watch

dutifully saves everything you do, no matter
how dreadful it is, which you then have to
listen back to before you can clear the
memory and try again.
On the other hand, the Sound Designer
software incorporates a Preview feature,
which allows you to audibly 'vet' any changes
made before you go through the tedious
process of saving to disk. So you can spot any

blunders or inappropriate edits before
permanent copies are made.
The Preview transfer takes place in as good
as real time: a I.5 -second sample takes 1.5

seconds to be transferred. When you're
satisfied that the changes you've made are for
the best, you can call up a second transfer
mode which automatically saves the new
sound to disk on the Mac.
Saving library sounds on the Macintosh
(instead of Ell library disks) turns out to be a
good move, as the delightful Mac filing system

Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT for short) is
r

KS temp

- 1=0

what software calls harmonic analysis of

J

waveforms. These will be user -editable when

Sound Designer Version 2.0 arrives later this
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IIBill

I

his Christmas, go the distance
and treat yourself to a full size,
fully featured keyboard.
With everything the enthusi-

I

Ifql!!!!!!
CT605:RRP £345.00

finger chords and switchable
sustain, the Casio CT605 gives you
endless scope for a truly sound
performance.

astic player could want at a price that's

even keener. You can stretch your
ability to the full without stretching
your pocket.
The full size, 61 key CT605
gives you 20 sounds and 12 rhythms
that cover everything from disco to
the bossa nova. Together with
accompaniment variations, single

The CT605 -a big sounding
keyboard with a small price tag.
Try one for size at your local
Casio dealer.

CASIO

GETA FULL SIZE KEYBOARD
e/zioe, /gsweie,,,-.esor.wexteasseames

WITHOUT STRETCHING YOURSELF.
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AVAILABLE AT MOST GOOD MUSIC STORES
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Computer interpretation of Emulator H front

_Sample

panel is functional as well as pretty. Each
section has its own programming screen,
selected from this graphic using Apple Mac

Emu Systems, Inc_

mouse.
feature lost it for you. Sound Designer loops
are quick and (providing you match loop
points properly) undetectable.
But this is just the beginning. You can in fact
have up to three sound file windows on display
at once, and splice between them to your
heart's content. This is done using another of
the Mac's splendid graphics features, Cut and
Paste. With the help of a Waveform
Clipboard Window (which holds a 'snipped out' segment of a sample file), you can
experiment with inserting segments of one
sound into another, making digital splices, or
even the compilation of entire 17 -second

makes it much easier to find sounds and group
them together in the combinations you need
when building up sequences (locating all the
sounds you need across 30 ElI library disks can
be a real pain).
As soon as a sound has made the initial

journey from ElI (where all sampling still takes
place) to Mac, you can see what it looks like
using a sound file window. If you need the zero
energy line (x-axis for all you Cartesians out
there), then moving the arrow to the 0 -line
box sets the centre line to On. The vertical
cursor (or y-axis) can be 'dragged' back and
forth, or you can scroll (very smoothly)
through the waveform. Scaling can be altered
(and is shown side and bottom) so that both
time and amplitude can be expanded or
contracted to give the most informative
picture.
What all this adds up to is the most flexible
editing display format I've ever seen. Instead
of having to choose the display that's nearest,
you can tailor the display to fit the length and
amplitude of the sound you're working with,
or any part of that sound.
And if you want to examine a small portion
of the waveform more closely, you can avail
yourself of a zoom box. All you do is use the
mouse to enclose the section that's of
interest, and release the button to 'blow up'
that area until it fills the screen - extremely
useful for fine -tailoring samples.
The position of the cursor on -screen is
translated into an accurate time reading (to
1/100 of a millisecond) along with the
percentage amplitude at that point; and this
data is given in the control column on the left
of the screen.
You can call up a picture of the entire sound
file using an Overview window, and then,
having moved the cursor to a new location,
find the waveform at that location displayed as
soon as you return to the main window. You
can also place as many as 10 markers (again by

'dragging'), either to allow quick movement
between various points in the sound, or to
mark points of interest.
Far and away the most useful markers are

the ones provided for looping. These too
offer time and amplitude readouts, and also
allow you to place loops sample by sample, and
match amplitudes exactly for the smoothest
possible loops known to man, undetectable
because you can observe the pattern of
samples so closely and take them into account.
So, no more endless fiddling with unknown
sample quantities trying to lose that unwanted
hiccup, and no more trying to find that
previous good loop after the Auto -loop
48

sound collages. Great fun.
However, if the idea of splicing seems a
little unsubtle to you (sudden changes jarring
on the old ears and all that), then Sound

Designer offers two more refined techniques
through its Digital Mixer pages.
First, Mix allows any two waveforms to be
combined in any proportion. This proportion
is then computed, and the result scaled in the
interests of avoiding clipping. You can also
specify the phase relationship between the
two samples, using an offset accurate to
individual samples.

Simple mixing not up your street? Then go
for the more complex Merge option, which
allows you to crossfade between two
different samples. This is done simply by
placing markers at the points in each sample
from which you want merging to begin. You
then specify the speed with which one sound
becomes the other, either as a number of
samples or as a time.
'

This is where the real fun starts. Imagine
tacking percussive attacks onto the front of
string sounds, or sticking a bit of thunderclap
in with a snare. Just a thought, you
understand...
Future versions of Sound Designer will

expand the digital mixer section to encompass
digital equalisation, compression, and gain
changing/normalising as well as other goodies
yet to be finalised. Each update will cost a
nominal charge of somewhere between $50
and $100, and it sounds to me like the
upgrades will be well worth that outlay.
But still the list of facilities is not complete.
For Sound Designer is the first piece of
software since the Fairlight's which allows you
to draw waveforms on -screen. The mouse is
ideal for this function as it's more accurate
than a light pen, and using it, you can either
modify existing samples or completely redraw
waveforms. This means you can actually create
new sounds from scratch, though the process
can get a bit long -Winded.

Still, if it's completely new sounds you
want, Sound Designer supplies you with a
faster, more convenient method of obtaining
them. The system employs a digital synthesis
technique known as Karplus-Strong (after its
inventors, a couple of boffins from Stanford).
It's an algorithm that allows you to create

plucked sounds very quickly-though for
other things it's rather limited.
perform FM on it with operators. I can't wait.
But back to current options. 'Fast Fourier
Transform' is mathematicians' jargonese for
the harmonic analysis of waveforms. And in
the course of an EII/Digidesign Sound File, just
such an analysis is made every 10 milliseconds.
This is then displayed in a unique threedimensional format, which shows the way
harmonics levels vary during the course of a
sound. This doesn't just give the prettiest
landscape pictures since the Fairlight's Page D;
However, raw synthesis is one area of
Sound Designer where major expansion is on
its way. Version 2.0 (due towards the end of
the year) will contain not just an FM package,
but also an interesting -sounding variant of it
which the designers call waveshaping. Instead
of pratting about with sine waves (which take
an awful lot of mucking about with before
they start to sound interesting), the system
will enable you to use a sample as a carrier and
it's actually more useful. You can spot
unwanted overtones in a sound, or use it to
locate suitable points for looping the sound.
In Version 2.0, this FFT surface will be
editable, allowing any frequencies to be
boosted or attenuated at will at any point in
the sound. Just like a programmable real-time
equaliser, only more versatile. This screen will
also form the basis of a resynthesis program,
allowing the recreation of the harmonic
profiles in a sample. But resynthesis programs
are only as useful as the result they give -so
we can't judge this one till we hear it.
Still, the fact of the matter is that some of
sampling's most persistent and damaging

problems-speeding up and slowing down of
envelopes, aliasing on lower notes, shifting of
events in the sample, and so on - can only
really be overcome by converting sampled
data back into the more generally -applicable
forms of envelopes and harmonic profiles.
Using a rather cute reduction of the
Emulator's front panel, you can choose which
module you want to activate. Each has its own
screen, and all functions can be inspected,
changed and re -stored. The most useful of
these is the keyboard set-up screen, which
shows where allthe samples are located, as
well as crossfades and velocity switches.
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Dols[

"Can it handle
life on the road?"

"I need lots of
sounds, not the
cost of chips
with everything."

"I need natural
feel, not robotic
beats."

"I like playing
songs, not
standing
at bars."

"Quite simply,
I want SMPTE."

"Will it sound
louder if I hit it

harder?"

"Is each function

on a dedicated
button?"

The INPULSE ONE programmable drum computer allows far more artistic expression
and flexibility than has previously been possible, even for a professional drummer. Whatever
your requirement, this compactly -cased unit gives you unparalleled human feel, treating you as a
musician, not a computer programmer.
The wide choice of alternative sounds are stored on extremely cost-effective data cassettes, as
opposed to microchips which can be prone to "changeover" damage. Amazingly - considering its
price - the INPULSE is one of the few machines of its kind to offer on board SMPTE read and write and
real-time song playback pitch change via MIDI. Allied with the capacity of real-time song programming,
humanizing functions to shift beats and tempos, real-time dynamics (linked to external source transducers or
MIDI keyboards if desired) and ease of programming due to the lack of dual function controls, INPULSE ONE
is the obvious drum computer choice. It even comes with a handle.
* For an explanation of this true story, more information and a fully comprehensive colour brochure,
please ring Brighton (0273) 24928.
A LI B 69 Ship Street, Brighton BN I IAE Sussex. Tel (0273) 24928. Telex: 878235 MBI AHI3 G
ilibTA 118
5 Connair Road, Orange, Connecticut 06477 USA. Tel (203) 7953594

MIXING ART WITH SCIENCE

a File DataLink

Voices

Keyboard
1

Setup

Mode

Piano F

1

Extras
Q. Current Voice List
0 Select Single Voice

Look
(

OK

View
Q. Primary Voices
0 Secondary Voices
Positional Crossfades

0 Velocity Crossfades
(j) Velocity Switches
(7) Transpose/Non-Transpos
Special programming screen is used for
02 Piano C2
01 Piano F1

I

04 Piano F*3
06 Piano A*4
03 Piano A 2
05 Piano D4
07 Piano F*5

adjusting keyboard setup information.

I

Emulator II excels at providing user with plenty
of performance options, Sound Designer makes

!I
Thanks to Digidesign's ingenuity, Ell
owners are no longer restricted to sounds
they can get a microphone in front of. Now
they can start making their own sounds from
scratch, too.
Whilst some of the system's most
revolutionary features are still a little way off,
there's no doubt that the Sound Designer
software already vastly expands the
programmability and flexibility of an

them more accessible.

instrument which has always sounded great,
but has until now been hampered by the lack
of on -screen programming.
But above and beyond everything else, it's
the looping which justifies the outlay on this
package all by itself. Being able to see the
exact points at which a loop starts and finishes
gives you unprecedented accuracy in looping
the most awkward sounds-and if you do
things properly, nobody will hear the join.

SERIES 2 CONSOLES

Actually, 'ingenious' is just one word you
can justifiably apply to the way Sound
Designer has been put together.

'Revolutionary' is another.
Price £895 including hardware, software,
cable and manuals
More from Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London W2

MS. e 01-7242451

- 'Better Than Ever'

The Series 2 versions of MTR's in -line multitrack mixers combine all the original features with
many improvements and extra facilities new low noise input circuitry, monitor volume & pan
controls, centre click eq and pan pots, mains on/off switch and new cosmetics.
The Twelve -Eight -Two also has PFL with PFL active led, selectable VU meters, master monitor
volume, and a mono/stereo switch. The brand new Twelve -Two stage mixer includes 3 auxiliaries,
mute and PFL, and switchable output limiters.

* 6/4/2 * jack mic & line inputs * 4x send/return to record * Breakjacks * 3 band eq * Aux 1
switchable pre/post * Aux 2 s/r with full return routing * Monitor vol & pan on in -line channels * PPI
* 2 track playback * 100mm faders * Separate Aux 1 and Mix phones outputs *

* 12/8/2 * - as 6/4/2 plus * Balanced XLR mic inputs * Talkback * Master monitor vol * PFL
* Stereo/Mono switch * Selectable VU meters * 8x send & return to recorder * Master Aux 1 &
Aux 2 sends *
* 12/2 * As 12/8/2 but no routing or Monitor vol & pans, plus * 3 aux * Mute * Output limiters with
bypass switch * Scribble Strip *
MORE DETAILS FROM:

Ltd, Ford House, 58 Cross Road, Bushey, Herts WD1 4DQ
Telephone: (0923) 34050
50
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AMAZING YAMAHA CX5 COMPUTER
PACKAGE DEALS!
NEW UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE! !
HURRY LIMITED NUMBER
AT THESE PRICES! !
UP TO
Korg, Roland,
Sequential, ", ^in/
Casio, Yamana, Westone, jiJ-70
Boss, Tokai, Ana,
Tascam etc. - send for one
OF F
with
of our Free into packs
details of our prices and 7 -day
money back guarantee.

Peavey TKO65
Peavey TNT130
Peavey KB100
Peavey K8300

YKO1 Mini Keyboard YRM102 FM Voicing software
rrp £570 ABC Price £299
(plus £8 p&p)

HOMERECORDING
ACCESSORIES
ew low price

ABC PRICE
129.00
299.00
425.00
575.00
659.00
749.00
255.00
181.00
175.00
149.00
159.00
269.00
230.00
211.00
85.00
129.00
175.00
225.00
299.00
225.00
249.00
229.00
375.00

RRP

Roland Spirit 25A
Roland JC50
Roland JC77
Roland JC120
Roland PA150
Roland PA250
Carlsbro Martin 150
Carlsbro Cobra 90 P.A.
Carlsbro Hornet 45K
Carlsbro Hornet 45B
Carlsbro Hornet 45L
Carlsbro Cobra 90K
Carlsbro Cobra 90L twin
Carlsbro Cobra 90B
P eavey Audition
Peavey Backstage Plus
P eavey Studio Pro 40
Peavey Bandit 65
Peavey Special 130

CX5 Computer

189.00
375.00
500.00
695.00
800.00
915.00
301.00
214.00
210.00
174.00
186.00
317.00
274.00
248.00
93.15
144.33
195.00
255.00
349.00
259.00
349.00
255.00
429.00

ostex

Fostex 250
Tascam Porteone
Tascam 244 POrtOSOldi0
Tascam 388 Super Portastudio
Tascam 388 8 Track Portastudio
Yamaha MT 44D
Mixer
Yamaha RM602 patch
-bay rack
Yamaha PB356
Yamaha Rev 7 digital reverb
Reverb
Yamaha 81000 digital delay
Roland SDE1000 digital delay
midi
Roland SDE2500 digitan delay Ef midi
Roland SRV2000
Rack ROD10 delay
Boss Micro
RCL 10 compressor
Boss Micro Rack
Rack RGE 10 E.G.
Boss Micro
Delay
BOSS DM3 Analogue
Digital Delay Et midi

SEQUENCERS

Roland TR707
Roland TR727
Yamaha RX21
Yamaha RX15
Yamaha RX11
Korg DDM110
Korg DDM22O

Sequential Tom
Yamaha QX1
Yamaha QX7
Roland MSQ700
Roland JSQ100
Roland JSQ60
Roland TB303 Bassline

Send for free home
with details of all our prices.

Korg SQ131 - NEW
Casio SZ1 NEW
Boss DR110 Dr. Rhytmn

GET INTO

KEYBOARDS

349.00

NEW

Synth mini keys

unbeatable
Yamaha DX7 Still
DX7s and a lot more
Yamaha DX5 2
Yamaha TX7 (DX7 expander)
Yamaha KX5 'expander'
midi controller'
Yamaha KX88 'touch sensitive piano
Yamaha PF10 touch sensitive
synth Er MGS1

Great mono
New low price
Roland SH101
Roland Juno 106 Analogue synth
new low price
Superb
keyboard
Roland JX8P
other keyboard
*Roland MKB300 MMother keyboard
*Roland MK81000 106 8r built ino
n amp
Roland HS60 Juno
electronic pia
Roland EP50 Midi
Value
Casio CZ101 Fantastic
Full Size CZ101
Casio CZ1000
Great Synth ft Sequencer
Casio CZ5000
CT410V Poly keyboard

Korg Poly 800 Fantastic Value synth
Waveformkeyboard built in delay
Korg DW6000 Digital
sensitive
sounds
Korg DW8000 Touch
sensitive keyboard great
Akai AX80 Touch
Multi-T imbre synth
Tre
Sequential Multi

1449.00 1250.00
2999.00 2690.00
499.00
699.00
199.00
449.00
1399.00 1250.00
499.00
849.00
180.00

MKS10
*PLUS FREE Roland

Piano Module worth £990.00

INFO PACK
SEND FOR FREE KEYBOARD
OF ALL OUR PRICES.

WITH DETAILS

44 St. Clements, Oxford

Tel: 0753 822754

Late night Thursdays till 7.00 p.m',

Aria Tazo
Aria Heritage LE
Aria Heritage Bass
Aria Deluxe
Aria SB600 2 Bass

#113C PRICE POLICY
Aren t you fed up and confused
with seeing -Best Price"
"Ring for Lowest Price' on so
men
We of(
a ABC
7davneyrt:'sfeo""tos
'petit
s

not afraid to publish our prices
are
-because not only do we offer
low Prices (IF YOU SEE A
LOWER GENUINE
PUBLISHED PRICE - W

MATCH IT -

it's

stock).

I

We also offer aasfalnotnagstais afterin
sales service plus expert'.
and advice to help you chooseP
the right equipment at the rightah
price which all adds up to the
best deal anywhere Th
why
we say it "pays to buyfromate

ABC,

411111111111.11111111111.--......
-'

Yamaha SG200
Yamaha SG1300T
Yamaha SG1000s
Westone Thunder
Westone Thunder Jet
Westone Thunder Jet Bass
Westone Thunder IA
Westone Spectrum1A Bass
Westone Spectrum MX
Westone Spectrum DX
DX8
Ibanez RS430
Ibanez RS440
Ibanez RS530
Ibanez RS760
Ibanez R8850
Ibanez R8960
TOKAI REPLICA

at low prices

guitars in stock

Send for free
with details guitar info pack
of all our prices

Tel: 0932 40139/54877

324-326 Farnham Rd,
Slough

56 Surbiton Rd, Kingston

for the modern musician

1 29.00

1295.00

1995.00
175.00

Squier Strats Strata FROM £320 00
Aria Wildcat FROM £199.00
Aria Knight Warrior
175.00
Aria Inazuma

14-16 High St, Addlestone

Tel: 0865 725221

599.00
249.00

New Fender

69.00

225.00
345.00
625.00
925.00
1400.00 1050.00
795.00
990.00
999.00
1249.00
845.00
950.00
575.00
655.00
345.00
395.00
495.00
550.00
895.00
995.00
225.00
345.00
425.00
499.00
599.00
699.00
999.00
NEW
799.00
999.00
799.00
1399.00

1 99.00
499.00
1950.00
299.00
699.00
399.00
49.00
79.00

voice 1 2

disc storage
Mounted Quick
Akai $612 Midi
D280 Rack many features to listkeyboard
Akai
Exciting new
Mirage too
Ensoniq
Prophet 2000
Sequential Sampling Pedal
Boss1)5132 -

ABC PRICE

65.00
465.00
249.00
449.00
699.00
199.00

ONE TODAY
749.00
DEMO Et SAMPLE
Bit Rack Mounted 199.00

A
CALL IN FOR controlled
6

RRP

YAMAHA CS01

245.00
650.00
399.00
699.00
895.00
2495.00
339.00
225.00
129.00
1199.00
449.00
399.00
699.00
1199.00
159.00
110.00
110.00
83.00
119.00

recording info pack

Akai ME10D

ALSO AMPS BY SESSION CUSTOMSOUND ETC
SEND FOR FREE AMP INFO
PACK WITH ALL OUR PRICES

Yamaha DX100 FM

DRUM MACHINES &

&

Tel: 01-546 9877

Instant credit available up to £1,000 subject to status

289.00
275.00
199.00
149.00
769.00
295.00
299.00
775.00
395.00
299.00
135.00
145.00
157.00
160.00
159.00
175.00
179.00
270.00
279.00
315.00
270.00
315.00
365.00

O

CTS Studios, home of the world's first
Neve DSP digital mixing console and
scene of more orchestral recordings than
almost anywhere, has just added a hi -tech
music facility to its recording armoury. We
take a trip to Studio 4. Words Simon Trask
Pictures Matthew V osburgh
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embley Stadium
complex, second home of East
European gymnasts (at the Arena),
hordes of Japanese businessmen (the
Conference Centre) and Scottish

football hooligans (the Stadium itself),
has just given birth to an extraordinary
keyboard -based recording studio.
The studio is far from ordinary for
several reasons. First, because its
owners have equipped it with a vast,

bewildering array of technology right
from the word go, rather than
accumulating gadgets bit by bit.
Second, because it is only a small part of
a much larger studio complex, longestablished and currently boasting such
niceties as a Neve DSP all -digital mixing
desk and a main studio floor capable of
holding 130 musicians. And third,
because the extraordinary present has
an equally extraordinary past behind it.
Stay in your seat, keep the magazine
in your hands, and all will be revealed.
For 25 years, a recording complex
known as The Music Centre has been in
operation next to the East European
gymnasts, the Japanese businessmen,
and the Scottish football hooligans. In
1985, we find that complex operating
under the fairly anonymous title of CTS.
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Along with Abbey Road and Sarm, it's
one of the best-known studio outfits in
London, and as such, it's played host to
huge numbers of rich and famous music
people. Why, only last year that Neve
DSP and 130 -capacity floor were being
used to record the soundtrack to the
James Bond movie, 'A View to a Kill',
Duran, Grace Jones an' all.
Strangely, it's in film music (or more
precisely, the use of synthesisers in film

music) that the origins of the new
keyboard studio lie. In fact, since the
inception of Studio 4 (so-called because
it's the fourth at CTS, obvious really) in
mid -September of this year, film work
has been its staple diet.
Studio 4 is linked by tie lines to the
other studios in the complex, and can
be used in conjunction with Studio 1 for
simultaneous keyboard/orchestral
recording (there is also a video link
between the two), in which case Studio
4's desk can function as a sub -mixer to
the DSP desk in Studio 1. However, the

studio is perfectly capable of operating
in its own right, and is by no means
limited to film work.

0

ur tale begins with one
Brian Gascoigne, a composer and

keyboard player who's worked in film
music for many years in both capacities.
His background includes study at the
Berklee School of Music in Boston and a

three-year stint with brilliant Japanese
percussionist Stomu Yamashta. In those
heady days, Gascoigne's keyboard
setup comprised the evergreen Fender
Rhodes, an ARP 2600 ('a very fine
machine'), an ARP Odyssey, a
Hammond 83 organ and the
quintessential grand piano.
An invitation to write music fora scifi film called 'Phase 4, which called for
exclusively electronic music, resulted in
Gascoigne searching for a studio that
specialised in synth facilities. At that
time there were only two in London:
Electrophon, run by Brian Hodgson
(now head of the BBC Radiophonic
Workshop-see E&MM October '85),
and Kaleidophon, which was (still is)
run by David Vorhaus. Gascoigne
ended up at the latter, and
subsequently became a partner with
Vorhaus for about 10 years.
Vorhaus is a maverick genius who
built his own studio from scratch, with a
24 -channel mixing desk and an
improvising sequencer called Maniac,
which actually creates sequences
according to the sets of probabilities
you feed into it. That studio's first
polyphonic synth was a Prophet 5, but
Gascoigne and Vorhaus were keen >
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followers of hi -tech studio chic, and
found it hard to ignore the Fairlight
CMI. Thus, Kaleidophon acquired the
first Fairlight in the UK when Vorhaus
visited the '78 Frankfurt show where
the instrument made its first
appearance, befriended Fairlight's
Peter Vogel, and ended up making
room for the superpower instrument
prior to Fairlight finding a British
distributor. The studio subsequently
bought the CMI 'on very favourable
terms', and Gascoigne now considers its
use second nature.
During the ensuing years, Gascoigne
started getting work as a synth player
on orchestral sessions- which often
meant working in CTS' Studio 1. A lot of
his work was for films, like the 'Star
Wars' trilogy, the 'Superman'
threesome and 'The French
Lieutenant's Woman'.
Playing synth in duet with a full
orchestra is never all sweetness and
light, though, as Gascoigne reveals.
'First of all you have to set up all your
equipment -which these days can be
quite a lot- by 10 o'clock. The orchestra
comes in, and you may have about 10
minutes with the composer to run
through a few sounds. You then work
at orchestral speed: you sight-read
through the music, a couple of quick
alterations are made, and then you
record it. But of course, on the read through you're assembling your
sounds, making sure they're alright and
that they fit with the orchestration. So
by the time the orchestra's ready to
record, you're ready to start sightreading. And it can get incredibly hairy,
because you can't get up in front of
120 -odd people and say 'sorry, I'm not
ready' when there's megabucks going
down.
'So you have to scuttle through it.
Sometimes you can sneak back into the
control room afterwards and ask to put
your track down again, but it's
considered rather bad form.'

t was while working on the
soundtrack to 'The Emerald Forest'
(Martin Boorman's much -delayed
West -meets -Amazon Jungle epic) that
Gascoigne conceived the idea of a
keyboard -based studio. His ideal was a
facility for producing the synthesiser
portions of orchestral filmscores, either
before, after or even during the
orchestral recording. And if you
equipped a studio with that in mind,
there was no reason why it couldn't be
used for purely electronic filmscores,
and for TV work, jingles and more runof-the-mill musical things.
CTS didn't take much persuading
before they responded enthusiastically
to his proposals. The need was obvious,
and the room was already available at
Wembley.
The upshot of all this was that CTS
provided the studio space, the desk, the
outboard gear, the tape decks, the
54

engineers and the overheads.
Gascoigne's job was to supply the
keyboards.
At the time he had a half-share in
Kaleidophon's Fairlight, which he sold
in order to buy a new one, complete
with MIDI and SMPTE cards. He also had
a Prophet 5, an Oberheim 0B8, a
Yamaha DX7 and some outboard gear
-all of which have since found their
way into the studio. A TX816 rack has
since furthered the Yamaha FM
contribution to Studio 4's gallery of
possible sounds.

described, but not so Gascoigne's
backers at CTS. Their first reaction
when he presented his list of goodies
was: 'Where's the Synclavier?' guess
there'sjust no pleasing some people.
In fact, there is a Synclavier currently
resident in Studio 4. It belongs to film
music composer Trevor Jones, who was

putting the finishing touches to the
soundtrack to a new film titled
'Runaway Train' when your reporter
visited CTS. Fora particularly emotive
moment in the film (which is more
serious than its Disneyesque title might
suggest), Jones has used the slow

second movement from Vivaldi's
'Gloria, synthesised on the Synclavier
using string and vocal sounds. The
resulting unearthly stillness is closely
suited to the moment, in a way that an
'authentic' performance could not
have managed.

From the beginning, the Fairlight
was intended to be an optional extra.
That meant finding another sequencer
(ie. something other than Page R) to
control all the keyboards. There was
also a pressing need for some kind of
drum machine. Cue the Linn 9000, an
impulse buy as it arrived at Syco on the
very day Gascoigne was buying his
Fairlight. The 9000 has since caused a
few problems, but these have
apparently been solved, and Gascoigne

now feels it's 'a brilliant machine, very
quick and intelligently designed.'
Kaleidophon had owned a PPG Wave
2.2, so it seemed a natural progression
to equip Studio 4 with a Wave 2.3.
Gascoigne considers the Wave to be
infuriatingly designed, but he values it
highly for its ability to sound strongly
'analogue' in spite of its digital origins.
The studio's Matrix 12 came in
conjunction with the Wave 2.3 as part
of 'an offer I couldn't refuse' from
Turnkey- though having owned an
0B8 for some time and used an
Xpander previously, Gascoigne was
quick to appreciate the 12's potential.
A Prophet T8 was bought with a view
to making it available as a master
keyboard, but disposed of not long
after when it turned out to be, in
Gascoigne's words, 'the most desperate
piece of junk'. The touch of the
keyboard was wonderful, but the synth
section proved to be not a patch (ouch!)
on the Prophet 5's, and the velocity
data conveyed over MIDI bore little
resemblance to what was happening to
the keyboard.

Most studio people

would be happy with a line-up of
equipment like the one I've just

Seeing as Jones is an enthusiastic
advocate of using the Synclavier,
Fairlight and so on in film music, it isn't
surprising to learn that he was among
the first to recognise the value of
Studio 4 to the film composer. The
facility allows music to be sequenced
extensively before it's so much as put
down on tape. This means film
composers can show their ideas to
directors and make changes without
having to go to the trouble (and cost) of
re-recording everything. And this holds
good for orchestral scores, too, where
as much as possible can be sorted out in
a synthetic version before any
expensive orchestral recording time has
to be invested in.
Still, if the idea of a Fairlight and a
Synclavier sitting next to one another in
Studio 4 sounds a bit excessive,
Gascoigne is the first to agree.
'Ina sense it's absurd, an insane
waste of money. But people are bound
to have used one or the other, they'll
want the sound of one or the other,

and they'll bring in floppies relating to
one or the other... I can see no way
around it, but I do rather resent the
duplication. The same thing is true of
the PPG Wave sequencer. In a studio
such as ours we don't need it, because
we can use one of the other sequencers
to run the PPG's voices. But 'suppose

for another studio that might be their
sequencer, and they'll be very happy to
use it as such.'

Ah, the perils of having too much at
your disposal...
Studio 4 is staffed by Tim Pennington
and Martin Ley, as chief engineer and
assistant respectively. Both were
working at CTS prior to joining Studio
4, Pennington being something of a
veteran with five years notched up,
during which time he's worked in all
the other studios, including a spell with
the DSP in Studio 1. Ley, who was a
lowly tape -op not so long ago but now
doubles as an all -singing, all -dancing
synth programmer, is something of an
antique synth collector, with a
bedroom full of early machines
including two Moog Sources, a
MicroMoog and a MemoryMoog.
Despite his crucial role in bringing
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Each cue point can be given its own
tempo (in absolute terms, this is
expressed as the number of SMPTE
frames per beat), and 'tables' can be set
up for each cue point, to define which
clocks are to be sent. In addition to the
MIDI clock, the SRC can send clock
pulses at any rate including the
Fairlight's 384 ppqn - and it also allows
cue points to be adjusted to a
resolution of micro -seconds. Which
gives you some idea of just how fine a
degree of control a SMPTE-based
system allows.
I've already mentioned the

substantial amount of inter -linking
between Studio 4 and the more
established CTS facilities, but it's worth
noting an operation using those
facilities was to be attempted by
composer Maurice la rre (father of
samples crammed onto them. Not
surprisingly, many of these sounds
come from Gascoigne's Kaleidophon
days.

Studio 4 also has its own small

isolation room, intended mainly for
recording vocal and horn overdubs,
whilst it's intended that a piano should
take up residence there at some point,
in much the same way as a Joanna
found its way into Paradise Studios (see
last month's E&MM). It seems acoustic
instruments have a knack of sneaking
in the back door of 'all -electronic' music
centres.

Studio 4 into being, Brian Gascoigne
will betaking something of a back seat
in its day-to-day running - though his
experience will no doubt be called
upon when required.

nlike many Fairlight and
Synclavier users, Gascoigne is fiercely
critical of the idea of sampling to create

perfect reconstructions of acoustic
sounds. His own sympathies lie 'quite
strongly' with the view of orchestral
musicians that sampling in that form is
in some way immoral.
'It's hypocritical that record
companies should take people to court
for copyright piracy and yet not think
that they themselves are committing
piracy when they use a sampled sound
without the consent of the person
who's played it, he says. 'There's
definitely some room for more formal
arrangements concerning ownership
of samples.'
He's treading on dangerous ground,
needless to say, but Gascoigne is far
from being a paid -up member of the
Luddite anti -sampling lobby. He's
especially keen on the creative

possibilities of manipulating samples,
and of combining these with acoustic
sounds.
As a direct result of this enthusiasm,

the Studio 4 Fairlight isn't short of a
sound or two. There are some 87 disks
currently at the ready; even the
Fairlight library disks have extra
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But back in the world of
contemporary technology, we find a
complex MIDI -based 'network' which
interconnects all the instruments in
Studio 4. It's been put together with
great care by Gascoigne and his
accomplices, and the result of their
endeavours is the most comprehensive
MIDI network I've yet come across.
There are two Syco MI4 boxes, a Quark
MIDILink 999, and a custom -designed
10 -in, 10 -out MIDI patchbay.

It's a configuration that allows any
piece of equipment access to any other,

while insertion points allow for future
updates, like a possible third stand of
keyboards and the Synclavier when it
receives its MIDI. Each of the two
current stands has an MI4 allocated to
it, and these connect to the Quark,
which in turn connects to the custom
bay.

Work involving films, ad jingles or
pop promos sees Studio 4 make use of a
Sony U-Matic video system, with the

Jean -Michel). He expressed a desire to

use Michael Boddicker, /an Underwood
and Brian Gascoigne playing multiple
synths in Studio 4 simultaneously to the
orchestra recording in Studio 1, but
although this shouldn't have posed CTS
any problems, the project ended up
being done in Germany. Still, if you've
just saved up enough pennies for that
orchestral/synth concept album you've
been planning all these years, CTS are
ready and waiting for you.

ince its opening in
September, Studio 4 has been used for
a Channel 4 wildlife documentary,
music for 'Holiday on Ice, and some
jingle work (Tim Souster wearing his
commercial hat), though most of the
time has been taken up by the

aforementioned 'Runaway Train'
filmscore.
It'll be interesting to see how the
studio fares, and whether or not it finds
its niche purely in film or TV work.
Building up business is inevitably a
slow process, so although the facility
has been well publicised around the
record companies, it's very much a
matter of Studio 4 having to persuade
companies out in their direction. As
Pennington points out, record
companies tend to have a set of
favourite studios that they stick with
for years, and old habits die hard.

time -code burnt into the video picture
and a time -code track on the tape,
which is then recorded onto the

DATAF ILE

studio's 24 -track machine via a
reshaper. The reshaper tidies up the
signal, ensuring there are no drop -outs
caused by generation loss. Once the
time -code is on the multitrack, it can be
read by the studio's Friend Chip SMPTE
Reading Clock, which in turn can
control MIDI sequencers and any pre MIDI clock -based equipment. The SRC
can cope with the 24, 25, 30 and 30

CTS Studio 4 Rates
(excluding VAT)
Standard time £45 per hour
Overtime (6pm-9am weekdays, all day
weekends) 20% extra

drop -frame implementations of the

Centre, Engineers' Way, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 ODR.
01-903 4611

SMPTE standard, and allows up to 32
cue points to be entered 'on the fly'.

Synthesisers £100 per day

Fairlight CMI £175 per day
Programmer £75 per day

More from CTS Studios, The Music
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On Tap
If the local arts centre is fully booked, students' union entertainments have been
cut back, and the drama school has stopped doing live music, you've got nowhere
to play but pubs and clubs. We pinpoint the pitfalls and pleasures of playing in
front of an inebriated audience. Tim Goodyer

o you've taken the big decision.
You're going to get out of your bedroom,
and play some of your music to an
audience wider than your brother, the
local scout troop and E&MM's
DemoTakes page.
Let's take a look at a few of the problems
that are inevitably facing you. Never mind
all this 'sequencer or tape' stuff for the
time being. It makes more sense to start
with where you play.
There may be a cathedral in the vicinity
whose stained-glass windows and long,
winding reverb times would compliment
your more ambient pieces to good effect.
Or you could consider the local W omen's
Institute, which continually plays host to a
wide variety of events from tupperware
parties to raffles in aid of leukemia
research, and which would probably find a
slot for a musical evening of some

you may be just the man to rectify the
situation. In either case, you're going to
have to represent your intentions and your
music as attractively as possible, so have a
good idea of what you're going to need and
why before making your approach - and
be prepared to remain flexible. A cassette
of your music should make communication

between landlord and self a lot easier- it
might even convince him you're not going
to drive his custom away for good.
While you're at the watering hole in
question, cast a wary eye over the clientele.
Does it look like the sort of audience your
music will appeal to? Remember that
OAPs, for instance, are not recognised by
Gallup as constituting a sizeable element
of the electronic music fraternity.
There is another consideration: money.
Now, I know many of you would be quite

content merely with the chance to enrichen
the world with your artistic genius. But
given that you're unlikely to make much
profit out of many pub/ club gigs, you
should at least try to ensure that your
expenses are covered.
Unless you have access to some adequate
amplification, or even a modest PA rig,
you'll have to hire something. This costs
money. Even if you have some suitable
transport, you're going to need some petrol
before it'll take you anywhere. If you don't
have transport, you'll have to hire some.
All this costs money, too.
There's no single approach guaranteed
to make the landlord cough up either
expenses or some sort of payment likely to
land you in the black. The best advice I can
offer is that, as a consumable commodity,
free beer is a good barter.

7 things to bear in mind

description. Then again, perhaps not.
Well that's it, then. You've exhausted all
the possible options, and there's nothing

when gigging in pubs and

else for it but to retire to the pub for the
evening to sink a few beers, and discuss
your impending fame and fortune with
your Heavy Metal guitarist mate. But just
a moment. What about the pub as a venue?
The idea is plainly silly. There's no
stage, not enough space in the room the
stage isn't in, no lighting, no three-phase
mains, and no dressing room.
But do you really need a stage as such?
Or, for that matter, anything more than
the in-house lighting, a couple of 13 -amp
sockets, and the Ladies' to get made-up in?
One thing's for certain: when it comes to
situations in which space is at a premium,
your drum machine/ sequencer or tape
deck is a hell of a lot smaller (and less
frightening) to the publican than a live
drummer and all his regalia will ever be.
Now we're making progress. Why
should the pub gig remain the domain of
the ageing organist and the HM band?
Answer: no reason at all.
But things are rarely that simple. There
are a whole load of factors to consider
before you go into the first few bars of the
song that's supposed to drag people away

clubs

from the bar.
First of all, there's the choice of pub. A
few simple guidelines here will help to
reduce the amount of wasted journeys you
make, and the number of bewildered
landlords you meet.
Initially, you should approach venues
already in the habit of playing host to live
music. But don't rule out any that aren't;
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compiled from experience by Dominic Stockier

1 TRY

to use up as little space as possible. Landlords prefer space to be taken up by
the alcohol -buying public, and don't really give a tinker's cuss about the music so long as it
brings the punters in.

2 GAFFA tape all leads down so that punters don't trip over them on their way to
the toilet. Avoid obstructing toilets as this can snake you very unpopular.
rely on one piece of equipment too heavily; try and have some sort of
3replacement
DON'T
on hand when one of your main instruments suddenly decides to take a holiday

halfway through the set.

4 SWITCH off any jukeboxes that might be lurking in corners. They have an
unpleasant habit of springing into life in the middle of quieter numbers.

5 DON'T

try to be too avant garde. Unless the gig has been heavily advertised,
most of the audience will be there to get drunk, find a mate, or whatever. That said, you'd be
surprised how well a bit of musique concrete can go down if you get the balance right.

6 REMEMBER to treat

every gig as though it was Madison Square
Gardens. You never know quite who might be watching...

7 WHEN the glasses start flying- Get Out!
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You may have to settle for playing an
evening early on in the week to begin with,
as a consequence of landlordly
reservation. Do not be deterred.
Right, gig secured. What next? In this
respect, if in no other, your pub debut is no
different from the opening night of
Duran's mammoth American tour, as
preparation is the keyword for any gig, no
matter what its scale.
To begin with, we'll take the material
for granted since it's a pretty obvious
point, and who am Ito question your
artistic credibility or musical merit? Let's

turn our attention to other practical
considerations, beginning with your
situation within the licensed
establishment that you are about to
desecrate in the name of art.
On your arrival you will, in all

probability, find that Herr Landlord has
already chosen a site for your activities
without recourse to you. Nine times out of
ten, this site will be devoid of mains
sockets, partially obscured from the
remainder of the room by a conveniently
situated pillar, and right next to the 'Crazy
Kong' video -game machine. If you're able
to locate El Gaffer (very likely), kick up a
fuss in an attempt to get him to change his
mind (very unlikely).
Whatever happens, you'll soon discover
that decent mains extensions are essential
if the evening is not to finish here. And do
try to keep the cable out of harm's way
(plugs come out as well as go in, sometimes
with the assistance of the curious punter),
because people who trip over it have a
nasty habit of asking you to replace the

pint of Euro-fizz they've just emptied on
the floor.
It's unlikely that floor space will be in
abundance, so use it wisely. This doesn't
mean you can't use it imaginatively or
entertainingly. There is documented
evidence of people using slide projection
and videotape accompaniment for this
sort of performance, so there's no reason
why you shouldn't consider doing
something similar. You are calling it art,
after all.
And so to the joint subject of equipment
and personnel. It may be that your original
intention was to use a traditional 'band'
format to present your work (alternatively,
you may be more of an electronic purist or
simply an equipment fanatic, in which
case the issue doesn't arise), but if space is
limited, you may find your Portastudio or
Akai 4000DS suddenly becoming an
invaluable friend. Even if you're against
the idea of being totally dependent on
machines, a judicious pruning of the lineup can still be a great help - especially if it
means the difference between playing that
night and watching Joan Collins on
`Wogan'.
In the same way as drum machines
obviate the need for a greasy knownothing skin -basher, sequencers offer an
attractive alternative to tape as a space effective extra pair of hands.
One important consideration has so far
escaped our attention: The Beer Factor. I
know it hasn't been too far from your
thoughts (it's certainly never too far from
mine), but in the context of a pub gig, it has
ramifications that at least equal those of

c

location, material, equipment, and all the
rest of it.
Surprised? Let me explain. Just as a
sequencer can transport your gig from the
realms of fantasy to reality, so beer is more
than capable of bringing it back again.
OK, so you do a bit of Kronenbourg now
and again, but you can handle it...but can
your precious MSQ7 00 or Portastudio?
The sad truth is that not only can your
equipment hold its beer better than you, it
can also hold crisps, pork scratchings and
cigarette ash better than you - all in the
wrong places and all to devastating effect.
The arrival of digital access control has
given us the instrument panel largely
devoid of knobs and buttons, adorned
instead with lots of pretty pictures and
tables. Unfortunately, these tables present
a very tempting alternative to those
provided by the pub for the
accommodation of your pint/ashtray/nuts.
They also have a habit of not remaining
upright when your attention is elsewhere.
You have been warned.
And now the gig's over. How did it go?
Maybe it was fraught with technical
problems and you swear you'll never
venture into live performance again.
Maybe you were as well appreciated as the
Colorado Beetle is by the potato farmer.
Maybe it was more successful than you
ever dared hope.
Whatever the result, it was worthwhile.
You can be sure that the next gig will
belong to one of the other categories - they
always do - but you're keeping music live
and alive. You need no further

justification. Buy yourself a drink.

SONG BIRD 300
SELF POWERED KEYBOARD/P.A. REPRODUCER

Unit 119. 62 TRITTON ROAD.
LONDON SE21. 01-761-6568

n ONle

KEYBOARD
COMBOS

A self powered version of the already acclaimed normal
SONG BIRD 300. 12* Driver of 300 watts R.M.S. handling
capacity (and the high power is NOT achieved at the
expense of bass range performance) Treble horn with
acoustic lens.
Rear mounted amplifier with 150 watt power section,
Reverb and pre amp with 6 inputs on 3 channels, each
channel with Volume, Bass, Treble Reverb on -off. Four
band equaliser. Master volume. Master Reverb Line out.
This rugged little powered reproducer will drive another
un-powered box if required. Price £387.

SONG BIRD 200
A full range, self powered reproducer with
10" Driver of 200 watts RMS capacity plus
treble horn with acoustic lens.
Un-powered SONG BIRD reproducers are
time tried and tested and are market leaders
in their own right. The powered Song Birds
match up to these existing standards.
Brilliant and powerful reproduction for
keyboard and P.A. even though of small size
and light weight. Surprising levels of bass
performance are noted.
Powered by 100 watts Mos Fet amp. with 4
inputs on two channels, each channel with
Volume, Treble and Bass controls. Four Band
Equaliser. Will drive another passive box if
required. Price £297.

"You'll never know how you lived without
foldback until you get fold back" as the

watts! 6" X 2' Horn provides treble
and clarity, and because of the
unusually flat response, high
volume levels can be achieved
without feed -back problems - even
when working under the most difficult
stage conditions. Price £155.
Send for catalogue of other WEM products.
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(Un-powered)
Pair £322
SONG BIRD 200
(Uri -powered)
Pair £275.

-------------

FOLD BACK WEDGE
saying goes.
This WEM foldback reproducer, however,
is a wedge with a difference. Of small
size and light weight, it is armed with
the impressive "IMPACT" 10" Driver
with a free air resonance of 35 Hz and
a R.M.S. handling capacity of 300

SONG BIRD 300

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE

Name

HIGH
POWERED

Address

COMPACT
SYSTEMS

J
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£599
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TX7 £499
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20 Denmark Street London WC2
Telephone 01.379 6690 (sales) 01.240 0085 (service)
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H IT and M ISS
Finally, Roland take the plunge into the electronic drum
market, with an all -digital, MIDI -compatible kit you can buy in
stages. But is it a case of too much, too little, too late? Paul White
Time, experience and a lot of all expenses -paid curries have taught
me at least one thing: if there's a
marketable innovation in the hi -

tech music field, it's never more
than a matter of months before Roland start
marketing a version of their own.
And the electronic drum market is the
exception that proves the rule. For while
Simmons and their imitators have been selling
electro kits successfully for more than three
years now, Roland have sat and waited,
analysing the status quo and refining their
designs. The result, just finding its way into UK
shops as you read this, is the DDR30 and its
associated pads; on the face of it, a pretty

serious entry into the electronic percussion
stakes.

The Roland version certainly looks the part,
with pads that are both strikingly designed and
well built, areas where many of the kit's
would-be competitors fail. Like most
electronic drum kits, the hardware is divided
into two distinct areas: the parts you hit and
the parts you twiddle. Let's start with the

acoustic ancestry, and having something to
hide their legs behind presumably helps with
their insecurity problems. And the increased
size does make the bass assembly a more
stable structure - it certainly seems solid
enough.
Rare among electro-drum systems is the
way the Roland is available in completely
modular form. That means you can either buy
a full six -piece kit, or build things up a pad at a
time as and when finances allow. Thus we find
both types of pads, the standard PD I 0 and the
PD20 bass pad, plus the stands, all available

so that the finish is good and glossy.

The head is quite an interesting structure,
as it seems to comprise a plastic skin stretched
over a tough, slightly padded backing. This is
clearly a different approach to pad design than

that currently adopted by most British
electro-pad manufacturers, who all tend to
use rubber for the playing surface. For all that,
it does feel very much like the real thing, being
both resilient and responsive.
The system's modular nature means that
any suitable stands may be used with it. Fixing
to the pads is via the now fairly standard right -

Design 'The shape works practically as well as
aesthetically - it's easy to fit a lot of tom-tom pads into a
small space.'
separately from your friendly High Street
music store.
As for that truncated triangle shape, it
works well both practically as well as
aesthetically, as it's comparatively easy to fit a
number of tom-tom pads into a confined

angled splined brackets. The stands supplied
by Roland are in fact made by Tama

(themselves recent entrants into the electropercussion world), and seem very solid. You'll
need three for a six -piece kit, two for each

hitting bit first.

space.

pair of toms and an individual snare stand.
Leads can be of either the jack -to -jack or

All the drum pads are identical in size and
shape, with the exception of the bass drum,
which is larger than the rest. It seems
drummers like to retain some link with their

The drums are available in any colour as
long as it's silver. The back of the pads is

XLR-to-jack variety, there being sockets for
both types provided on each pad.

moulded from a perspex-like material, with
the silver coating actually applied to the inside

The sound -generating side of the Roland
system is contained neatly within a 2U -high
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PORTA ONE

SECOND TO

NUN

Find out why.

TEAC Professional Division
For information about the full range of Tascam
Portastudios and the name of your nearest dealer,
please write to: TASCAM, Harman Audio UK Ltd,
Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 SDD.

How does the Roland sound? Well, that
depends pretty much on whether you choose
the more conventional voices to work from,
or those of a more esoteric nature, the origin
of which we can only guess. Luckily, careful
use of the Attack control means all the sounds
can be made nicely percussive, and useful

within a drumming context.
But as with all systems that rely on single,

multi -functional controls which prevent you
varying more than one parameter at a time,
achieving the precise sound you're looking for
can be a very long-winded process. You can't
hear the results of any interplay between two
or more variables, so the only way you can
judge their effect is by switching repeatedly
from one to the other, adjusting each a little at
a time.
That said, the Roland system of providing a
basic sound that can be used as it stands or

rack -mountable box, to which each of the six
drum pads is connected. There are individual
outputs for all six voices, though as an
alternative there's a composite output,
available in either mono or stereo with the
instruments panned across the field.
In keeping with Roland's policy of sticking
MIDI on everything they make, there's the full
complement of MIDI In, Out and Thru
sockets. And in line with current trends in
keyboard design, the 32 kit memories are
arranged in banks; in this case four banks with
eight sounds per bank. You alter parameter
values using a single continuous controller,
after selecting the particular parameter via
the relevant pushbutton on the front panel's
Edit section.
themselves are created in two
stages. The first of these is to edit and store up

four digitally -stored voices that can be further
modified by the user. The four sounds range
from conventional to anything but, yet they all
possess that peculiarly digital authenticity
analogue circuits have so much trouble
capturing.
Once you've decided on the basic sound
you want, you can tailor it in a number of ways.
The most obvious of these is to change pitch,
but there's much more to it than that, as a
grand total of I 6 parameters (arranged in four
groups) lurks within the DDR30, just itching
to be edited.
The first group allows you to select which
of the four voices you want, how loud it
should be, and how long it takes to decay.
Additionally, there's an 'Attack' component
to the sound, which incorporates Level &
Decay controls and functions dynamically-so

edited using the parameter controls, does
make the whole thing much easier to cope
with. You're never left feeling in the middle of
nowhere. All the basic voices are pretty good
in themselves, and they also provide excellent
starting points for your own creations.
It's the sort of system you think you've
exhausted within the first couple of weeks,
only to find yourself still discovering new
sounds months later.
Being able to adjust EQ levels for each voice
not only adds to the variety of onboard
sounds, but also means that you can get away

with an amplifier not over -endowed with
preamp controls.
Simple alterations in pitch are all you need
to take the snare sound from a deep, slack
drum to a tight, jazzy one. Meanwhile, the
Decay control proves an excellent method of
simulating damping. Being variable over quite
a considerable range, it also enables you to
generate dramatically long snare and tom-tom
sounds.

to eight variations of the basic sounds for each
of the six drums in the kit. Then, you assemble
these sounds in any combination to create a
`kit'; the system can store up to 32 of these.
Extra storage of all parameters and sounds is
available via external memory cartridges,
which you insert into a slot on the DDR30's
front panel.
The cartridges have two separate memory

the harder you hit, the more Attack you get.
Group 2 is concerned with controlling the
overall pitch of the sound, and also allows you
to add pitchbend. The effects created by this
section are also dynamic, and are shaped by
two controls labelled Bend Decay and
Dynamic Sensitivity.
Group 3 is the EQ section, and consists of
programmable bass and treble controls, both

Sounds 'It's the sort of system you think you've exhausted
after two weeks, only to discover new sounds months later.'
`areas', each of which is capable of storing the
entire contents of the system's onboard
memory. So with the DDR30 plus one
memory cartridge, you have the storage
capacity for 92 separate drum 'kits'. Now,

with six drums per kit, you're not going to get
564 totally unique and individual drum sounds.
Still, the arrangement makes the change from
one kit with, say, heavily damped tom-toms,
to another with more open toms, a matter of
pressing a single button.
The Roland comes loaded up with a
selection of preset voices, so you can try it out
right away, exploring its full potential as you

become more familiar with its operation.
Sound -generation is all done digitally, with
the basis of each drum sound being a choice of
62

of which offer cut or boost of the relevant
band of frequencies.
Last and possibly least, Group 4 controls
the Gate function. There are two gate effects
(designated, with sparkling originality, Gate I
and Gate 2), the first coming into effect only
when the drum is played hard, the second
being independent of playing intensity. Gate I
has Level, Time and Release controls, which
make it suitable for creating that oh -so fashionable gated reverb sound, or at least a
fair imitation of it. Gate 2 has only Level and
Decay Rate controls, so it's more useful for
cleaning up the end of a sound, or creating one
that suddenly 'gates off after the main Decay
level causes the sound to fall below a certain
setting.

The gating section takes a little getting used
to, as you need to get the gate to close before
the end of the voice sample if you don't want
to hear the less -than -artistic sound of the
drum 'cutting off. This doesn't take too much
practice, though, and you have the option of
using the cut-off as part of an off-the-wall
voice. You can even get a fair 'gated' reverb
effect using this facility, though as with all
electro-kits, a bit of external reverb improves
the sound of the Roland no end.
Yet in spite of all this, the kit doesn't have
quite the same flair as the Simmons SDS9, its
most obvious rival. Both kits are MIDI equipped, both are in the same market area
(though the Roland is some £300 more
expensive), and both are superbly built.
But the Simmons scores in incorporating
more than one method of sound -generation albeit spread unevenly across its drum voices.
Even though the Roland has a fair bash at
typical analogue sounds, its all -digital synth

section means it's the more modern voices
that stand out as being noteworthy.
On the credit side, you can buy the Roland
kit one step at a time, thus keeping both bank
manager and band manager happy at the same

time. And however far you look, you couldn't
buy a better -looking set of pads.
Prices DDR30 control unit £999; PD10

standard drum pads £85 each; PD20 bass drum
pad £175. All prices include VAT.
More from Roland UK, Great West Trading
Estate, 983 Great West Road, Brentford,
Middx. IT 01-568 4578
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Seen too many sampler illusions?
Come and find reality with Akai
AKAI AK80 MIDI 8 VOICE PROGRAMMABLE
POLYPHONIC SYNTHESIZER £799

AKAI MD280 SAMPLER
AKAI 5612 MIDI
DIGITAL SAMPLER E749 DISK DRIVE £199

FREEDMAN'S PRICE PLUS
FREE SEMI -FLIGHT CASE

E 1 74 7

Akai, the realistic answer to sound sampling. The 5612
Sampler gives you easy -to -use sampling of up to 8
seconds at the touch of a button. Quick accurate storage
of samples is just as simple on low-priced diskettes Remember, you don't have to buy expensive preformatted disks to operate the Akai Sampler.

r

Come in to the store and we'll show you how
good the Akai system is, or fill in the coupon and
we'll send you full details.
Name

Akai AK80. A touch sensitive synthesizer with 96
internally stored sounds. Full midi specification at the
amazingly low price of £799.

Address

Remember, when you buy the 5612 and the AX80, you
get a sampler and a synthe for just a few pounds more
than the cheapest sampling keyboard by itself.

Send to: Freedmans Freepost
London El 1 4BR
(No stamp required) UK.
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Music Maker Publications
Simply more

to
read

GUITARIST
Britain's only specialist guitar -playing magazine
- for electric and acoustic players, guitarists
and bassists

RHYTHM
For the modern drummer and drum machine user.
The perfect beat that completes an unbeatable
music family

ELECTRONICS &
MUSIC MAKER
The world's biggest music technology magazine
- for the modern keyboard player and
synth programmer.

HOME & STUDIO
RECORDING
The magazine that takes the mystery out of
recording at home - from 4 tracks to 24.

ORGANIST TODAY
The home organ and keyboard player is exclusively
catered for in this new monthly

ON SALE AT
ALL LEADING
NEWSAGENTS

For further details of direct subscriptions
ring Cheryl on 0223 313722 or drop her a line at:
Music Maker Publications, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1 UY
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IMPORTANT

Eurotec

NEWS

KEYBOARD STANDS

foral1DX7owners
New ROM cartridge for the DX7 designed to function in
an entirely different way from existing DX ROMS by
Yamaha and Itsibashi. Having a Zero Insertion Force
(ZIF) socket into which you plug an eprom containing
64 new sounds. Eproms available that will allow you to
build up banks of sound to use with the existing
cartridge, being possible to customize your own
eproms, and if you owned a BBC computer and eprom
blower, you could be provided with the program to do
this yourself.
Cartridge £49.99,
Eprom £16.66
AVAILABLE SOON
64 memory RAM pack, fully compatible to all Yamaha
models, i.e. RX11, DX7, DX5 etc. Also available shortly
for Roland TR707/TR727

4 TIER

KEYBOARD STAND

A fully adjustable
heavy duty stand in a
durable black crackle
finish with chrome
cross pieces. Can be
used for performing or
display. Also available
in a 3 tier version.
3 tier £105.16
4 tier £115.86
RRP including VAT.

X TYPE STAND

A quick -fold stand finished in
durable matt black. Spring
loaded height adjustment.

Check them out now at:
London Rock Shop 01 267 5381
ESS Barnet 01 440 3449
Rock City 0632-324175
Music Village 01 599 4228
White Electric 0783-78058
Cambridge Rock 0223-316091
All Carlsbro Sound Centres

Price £25.47.

Also available with an
extension unit for two
keyboards at £40.90.

Trade enquiries to Tom Cleugh & David Jobson at

10 Mosley Street
Newcastle -

4U-1-ZiO1

1E2IALIN

NEIN A Via. E.
11111
II reb-7 1

Upon -Tyne
-

NE1 IDE
S6

0632-324175

RRP including VAT.

See these stands at your local So/a Sound dealer now,
or send for free co/our brochure to:

SOLA SOUND

18 Barton Way, Croxley Green,
Rickmansworth, Herts. 0923 771110

the
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IF YOU'RE A MUSICIAN WITH A PHd IN COMPUTER STUDIES,
YOU PROBABLY DON'T NEED US.
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135/6 SHEPHERDS BUSH CENTRE
SHEPHERDS BUSH GREEN
LONDON W12 8PP
TEL: (01) 749 2326
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Talk to us about sixteen track,
and we'll give you a great deal to think about.
Every system has it's particular merits. Your
choice depends on your application.
At the Turnkey Shop you'll get friendly
advice, hands-on and all the time you need
to decide on the best package of products
for your studio.
And of course, we'll give you the best deal
in sixteen track to think about.

%04311071.>
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As well as 24 versatile
inputs, the monitor section

offers eight extra line channels at mixdown. The
system to consider when
keyboards and effects are
the prime concern.

Slim
BECK
The most compact,

rugged in -line console for
live and studio mastering.
In -line monitoring and
extensive patching on a
budget.
New meter bridge now
in stock.

DDA

Mast
erin
A precision consog for
the most demanding master
applications.
The
circuitry
was
developed
for
digital
recording and all signal

paths maintain the highest
integrity and quality.

The DDA 'S' series may

be customised to your exact
requirements.

CMC

Control
AHB's CMC series offers
new facilities for computer
music. There's externally
programmable routing and
milting for the most complex
mixes and arrangements.

We stock the widest range of multitrack
products at the Turnkey Shop.
Call us on 01-637 1701 or call in on us
9:30 to 5:30 weekdays, till 4:30 Saturdays, and

Soundcraft
Sound
There's more to a studio

talk sixteen track.
We'll give you

a great deal
console than just a list of
facilities. The latest Series
600 offers the famous

equalisers, circuitry and
reputation for quality, at
price within reach.

to think about.

Cft

The Turnkey Shop, 14 Percy Street, LONDON W1P 9FD. Nearest Underground station, Tottenham Court Road
Instant Finance of up to £1000 is available to personal callers who hold a valid Major Credit Card.
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GUITARS

HEADPHONES

£199
Fender Squier popular strat
£199
Fender Squier tele
£199
Fender Squier precision bass
£199
Fender Squier jazz bass
Feneer Stratocaster new model - latest
£325
trem etc
One only: USA precision special Lake
£400
Placid blue - active
One only: Fender vintage strat inc. tweed
£595
case
Tokai: All the favourite guitars & basses £219
many colours
Washburn tour series
Washburn force series
New HM Series
Washburn headless guitars and basses,
plus the only DOUBLE NECK BANTAM
HEADLESS THIS COUNTRY WILL EVER
£792
SEE
Also Weston, Hondo, Ibanez, Yamaha

Sennheiser HD222
HOT LICKS TAPES IN STOCK

* ARIA STAR DEALER *
£279
Aria Knight Warrior, one only
Finest guitar service available, resprays,
ref rets, custom builds, finest parts
available by ESP, Schecter, Seymour
Duncan, EMG, Fender, Gibson, Schaler,
Senior.

TREM SYSTEMS
Kahler from
Washburn Wonderbar

£89
£197

PERSONAL STUDIO
HEADSETS
Tom Scholtz Rockman X100
Boss Playbus inc phones
Anion hot watt
JHS Rock Box

£275
£130
£99
£129

MICROPHONES
AKG D321
AKG D80
AKG D12
Audio Technica Pro 1

Audio Technica Pro 2
Audio Technica Pro 3
Audio Technica Pro 4
Audio Technica ATM21
Audio Technica ATM41
Shure Prologue 10H
Shure Prologue 12H
Shure Prologue 14L
Shure 517
Shure 518
Shure 545
Shure SM57
Shure SM58
Shure SM78
Shure PE range - from
Sennheiser MD427
Sennheiser MD431
Sennheiser MD421
Sennheiser MD429
Sennheiser MD441
Sennheiser MD918

£113.85
£36.22
£166
£29.00
£24.00
£43.00
£59.00
£79.00
£96.00
£25.75
£37.10
£43.28
£37.82
£45.85
£111.87
£117.15
£151.09
£144.58
£55.00
£79.93
£129.95
£120.64
£99.94
£186.99
£64.40

SIMMONS

POWER AMPS
£40.99
£8.95

all

HH 800
Peavey Deca

available
from stock

Carlsbro S300 + S600

AMPS
£109
Carlsbro Scorpion Lead
£162
Carlsbro Hornet 45 lead
£151
Carlsbro Hornet 45 bass
£182
Carlsbro Hornet 45 keyboard
£238
Carlsbro Cobra 90 twin head
£216
Carlsbro Cobra 90 bass
£275
Carlsbro Cobra 90 keyboard
£353
Carlsbro Stringray 150 lead
£339
Carlsbro Stingray 150 bass
£418
Carlsbro Stingray 150 keyboard
£186
Carlsbro Cobra 90 4 ch PA amp
£268
Carlsbro Marlin 150 6ch PA amp
£358
Carlsbro Marlin 300 6ch PA amp
£221
Carlsbro 1 x 12 PA cabs - pair
£328
Carlsbro 2 x12 PA cabs - pair
£435
Carlsbro Taurus 2 x 8 200wt - pair
£442
Carlsbro Taurus 1 x 12 150wt - pair
£83
Peavey Audition
£129
Peavey Backstage Plus
£175
Peavey Studio Pro 40
£229
Peavey Bandit 65
£290
Peavey Special 130
£359
Peavey Renoun 400
£206
Peavey TKO 65 bass
£283
Peavey TNT 130 bass
£429
Peavey combo 300 bass
£421
Peavey Musican 300 head
£382
Peavey MkIV bass 300 head
Plenty of cabs always available
Peavey keyboard combos
all models in stock.
£80
Marshall 12wt lead combo
£87
Marshall 12wt bass combo
£87
Marshall 12wt kbd combo
£115
Marshall 20wt lead combo
£115
Marshall 20wt bass combo
£115
Marshall 20wt kbd combo
£155
Marshall 30wt lead combo
£155
Marshall 30wt bass combo
£258
Marshall 50wt sp/ch lead combo
£276
Marshall 75wt sp/chlead combo
Marshall valve 100wt Master vol hd £360
£360
Marshall valve 100wt lead hd
Marshall valve 100wt Super bass hd £360
Marshall valve 50wt lead combos £304
from
Marshall valve 100st lead combos £409
from

MARSHALL
INTEGRATED BASS
New 100wt combo
New 200wt combo
New 100wt head
New 200wt head
New 400wt head
1 x15 250wt cab
2 x15 200wt cab
Roland JC50 .
Roland JC120
Roland cubes
Roland bolts

£370
£435
£251

£285
£394
£162
£262

Prices
in

store

KEYBOARDS
Roland Juno 106
Roland JXBP
Roland SH101
Roland MKB1000
Roland piano module
Roland Synth module
Roland HP70 piano plus
Roland HP60 piano plus
Roland HP30 piano plus
Korg Trident II
Korg Poly 6
Yamaha DX7 FM synth
Yamaha PS55 organ
Yamaha PS35 organ
Yamaha MK100 organ/synth
Casio CZ101 synth
Casio CZ1000 synth
Casio CZ5000 synth
Casio 4 -channel sequencer
Casio CT6000
Casio CT610
Casio CT310s
Casio MT100

£770
£1299
£199
£699
£499
£450
£499
£399
£199
£999
£599
£1250
£495
£395
£249
£289
£495
£899
£295
£645
£345
£199
£129
£29
£699
£249

Casio PT1
Yamaha DX21
Yamaha RX21

KEYBOARD
ACCESSORIES
£25
Single x stand
£35
Double x stand
Roland KS2 stands in stock Ultimate
support systems 3 tier A -frame
£225
£79
Mainframe single stand
Mainframe double stand
£99
Mainframe triple stand
£149
Roland PG200 programmers
Roland PG800 programmers
Roland JSQ60 sequencers
Roland MIDI thru units
MIDI cables - keyboard cases
IN FACT EVERYTHING

HOME RECORDING
Tascam Ports One
£429
Tascam 244 Portastudio
£695
Tostex X15 multitracker
£279
(includes free carry case)
Fostex 250 4 -track
£695
Plus: punch in/out switches, cables, tapes,
cleaners, cases, racks, effects, head
demag. kits and advice, + self powered
monitors by Fostex, Teac & Boss

MIXERS
Seck 12:2
Dynamix 6:2
Dynamix 12:2
Dynamix 16:2
RSD Studiomaster 8:4
RSD Studiomaster 16:4:2
Boss BX400
Boss BX600

£575
£199
£278
£389

In Stock
Price in-store
£95
£144

SDS200 2 pad set
SDS400 4 pad set
SDS1 Single pad
SDS7 Ex -demo
SDS8 black one only
SDS9 New 5 pad kit
E -Prom blower one only

£359.99
£549.99
£99
£1499
£560
£1199
£299

DRUMS AND
PERCUSSION
£799
Ludwig modular 5 shells
£699
Ludwig big beat 5 shells
£349
Premier Royale 5 pc inc. stds
£399
Traksystem II 5pc inc. stds
£425
Pearl Export 5pc inc. stands
£249
Many other kits in stock from
LP Cabassas, Vibraslaps, Cowbells etc
£299
Natal congas inc std
£89
Natal bongoes
£29
Amdek Perc synth kit
£8.95
Amdek elec metronome kit

PEDALS AND
EFFECTS
Boss DM3 delay
Boss CE3 stereo chorus
Boss CS2 compressor
Boss OD1 overdrive
Boss DF2 feedbacker
Boss CE2 chorus
Boss DD2 digital delay
Boss SD1 super overdrive
Boss TW1 touch wah
Boss HM2 heavy metal
Boss Phir phaser
Boss 0C2 octaver
Boss GE7 equaliser
Boss BF2 flanger
Boss PH2 super phaser
Boss VB2 vibrato
Boss DS1 distortion
Boss PSM5 power supply
Tokai metaldriver
Tokai flanger
Tokai chorus
Tokai delay
Washburn delay
Washburn stereo chows
Washburn flanger
Washburn phaser
Washburn compressor
Washburn stack -in -a -box
Boss RDD10 digital delay
Boss RCL10 comp/limiter
Boss RGE10 equaliser
Boss RBF10 flanger
Boss RPH10 phaser
Boss RADIO adaptor
Accessit eq
Accessit compressor
Accessit reverb
Great British spring reverb
Fostex stereo reverb
Yamaha R1000 digital reverb
Yamaha M1500 digital delay
Peavey DEP800 digital delay
Peavey DEP1300 digital delay
Ibanez new model harmonizer
Accessit noise gate
Anion Pedal Board, inc.
power supply

£99
£82
£66
£53
£75
£82
£161
£57
£67
£54
£74
£59
£82
£87
£87
£65
£54

£68
£36
£51

£52
£80
£99
£57
£55
£45
£45
£49
£175
£110
£110
£110
£110
£20
£57.45
£57.45
£145.47
£229.95
£344.95
£560
£252
£252
£498
£549
£57.45

£99.95

Everything available by Mail order - AccessNisa holders Phone for
instant despatch. Hire facilities also available please phone for details

213-215 Kilburn High Road, London NW6. Tel: 01-6243900
48 High Street, Chatham, Kent. Tel: Medway 44068
68
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end of its useful working life, but still difficult to
ignore if money is tight.

MSQ100 - £399 Single-track, 6100 -event
polyphonic sequencer; step- and real-time
recording options, velocity parameter information, cassette storage, internal or external
sync (24ppqn) option. 0 16 channels of MIDI
recording, cost, power -down memory retention;
multifunction controls make many options
difficult to access, no overdub editing facilities;
:versatile, cost-effective machine outperformed
by Yamaha QX7, but probably a better bet for
existing Roland sequence users.

MSQ700 - f799 Eight -track digital MIDI and
DCB sequencer; real- or step -time recording
options, 6500 -event capacity, voice, envelope
and filter parameter information; tape storage,

MIDI In and Out. 0 Ease of operation, DCB
Uv

,

IC fr3CiJ111Pr

connection means JP8 and Juno 6/60 owners
can use their synths in MIDI systems;Ino MIDI

Thru and only one MIDI Out, high cost for
HECKLIST returns to the subject

of dedicated sequencers, software packages, and computer
music systems this month.
As usual, this is the area that's
the most difficult of the three to compile,
especially on the software side of things,
where product lists, specifications, and
prices are subject to constant fluctuations.
Please bear with us if you find something in
the High Street music store isn't quite as
described in the list that follows. And if you
discover something that isn't listed here at
all, drop us a line. Getting information out
of manufacturers can be a pretty thankless
task at times!

As we said

arrival of a couple of new dedicated models
three months ago. If there's one section of
the software industry that's really booming,

it's that for upmarket packages based on
suitably upmarket computers, like the IBM
PC and Apple Macintosh. Unfortunately,
the availability of some of these programs
(most of which are American in origin) in
the UK is open to question. We're in the
process of compiling a thorough rundown
of what's available and from where, and
we hope to publish the results soon.

concluding) of our reviewing team where

about, of course, but the market for

Next month: back to the beat, with an
up-to-date rundown of drum machines
and electronic drum kits.
more reliable than just about anything else;

non -variable clock rate obliges you to buy
adaptor unit if your system's not a MIDI one,

QX7's 16 -channel MIDI assignment system,
which is good.

DSX - £1195 Sixteen -channel (eight CV/Gate
outs) digital sequencer; 6000 -note, ten -sequence,

cassette and cartridge storage, MIDI -only synchronisation. 0 Cheapest dedicated MIDI recorder yet, and without too many sacrifices, two

MIDI Outs, easy to use; 0 doesn't store
pitchbend data, available memory could be
restricting, cartridges aren't cheap;

inherent

limitations are tolerable given machine's big
price advantage over everything else, thus good
value, two SZ1s MIDI'd together would make a

neat eight -track sequencing system for not
much outlay.

KORG
SQD1 - f599 Two -track MIDI recorder, step and real-time recording options; 15,000 -note
storage capacity; MIDI In, 2 MIDI Outs, Sync 48
(Korg standard) and tape sync facilities, quick disk storage.
Logical layout gives excellent
ergonomics, hence machine is one of easiest to
use, disk storage is quicker, more convenient.
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ten polyphonic track capacity; patch change,
split and double control parameter information;
cassette

storage, internal

control parameter information; approx 80,000
note capacity, disk storage, MIDI In, Thru, eight

MIDI Outs. 10 Unrivalled (for a dedicated
machine) editing and MIDI track assignment
options, tailor-made for Yamaha's own superla-

tive TX816 sound rack; I inadequate display,
silly keyboard, costs a lot or a jazzed -up eight -

bit micro;Mhas spent a year at the top of the
dedicated sequencer tree and deservedly so contemporary technology's version of the Micro -

Composer, but polyphonic and a lot more
flexible.

QX7 - £449 Two -track digital MIDI sequencer,
step or real time recording options; key velocity,
aftertouch, pitchbend, modulation, foot control,
breath control parameter information; cassette

OBERHEIM

capacity 3600 notes (step time), 1800 notes
(real time); switchable touch data response,

sassons

ease

of design inspiration to help it on its way, shares

SZ1 - £299 Four -track digital MIDI sequencer,
step- and real-time recording options; storage

iltunsaises

applicable.

two -track format could prove limiting;Mviable
and presentable alternative to previously available machines, with more than the odd bit

CASIO

real-time recording with extensive step -time
editing facilities, 32 songs, 999 measures,
pitchbend, modulation, key velocity, aftertouch

retail prices, some brief specification details,

and the comments (for, against, and

SEQUENCER

YAMAHA
QX1 - £1999 Eight -track digital MIDI sequencer,

Problems aside, the CHECKLIST formula

comment, the software revolution hasn't
quite got into gear yet. There's plenty of it
dedicated sequencers has been relatively
unaffected by its appearance - hence the

arrivals.

remains unchanged. A make -by -make
listing of products, complete with typical

last month's leader

in

what's inside the machine; II a deservedly and
consistently good seller, but position of prominence now under threat from recent rivals and

or external sync

options. Q Part of comprehensive Oberheim
system comprising excellent DMX/DX digital
drum machines and OB8 poly, does its job
smoothly and efficiently; ;not MIDI -compatible,

but see below; :obvious choice for Oberheim
system owners that's been subject of recent
price reduction, now has limited MIDI capability
thanks to US company) L Cooper's Oberface - if

you can find it.

storage, internal and external MIDI syncing
options, MIDI In, Out, Thru. Q Ease of use
(considering multiplicity of job commands and
functions), track assignment flexibility, cost;

only one MIDI Out;

111
well thought-out
machine that offers versatility of computer

software in a more musically -accessible package,
16 -channel MIDI recording affords more potential

than two -track format would indicate, still a
good bet for the money.

SOFTWARE

of:we&

ROLAND
MC202 - £160 Two -channel digital CV/Gate
monophonic sequencer; real or step -time recording options, approx 2600 note capacity; tape
storage, portamento and accent facilities, internal or external (24ppqn) sync options, battery or
transformer operation.
Built-in sound -

a

generating synth module, second sequence
channel, very low price; Q no MIDI facilities,
synth section sounds nothing special and incorporates no patch memories;
excellent intro-

duction to sequencing sadly approaching the

EMR
BBC MIDI Hardware Interface - f90 MIDI In,
two MIDI Outs, sync (24 ppqn) connections.
MlDltrack Composer - £50 Disk -based, step time sequencing package for BBC B. © Reasonably comprehensive range of editing facilities;

69
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like a lot of early step -time packages, too

limited; la beautifully structured, reasonably

Sequence Chain Program - f45 Add-on for 12 -

laborious to make using it enjoyable or even
tolerable;Mdesigned for computer buffs rather
than musicians, if you're one of the latter, you'll

priced sequencing package, and a glimpse into

track Recording Studio, acts as link between

the future of MIDI software design.

sequences of various tempi and time signatures,
allows storage of patch changes. To be reviewed.
SixTrak Sound Editor- £50 Commodore -based

be disappointed.
Performer - £80 Eight -track, disk -based, realtime sequencing package for BBC B; Graphics f37 Graphics -generation package for BBC B,

HINTON
MIDIC 1.1 - f300 (10K), £350 (10K with

patch -editing program for Sequential SixTrak
and MAX polys. To be reviewed.
Scorewriter - f340 Combination program produces hardcopy screen dump of music notation

responds to input of MIDI music information;
Notator - £40 Forthcoming disk -based link
package for Composer, permits hard copy of
music; BBC Editor - £40 Forthcoming disk -

battery backup) Intelligent interface between

based link program for Composer and Performer,

wishing to write their own MIDI software.

allowing both real-time arid step -time input. All
above EMR BBC packages to be reviewed.

Excellent idea put into practice with competence

CBM64 Hardware MIDI Interface - £90 MIDI
In, two MIDI Outs, sync (24 ppqn) connectors.
Performer - £80 Eight -track, disk -based, realtime sequencing package for Commodore 64.

lacks non -MIDI facilities, R&D costs passed on in

Music Composer System - £250 Eight -track,

high-ish selling price;Mone of the best thoughtout MIDI packages to appear since the system's
inception, though its eventual success will
depend on the software -writing skill of others.
Also available: interfaces for Yamaha REV1 and

disk -based, real-time and step -time sequencer
for CBM64, sold complete with hardware

AMS 15-80S, both f400.

syncable to non -MIDI clock (selectable time base), easy to use considering complexity;
relatively high asking price; el the premier MIDI

To be reviewed.

Spectrum MIDI Interface - £90 MIDI In, two
MIDI Outs, sync (24 ppqn) connectors.
MIDItrack Performer - £80 Eight -track, cassette based, real-time sequencing package for
Easy to use, above average use of
Spectrum.
Spectrum's limited graphics capabilities; Ostill a

few editing idiosyncracies, won't work with any
hardware other than EMR's own interface;Ma
definite and welcome improvement on EMR's
earlier BBC package, let's hope they keep it up.

Includes utility program that allows incoming

display from sequencing software; price includes
12 -track Studio and Sequence Chain programs

MIDI data to be viewed on -screen to assist users

stored on EPROM. To be reviewed.

MIDI and RS232 computer -standard connection.

by company with limited resources, system is
essentially open-ended; IN current software

JELLINGHAUS

JORETH
interface; 6000 -note capacity, MIDI In, three
MIDI Outs, internal or external sync options. II
Excellent low-level Music Composition Language,

software package for CBM64 users, so far
produced in small numbers by Worcestershire

Commodore 64 MIDI Hardware Interface- £90
MIDI In, MIDI Thru, three MIDI Outs, external

company particularly responsive to musician's rather than programmer's - requirements and

Clock In; made for Jellinghaus Music Systems by
SIEL in Italy.

suggestions.

12 -track Recording Studio - £100 12 -track,

FIREBIRD

7677 event, disk -based real-time sequencer for

Island Logic 'The Music System' - £40 Real -

CBM64; velocity, pitchbend, aftertouch and

and step -time MIDI sequencer for Commodore
64, available on disk only, compatible with SIEL

' program change parameter information, internal
or external sync options. U Potentially easy to
use, plenty of channel assignment options;

and Passport MIDI interfaces.

'16 -bit' graphics

on an eight -bit machine, complete with icons
and pull -down menus, excellent cut -and -paste
facilities on music display within step -time
section; 0 long loading times between sections,

system obviously designed for SID chip and
adapted for MIDI later, thus MIDI facilities

terrible manual hinders rapid acclimatisation,
both hardware and software have their idiosyncracies; II flexible system from a company that
knows -what it's doing in the programming
department, even if the hardware sometimes
lags behind a little.

FOR TM[ CON 64 WI T4

509491 OMIT
SIC

109979

MTV 1944
*WS* 94911.101040

XRI SYSTEMS MICON

JORETH
MIDI Synthesiser Control
with the COMMODORE 64
The JORETH Music Composer System
8 track, 6000 note, step/real time
MIDI controller with SCORE WRITER,
MIDI & non -MIDI sync and expanding
range of software additions.
+ the NEW TONE EDITOR for CASIO CZ synths.
Sound editing with full envelope graphics,
in-built sequencer and disc filing.
For more Information contact: London & South East
Rose -Morris Music Store 01 836 0991
North West
BAR Enterprises 092 52 7753
Midlands, South West & Wales
Joreth Music 0386 831615

or write to
11
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JORETH MUSIC
PO BOX 20
EVESHAM, WR11 5EG

MIDI FOR ZX SPECTRUM INTERFACE WITH
TAPE/MIDI AND PULSE SYNC

STEP SEQUENCER - music score + 24000
events, full edit, chords easily entered

REAL TIME SEQUENCER - with correct, 10
sequences, patch dump, external drum mic.

PRICE- 99.95 interface + software
CASIO CZ VOICE EDITOR - wave forms graphics,
dump to tape £22.95
CASIO SOUNDS - library of 96 new voices to load
into editor £12.95

DX7/TX7 voice editor - graphics, wave forms dump
to tape £24.95

DX7/TX7 voice library - new sounds - save to tape
£19.95

HARDWARE EXPANSION KIT DX7 - increases
the memory adding further 128 voices - 98.95

JUNO 106 TOOL KIT- Plots library system £19.95
ALSO NEW RANGE OF SYNC CONVERSION
BOXES EG. TAPE PULSE->MIDI MIDI TO TAPE
ETC
10 SUNNYBANK ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD
WEST MIDLANDS, B73 6RE
FOR DETAILS SAE OR RING

021-382
6048
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS

O
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machines, allows transfer of patterns from one
machine to another; ;could have shorter tracks
and the ability to store more than one machine
configuration at any one time; Ma brilliant piece

Apple MIDI Card - £TBA MIDI In, three MIDI

Outs, external Clock In, footswitch jack, for use
with Apple home computer and Apple compatible lookalikes.

900 - £35 'DumpTraks' software facilitates

PASSPORT DESIGNS
into expansion slots on Apple motherboard.

*PLAY

MIDI/4 Plus Software - £120; MIDI/8 Plus -

t

*PLAY kEtie

f180 Disk -based real-time sequencing packages
for Apple II and CBM64; four -track, 5500 -note
capacity (MIDI/4), eight -track, 11,000 -note

SPLAY 0E10.1

*PLAY 6Gtik 1
XE14717Y

capacity (MIDI/8). 0 Extensive overdubbing
facilities now matched by a decent range of
editing options, plenty of support from one of

piPT

CA,RINN-...

*EPP V
1 27

ART

FREE PAGE 36

'111110161111111111111

SEQUENTIAL

deserves to be in the home of every MIDI drum
machine owner.

Apple MIDI Card - £220 MIDI In, MIDI Out,
Drum Sync In/Out (24, 48 or 96 ppqn), plugs

is

be reviewed. 'Muse' software for Commodore
64 could be available soon.

of software that costs little, does a lot, and

Future Shock Software - £TBA Disk -based
eight -channel, real-time sequencer package,
2900 -note capacity. 11 Easy to use thanks to
single -keystroke commands and handy Help

*PLOY

sequencer for IBM PC and Roland MPU401. To

computer music's most active companies;lstill
too expensive to be a really major force in the UK

page, decent editing facilities; 0 Apple isn't

marketplace, though they do at least have a
distributor now; better than average software
at a higher than average price.
Music Shop Software - £80 Step -time music
transcription package for Commodore 64 and
Passport MIDI interface. C Excellent display/

exactly world's best -value home micro; 121 well

thought-out and eminently usable real-time
sequencing package.

AMP 83 Software - fTBA US -originating
of Apple -based MIDI programs,
including step- and real-time sequencer (16
collection

channels, 4000 -note capacity), and delay program that introduces time delay between MIDI
Receive and Transmit signals.

program and sequence dumping to CBM64 disk

from any Sequential polysynth equipped with
MIDI; 910 - f75 Disk -based CBM64 expansion
for SixTrak poly, allowing up to two keyboard
splits and assignment of voices, display and
alteration of voice parameters using pitch and
mod wheels and memory for storing and editing
sequences; 920 - £75 Similar to above for MAX
polysynth, capabilities include 'superpatch'

stacks, keyboard split and voice assign, and
voice creation and amendment using 64's
QWERTY keyboard; 931 - £TBA 4000 -note
capacity Recorder/Editor/Composer for 5ixTrak
and MAX; 932 - fTBA Printer for 931 Co poser
showing up to six voices on conventional stave
format, tempo and transposition details; 933 -

printout facilities, ease of use, cheaper than you

fTBA 'Album Series' package facilitates performance of current musical favourites on
SixTrak, MAX and Drumtraks digital drum
machine, allows control over tempo, key and
voice timbre; 964 - f75 Disk -based polyphonic
MIDI sequencer for CBM64 with 4000 -event

expect;:doesn't really make the most of MIDI,
no real-time input;
one of the best music
transcription packages available for budget

capacity; velocity, pitchbend and mod parameter
information, facilities for overdubbing, copying,
correction.

micros.

SIEL

ROLAND

MIDISOFT

MPU401 Hardware Interface - £160 'Intelligent'

RAP Software - £37.50 Drum sequencing and
arranging software for MIDI drum machines and
Spectrum or Commodore 64 computers, works
with variety of hardware interfaces.

interface for Apple and IBM PC; MIDI In, two
MIDI Outs, Sync Out, Tape In/Out connectors;

Ingeniously written package acts as central

additional computer bus allows four MPUs to be
connected in parallel.

rhythm programmer for collection of MIDI drum

Microware Software - £TBA 48 -channel MIDI

Spectrum MIDI Hardware Interface - £79 Spec
similar to JMS interface unit.
Spectrum Live Sequencer- f22 Cassette -based,
single-track, polyphonic, real-time sequencer
for Spectrum; control over tempo, looping
facility. Simple to use, inexpensive;Mobvious
limitations of single-track format;Ogood starter I>

NlafJOig

3-7 MEALHOUSE BROW
STOCKPORT
TEL: 061-429 8777

88 OXFORD STREET

MANCHESTER
TEL: 061-236 0340

GOOD PRICES AND EVEN BETTER FOR CASH - CASH TALKS AT Al

FOSTEX

0 YAMAHA igicr

X-15
MULTITRACK
SUPER DEAL

PORTABLE

FM POLYSYNTH HAS ARRIVED

£629

£245 Inc. P&P

RX21 IN STOCK
.

A WORLD BEATER IN AMPLIFICATION
DEALS FOR CASH
E360.00
100W Master Volume
E360.00
100W Valve Twin Channel
.S294.00
50W Valve New Super Bass...
300W 4 x12 Lead Cab Angled.. ...... . .....
150W 1 x 15 Bass Extension Cab ...... ......................£149.00
140W 4x 10 Lead Cab Angled. ................ ................ £160.00
.E294.00
50W 2 x 12 Split Channel Combo ................
12W 2 x 12 Split Channel Combo................................£74.87
E304 00
60W 1 x 15 Keyboard Combo.

NEW BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES

RPH1 0 - PHASER RBF10 - FLANGER RDD10
DELAY- RCL10 - COMP/LIMITER RG10 - E0
NEW BOSS DSD-2 DIGITAL SAMPLER/DELAY

THE PORTA-ONE
TEAC
MINI STUDIO 4 TRACK VIM

. ......... .

MRoland

. .

Roland JX8P
£1050
RRoland SH101 with
odulation & hand

Roland MKB1000 £1500

TASCAM

INCLUDING P&P
PLUS FREE
MAINS ADAPTOR

. ....

WE DESIGN THE FUTURE

Roland Juno 106 __EBBS
Roland MKB300 ......£795

£42

DW8000 PROGRAMMABLE
DIGITAL WAVEFORM SYNTH
8 Voice Poly, Velocity Sensing,
Built-in Digital Delay, Echo, Flanging
& Chorus, makes Korg's New
DW8000 one of the Keyboard
Markets Leaders

YAMAHA

,SIMMONS,
SIMMONS + MIDI OPENS DOORS TO A WHOLE
NEW PERCUSSION EXPERIENCE! THE ELECTRONIC DRUMS OF THE FUTURE
£549.99

SDS4 00

SPECIAL PRICE WHILE STOCKS LAST

£1050
0

ENDORSED BY ALL LEADING BASS PLAYERS
INCLUDING LEVEL 42'S MARK KING
GP7 4 x10 Combo
£613.00
GP7 Amp Head
£350.00
GP11 Amp Head
£440.00
GP11 AH250 Amp Head
£595.00

HI -TECH DEALER

AKAI

-

S612 SAMPLEF1
BEST PRICE

AKAI'S FANTASTIC RACK SOUND
SAMPLER NOW IN STOCK
*UP 7013 SECONDS SAMPLE TIME
*QUICK DISK STORAGE SYSTEM
*6 NOTE VELOCITY SENSING THRU

SPECIAL OFFER!
CX5/MSX Music
Computer with
keyboard & software.
£299.00 to £349.00

,a66446figrajawill

TR707 DIGITAL MIDI
RHYTHM COMPOSER

En?

In our opinion the best
value for money Darrel
Drum Machine on the
market. Prograrnmam is
easy with 64 patterns
stored uses both step &
real time

MIDI ,

£465

/ illri 00404.

...,

-... 1
,rimaiipamegimis
1'

.._...,___
/I /gni 11117,1107Urnii

,;.
ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE
OUR NORMAL SELLING
PRICE. LOWER PRICES
ARE POSSIBLE ON
CERTAIN LINES. WE HAVE
OVER 5000 SO. FT. ON 4
FLOORS CRAMMED FULL
WITH GEAR. WE GIVE YOU
THE BEST DEALS PRICES,
AND A FULL WARRANTY
SERVICE

Beet 00 nab

AI\

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT
CURRENT RATE. PHONE WITH
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD NO. FOR
FAST MAIL ORDER

PHASE ONE OF NEW SHOWROOM OPEN FOR WIDER CHOICE 0
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D program for the short term.
CBM64 MIDI Hardware Interface - £79 Spec
similar to JMS interface unit.
CBM64 Live Sequencer - £69 Disk or cassette based, 16 -track polyphonic, real-time sequencer

MIDI -assignable file sequence. To be reviewed.
Keyboard Tracking Program - f75 CBM64 disk or cassette -based program facilitates assignation

of master keyboard with splits, arpeggiation,
sequencing to control any MIDI source. To be

for CBM64; editing and transposition facilities,
Remembers velocity and
song memory.

reviewed.

aftertouch data, fairly easy to use, who can
argue with 16 recording channels at this

cassette -based Editor for DK80 polysynth, gives
full control over user -adjustable parameters by

money?; 111 needs more editing facilities, labori-

joystick or QWERTY keyboard, complete with
real-time waveform shaping, Help pages.
Excellent graphics, coupled user-friendly oper-

ous playback routine; I almost, but not quite,
the perfect player's software package.
Expander Editor - £53 CBM64/Spectrum disk or cassette -based graphic parameter control
program for Siel Opera 6, DK600 and Expander
6. p Excellent graphics program puts 'analogue'
visual on computer monitor for rapid, straight-

forward patch editing; 0 nothing, except that
DK80 Editor has even better graphics; 111 a real
winner, shows Siel have programming ingenuity
in abundance.

BBC/CBM64 Multitrack Composer- f39 (disk),
f36 (cassette) Six -channel step -time sequencer,

DK80 Editor - £55 CBM/Spectrum disk- or

most major Spectrum MIDI Interfaces; allows
libraries of voices to be built up on cassette.
Excellent and easy -to -use (if rather derivative)
graphics, even more remarkable given humble
Spectrum origins; :nothing unless Yamaha are

planning to sue for graphics plagiarism;
another patch -editing winner, all the more
useful in the context of DX7's unhelpful LCD
window, saves Spectrum owners the cost of
CX5M and appropriate software.

ation; IM the fact that similar packages don't
exist fora bigger range of synths, sluggish cursor
makes
movements, the odd bug or two;
parameter editing more rewarding, proves new
technology can assist sound -changing to good
effect.

UMI 2B - £495 British -built all -in -one MIDI
sequencing package for BBC B, comprising
ROM -based step- and real-time sequencing
software with extensive editing and song -

DX7 Editor - fTBA Voice Editor and patch

chaining facilities, DX7 voice dump.

memory for Yamaha DX7. To be reviewed.

beautifully easy to use in either entry mode,

Sequencer

compaction facilities allow removal of memory -

SDS

9000 note capacity, QWERTY input of information. 0 Highly versatile, masses of editing

DX7 Editor - f25 Cassette -based DX7 voice

facilities for very little money; la can be a real pig

editor program for Sinclair Spectrum, works with

intensive dynamic and mod wheel data, informative and helpful graphics layout; 0 only the
cost; 111 superbly conceived and well laid -out
sequencer package that's gaining increasing
support from the professional fraternity.

to use; la should succeed among composers
rather than musicians, but still too many
keystrokes per note for our liking.
MIDI Data Base - £39 CBM/Spectrum disk- or
cassette -based synth program file, stores 250
patches for any MIDI synth except Yamaha DXs
and Casio CZs. 0 Versatile program that lets you
house synth patches in related 'families', among

many other things; II nothing we can think of;
la well -conceived and user-friendly package
that does something really novel with the MIDI
standard, and a real bargain.

Digital Echo/Delay - f54 CBM64 disk- or
cassette -based digital delay program, works by

inserting delay between MIDI Receive and
Transmit signals; 5mS-200mS delay, control of

signal/effect balance, 14 'heads', auto -loop,

pRHYTHM ACTIVATION PROGRAM
U31.

co

FOR 48K SPECTRUM AND COMMODORE 64

THE COMPLETE SECOND GENERATION
MIDI RHYTHM COMPOSER SOFTWARE
FROM MIDISOFT
"RAP is limited only by your hardware and rythmic
imagination. Buy it." INTERNATIONAL MUSICIAN. Nov. 85.

SPECTRUM VERSION COMPATIBLE WITH MICONSIELJMSEMR INTERFACES
COMMODORE VERSION COMPATIBLE WITH SIELJMS INTERFACES
PLEASE SEND ME:

COMMODORE RAP (DISK) £39
COMMODORE RAP (TAPE) £37 E]
SPECTRUM RAP (TAPE) £37
FURTHER INFORMATION

I

NAME
ADDRESS.

MAKE CHEQUES / POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO MIDISOFT

MIDISOFT, P 0 BOX 43, ROM FORD, RM1 4EG
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Micon MIDI System Controller - £108 Eight track (mono) real- and step -time sequencer for
48K Spectrum; 10 -sequence, 24,000 -event
capacity; comes complete with hardware inter-

face incorporating MIDI In, two MIDI Outs,
internal or external sync options. 10 Sync to non MIDI clock (selectable timebase); excellent step -

time editing facilities, very creditable music
notation display, open-ended structure offers
scope for user -programming; 0 poor real-time
facilities; II again, British programming cleverness beats inadequacies of host micro to
produce a really usable and versatile package,
too good to ignore unless real-time editing is top
of your list of priorities.

COMPUTER

520ST Home Computer - £700 68000 -based
home micro with 512K RAM, mono monitor and
disk drive included in price; built-in MIDI In and
Out sockets, GEM graphics system, BASIC and
logo programming languages.
Excellent
graphics, interfacing, language impFmentations
add up to extremely attractive computer package
on which MIDI is even more attractive bonus; 111

no MIDI software available yet, internal sound
chip is a bit of a let -down, package too pricey for
most first-time home computer buyers; all in
all,

probably the immediate future of non -

dedicated computer music systems, or at least a

major part of it, even more musician interest
now that downmarket 128K model has been
resurrected - should be available here soon.

E -M U SYSTEMS

filtering and LFO, disk storage. 0 Superlative
sound quality, maximum 17 -second sample
length, onboard sequencer, MIDI compatibility,
ease of use in all areas, especially looping; MI
long loading times, poor keyboard; 111 great
improvement on original Emulator, and one of
the easiest and most cost-effective routes into
high -quality sound -sampling.

CPZ1000 Music Computer- £TBA MIDI music
computer incorporating twin 3.5" disk drive in
19" rack -mounting format.
Specifications as yet undisclosed, but auxiliary
hardware includes RZ1000 recorder panel,

EZ1000 editing module, and MZ1000 CRT
display unit, all expected to be available before
end of year. To be reviewed.

outstrips supply in some areas; II wonderful
sampling machine with a (recently reduced)
price that brings the technique within reach of
vast numbers of people for the first time, now
with user -formatting and advanced sampling
software built in for the first time.

FAIRLIGHT
CMI - £28,500 + VAT (basic system) Eight voice, eight -bit digital synthesis and sampling,
built-in dual disk drive, six -octave music and

QWERTY keyboards; wide range of sound

Emulator II - £7250 Eight -voice, eight -bit
sampling system, five -octave velocity -sensitive
keyboard, split and layering facilities, analogue

AKAI

split options, full MIDI Compatibility.
Superb
sampling sound quality, good range of sound modifying options, user-friendly control layout,
European version's better (than US equivalent)
keyboard and disk drive; 11 lack of step -time
facilities limits sequencer's usefulness, demand

ENSONIQ

creation and music production software pack-

ages. g Designed as a total computer music

system from the outset, and it shows; al
comparatively poor sampling quality, soon to be

replaced by 16 -bit Series Ill; g an industry
standard, though showing signs of being left
behind by cheaper, newer technology, Series Ill
could change all that.

GREENGA TE
DS3 - £250 Four -voice, eight -bit, disk -based
digital sound -sampler for Apple II/Ile; optional
(f200) five -octave keyboard, onboard real-time
sequencer. 0 Sounds surprisingly good for cost,

new looping and editing software improves
system's versatility; al not very easy to use, poor

Mirage - £1295 Eight -note polyphonic sound sampling keyboard; built-in 3.5" disk drive,
sequencer and analogue sound -modifying section, five -octave touch -sensitive keyboard with

interfacing;Mstill one of the cheapest ways of
getting into polyphonic sampling, if you have an
Apple, Greengate have lots of new things in the

pipeline, but they won't tell us about them.

DON'T MISS OUT!
We are offering vast stocks of demonstration, s/h and new equipment at lower prices than ever before.
If you are interested in any of the items listed we strongly advise that you contact us now.
Roland
JUNO 1, JX8P, PG800, Juno 106, JX3P, PG200, SH101, MKB1000,
MKB300, MKS10, MKS30, MKS80, TR707, TR727, TR909, SDE1000,
SDE2500, SDE3000, SRV2000, DDR30, HP100/50, MSQ100, MSQ700.
Yamaha

DX100, DX7, DX5, QX7, TX816, TX216, TF1, KX88, CX5M, RX11, RX15,
RX21, PF10, MT440, R1000, REV -7, D1500.

Korg

DW6000, Poly 800, EX800, DDM110, DDM220, SDD1000, SDD2000,
MPK130, KMS30.

Recording Equipment_ Tascam-38-8, 80-8, M50, 388, 246, Porta One, 244, Fostex-X15, A8, 350,
Soundtracks 16-8-16, Allen and Heath 16-8-2, Sech 18-8-2.
Electronic Drums
Simmons-SDS7, SDS8, SDS9, SDS Series 1000, SDS1, SDS64, SDSEPB,
Tama-Techstar 5 Drum, Techstar 2 Drum, Techstar SecAencer, Ultimate
Percussion-UP5, UPK2X.
Ensoniq

Casio

Mirage Sampling Keyboard.
CZ5000, CZ1000, CZ101, SZ1

_

Eddie Moors Music
679 Christchurch Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth. Tel: 0202.35135
302 509
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KURZWEIL
250 - £10,995-f18,035 12 -voice, disk -based
sampling system;

88 -note

velocity -sensitive

weighted keyboard, split facility. 0 Excellent
sound quality thanks to unique 'Contoured
Sound Modelling' system, comprehensive inter-

facing, onboard sequencer and chorus, 12 channel outputs; 111 user -sampling requires
(expensive) addition of Apple Macintosh computer; 111 after all the pre-release hype, the
Kurzweil delivers the goods: but elements of its
design could be a lot more cost-effective.

voice, 16 -bit FM digital synthesis and sampling

digital hybrid synth system, relatively cost-

system; 76 -note, individually pressure -sensitive,
weighted keyboard, 32 -track onboard sequencer,
internal or external sync options, SMPTE syncing

effective; 0 suspect build consistency; II highly
versatile and justifiably popular studio system,

facilities. g Vast range of software updates and

quality and upgradable with Expansion Voice
Unit and weighted Processor Keyboard.

options, future ones include fully polyphonic
sampling; ;outrageously expensive, Yamaha's
DX exploits have made FM synth section look
very silly; 21 an excellent system for studios,
musicians and composers with more money
than they know what to do with.

PPG
Eight -voice, 16 -bit, additive synthesis and disk -

Synclavier - 04,5004105,000 Eight- to 32 -

SEQUENTIAL
Prophet 2000 Sampling Keyboard - £1995
polyphonic sound -sampling keyboard; built-in 3.5" disk drive, analogue synth
section, and arpeggiator; five -octave touch sensitive keyboard with split/layer options, full
MIDI compatibility. g Incredible sound quality
for price, looping and editing facilities are
comprehensive and user-friendly, unsurpassed
MIDI spec includes transfer of samples; ;synth
Eight -note

Wave 2.3 & Waveterm B - £5245 & £6760

NED

now with notable better (16 -bit) sampling

based sampling system; five -octave velocity and pressure -sensitive keyboard, onboard
sequencer software. 0 Versatility of analogue/

section doesn't exactly live up to Prophet
ancestry, though it's still useful, arpeggiator is
waste of space;la very welcome addition to
the world of low-cost sampling machines, sets
ihe standard for all of them, but could be out of
date come Frankfurt '86.

YAMAHA
CX5M Music Computer - £299; MSX software

cartridges - f39; YK10 full-sized keyboard £165 32K MSX micro with onboard eight -voice
FM digital sound chip of similar spec to that in
DX9 poly. g Excellent sound capability thanks to
Yamaha's unbeatable FM system, superb voice
editing, composing, and drum editing software
packages; la silly miniature keyboard supplied,
lots of documentation/specification hassles; 11
for the time being, the only serious contender in
the cheap music micro stakes.

CX7M 128 - fTBA 128K version of CX5M for
introduction in early '86, details to come. To be
reviewed.

FM Fans Store in Memory
YAMAHA

Convention

1

(In Association with the DX Owners' Club)

London Tara Hotel, Scarsdale Place, Kensington, London, W8

Sunday December 8th 1985 Midday to 6.00 pm
*
*
*

Concert/Lecture with Dave Bristow
Hands-on exhibits and presentation of new
Yamaha 'X' Series products e.g. DX100 and DX21.
Concerts by DX Owners' Club members and
lecture on MIDI and computer interfaces by
Dr Wessel from IRCAM.

* New dedicated Software on show e.g.

*

Compumusic; DMS Real Time Recorder for CX5 etc.
Free prize draw - Win a TX7 and KX5.

Admission Free
For further information please contact:
Tony Wride
DX Owners' Club P.O. Box 6 Ripon
Tel: 0765 701855
74
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lounDsoulE
0 YAMAHA Dealer

DX 100 FM Polysinlh Mint Keys
DX 21 FM Poly ,nth
RX 21 Digital Drums
COMPLETE YAMAHA RANGE IN STOCK

ALPHA ONE JUNO Revolutionary Synth
£499
SRV 2000 TR 707
TR 727
BASS GTR SYNTH
COMPLETE ROLAND RANGE IN STOCK

1EQUEr17.iaL

KORG Centre
DW 8000
OW 6000
POLY 800
EY 800

DDM 110
DDM 220
SDO 1000
SDD 2000
S/H POLY 6

0895
0565
i 389
1189
0489

SOD

TASCAM

PROjtItT

Hi -Tech

Roland Dealer

1,4
0129

PROPHET 2000 Gond stocks late Nov

0299
0495
0450

Tom' Drums
Sixlrak

CASIO Main

250 Porlastudirt
M80 8 -Track

CI

....

Project Electronic Music
71 Salisbury Road,
Hounslow, Middx TW4 7NW.
Telephone 01-570 4444

Main
Dealer

X-15 N. tow puce int 'Amer supply

MN -15 Muter

0269
£399
£749

101 Polysinth
CZ 1000 Polysinth
sequencer
CZ 5000 PolysiMh
CO 3000 Dynamic Polysinth a Sequencer
SZ1 4ch. Sequencer

£695
0409
£399

Fostex

Dealer

PORTA ONE k FREE Power supply. programmable drum
machine. headphones. JVC mic with cable. phono mixing
adaptor, mini mond°, 5 cassettes and multitrack primer
£399
manual..
246, 234. 52. 34. 38 POA
244 as above 0695

cz

Dealer

Mullitrak inc eRras

Main

0349
£595
£245

=

=

M450 Desk
M350 Desk
3070 Comp

£45
£650
£POA

-

POA
I

Oasis

=

Mirage inc Advanced samplers guide nnd
extra software
Mirage Xpander
All accessories by mail

0249

it',

I 22,

£1295

Come and 'ave a look you won't believe how
much stuff we've got

OPOA

EPOA

Main

AKAI Dealer

Dealer

S612 Sampler
MD280 Disk Drive
ME IOD Midi Delay I Pitch Shift
ME20A Midi Sequencer I Arpeggrator.
ME 15F Midi Dynamics Controller

POA
POA

Polaris

We've got keyboards & studio equipment by:
Roland & Yamaha, Korg, Casio, Ensoniq,
Mirage
We've got amplifiction by:
Session, Marshall, Carlsbro, Roland, Vox,
Custom Sound
We've got guitars by:
Aria, Ibanez, Fender, Tokai, Westone &
Yamaha
We've got the entire range of BOSS pedals
and effects
We're competitive on price and now we're
open late on Thursdays 'til 7pm. We've always
got secondhand goodies in stock so come and
see us - or give us a ring.

01150

Dynamic Keyboard, on board midi sequencing, split,
layer. Born in the USA

C99

£99
£99

UK's largest sales
& service centre

Main
SES51011 Dealer
£225
£245

SESSIONETTE 75 11 Combo
SESSIONETTE 75 21 Combo.
SESSIONETTE 112 EXT Ceb
SESSIONETTE 100 4010 BASS Combo

NEW SIDEKICK 65 REVERE;
£249
£265
70's "BLACKMORE" FENDER STRAT
FULL RANGE OF CONTEMPORARY GUITARS a NEW
SIDEKICK a OLD TUBE AMPS IN STOCK

£295

Prices in all sections
of this advert include
speedy delivery to
your door.

XMAS
MAIL

----CORDER2---

'Roland

lk

TR606: DRUMATIX PROGRAMMABLE DRUM MACHINE
7 superb quality drum sounds 32 rhythm memories 8
composition memories individual wOurne control for each
sound infinite number of time signatures
inc
RRP C265 £1 O9 p&p

..-. 4100000
-4

-mt

iltakiattiP1

ITMD-1:11

TB 303: BASSLINE BASS SYNTHESIZER
& SEQUENCER
Full function built-in synthesizer with button
keys 7 fully programmable composition
memories synchronizes with TR606

AHAYES

Junc 31
M4

RRP £285 £89 inc PPP

1

M4

SLOUGH

'Roland

lk

Gt. West Road

A4

AS ADVERTISED on TV

4 drum sounds use sticks or hands or
auto play 3 memories turntable comes

MC -202 m,crocornpt.r.

Behind

'The Beaver'

with leads lo plug into HoFi

Synth. Full spec as SH101 SEuu:NCER 2
Ch 2729 notes TAPES SYNC all in one

Pub

RRP C99 £59 inc P&P

HEATHROW AIRPORT

Salisbury Rd

FREE DRUMSTICKS &
RECORDING/MIXING ADAPTOR

LAST FEW RRP £399 £159 Inc P&P

Hatton
Cross
Tube

ALL PRODUCTS ADVERTISED ABOVE ARE BRAND NEW BOXED UNITS CARRYING THE
OFFICIAL MANUFACTURERS 1 YEAR GUARANTEE.

M BOSS
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13C136 Case

8F2 Fl
082
£74
CE2 Ch..
CE3 StCh
CS2 Comp
£60
DD2 Dig 0.......£129
SF2 DsFb
DM3 An Del
£30
OSI Dst.
050
.

GrEft

074

HM2 HM
NFl NsGt

049
£45

PHIR Ph

Can

SD.I SuOd

£53

TW-I Tots

C63

OC.2 Oct.050

PSM.5 P.,....,..,£63

RHI1k1 Ph
TUI2 Tun
TU12H

Tun.

.C4.9

.£44
£47

BX400 Of
801300

£129

00500 82

0234

110100 Rev

.£1129

DR110 Rh
130010
RCLIO
RGE10

ReF10
RPHIO

CE300 Ch
PSA 220
ACA 220
TU100 Tu...

E115

CI49
0109
0109
£109
5109
.0196
C16

SPECIALS THIS MONTH
Roland JSO-60 Seq
£35
Yam R-1000 Rev in Stock .... £399
Yam CX-5 Pack Lg. Kbd
£345
Yam CX-5Pack Sm Kbd
£295
Yarn TX -7 Exp
Yarn OX -7
Yam D1500 Del

1

only

£469
£299
£349
£539
£1849
£129
£49
£49

Tascam 234 Syncassette
Tascam 38 Reel-to-reel
Accessit Reverb
Accessit Compressor
Accessit Noise Gate
Carlsboro Kbd 90/45
£265090
£195
Vesta Dig -411 Delay Line
Akai S612 I MD280+
Roland Mother KBD 300
£1295

USED & OTHERS
S/H Yam CP 708 El GO
S/H Mini Moog CV GT
New Rhodes Chrome
New Rockman X100
JX3P Roland
S/H Rhodes Piano
S/H Moog Liberation
Roland Vocoder 350
Jen SX1000
Yarn KX-88 Mother
Roland JC120

Akai AX80
Ram 10:8 New
Ram 16:8 New
Studiomaster 8:4 New
Sack 6'.2 New

CALLERS: 18A SOHO SQUARE,

1,711LONDON WIV 5FB 01-434 1365

£1595
£460
£1299
£239
£550
£199
£350
£495
£109
£799
£519
£595
£599
£675
£625
£339

VFELTHAM

Here's a map so you can find us easy.
Don't forget, there's a free car park nght
outside the door.

Another thing that's easy is the
phone number. 01-570 444.
We open 9.30 to 6.00 Tuesday to
Saturday - late night Thursday.
After that, talk to us on the
Ansaphone. 01-570 4444

VISA

To: Soho Soundhouse Mail Order Freepost 38 London W1E 6QZ
I

Green Lane

Name

Address
Tel

AccessNisa/H P/Mail Order/Export.

Please send me Model No(s)
enclose cheque/postal order/bankers draft/cash in reg. envelo p e or
debit my Access/Visa account no
I

for £
NO STAMPS REQUIRED
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N B Personal cheques allow 21 days. All other
forms or payment 24 hours despatch

Aft

M 7,85

We do the lot.
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<ref
Following last month's report on Digicon '85,
we bring you news on another event that took
place in Vancouver just a couple of days laterthe International Computer Music
Conference. Ron Briefel
76

hey're living in a world
of their own!' said one perplexed Digicon
survivor who had decided to stay on for the
International Computer Music Conference
(ICMC), and had just sat through a
particularly taxing paper entitled 'Semiotics
and Computer Music Composition'.
Whilst it's true that a double PhD in
Digital Signal Processing and Computer
Musicology would have gone some way
toward helping many visitors decipher some
of the presentations at this, the second of the
two Vancouver conferences, it's also true to
say that, if you persevered, there was much
of interest mixed in between the
impenetrable algorithms and incessant
verbiage.
If anything, the Vancouver ICMC was
one of the most productive yet, partly
because it came at a time when there was a
definite movement of academics away from
the university research labs and into
commercial positions. Part of the reason for
this is shortage of research funds, but there
are now some lucrative job offers from
commercial concerns, who are becoming
increasingly aware that 'top brains' are
essential to have onboard if they are to keep
up with competition from other firms. At
Digicon, both Roger Linn and Bob Moog
acknowledged the necessity for employing
highest -level technologists in the
development of the Linn 9000 and Kurzweil
250 respectively.
And it isn't just a case of academics going
into the marketplace. There's also been a
.4 substantial increase in the numbers of
engineers and designers from commercial
attending the conference - so the
,. companies
exchange has worked both ways. This year,
companies such as Eventide, E -mu, Apple,
Roland and Yamaha successfully infiltrated
.8
what has been, in the past, an almost
o exclusively academic forum.
One of the effects of this new dialogue is
that even the established 'centres of
excellence' for large-scale computer music
research and development such as IRCAM,
MIT and Stanford have caught the
commercial bug, and are getting more
$.involved with smaller, streamlined systems,
often scaled -down versions of their larger
installations. IRCAM, for instance, is
making its CHANTES and FORMES
4e-,,
programs available as micro -based packages,
c and a lot of research has been going on with
relatively run-of-the-mill machines like
Iti)
Macintosh computers and DX7s.
Many of the papers at ICMC dealt
z
specifically with commercial or potentially
commercial systems. In the case of the
latter, it seems the conference is becoming
very much a meeting place for people to
negotiate ways of crossing the threshold
from theory to reality.
One such paper was presented by Mark
Lentczer of Apple. He described a system
called the Sound Kit, which is essentially a
software package for manipulating and
editing several individual sampled sounds
and assembling them into a composite
musical structure. 'New' terms such as
paste, copy, cut, zoom, merge, undo, and
E&MM DECEMBER 1985
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redo are used to describe the processes used
in the system, all of which are undertaken
on the Macintosh via its powerful graphics
capabilities. The fact that Lentczer didn't
talk about any hardware suggests that the
system is yet to be formed into a
commercially -viable product. If this is
indeed the case, he was certainly in the
company of the right people: it shouldn't be
too long before a rather interesting multisampling sound -manipulator becomes
available for the Macintosh. And when it is
available, it should bring with it the
possibility of digital versions of musique
concrete -type tape manipulation
techniques, where several sampled sounds
are processed and interrelated at the same
time.
Another Mac -based system discussed at
the conference was the Sound Designer
package for the Emulator II, reviewed
elsewhere this issue by Paul Wiffen. From
what I've seen, I'd say the system amounts
to an impressive low-cost Fairlight
alternative: the paper describing it presented by E-mu's Dana Massie - was
little more than a cleverly camouflaged sales
pitch. There were to be several more of
these during the conference, and that's not a
criticism, just a comment on the way things
are going. If anything, I'd say the fact that
designers of commercially -available systems
have a forum in which to discuss them in
detail to a technically -literate audience is A
Good Thing.

11

esture mapping techniques
and sensors for playing computers with
expressive control were some of Vancouver
ICMC's most dominant themes. Many of
the ideas involving highly touch -sensitive
interactive graphics surfaces and body
sensors will, I'm sure, find their way into
commercial products in the not -too -distant
future. We'd already seen Bill Buxton's
touch tablet system at Digicon, but at ICMC
a rival system was presented by Eric
Johnstone from McGill University. It's
called the Rolky, and it consists of a glass
surface illuminated by a cathode ray beam.
When a finger touches the surface, the
conditions for internal reflections of the
rays are disturbed, causing a bright spot at
the finger's location. This spot is recorded
on a TV camera and digitised. It is then
analysed to extract spot co-ordinates, size,
angle, and elongations, all of which help to
define how the surface was touched.
Polytouch (ie. multi -spot analysis) is also
possible, and this allows users to use the
whole hand or both hands to 'touch a
computer'. The system is said to have
extremely high resolution, enabling the
playing of a connected synthesiser with
violin -type sensitivity. We shall see.
Another system providing information
generated by finger/hand/arm gestures is
'The Hands', a product of Steim Studios in
Holland. A paper describing it was
presented at the conference by Aad Te
Bokkel, a software engineer at Steim. 'The
Hands' is a set of remote MIDI controllers
E&MM DECEMBER 1985

consisting of two aluminium ergonomically shaped plates, with sensors, potentiometers
and switches strapped under the hands of a
'performer'. Analogue information

generated by finger movements and changes
in hand/arm positions is scanned by a
microprocessor with an onboard MIDI
encoding program. The MIDI codes that are
generated can then be sent to any MIDI
instrument. The user can define which
movements control each of the MIDI data
parameters, and the switches and pots can be
programmed to act as remote controllers for
synths or other MIDI devices connected to
the system. They could, for instance,
represent pitchbend and modulation wheel
controls, preset voice switches, or even the
status of a DX7's internal operators. All in
all, an impressive and extremely versatile
system for movement -generated music - but
it isn't the only innovation the Dutch were
showing at ICMC.
Steim are also working on a 'MIDI
Assistant' intended to solve MIDI
incompatibility problems and enable code
reprogramming to change the meaning of
MIDI - echoes of Digicon's reverse pitching
and pitch -to -patching here, I'm afraid.
Another Steim engineer by the name of
Joe Ryan is busy modifying Yamaha's CX5
to enable microtonal intonation on each of
the eight voices, so it seems Steim Studios
are just about the busiest champions of
small, affordable systems currently
researching.

couple of ICMC papers dealt
with computer tracking of live instruments.
Barry Vercoe of MIT presented a paper
called 'Training the Synthetic Performer',
which described a system in which data
representing score information is prepared
and fed as control processes to a host
processor.
Through pitch -detection devices, the
processor can follow a live performance and
then trigger the controls necessary for a
synthetic accompaniment. Intelligent
decisions can be made by the processor with
regard to tempo and pitch errors by the live
performer, and more interestingly, the
system also has the ability to actually 'learn'
during rehearsals to allow for a performer's
particular phrasing or style in interpreting
the score. Thus, it learns to alter its own
score data to match the live performer's
playing technique. Who said computers
aren't friendly?
Roger Dannenberg also Presented a paper
on computer accompaniment, but
concentrated on the problems of tracking

polyphonic performances (Vercoe's system
is essentially monophonic). Again, 'score'
information must be fed in advance, and the
system employs several matching algorithms
after grouping notes into sets of events.
The natural extension of these separate
systems would be a composite one
incorporating Vercoe's learning capabilities
and Dannenberg's polyphonic tracking, but
nothing exists along these lines yet. And if
you think all this sounds too scientific to
have any relevance to music, some possible
applications of computer tracking
techniques are surprisingly close to home.
Take electro-acoustic concerts, where
tapes and orchestra often co -exist in an
uneasy 'fixed time'. A new situation could
well arise in which the musicians and/or
conductor can dictate the pace of a piece of
music, and any required tape
accompaniment would simply follow
humbly along.
Then there's conventional rock music,
where it should become possible for backing
tapes and sequencers to follow key
musicians, rather than the other way round.
As far as research is concerned, a lot of
the ideas (or 'heuristics') for computer
tracking have developed as a result of the
influence Artificial Intelligence has had on
the computer music community. Musicians
have already benefitted from the way AI has
been used in the research and development
of commercial products such as the
Kurzweil 250.
One area that AI features prominently is
that of computer -aided musicology, in
which styles and techniques of past
composers are analysed in great detail and
artificially -intelligent models are developed
to enable generation of 'new pieces' in the
style of those composers, many of whom are
now long dead.
Now, some new music composers have
'borrowed' this idea and used it for their
own devious ends. This borrowing usually
involves putting a spanner in the works in
one way or another, like introducing a
random variable to upset a model or
programming a carefully -engineered
deconstruction. Letting the Al model add to
its own knowledge base (ie. software writing
its own software) is another interesting
possibility. Whatever the nature of the

'spanner', its introduction can result in
some sparklingly original and thought provoking music. There were several
examples of this at the conference - though
I shan't name names in case the composers
concerned object to my description of their
compositional process...

1 in all, the music at

Vancouver ICMC reflected a noticeable
change of direction, itself probably related
to the developing academic -commercial
technology dialogue. This dialogue is still
not as widespread as many would like it to
'be, and I doubt any of the music performed
at the conference will make the Top 40. But
there was a marked tendency toward a more
engaging, more accessible, and in some ways
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`Very competitive' was how one critic described the Elka Synthex polysynth when it was introduced in the UK - at a

price of £2500!

Just a couple of years later, some of the world's top keyboard players have backed that judgement. Professionals
like Keith Emerson, GeoffDownes, Neil Carter ofthe Gary Moore Band, and the BBC Radiophonic Workshop (who

now have two) have found the Synthex a pleasure to work with, both live and in the studio.
Why? Because as E&MM pointed out when they reviewed it on its release, 'the Synthex has all the clarity and
feel of a top -line digital instrument'. Tough, meaty brass, delicate strings, crystal-clear percussion and brilliant,
novel other -worldly synth sounds all fall comfortably within the Synthex repertoire.
But it isn't just a question of sound. The Synthex offers you a huge array of switches and controls for editing
parameters - at a time when most polysynths provide only a single control and a list of variables.
That means that alone among today's polys, the Synthex has a nerve centre you can reach into at the touch of a

button. Instant, dramatic changes in sound are no longer a thing of the past.
And once you have the sound you've dreamed of you can store it in one of 40 user -programmable memories
onboard the Synthex. Use it to play a part recorded into the built-in four -track sequencer. Or transfer it to other
machines via the new, factory -fitted MIDI interface.
The Synthex. At £2500 it was extraordinary. At under £1000, it's a sensation.

CREDIT CARD HOLDERS: TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER THROUGH ON 0223 313722

OFFER
READERS
=.X FOR ONLY£999incVATandp&p

SYNTHEX spec
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In VOICING 8 -voice, 2 -oscillator per voice; each oscillator has triangle, sawtooth, square and pulse waves, PWM, digital
ring modulator, choice of S octave ranges, individual transposition and level controls LFO choice of4 waveforms;
routing to oscillators, filter and amplifier, fully adjustable depth, frequency and delayMI FILTERING I low-pass, 2 band-
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David Keane's Tlektronies Mozaik', an
engaging rhythmic romp with the DX7;
Denis Smalley's impressively spatial
`Tides', which was divided into two
performances, one out of doors, the other
in; Paul Berg's wonderfully painful string
quartet, which used distorted plucked string
algorithms; and Barry Truax' Solar
Eclipse'. Truax was, in fact, the host of the
conference, and his piece had a quality of
involvement and accessibility that was
common to a lot of the conference's music.
The live music was less impressive.
Several pieces used interesting
`mad -professor' invented instruments, and
there was a lot of MIDI interfacing. But
overall, it was a case of too much technique,
not enough content.
Richard Boulanger's 'Book of Dreams'
was a case in point. It utilised Max
Matthews' electronic violin, with each
string MIDI -linked to a separate
synthesiser. It made some interesting
noises, but not much else.
David Rosenboom's 'Zone of Influence'
had more going for it: a relentless but
enjoyable interaction between Buchla synth
and percussionist. This was followed by an
extra -curricular happening after the official
conference had ended, in which Donald
Buchla (who'd been present at some of
ICMC but kept a low profile) performed on
his own digital 400 synth together with
Rosenboom on the Buchla Touché. The duo

more physical music that contrasted starkly
with the cerebral, esoteric style of so much
early computer music.
As an example, composer Morton
Subotnick, an electronic music pioneer with
works such as 'Silver Apples of the Moon'
under his belt, professed to being extremely
optimistic and excited by current
developments. He has recently been
working exclusively with the Yamaha
QX1/TX816 system, and his latest work
was actually premiered at Digicon as an FM
tape piece. Along with other composers
such as David Keane and Bill Buxton,
Subotnick claims to be heralding a new age
for contemporary music, in which computer
technology will break down the polarisation
between academic and non-academic music.
The intention, it seems, is to create
something akin to a Digital Folk Art form
which listener and composer unite in a
shared experience. A little unrealistic,
maybe, but wouldn't it be good if even a
fraction of this barrier -breaking actually
took place?
Of all the tape pieces played at ICMC,
Paul Dolden's 'Veils' was particularly
memorable. Ironically, this didn't actually
use computers to generate any sound, but
was based instead on computer music
research into textural transformation. The
sheer physical power of the piece's mass,
textural movement through endless layered
timbre manipulations was quite stunning.
Most of it was assembled on a Tascam eight track using carefully recorded real sounds,
so it's the kind of thing almost anyone could
do, no matter how ugly their bank balance.
Other interesting tape pieces included

presented us with a piece that was as good as,
if not better than, any of the live music at the
conference itself, essentially a controlled
improvisation full of interesting rhythmic
cascades and unexpected (to the audience, if

not to the performers themselves) twists and

turns.
Rosenboom, incidentally, was the man
responsible for 'Brain Music for John &
Yoko', which was performed on them on
American TV in 1972.
Your intrepid reporter was fortunate
enough to meet up with Alex Douglas of
CLEM contact list fame. As well as taking
me up to see his extremely impressive 'nerve
centre', he also invited me along to the Alien
Soundtracks radio show he presents - along
with others - every Saturday evening.
Vancouver is blessed with several electronic
music radio shows, a fact which, for a city no
bigger than the likes of Manchester or
Sheffield, certainly puts British endeavours
to shame. Alien Soundtracks presents a
good cross-section of mainly European
(including several British) acts, and I found
myself becoming extremely envious. Fancy
going all the way to Vancouver to hear stuff
that should be on the radio over here...
Next year's computer music conference is
closer to home. It's to be held in The Hague,
Netherlands, on October 20-24.
Conference organisers are the Computer
Music Association (CMA), who can be
contacted at PO Box 1634, San Francisco,
CA 94101. Members receive a regular
newsletter called Array that's currently
undergoing the same transformation as the
conference itself, ie. a growing interest in
smaller, affordable systems and the
inclusion of useful information on MIDI,
complete with a MIDI agony column and an
information contact list. Members also
receive a 10% discount to the International

MIDI Association.
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DON'T
miss an issue
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There's nothing worse than rushing round to your local newsagent, hard-earned £1.20 in hand, only to find that a load of other musicians have
beaten you to the store's allocation of E&MMs. You scour the bookshelves for hours, you ask the girl behind the counter if there are any at the
back of the shop, you even try the Swedish magazine importer round the corner - all to no avail.
The reason for this is simple. Only one musicians' magazine has been looking at music technology thoroughly, accurately and objectively for
over four years. Only one musicians' magazine has the reputation for carrying the most authoritative appraisals of new music hardware and
software. And only one musicians' magazine has consistently inquiring, informative interviews with the people that are applying new technology
to today's music. That magazine is the one you're holding in your hands now, but as anyone who's lived through the above story will know,

getting it there isn't always that simple.
But fear not. You can save yourself this monthly agony by subscribing to E&MM direct. That way, you stand a good chance of getting each
month's issue in your hands before it even reaches the bookshelves, let alone disappears from them again. So say goodbye to the newsagent
Grand Prix: clip the coupon now.
Rai
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issue.
Please send me the next 12 issues of E&MM, beginning with the
I enclose a cheque/postal order/bankers' draft* for L15.50/£16.20/E23.50/07.50*, made payable to Music Maker Publications.

My name is
My address is

Postcode

Send to Mail Order Department, E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 lUY .
UK & Eire £15.50; Europe & Overseas (surface mail) £16.20; Europe (airmail) £23.50; Overseas (airmail) £37 .50 . Payment from overseas
subscribers (including Eire) should be covered by a bankers' draft in pounds sterling.
*Please delete as applicable

DRUMMERS...
YOU WANT IT?
WE'VE GOT IT!
Professional Electronic Percussion. Powerful Sounds,
Great Feel, Natural Response, Strength, Quality, Good
Looks, Practical Features ...and at the Right Price!

The K2 -X is a versatile eight drum
percussion synthesiser with built-in stereo

mixing. Each channel has a manual/factory
preset setting and is self pulsing to aid
sound 'set up! There is an 'on board' micro sequencer with speed control which will
produce six basic rock patterns and there's
a headphone facility for monitoring or
practising. The K2 -X electronics unit is
available with five drum pads (as shown)
at around £850.00.

"Give this kit a good try out before you
spend any money... it has a lot to offer"
- Paul White, Technical Editor,
E.&M.M./Rhythm Magazine.

Up

a

The Up -Five is a five drum kit with eight
instantly selectable kit sounds and is ideal
for live use. It has level controls for each
arum, master level control, mono/stereo
output to amp or headphones and comes
complete with the five drum pads shown.
All for around £499.00.

"I am impressed with the Up -Five's
capability to create good 'studio sound'
drums... you really must hear it to believe

it:' - Bob Saydlowski Jnr., Modern
Drummer Magazine.

Ultimate Percussion are designed to be used
with both the K2 -X and the Up -Five. They
offer what is undoubtedly the most
comfortable and natural playing surface
available today, with the added
advantage of being virtually indestructible.
Constructed on steel inner frames, U.P.
drum pads feature high impact, high gloss
shells with substantial chromed steel rims
for an attractive, professional appearance.
The universal U.P. drum pads are available
for around £59.00 each while the bass drum
pads including spurs cost around £118.00.

The One -Up is a battery powered, self

contained drum synthesiser which,
like the K2 -X and Up -Five, responds

naturally to 'human' dynamics and is
designed primarily as an 'add on' for the
acoustic drummer. Because the One -Up is
fully controllable a wide variety of drum
sounds and 'effects' can be produced. The
One -Up is built to the same high standards
as the U.P. regular drum pads and has a
suggested retail price of only £125.00.

"The dynamic response is excellent,
easily the most convincingly natural
of any electronic drum." - Andy
Duncan/One-Two Testing Magazine. ./

"Arguably the best engineered electronic
drum pads." - Paul White, Technical
Editor, E.&M.M./Rhythm Magazine.
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SO TRY IT!
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Play any of our Electronic Drums at your nearest U.P. stockist and
find out why the Drum Greats of Tomorrow choose
Ultimate Percussion today!
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Available from most good music stores.
Ultimate Percussion Ltd Industrial Estate Mavl- , Essex CM3 6AX England Telex: 995717 Magic G
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OUTTAKES

Critical comments on matters musical on record, cassette, and
concert stage. Plus a plea for better pictures of the readers who
send us demos. Tim Goodyer & Simon Trask

VI NYLTAKES
A couple of releases well worth a trial
spin are Roger Eno's debut album Voices

On a commercial note, Level 42 make their
first return to these hallowed pages with the

and Michael Brook's Hybrid. Both are

release

released on EG, that Kings Road bastion

Machine. There's no evidence of any digression

of art music credibility, and both share
Brian Eno (Roger's elder brother and

of their latest long -player, World

from the path the band embarked on many
moons ago, but there is a marked progression

E&MM cover artiste) and producer
Daniel Lanois as common ground.

along it Most noticeable is the distillation of

Roger's work is Lanois-produced, piano -

Mark King's bass playing, as he follows Louis

oriented ambient music that bears

Armstrong's footsteps in learning that speed isn't

more than a passing resemblance to the
work of Erik Satie. Sparse, atmospheric
tinklings are enhanced by a little acoustic
bass and some subtle synth touches, but
the biggest influence is the sound -

everything. This isn't a cause for concern - the
flash is still there - but bass -playing is better
integrated into the overall sound now. The music

is still jazz -funk at its most sophisticated and
invigorating, and the album boasts two exceptional

treating of brother Brian, which toys
with the record's arrangements dra-

tracks in the beautifully -delicate lying Still' and
the

matically without the listener ever

really knowing it.
Eno senior and Lanois take a more
active part in the realisation of Hybrid,
with Eno contributing additional piano

compulsive

thoughtfully

'Physical

layered

with

Presence'.

impressive

Richly,

synth

patches, powerful drums, tasteful guitar and

Talk of failed follow-up singles brings us neatly to

some stunning bass guitar work, this LP is one of
the most confidently -arranged to hit the editorial

and Lanois some intriguing percussion.

Princess' successor to the wonderfully -addictive 'Say I'm
Your Number One'. 'After The Love Has Gone' (Supreme)

But star of the show is Brook's own

is as lamentably run-of-the-mill as its title: maybe they

writing credit goes to Synclavier specialist Wally

guitar work, which emerges as a cross
between Santana's infinite sustain and
Jon Hassell's rootsy ethnic trumpet.
More, please.

should rename it 'After The Last Single's Gone'. You can
just see the producers now, taking most of the elements

Badarou, whose understanding of matters musical

The inevitable follow-

up to

Paul

Hardcastle's

definitive '19' has finally
arrived. Called 'Just For
Money' (Chrysalis), it has

a similarity to its elder

from the previous hit (pounding drum beat, seductive
synth noises, smooth -as -silk production job), and mixing

doormat this year. Some of the production and

and aesthetic is evident throughout If you've
never danced before, this is the place to start

them with a melody that's just about recognisable as
something different But competition on today's dance floors is fierce, and if you don't stay one step ahead, you're
likely to go two steps behind. Overworked, underdone, and

generally out of the picture.

of
Lord Olivier and Bob

Liberated from the confines of the messy, lack -lustre
co-operative that was The Power Station, the emotive
voice of Robert Palmer can be found, once again, in a
sleeve bearing his own name. The single in question is
'Discipline of Love' (Island), and it sees Palmer's vocal
well up to its usual forceful, dynamic standard. The song
is an obvious single, with a presentation glossy enough
for it to shine out from the drabness of TOTP, thanks to

bit of sequenced bass

a strong funk feel that uses a tightly -sequenced sampled
bass line and lots of sparkling digital sounds. The chorus

sister that's inescapable.

There's the predictable

dialogue (courtesy

Hoskins) interspersed
with catchy female vocal
distractions, a TR808, a

and some tasteful chord
embellishments. Subject
matter is the Great

Train Robbery, something that adds to my
suspicion that Hard castle's main aim in life
is to create a collection
of musical pieces that

is a model exercise in The Art of the Hook, and should
guarantee the single prolonged occupation of the DJs'
turntables.

documents all the great
events of recent history

from the point of view

of an overworked drum
machine. A dance floor
cert, but not the breath
of fresh air that was '19'.
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NOW PRESENT THE
ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PACKAGE
* 8 Track Realtime Sequencing
Recorder (Monophonic &
Polyphonic)

* Master Transpose Facility
* MIDI Clock for Tape or Drum
Machine Sync
* Built -In Mixer Facility
* Disc Cornpatable

* Track Assignment to Internal Voices
or External MIDI Synths
* Step Time or Real Time Pitch
Correction

* Fully Menu -Driven with Help
Screens

* Playback from any Specified Bar
* Quantising Error Correction

* 100 Preset Voice Library

Available from your local YAMAHA HI -TECH Dealer
Or Mail Order Direct from

DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEMS LTD
182 Wilmslow Road, Heald Green, Cheshire SK8 3BG, England.
Telephone: 061-437 4788
(CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY)
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Arctic Summer are another band with vocal problems (well, it's
better than sneezing TR606s). Of the group's three members,
Robert (the only male) is responsible for Simmons playing

Claiming to be a Latin quartet but sounding more like a

straight jazz outfit are Marakatoo. Three instrumental
tracks from this Welsh band constitute a discouragingly

Drumulator and RX I programming. The remaining members are
vocalist Phoene and keyboardist, Zog and between them, they make
a noise that's not half bad. Although there's another backing singer,
Liz, helping out, she's powerless to help with the problematic lyrics,

safe demo best suited to Radio 2 airplay or BBC test -card
accompaniment. Which is a pity, because the musicians
can all obviously play, and the songs, though not original,

I

are arranged and recorded with competence. There's a
regular drummer in the line-up, but all the drums here are

the unimaginative use of harmony, or the singular lack of vocal
presence exhibited everywhere except in the chorus of 'What's In It

taken from a TR707, with a little hand -played percussion to
brighten things up. The playing overall is very tight indeed,

For You?'. From this, it's obvious that the potential is there to
deliver a powerful and emotive line; it's just that most of the time,
that potential isn't being realised. The recording is a Portastudio

the best moments coming with the appearance of some
elegant double -tracked flute and sax work. Sadly, this is
juxtaposed with a musical illness that's spreading throughWrsw
DemoTakes like AIDS through San Francisco The Soggy
DX7 Preset Disease.

affair and sounds quite presentable, as does the songwriting, but the
singing.

Haven't seen too many job vacancies at Fostex
advertised lately. Shame, because the company

And now it's the turn of Guns Will Fire, better known to his friends as Smac. Smac mixes
cosmic lyrics with Jake Thackeray impressions, and still ends up sounding strained. The
ubiquitous Portastudio strikes again and leaves a reasonable semblance of music behind it
- though the sound is a little on the toppy side. The drum machine credit is a bit vague, but
whatever its source, that toppiness projects it through the mix to the point of distraction.
But enough of the criticism. 'Guns Will Fire' - the track, not the artist - is the best of the six
songs, and deserves credit for remaining attractive in spite of some dodgy synth patches
from a CS6O and Casio 1000P. Still on the subject of 'dodgy', in these days of digital reverts

should offer Alpha Contact, otherwise known as
Martin Ley, a post as demonstrator for their X15.
It's on this modest machine that he's produced a

it's amusing to discover some people are still persevering with Watkins Copicats.

well as an enviable amount of outboard equipment.
The music is heavily sequenced and uses sequencers

Congratulations, Smac.

rather impressive demo of his own. To be fair, he's

used a pretty elaborate array of equipment to help
him towards this end; an array extensive enough to
include a MemoryMoog, Roland MC4B Micro Composer and no less than three Moog Sources, as

and Drumulator in close collaboration to no small

Lots of busy sequencers are one of the
trademarks of Access, on a cassette album
There Will Be Dancing. Another X15 looks

for some impressive bass sequences which
augment Pennell's nifty bass work in the most

effect: the result is like a cross between the Frankies

harmonious of ways. Best of the songs is probably

melodies and vocal treatment. It's my guess that the

Mark

'Easy Life'; like Nik Kershaw on a good day, it

recording has been done without resorting to

Pennells to see to the singing, bass and some

swings in a way most amateur material can't

bouncing, substituting the sequencers for overdubs.

inspired guitar work, while Zarc Porter keeps the

manage.

their

And it is because the standards of recording, music

keyboards and rhythm programming under tight

homework in the songwriting department, as the

and production are so high that the vocals sound so

rein. The equipment listing is again a healthy

overall standard is high. The vocals are the next

thin in comparison. Still, an object lesson in making

one, including as it does a Yamaha RX 15 and

area for treatment, but that angry guitar really

the most of your resources.

CXSM, which, along with an SH 101 is responsible

deserves a second mention.

after

the

recording

chores,

leaving

In

fact,

Access

have

done

and Howard Jones. The disappointments are vocal

A word in your collective shell-like ear. It has come to the attention of the diligent E&MM review team that
the standard of photographs accompanying readers' tapes is appallingly low - and that's if we're lucky.

Surely you can't all be that ugly? Why not exercise a little photographic ingenuity to compliment your
musical endeavours? After all, you never know who might be looking for another Culture Club or Lords of
the New Church...

ETAKES
Man Jumping

Africa Centre/ICA,
London
Man Jumping recently made their
live debut to a modest 70 -strong

crowd at the Africa Centre, just
off London's Covent Garden. A
few days later they played to a
200 -strong crowd at the ICA,
supporting
enigmatic
New

Yorkers Arto Lindsay & the
Ambitious Lovers.
'Systems music'

is a pretty
loose definition at the best of

times, so to put MI in the same
category as Philip Glass and
Steve Reich would be a mistake.
For one thing, the band's music
draws on a wide range of sources
including African, jazz and Carib-

bean music. And in contrast to r>
84
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5-7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE
TELEPHONE 0606 782522
OPEN 10-6 (CLOSED WEDS- BOTH BRANCHES) LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS

TWO GOOD STORES
NOW OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
GIVING YOU MORE SOUNDS
FOR LESS POUNDS!
...

ALL
THE LATEST - POA
KORG POLY 800
KORG DW6000
KORG DW8000

KORG 5001
KORG SDD1000
KORG SDD2000
KORG DOM110, DDM220, PSS50
KORG KMS30, KMT60, GR1 REVERB
KORG EX800, RK100 (£599 THE PAIR)
YAMAHA RX21
YAMAHA DX21
YAMAHA CLAVINOLAS
YAMAHA PF10, 15
SEQUENTIAL SIXTRACKS
SEQUENTIALS 1-8
SEQUENTIALS PROPHET 2000

SCHEPERS MIDI BASS PEDALS
OUR OWN EXCLUSIVE SELLING LINE LIKE MIDI HOT
CAKES! AT £250 (SEE REVIEWS)

PACKAGE PRICE
AKAI SG12 , DISK DRIVE
SPECIAL
AKAI AX80
OSCAR (M) ALWAYS IN STOCK
ROLAND OCTAPAD, JUNO 106, HS60, SBX80 (£599),
SH101, JX8P, MSQ100 (£299)
ENSONIO MIRAGE NOW ONLY £1295
CASIO SZ1, CZ101, 1000, 5000
FOSTEX X15 (£239)
FOSTEX M80

Octave Kitten

We're giving 'em away but these are sold as
£79
seen with
no guarantee
£79

Octave Cat (2)
Korg M500
Korg Sigma
Yamaha C85
Korg MS10 (new)

£99
£79
£99
£89
£99

and (maybe)
no manuals

so wot at
this price!?

acnomugo
(ABOVE JAMM STUDIOS)
END OF GT. MOOR ST.
BOLTON, LANCS.
TELEPHONE -

0204 397893

...

SECONDHAND
BARGAINS...
£199
SEQUENTIAL PRO 1
ROLAND TR606 (DRUMATIX)
ROLAND T6303 (BASSLINE)
ROLAND MC202
ROLAND SH101
ROLAND JUNO 6
ROLAND JUNO 60
ROLAND JUNO 60 ( JSQ60)
ROLAND JUNO 106
ROLAND JUPITER 6
KORG POLYSIX
KORG POLY 61
KORG POLY 61(M)
KORG EPS-1
YAMAHA CP70 EL GR PIANO
MOOG ROGUE
MOOG SOURCE
MOOG SOURCE (new)
POLYMOOG KEYBOARD
POLYMOOG SYNTHESISER
ARP ODYSSEY
ARP OMNI II
ARP PRO DGK
ARP QUADRA
RHODES CHROMA
CHASE BIT ONE (immac)

£99
£139
£150
£169
£399
£550
£625
£599
£1099
£399
C469

£529

f599

C1350
£99
£299
£399
£345
£699
£299
£299

£199

£POA

£1299
£499

AMPS

H/H KC100 the bizz in Korg combos!
Abo, Vox, Ohm, V -Amp, Roland, Carlsbro, Session

MONOMADNESS
ARP Axe

We are the North West's
Keyboard Specialists

FlAgai SITVECT

Great New Departure
McHomside Cranium

Announcing the only strings ever with a lifetime
g/tee (trouble is when one snaps it cuts your head
off) £50 a set BUPA card holders only! See Trevor
review (posthumous) RIP

COMING SOON WATCH THIS SPACE!
Yamaha DX1001

Roland JU1!!
Lord Lucan's whereabouts!!!

Akai? ? GA!

RACK EFFECTS
Ibanez DM1100
Ibanez GE3101
Ibanez GE1502
Vesta -F 250W power amp (mon) s/h

Accessit noise gate & para EO s/h powers in rack
Yamaha GC2020
Foster 3030 Graphic
Foster 3070 Comp/Limit
Foster 3180 St reverb
Foster 3050 dig delay
Korg GR1 (gated) reverb
Korn SDD1000
Korg SOD2000
ELECTRIC PIANOS
Les Chepos (Crumas, Elka Mc) from
Roland HP30 s/h
Wurlitzer EP200 (2)
Fender Rhodes SH731
Fender Rhodes SH7311

Fender Rhodes S/comb 88
Fender Rhodes domestic 88
Yamaha PF10 (one left)
Yamaha GP20 s/h
Yamaha CP70 ex -hire
Yamaha PF15 (one lett)
Fender Rhodes MkV
Korg EPS1 (6 octave strings)
HOME KEYBOARDS
Most Casios
!

JVG K13700

Technics SXK200
Yamaha PS range Clavinovas
DRUM COMPUTERS
Yam RX21
Roland TR757
Roland TR909
Yam MR10

Are Sole Distributors for the Steinberg Research
Range of Professional Music Software including:
PRO -16 16 track polyphonic sequencer. TNS Scorewriter with printout SES DX7 & TX modules sound
editor and sound library COSMO Casio CZ range sound editor and sound library WAVE Korg DW-6000
sound editor and sound library MMI MIDI interface SYNC Sync to tape and drum machine INT Deluxe
interface, including MIDI and sync functions PPC Piano Partner CPU Guitar Partner
All packages are disc based and run on the Commodore 64, Pro -1E, Tous and SFS and also
run on the Apple II and Ile

For demonstration of the Steinberg software and OSCar synthesiser contact your
nearest authorised dealer now

MAIN DEALERS
Flash St. Electromusic Bolton
Southern Music Brighton
Eddie Moors Music Bournemouth
Future Music Portsmouth
Future MUsic Southampton
Sound Control Glasgow
Sound Control Dunfermline

Sound Control Edinburgh
Sound Control Kirkaldy
Rock City Newcastle
White Electric Music Sunderland
Audio Engineers Dublin
Musicland Cardiff
Cambridge Rock Cambridge

OSCud
Oxford Synthesiser Company Ltd., 5 Gladstone Court, Gladstone Road, Headington, Oxford OX3 8LN.
Tel. 08675 5277

TIx. 83147 att: OSCAR

£89
£189
£289
£289
£349
£399
£499
£499
£250
£1350
£950
£899
£599
£POA

£679
£499

£239
£POA

£269
£69

£139
Korg KPR77 s/h
£199
Korg DDM110
£169
Korg DDM220
STAR SOUND SECK MIXERS ALWAYS IN STOCK ON DEMO

STEINBERG RESEARCH

Rod Argents Keyboards, London WC2
Chromatix Ealing, London W5
Gigsounds Catford, London SE6
Holiday Music Leytonstone, London El 1
Musical Exchanges Birmingham
Swans Music Manchester
Dougies Music Northwich

£269
£139
£149
£149
£99
£199
£189
£199
£319
£175
£279
£345
£699

D the unidirectional, relentless
driving force of Glass' output or
the contemplative character of
much of Steve Reich's music,
Man Jumping follow their ante-

Man Jumping on record. If I had
to pull out a label, I suppose it

with an Oberheim OBXa, a

take a breath. Songs from the

Yamaha electric grand and a

album included 'Squeezi', 'World

would be 'systems funk' - but

Service' and the wonderfully -

On record, their multi -direc-

biased, with five musicians tinkling
ivories of one description or

Mirage sampler also on hand.
Emphasis throughout was on
tight, ensemble playing, the
apparent spontaneity of the
band's performance belying the
pre -notated, polyrhythmic complexity of the music. Every mem-

tional music sparkles and dances,

another. It's a measure of the

ber of the band is an accomplished

without ever making you wantto
dance. Kicking off their set at the
Africa Centre with a rearranged
version of 'Down the Locale', the

distance synths have come that a
synth -based line-up doesn't have
to mean great washes of cosmic

performer, but unlike so many,
Mrs performers actually enjoy

sound a la Tangerine Dream.
When Man Jumping play synths,
they play them percussively - so
it's no surprise that the line-up
was dominated by Yamaha DXs,

Remarkably, the multitude of
interweaving keyboard melodies

cedents, Lost Jockey, in exploring

a popularist approach to the
systems manifesto.

album's closing track, it was
immediately apparent that Man
Jumping live were going to be an

altogether funkier beast than

that sounds contrived where the
music itself successfully steers
clear of being that.
The band is heavily keyboard -

Level 42
Odeon, Birmingham

themselves on stage.

added clarity where you might
have expected it to produce a
sonic mush.
Keyboard duties were handled
by Sean Tozer, Charlie Seaward,
Glyn Perrin and Orlando Gough,
with John Lunn alternating

The second appearance of Level 42 comes in response to a recent

between Status headless bass

live performance at the Birmingham Odeon on November 9, as
part of the current UK tour. Opening to great audience delight
with a stunning rendition of 'The Chinese Way'- the single that did
so well for them in the charts a while back - the boys seta hot pace
for the set that was to follow, faltering only over a broken bass
guitar strap that saw Mark King adopting some rather unusual
guitar hero poses in order to continue his instrumental and vocal
performance.
This frivolity over, the pace settled down, and we were left with

and keyboards. With Simon Lim -

the tight, blistering melodic funk that's stood the band in such good

stead for so long.
The difference between the Level 42 of a couple of years ago and

the Level 42 of this autumn is that the songwriting has got better.
Live, there's also an increased intimacy between band and devoted
audience.
Mark King is as awesomely dexterous at getting thumb onto bass

brick on drums and Dawson
Miller on percussion, that left the
one solo (and soloing) voice,

Andy Blake, merrily swapping
between every saxophone you
could think of. A powerful and
fluent player, he commanded the
lead spot with consumate ease though it would have been nice to

see some of the other players
letting loose from time to time.
The band powered through
eight numbers, barely pausing to

named 'Belle Dux on the Beach'
(though not, surprisingly, the
single 'Aerotropics'). But they've

obviously not been resting on
their compositional laurels. The
75 -minute set was divided 50.50
between album and new material,
the latter including a 20 -minute

workout bearing the yet more
wonderful title 'Lenin Offered a
Job in Advertising'. And the new
stuff is just as strong as that on
the album.

Not all the pieces are up tempo. 'It's Been Fun' and 'Col-

lapso' are both slow, hypnotic
pieces with sustained chords and

long snaking sax lines, vaguely
reminiscent of Herbie Hancock
circa 'Headhunters'.
At the ICA they were every bit
as hot as they had been at the
Africa Centre, and drew an enthusiastic, if slightly bewildered,
response from their audience.

Their next live dates are at
Battersea Town Hall on November 30 and the Almeida Theatre
on December 23 (both London
venues), so if you're into music
that appeals to the extremes of
your body (that's head and feet,
dum-dum), keep the diary dates
free.
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guitar string as ever, and has a bigger musical vocabulary at his
disposal than ever, too. But he doesn't work alone. The interplay
within the rhythm section was an object lesson in steadiness

without monotony, and King was kept excellent company by
guitarist Boon Gould and keyboardsman Mike Lindup, plus a guest
female vocalist and sax player, all of whom were able to hold their

own when the pace warmed up.
The set was well constructed and worked its way strategically
through most of the band's popular singles, as well as a selection of
material from the new album, World Machine. Notable highlights

included the ballad 'Leaving Me Now', with a piano interlude
performed live on an Emulator II that proved the piano sample is a

viable alternative to the physical inconvenience of an electric
grand. Also of note were Lindup's stage excursions sans keyboards,
as he incited the audience to greater heights of involvement in the
festivities.
High on the Regrettably Missing list was 'Physical Presence', one

of the new album's brightest moments. But it was good to see the
ol' faithful Fender Rhodes, an instrumental mainstay in an age of
solid-state scintillation, and still a force to be reckoned with. For

the life of me, I couldn't explain the presence on stage of a
LinnDrum, stuffed behind the drum kit alongside the Roger
McGuinn-bespectacled Phil Gould. If it had an audible part to play

at all, it was a minimal one.
To the dismay of all in attendance, the show closed after two
encores, 'Hot Water' and 'Are You Hearing What I Hear?; the

latter culminating in a short showcase spot for each of the
musicians. These were all short and well -judged with the exception
of the drum solo, which involved the evacuation of the stage by the
other musicians, and didn't really say anything that hadn't already
been said, for all its precision and vigour. Even the absence of the

McGuinn optics did nothing to improve the situation.
A physical presence? Definitely.
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EXPLORING /NEW
Up until now, guitarists have had little choice as to what they use to control guitar
synthesiser modules. But Gibson's new controllers are identical to the guitars that
made them famous- except that they have Roland electronics built in. Words
and photography Paul White
This time last year. if you wanted a
Roland guitar synth, you had to have a
Roland guitar to play it from. That was
fine so long as Roland's range of

controllers (past and present) suited
your style, technique, and all the rest of it. If it
didn't, you had little alternative but to stick
your head in a pig, as they say.

But now, several manufacturers including
GibSon, Steinberger and Hamer, have

collaborated with Roland to produce their
own guitars with Roland interface electronics
built in.
The electronics are needed because the
Roland synth circuitry gets its pitch
information by analysing the vibrations of each
individual string to extract the fundamental
frequency. To this end, the first thing you
need is a separate pickup for each string, a

function performed by a slimline hexa-pickup.
This is located just forward of the bridge, so
that any lateral string movement caused by
bending won't move the string away from its
designated pole -piece.
Once the vibrations have been picked up
from the string, they are amplified by the
guitar's electronics, and each string has its
own sensitivity control so that the synth's
response can be tailored to the player's
technique and the type of strings fitted. Also
incorporated in this electronics package is the

circuitry for monitoring the guitar controls
and the touch -sensitive vibrato plates fitted to
the guitar.
Though these guitars are designed to
interface with the Roland GR700 MIDI guitar
synth (which synth players will recognise as
having similar internals to the JX3P
polysynth), they will work equally well with
the previous GR300 floor unit. They aren't,
however, capable of working with the old
GR500, Roland's first and most ambitious
foray into the world of guitar synthesis.
Roland's own G707 system guitar,
distinctive because of its shape and damping
arm, was designed to give clean, even string
vibrations with the minimum of overtones, as
these cause pitch tracking problems.
The model under review is a modified
Gibson Explorer (they do a modified Les Paul,
too), a guitar that's been in production for
nearly 30 years and which, as a result, has a
mechanical design that takes no account of any

of these synth -related considerations.
Because the pickup output is buffered by
the internal electronics, the control layout has
to fair in line with the other Roland guitars; a
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standard electronics module fits all models.
This means that apart from the standard 'one,
other or both' pickup selector, there are only
volume and tone controls which affect
whichever pickups are selected. You still get a
direct output from the pickups on a standard
jack socket, though, for those occasions when
you're not using the synth at all, or for when
your setup incorporates a separate guitar
amp.

But why use two amps in the first place?
Why use separate sound systems for synth and
guitar signals when a Balance control on the
guitar gives you control over relative levels?
First off, all guitar amps incorporate a

certain amount of top boost to give what we
currently regard as an acceptable guitar
sound. But a synth needs a setup with a fairly
neutral response, and sounds better through a
full -range speaker system that does nothing to

flatter the electric guitar.
Then there's the fact that if the guitar and
synth signals are mixed together, there's no
way you can treat them separately. Not much
use if you depend on effects processing for
much of your guitar and/or synth sound...
But back to the guitar, and an as -yet -

unexplained control marked Filter Cutoff.
When the guitar is used with the GR700, this
control is used for patch editing, as is the Filter
Resonance control, a small black knob nearest
the bridge. Last of all is the Vibrato Depth
knob, which operates in conjunction with the
vibrato parameters stored in the synth
programs.
As the floor unit is identical to the one
reviewed in E&MM June '84, I'll make but a
brief resume of its functions. Like the JX3P, it
can store up to 64 user programs, and it
connects to the guitar by means of a locking
multicore umbilical cord, which carries the
low -voltage power, string signals and control
information.
Although you can edit programs using just
the GR700, life becomes much easier if you

buy the optional PG200 programmer unit.
This gives you lots of knobs to twiddle and
switches to push, and obviates the need for
that tedious increment/decrement business, a
process that is to musical creativity what Vlad
the Impaler was to embroidery.
So how well does the Gibson, a legend in its
own lifetime but with not a hi -tech concession

in a considerate manner to get it to behave.
With that in mind, the Explorer does very
well indeed. You need the right strings, and
the distance between them and the hexapickup is crucial; set it up carefully according
to the description in the handbook. That
done, you have to develop an even, not too
heavy-handed playing style if you don't want
unscheduled accidentals appearing in your
well -thought-out compositions. In particular,
the open bottom E string has a tendency to
yodel - though maybe a further go at setting up and a more even playing technique would
take care of this, too.
The really good news is that the guitar itself
doesn't seem to have suffered any aftereffects as a result of its Roland implant. It still
sounds like an Explorer, sure enough, even
though the strings on the review model were
starting to get a little dull, and I was too mean
to replace them in case the expenses
application was rejected.
By way of comparison, I tried my GR300
system guitar with the floor unit and found it
tracked far worse than the modified Gibson.
This is probably because the optimum setting
of the guitar's sensitivity controls is different
for the GR300 and the GR700 systems. And
this is a pity, because you can buy a special

splitter box that'll let you drive two floor
units at the same time, and which could have
been used for playing a 300 and a 700 at the
same time.
The fact that top guitar manufacturers are
producing Roland -compatible guitars must be
an indication that guitar synthesis is at last
being taken seriously. And why not? There's
no reason why the synthesiser should be a
keyboard -only instrument. OK, so pitch following problems mean that the guitar is a
singularly difficult device to use to drive a
synth - which is why it's taken so long for
guitar synths to reach high enough levels of
technical competence.
But a keyboard isn't much good if you've
spent the last 20 years practising heavy metal
clichés. Guitar synthesis is one of the few
avenues guitarists can take if they want to

strike out in a new direction without
abandoning everything they've learnt to date.
And the more synth -compatible guitars there
are available, the quicker the word will

spread.

in its spec sheet, cope with being a synth

controller?
Well, even the specially -designed Roland
guitar needs to be carefully set up and played

More from Rosetti Ltd, 138.140 Old Street,
London EC I V 9111,. 'n 01-253 7294
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Gary Numan, master of synth entertainment, victim of the mass media, and
revivalist pilot extraordinaire, shares an hour or two with E&MM at his studio in
Shepperton. Tim Goodyer
.,..,..

..:,,...,

Nestling in the middle of the
Shepperton film studio complex
in West London, among the
vast hangars where the ghosts
of The Third Man and countless
Bond films still linger, is a recording
studio by the name of Rock City. It's
been there a while now, but since the
Shepperton authorities have decided
the studio complex should be film -

only, its long-term future is uncertain.
Never mind. For the time being, Rock
City is the home of Numa Records,
the independent label set up by one
Gary Numan after he fell out with his
record company a couple of years
back.
Numan is a man with a

considerable history. When E&MM
last featured him in December 1983.
he'd just released his sixth album
(Warriors) for Beggars' Banquet.
Since then, there have been two
studio long -players released on
Numa, Berserker in 1984, and The Fury
last month.
In the public eye, it all began back in

1979, with Tubeway Army and the
success of a catchy slice of electropop called 'Are Friends Electric?'. The
single stayed at Number One for four
weeks, much to Numan's personal
surprise. His rise to fame was an
unusually speedy one that did nothing
to endear him to the weekly music
press, whose criticism continues
unrelenting.
Numan still feels strongly about it,
six years on.

"Here am I
Like a target in the flesh

?JP

'I made it so quickly, I suppose. One
day I was just trying. and the next day I
was IL

If anything, Numan has ceased to be
upset by what the critics scribble
about him. What concerns him now is
that those who work alongside him
are likely to get dragged down with
the boat whenever they work on a
Nun -tan album. Which isn't surprising.
when you consider that the list of
Numan's recent collaborators
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includes the likes of session singer
Tessa Niles. bass -playing maestro
Pino Palladino, and long-time jazz sax

virtuoso Dick Morrissey.
'I resent the press that I get now
because it takes these people down
with me. I'm used to people having a

go at me for one reason or anotherthough it's normally 'cos they just
don't like me and they see the next
album review as another opportunity

'At the time it was a genuine move.
I was sick of touring; I hated it and I

didn't want to do it any more. The
whole thing had got on top of me and
I wanted out. I wanted to get back to
how it was when I first started - I used
to write at home on my piano, I could

write what I wanted with no-one
saying: "You gotta write this, you

to have a go at me. That's normally
fairly obvious when you read the

gotta have another number one, you
gotta do a tour, you gotta do that". I
was like a little boy who had run back
to his mum. I didn't want any more of

review, so I don't tend to worry too

this business.

much about it. But these people are
clever, and they don't deserve it. If
working with me means you're going
to get a hard time from the press,
then that's really sad, and more than a
little bit depressing.
'When a bloke like Dick Morrissey
says "Nice tune", or Tessa Niles says
she's really enjoyed a session, it means
a lot. I can say to Dick: "I want a solo
here, you can do what you like with
it". So he does what he likes and then I
might say: "Could you make it a little
bit sadder?", and he plays it sadder.
He's brilliant.
'It's inspiring, working with people
like that. I can walk into the studio
with the barest framework of a song,
and Pino will add his bit and it's there
- you've got a song. It takes years to
get to know an instrument like that.'
Following the success of 'Are
Friends Electric?' came the traditional
string of hit singles and best-selling
LPs which, along with a couple of sellout tours, built Numan a phenomenal,
still loyal, following. The critics
remained unmoved.

'It was genuine, and I didn't tour
again for three years. Out of a fouryear career, I don't call that an
overnight decision to start playing
again. I always thought I'd give it a
couple of years, make a lot of money
and get out. I saw people in there that
were starting to enjoy it, but at that
time, I didn't. I didn't like being on
stage or touring, and I was nervous
and embarrassed doing television.
'But I got to like it and you fall into
a sort of trap. I started to enjoy being
on stage and having people screaming
at me. Once you're good at it you
really start showing off, and then
you're in trouble. I'm in trouble now

"I don't need
This attention again"
Only when Numan announced his

decision to quit touring-then
subsequently went back on his word
and returned to it -- did the press sit
up and take notice. Here was a classic
rock star ploy if ever this Music Editor
heard one. Yet listening to Numan
speak now, it's obvious his aim was
true.

-and I like it!
'But now I'm sensible enough to
realise it won't last forever, and the
saddest thing is that I'm better at it
now than I ever was before.'
Yet in spite of getting more from
music than he ever has before,
Numan now has a second, equally
important, love - aviation. This has
provided the daily papers - as well as

the music weeklies - with more
ammunition than they could possibly
have hoped for.
The most infamous flying incident
involved Numan's arrest on suspicion
of smuggling and spying during an

attempt to fly around the world. The
journey was a success the second time
around, and this venture, along with
several other scrapes with death in
the cockpit, have had considerable
influence on Numan's current

outlook on life.
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In conversation with Numan, it
becomes difficult to separate the two
apparently disparate issues, not least
because the artist talks as freely as a
pilot as the pilot does as an artist. The

relationship between the two has
provided inspiration for the musician
and therapy for the aviator.
Numan explains. 'I find that I need
both. If I wasn't able to fly I wouldn't
be able to get away from the music
business - and I need to get away

from it regularly to keep my feet on
the ground (sic) and remain objective
about it. You can't make an important
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decision when the whole business is
sitting on top of your shoulders like a
bloody great millstone.
'But then you can only do display
flying for so long before your nerves
go. You know every time you go up
and do a display that you're a little bit
closer to the line than you need to be.
If anything happens there's such a
small margin for error, and then only
for the experienced people who are
very quick and skillful. So at the end of
the season, although you love flying,
you breathe a sigh of relief that you've
got through another one, and you

think maybe you've pushed your luck
far enough this time.
'That's when it's nice to come back
to the music business. You feel good,
you feel like a man, you feel calm and
intelligent and you feel as if you've
achieved something, as opposed to
anything you can do in the relatively
protected world of music. People say
that it's brave of someone to put out
a particular single, but all he's going to
do is dent his bank balance. That ain't
brave.
'But both are challenges, both are
rewarding, and I find that one feeds
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D the other.'
Numan claims the most productive
source of inspiration for lyrics is
experience, and who better to have a
wealth of experiences to draw on
than the pilot of an ex -World War II
North American Harvard?

"I'd been surrounded for hours
By the sound of thinking metal
And I knew something was

wrong"
'I find it difficult to write when the
world is ticking happily by. It's much
easier to write about the seedier side
of life, a struggle or a fight or a
hardship.
'In an aeroplane you can often be in

a situation where you're very, very
frightened - when you know
something's gone wrong but you
don't know what it is. You can just
feel that something isn't right, you've
got an hour to go before you land and
you know something's going to
happen. It's a horrible fear: to be
really scared, you need time to think
about it.
'Anything that is a problem is easy
to write about, so I tend to write a lot
about the aeroplane accident.'
When Gary Numan writes a song,
lyrical considerations are usually
preceded by musical ones, with the
latter often derived from more
modest origins than you might
assume after hearing some of his most
inventive, most successful pieces such
as 'Cars' or 'We Are Glass'.

'Quite often, the title will come
first and that will give me an idea of
the mood of the song. How that all
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comes about I really don't know. I sit
down at the piano and just play, and
sooner or later a song comes out of it.
Sometimes I'll get an idea from an
advert on television. I even got an
idea off a lorry once. It was parked
beside me, and the engine had a
strange tickover which had a real
good rhythm to it. I got home and

sung the rhythm into my tape
recorder until I got my LinnDrum out
and programmed it into that. That's a
bit unusual, but an idea can come from
anywhere. It can be image, lights,
music, lyrics. All you've got to do is
have your mind and your ears open
enough.'
Inevitably, things aren't always that
straightforward. Numan confessesas if it were some kind of sin - to
occasionally succumbing to the
temptation of composing around a
synthesised sound, allowing it to play
a sizeable part in the creation of a
song. But does that really make him
guilty of anything a classical pianist
isn't? Maybe it just makes him more
aware...
'A sound itself can be quite
inspiring. Just finding a sound can give
you two or three songs, because a

certain sound can lead you to write
something you hadn't thought of
before.
'That happened a lot on The Fury.
Sometimes I'd be in the studio with
the basis of a song, and a sound would

come out that would dictate entirely
rewriting that particular song. Now, I
don't know if that's pure songwriting
or not, but no matter where it comes
from, if you get a song that people like
and enjoy, then that's all that should
matter - though I believe there are

purists who would say that sounds
shouldn't dictate the song.'

Not that Numan worries
overmuch about his songs anyway. It's
refreshing, at a time when
songwriters are becoming
increasingly obsessed with their own
egos, to find a musician who doesn't

consider his own opinion important
enough to be foisted on the record buying public.
'I see the songs as a diary more than
the spouting out of a message. I think
that to have something you want to
say, you have to be interested in
peoples' opinions, and I'm not. I don't
want to change them. I don't mean
that in a cold way, I just don't see
music as anything more than
entertainment. I never have.'

"Look at me
I got the screams
'It's show business, it's glamourous,
it's meant to be glossy, and that's the
front I've put on. I go on stage with all
the lights, do my bit, and it's fun. I
don't take it that seriously, but I do
enjoy it very much. I don't think the
"being famous" bit makes you
important. I don't think it makes your
opinions important and I don't think it
means that, because people ask you a
lot of questions, it necessarily means
you know what you're talking about.
'The business thrives on
characters. It needs them to maintain
its image of being outrageous, to
make it interesting for the young and
less acceptable to the old.
'We need people like Boy George
and Toyah. I love the way Duran
Duran shoot their videos on yachts to
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show that glamour. That's why I got
into it, for the glamour, for the
money, for that sort of life. That was
what I wanted, and anyone that
doesn't is an idiot!'
Hmmm. Some things never change.
Right from the start, Numan was
more interested in being an
entertainer than in being an artist.
Sadly, the press mistook his
distinctive presentation and gloomy,
hi -tech arrangements for an attempt
at some sort of social comment on
the coldness of our times. In reality,
Numan only elevated synths above
guitars because it seemed a good idea
at the time, and still feels most of the
ingredients in his chart -conquering

recipe got into the cooking -pot more
through luck than judgement.
'I put anyone's success down to
luck- though not entirely so. You can
write the greatest song in the world,
but if nobody'll play it nobody's going
to hear it, and where does that leave
you? It leaves you sitting at home
writing another great song, that's
where it leaves you.
'But somebody can write a pretty
average song, and if a DJ decides that
he likes it and plays it to death, then

you're in. People will like anything if
they hear it enough - Christ, there
are some things I hated, but if you
hear them enough, sooner or later
you go out and buy 'em!
'That's why radio is still the most
important thing, and that's why,
because they won't play my stuff now,
I'm drowning. I'm dying. I'm standing
on my own two feet, but I'm dying...
'I only found out about synthesisers
by accident. It was when I found a
MiniMoog left from the session
before me in a studio. So I tried it to
see what it sounded like, and it
sounded great - that big, heavy
MiniMoog sound that's so popular. It
could have been that when I tried it, it
would have made a silly noise and I'd

have thought: "I don't like these very
much". Then I'd never have touched
them again! So it was luck that it was
there, and it was luck that the sound
that was set on it was one that I liked.
Though slightly to my credit, I did see
that there was an opportunity to
capitalise on the situation.'
And capitalise he did. But one of
punk's strengths was 'live'
performance in the traditional guitar,

have denied Numan the pop audience
he sought.

"How I survived God only knows

I don't like the memory"
'I realised that the synthesiser
wasn't a very visual instrument, and
that if I was going to become
successful using it, I had to present it
in certain ways. So that was why I
became very image -conscious. All
those things, some thought -about and
some lucky, came together for me. It
was a very lucky combination.'
Lucky or not, once the synthesiser
link had been made, Gary Numan's
name became synonymous with it. In
the light of this, it came as something
of a surprise when, two years ago, he
told E&MM of his reluctance to
become involved with complex,
higher -tech machinery.
'I used to be very anti -computer
synths, which was very ignorant and
very stupid. I used to think searching
for a sound on an analogue synth
made it one of the most human
instruments of all. You had to search
for the specific sound you wanted,
not accept the sound it offered like a
guitar or a piano. But when computer
synths first came out, I thought:
"Christ, it really is getting to be just
like pressing buttons now". It was
taking the human factor out of
synthesisers.
'Then I stumbled across the Wave
Team (Mike Smith and Ian Herron, a

programming partnership) with their
PPG, and I was impressed. I still don't
think I was entirely wrong, because a
lot of what you do is hit or miss and

people don't particularly search for
things, but computers do give you the
opportunity to search deeper for a
sound, should you chose to do so. But
either way, interesting sounds come
at the end of it, and the music should
be better because of it.'
The Fury uses the combined talents
of the Wave Team and their PPG
Waveterm to realise its tight, highly -

textured feel. But Numan delivers
another surprise when he announces
that the keyboard line-up for his
recent tour (the umpteenth in the
last three years) consisted simply of

technology are incredible. The speed
at which things change and
improvements are made is beyond
belief. It costs so much to update
equipment like the PPG that you have
to be able to guarantee a certain
amount of use for it before it
becomes a financial practicality. I
didn't want to get involved in that
particular rat race, so I found it easier
to hire one in for studio work. Now
I've got an arrangement with Roland
that I can borrow stuff for the tours in

return for a bit of promotion.
'I was thinking of hiring a couple of
PPGs to take out but I decided on the
IX8s, partly because they gave the
sounds I wanted, and partly because
I'm still a little bit anti -computer
synths in that I'm not sure they'll
stand up to the rigours of touring.
The trouble is that you put all your
eggs in one basket. With my system,
the instruments are less sophisticated,
but they're sophisticated enough for
me to get the sounds that I need.'
And on the age-old controversy
between backing tapes and
sequencing, Numan is typically
objective.
'I use a bit of sequencing off -tape
because, to me, there's no difference
between that and a sequencer. Again
the purists may kick up a fuss, but if
you press a button and machines play
a sequence, there's no difference
whatsoever between them. You ain't
playing it, and that's all there is to it.
What does it matter what the
retrieval system is?
'We don't hide our tapes when we
play. They ensure the show goes on
without making it any more or less
human. I think it's entirely down to
the performer and his audience: as
long as they're both happy with the
situation, then it's entertainment.'
Numan seems intent on continuing
his career for as long as possible. For a
man who's suffered at the hands of
the press, risked his life in pursuit of
his interests, and still come up with
some sparkling, invigorating synth
music, it'll be a shame when
retirement finally beckons. But as he
says:

bass and drums sense of the term, so a

What accounts for this further

"This could be
My last song
Everything must end some day"

return to a keyboard sound brought
with it visual problems that could

modesty?
'The current advances in

(Lyrics published by Numan
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five Roland JX8Ps (four and a spare)
plus two old ARP Odysseys for the
sounds the Rolands couldn't manage.
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With a recent dramatic drop in price and the arrival of some
ancillary hardware, Yamaha's CX5M is back in the music
computer limelight. We look at three new software
packages that aim to keep it there.
Software 8 -track
;

Real-time Sequencer
Designed by Digital Music

Systems
Reviewed by David Ellis
many moons ago, when Star
Wars was confined to the
sanity and safety of the big
screen, and attaching the tag
`music computer' to an MSX
micro was thought to be a good
marketing ploy, it was being touted

around the programming fraternity
that if you made all the right noises
about Yamaha and their CX5M, you
might just get a look -in on the
software development.
And even given the high price

attached to the computer's UK
materialisation, life generally boded
_...asilliNIIIIIIINIIIkauswas-

pretty well for the CX5M. With its
self-contained FM synthesis
capability and built-in MIDI,
programmers have been attracted to
it like bees round the proverbial
honey pot. But there have been
problems.
For a start, there was the
unfortunate fact that the proposed
MSX disk drive would be vying for
the same memory space as software
routines concerned with shifting
data between the MIDI, the Z80
processor, and the SFG01 FM
synthesis chip - the so-callecf`music
BIOS'. That meant none of the
initial release of software would
work with a disk drive.
Then people started questioning
what was preventing the CX5M
from being used as a MIDI expander
module. And why the FM
Composer and Voicing cartridges
wouldn't work with a DX7
connected to the CX5M 's MIDI In.

Finally, when Yamaha's own
real-time MIDI sequencer software
seemed to be subjected to some
massive conceptual DDL, it wasn't
long before CX5M owners started
feeling a little disenchanted with
their investment.
The root cause of a lot of this has
been the way the inner workings of

Documentation
`With a meagre 11

pages measuring
just three inches
square, the manual
has to be my

Guinness Book of
Records
nomination for the
meanest ever.'
the CX5M have always been
jealously guarded by Yamaha. What
goes on in that mysterious music
BIOS has been forbidden territory
for all but the very few to pass
Yamaha's positive vetting
procedure. The nearest you or I
could get to appreciating what made
the CX5M tick was a set of four
thick folders containing all the
entry points needed to use the music

_
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Screen examples of Yamaha's DX21 Editor
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Sequencing with the DMS real-time software
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BIOS routines - but not, of course,
listings of the routines themselves.
Yet even this was available only on
special demand from Yamaha UK,
and then only in the form of a sort of
hi -tech chain letter which required
you to remove your name from the
top of an accompanying list of
names and addresses, copy all the
bumpf, and then send the folders on
to the next name on the list...
Still, details of what the music
BIOS gets up to are now emerging at
last, albeit in the form of various
discreet asides made by Yamaha
employees in the States. For
instance, according to Jim Smerdel
of Yamaha International
Corporation, the problem relating
to using the CX5M as an expander
module is that 'the software routine
(in the music BIOS) used to
communicate with the synthesiser
chip takes so long to do its work that
bytes of incoming MIDI data can be
lost'. And the result of this sloth?
Well, various companies in the
States have offered to rewrite the
CX5M's music BIOS to get around
this further example of MIDI
delaying tactics. Sad to say, Yamaha
are sticking to their guns of nondisclosure.
Considering all the mystery and
intrigue that's collected around the
programming side of the CX5M,
and a worldwide MSX takeover
that's taken place with all the action

Nes(20655)
F2
F3
F4
FS

and verve of a Japanese tea
ceremony on a wet Monday

give a flagging horse a much -needed
boot up the backside.

afternoon, it's hardly surprising
that software packages independent
of Yamaha's haven't exactly been
thick on the ground.
In fact, the Real -Time Sequencer
from UK firm Digital Music
Systems is the first to have made its
way into commercial reality from

Anyway, the DMS software
package stems from the joint work
of CX5M owner and programmer
Abdul Ibrahim, and Sounds Great,
one of Yamaha's hi -tech retail
outlets in Cheshire.
It seems Ibrahim was originally
selected by Yamaha in the UK to
develop some real-time sequencing
'software independent of Yamaha in
Japan. But according to Phil Lyon of
Sounds Great, Yamaha then lost
interest in the real-time side of the
CX5M because of the music BIOS
problems, so Ibrahim was left to
fend for himself. That was when
Sounds Great became involved in
the project, and the £84.95
cartridge currently on sale direct
from DMS (and, ironically, also
from Yamaha's other hi -tech
dealers) is the eventual result of that
collaboration, and a lot of hard work
on Ibrahim's part in disassembling
the problematical music BIOS.
As with Yamaha's own CX5M
software, DMS' offering is
contained in 16K -worth of ROM, in
the form of a cartridge that plugs
into the CX5M's cartridge socket.
You're advised (wisely) to switch
off the micro before you insert the
cartridge or swap cartridges. Of
course, the major advantage of
ROM -based software is that the
software is up and running more or C>

any of the more musically -aware

Overdubs 'No
attempt is made to
use the CX5M's
decent graphics to
show how phrases

and parts knit
together - so you're
very much left

blind.'
members of the European Economic
Community.
The CX5M is currently battling
on with a much -reduced price tag of
just £299 for the small keyboard
version with one software cartridge
(hints of a DX9-like stock clearance
methinks; is it to make way for the
forthcoming CX7M?), and there
have also been some generous
discounts to schools, so it might just
be that the combination of a new
pricing policy and the DMS
software is just what's needed to
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of Yamaha's RX Editor

I> less immediately, but there are
disadvantages, too, as we'll see later
Accompanying the cartridge is
what passes for a manual. But with a
meagre 11 pages that measure just
three inches square, this has to be
my Guinness Book of Records
nomination for the meanest manual
ever. It's bad news for a piece of
software costing £85, even worse
news if you're new to the CX5M
and sequencing, and downright
ridiculous if you've been under the
impression that the MIDI was some
kind of dress length that had come
back into fashion along with the
umpteenth repeat of Star Trek.
Fortunately for those with their
heads in lo -tech sands, getting into
the sequencer's range of activities is
pretty straightforward, thanks to a
menu -driven scheme that gets you
where you want to get to with the
minimum of fuss, with the help of
some clear (though not inspiring)
screen displays and the CX5M's five
function keys. So for instance, the
title menu offers five options: time
signature (F1), Playback/Edit (F2),
Record (F3), Load/Save (cassette or
disk, F4), and Sync (internal or
MIDI In clock, F5).
Heading for Record first, we find
a display with a top line showing the
amount of memory left (20,536
bytes at the start), followed by the
bar number and a beat counter.
Under that, there are more function

key assignments for setting the
CX5M's music keyboard to one of
the eight possible sequencer parts,
the phrase number to be recorded
(up to 254), the number of bars in
that phrase (set by the user), and
finally, the tempo and metronome
volume.
It's at this point that you turn to
the manual to find out what 20,536
bytes equates to in terms of note
events. It doesn't tell you.
Justifiably niggled, you're then
bemused why there doesn't seem to
be anything reminiscent of a
metronome emanating from the
CX5M's internal speaker after
you've pressed R for Record. The
manual is no source of
enlightenment there, either.
`Aha!' you cry, 'didn't DMS'
advert mention Help screens?'
Indeed it did, but for the life of me, I
couldn't find anything along those
lines in this software. In the end,
experimentation seems to be the
order of the day, and sure enough,
connecting a phono lead to the
CX5M's own 'sound' output reveals
the metronome in all its square wave
glory.
Another point that isn't
mentioned in the manual is that the
keyboard only comes alive once the
eight -beat count -in is over.
Personally, I prefer to play along
with the count -in to get in time with
the metronome, but perhaps that's a

EX.ch=01

MIDI Connect

Ja

1

on j Editor

minority interest.
However, a more important point
worth making at this juncture is
that DMS' software is limited to the
real-time antics of the YKO1 or
YK10 keyboards, not those
connected via MIDI In. I'll repeat

that: not via MIDI In. It's worth
spelling that out, because it's certain
that many potential purchasers will
have jumped to the conclusion that
DMS' package does what Yamaha's
own real-time software
prospectively does: take in event
data via MIDI In. A direct
consequence of this is that the only
event data the DMS sequencer
records is that pertaining to pitch
and duration. Which means all
joys of velocity, aftertouch,
program changes, and modulation
wheels are absolutely verboten, as
neither the YKO1 nor the YK10
keyboard provides the means for
sending that sort of extra -curricular
expressive activity.
Still, 20,536 bytes filled with
such simplistic event data does at
least translate into a fair whack of
notes, so maybe DMS aren't totally
guilty of throwing out the baby with
the bathwater. But as there's no
scope for punch-in/punch-out
correction of mistakes, or even
appending to the end of a
previously -recorded phrase, it's
very much in your own interest to
get it right first time.
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What editing facilities exist in the
DMS package (accessed in the Edit
Phrase Data option) are a little on
the primitive side, but the step -time
pitch correction works well enough,
and the auto -correction does what
most people would expect of it
within the limits of duration values
between 1/4 and 1/48.
Having entered the raw phrases
and patched up pitches and timing
where necessary, the next stage is to
proceed to the Edit Part Data option
from the Playback/Edit menu. This
allows you to assemble parts out of
previously recorded phrases. Since
democracy rules amongst parts and
phrases, any particular phrase can
be played by any particular part.
Less enamouring is the fact that
individual phrases can't be
transposed within a part, though the
overall part can be transposed
relative to other parts. Also less
than brilliant is the fact that the
software provides no means for
totting up the number of bars used
in each part. To add to the list of
deficits, no attempt is made to use
the CX5M's decent graphics to
show how all the phrases and parts
knit together on all eight tracks. In
fact, you're very much left blind
when it comes to organising the
contents of one part relative to
another, so you'll need to be pretty
well orientated in time and space (ie.
not pissed) during your dealings
with this software.
Finally, to get all the parts playing
back with some sense of purpose,
it's off to the Set Part Voices option
to channel the parts to the CX5M's
MIDI Out or the internal FM
voices. Note that unlike Yamaha's
FM Composer, DMS doesn't let you
send a single part via both MIDI and
to an internal voice at the same time.
Shame really - I've always found

Voices 'There are a
total of 148 presets
available for
assignment to the
eight parts, which I
reckon to be
generous by any

standard.'

that a good way of thickening some
of the CX5M's less than thick
voices.
In addition to the standard set of
46 CX5M voices, DMS provide
their own set of 46, and there's still
space for loading yet another 46
from Yamaha's FM Voicing
software. That adds up to a total of
148 presets available for assignment
to the eight parts, which I reckon to
be generous by any standard. Still,
I'd happily ditch 100 of those for
the facility to construct and alter
voices from within the context of
the sequencer software, rather than
having to go through the palaver of
using the FM Voicing cartridge just
E&MM DECEMBER 1985

to twiddle one envelope.
Jotting down my niggles with the
way the software runs, I find quite a
number- which is a bit worrying for
a ROM -based package.
First, if you press one of the
function keys (say, F2) instead of a
numeric key (say, 2) in response to
the request for a phrase number or
some other parameter, the display
comes up with the word 'auto' after
the prompt. Similarly, Fl gives
`color', F3 gives `goto', F4 'list', and
soon. Now, pressing a function key
isn't the most intelligent thing to do
if you've been asked to enter a
number, but it's the sort of thing
anyone might do in the heat of the
moment, and to be greeted by these
strange words whenever you do is
mildly off-putting. In fact, as
anybody who's struggled with
programming an MSX micro will
know, the function keys also
provide certain key commands
(`goto', 'color', and soon) when
you're programming in BASIC.
The fact that these words appear in
the context of DMS' software
merely shows that the key -handling
routines aren't as foolproof as they
might be.
A similar sort of thing happens
when you put together phrases to
make parts. Here, the F2 and F3
keys get used to move the column of
phrase numbers in front of what the
manual calls a 'pink pointer'(!).
Quite why DMS didn't use the
CX5M's cursor keys for this
purpose is beyond me, but my niggle
is that the auto -repeat on these keys
is so fast that just a slight touch
sends the column to the top or the
bottom before you know what's hit
you, making it difficult to zero in on
a particular phrase you want to
change.
Then there's the annoying fact
that if you keep your mits on the
keys when leaving the Set Part
Voices option for, say, the Record
menu, the notes being played drone
on through the count -in until the
point where you're meant to start
playing. And you can't blame that
on a MIDI keyboard failing to obey
an 'all notes off' message!
Finally, there's the curious
paragraph in the manual (under the
blindingly user-friendly heading of
`garbage collection') which suggests
that all is not quite as it should be at
t' mill.
This says: 'make sure that phrase
one is the first that you record.
However, do not ever allocate
phrase one to any part, the reason
being that phrase one is used by the
system as a garbage collector for the
system's own internal
house -keeping.' There's also a line
that suggests the user should make
sure 'that the last phrase in any
sequence is an empty phrase, ie. a
phrase that is yet to be recorded'.
That's messy and not a little
confusing. In my book, garbage
collection is something that goes on
when all good little boys and girls

are asleep, not in the broad daylight
of a supposedly professional piece of
software. Very strange.
Of course, quirks like the above
aren't confined to home-grown
software. Yamaha's FM Composer
is a case in point, and many
reluctant entymologists have served
their apprenticeship discovering its
idiosyncracies (like the tendency to
drag its feet when overloaded with
notes or sync pulses, for instance).
That said, there's still very little at
the low-cost end of the market that
comes anywhere near the
Composer's ability to accommodate
variations on an expressive theme.
True, if you go the whole hog and
add variable accents, dynamics,
articulations, velocity, vibrato, and
program changes on every beat,
you'll end up with a screen full of
numbers and very few notes - not to
mention a severely overtaxed Z80
chip and some very sore fingertips.
But at least it's all there (well, most
of it anyway) if you want it.
Sadly, Digital Music Systems'
software veers too much in the
opposite direction. It eschews
expression in favour of simplicity. It
also chickens out of using
intelligent graphics to make its use
more enjoyable by those musicians
less than enamoured of the action of
endless function keys.
To be fair, there's no doubt the
DMS software adds another, much needed string to the CX5M's bow,
and one that's been sadly missing
from Yamaha's currently available
repertoire of ROM cartridges. The
trouble is that viewed against the
competition of other real-time
MIDI sequencers, whether standalone (Korg SQD1, Casio SZ1 and
soon), or micro -based (UMI 2B,
JMS' 12 -track Recording Studio,
LEMI's Future Shock, or Syntech's
Studio, to name but a few), the
DMS package has a fair way to go
before it attains the status of any of
them.
If you've got a CX5M that's been
lying low of late since you came to
the conclusion that Yamaha's own
highly -prospective real-time MIDI
sequencer was just another example
of Japan slipping off its continental
shelf, then DMS' package should be
just what you've been waiting for.
The 400 names DMS already have
on their order books show there are
more than enough real -time -hungry
CX5M owners out there prepared to
part with what is only a moderately
inflated price -tag of £84.95. For
how long they'll put up with a
package that provides no facility for
coping with MIDI In data, let alone
adding all-important expression,
remains to be seen.

That's an unfortunate conclusion

to have to reach, really, because the
fact that Abdul Ibrahim has
managed to sort out the ridiculous
tangle Yamaha got themselves into
with disk drives on the CX5M is a
major point in the package's favour.
Even so, at £399 for the Yamaha 1
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i> disk drive and its interface, it's
hardly likely that many CX5M
owners will feel like availing
themselves of Ibrahim's ingenuity.
Indeed, they'd be foolish to do so
when £399 can now buy you not
only a 3.5 -inch, double -sided,
double -density disk drive like
Yamaha's, but also a 128K CP/Mcompatible computer, a
monochrome monitor, and a printer
that's capable of near -letter quality.
The product is Amstrad's
remarkable new word-processing
package, and it's in your shops now.
Finally, DMS' software raises the
thorny problem of what you do if
you discover a bug in cartridge based software. Sure, you can
complain to the manufacturers, but
as Yamaha's FM Composer software
has demonstrated, it seems that
once you've bought a ROM
cartridge, you're stuck with it for
life, warts and all. The DMS
software clearly does have a few,
admittedly minor, bugs in it.
I'd suggest DMS include a
software update facility in the
package's purchase price. After all,
surely it's better to have satisfied
customers than to add to the
CX5Ms (and attendant software
cartridges) that are up for sale in
'

E&MM's classified ads?

Software DX2 1 Editor
Designed by Yamaha

Reviewed by Simon Trask
Let's consider, for a moment, the
sort of job a typical Editor
program should do. Put simply,
an Editor is an alternative way
of presenting patch parameters,
which takes advantage of the fact
that a monitor screen is capable of
displaying more things more clearly
than yer average LCD or LED
display window.
The idea is that, by being able to
see all the parameters and associated
values of a synth patch, you're more
likely to appreciate what the
components of the sound are and
how they interact. Which, in turn,
should help you change things
around to get the sound you want
more quickly.
This approach has become even
more useful in recent years, with
the advent of digital access synths
(which is most of them nowadays)
that only let you edit one parameter
at a time, and with the appearance of
FM synthesis, which is still
something of an unsolved mystery
to many people, despite the fact that
so many musicians now own a
Yamaha DX synth of one
description or another. If all
synthesisers are novels, the Yamaha
DXs could have been written by
Agatha Christie. So it helps to be
able to put all the characters up onscreen and find out where they all
were on the night of the 14th, or
whichever patch number you
happen to be working on.
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But let's not get too carried away.
Just as a MIDI sequencer won't
turn your monotimbral synth into a
multitimbral wonder, so an editing
program won't let you manipulate

Display The Editor
scores well in the

display category the screens are clear
and uncluttered, the
choice of colours

pleasing.'
more than one parameter at once
when the synth itself allows
manipulation of only one.
Yamaha's DX21 Editor scores
well in the display category. The
screens are clear and uncluttered,
the choice of colours pleasing (not a
consideration to scorn if you're
working at all extensively with
software).
On power -up (the program is on
cartridge), the Directory page
appears on -screen, and the current
contents of the DX21's RAM are
automatically downloaded to the
CX5M. The Directory page displays
the names of the RAM voices, and
besides numbering them, divides
them visually into the DX21's
eight -voice banks. There are six of
these, which the alert among you
will realise makes 48 voices. Seeing
as the 21's RAM consists of 32
voices arranged in four banks, this
arrangement seems slightly odd at
first. However, the extra voice
positions are useful, as the Editor
allows you to move single voices
around to any position and swap
banks around with gay abandon.
Only the first 32 positions converse
with the DX21 over MIDI, so the
extra positions are quite useful as
`safe' areas.
Changes made in voice positions
within the Directory are not
instantly transferred over MIDI.
You have to go to the File page (all
pages are accessed by pressing the
CX5's Function keys) and select
MIDI in order to instigate loading
and saving of voice data over MIDI.
Sensible enough.
There are two pages for
displaying voice parameter data,
though one of these is for viewing
and printing out only; this presents
the information in the standard data
sheet format found in the DX21's
manual.
The other screen is where
parameter editing is carried out, and
this presents a selection of the
parameters in a neat, logical, and
easily accessible layout. As you'll
see from the accompanying photos,
midscreen is taken up with
envelope, frequency and output
level parameters for each of the four
operators. Information which is not
operator -specific appears in the
upper and lower portions of the
screen, and it's here that you can
flip between different displays (eg.

between LFO and Pitch Envelope
Generator parameters in the upper
portion of the screen). Usefully,
you can flip between parameter
groups from the QWERTY
keyboard, so there's no need to use
your DX21's front panel at all.
Parameter changing can be
accomplished either from the DX21
or from the CX5M's QWERTY
keyboard, with changes registering
instantly on both the synth display
and the monitor screen. Moverncilt
around the latter is achieved with
the cursor keys (the currently
selected parameter is highlighted by
a flashing cursor bar), while
parameter value altering is achieved
with the Home and Delete keys
(these also function as Yes/No
selectors). All of which makes onscreen access.a quick and painless
affair.
Most of the multi -value
parameters are presented in either
of two forms: as horizontal bar graphs or (in the case of
volume/timbre and pitch envelopes
and rate scaling) as x -y axis graphs.
These can co -exist on the screen
quite happily, so one operator's
envelope could have a bar -graph
display and the other an x -y display
simultaneously, and you can flip
between one and the other at any
point.
In most other respects, the DX21
Editor is restricted - as all editing
packages are - by the information

the host instrument can
transmit/receive over MIDI. Thus,
for instance, the program can
upload all RAM data automatically
from the DX21 on power -up,
because the 21's MIDI
implementation lets it receive a 32 -

Features The 21

doesn't transmit
performance
memory data, so
you're not going to

find a performance
memory save/load

feature on the

Editor.'

voice dump request, upon which it
transmits all the relevant data. But
equally, the 21's MIDI
implementation doesn't allow for
the transmission of performance
memory data, so you're not going to
find a performance memory
save/load feature on the Editor.
Regardless of MIDI, though,
editing software can offer an
increased number of storage
possibilities, taking advantage of the
peripherals normally associated
with a general-purpose computer.
So whereas the DX21 on its own is
limited to cassette storage, it's
possible via the CX5M to store
voice data to disk, cassette or data
cartridge.
Yamaha's own disk drive is now
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available at last, and uses the now
standard 3,5" disks, available from
all good computer stores (as the
saying goes). But the drive itself is
expensive enough to cause a minor .
epileptic fit in those susceptible to
them, and the Editor package allows
you to save only 32 -voice dumps to
disk. Still, with a 720K formatted
capacity, you should be able to get a
fair few dumps on each floppy.
If you want to use cartridge
storage, you'll need Yamaha's
cartridge adaptor (£19), which lets
you make use of the CX5's second
cartridge slot while the first is
occupied with the Editor.
Unfortunately, the cartridges
themselves cost - wait for it - £65.
Considering each cartridge only
takes a single 32 -voice dump, this
option sounds even less feasible
than going for disks.
Cassette storage also allows you
to dump a whole set of 32 voices though given the slowness of tape
storage, it would have been quite
nice to have been able to do bank
dumps as well. MIDI storage is,
obviously, to/from the DX2.1, and
again deals in complete 32 -voice
dumps.
Storage problems aside, the
DX21 Editor is an attractive
alternative to fumbling around with
the synth's own meagre display.
There's just no comparison between
the comprehensive, inforinative
CX5M displays and the DX21's
'front panel, nor between the ease
with which you can move around
the edit screen and alter values on
the CX5M, and the tedious button pressing you have to do on the
synth.
FM is still like Agatha Christie.
But at least there's a film version
now, not just a book. NI

Software RX Editor
Designed by Yamaha
Reviewed by Trish McGrath
just as keyboard players the world
over have been heard to mutter
`what ever did we do without
touch sensitivity?', so
owners of RX11 drum machines
and CX5M computers will soon feel
the same about Yamaha's new RX
Editor. Because the Editor will
literally reach parts of the RX you
never knew existed.
The program allows you to create
patterns in step time from the CX5
or a MIDI keyboard, or in real time
from an RX11, RX15 or MIDI
keyboard (preferably a
velocity -sensitive one). And it
offers extensive editing facilities in
both pattern and song modes.
If you connect an RX11, the
Editor automatically downloads the
data contained in the drum machine
for editing or further programming
(note that the RX1 5's MIDI
implementation doesn't allow for
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the downloading of data in this way,
contrary to what the handbook
says). And the program is
compatible with the budget RX2 1
(set the 21 to Channel Info Avail),
with the same facilities as offered to
the 15, other than the ability to edit
instrument pan positions.
In fact, I see no reason why the
program shouldn't be compatible, at
its most basic level of triggering
voices with some degree of
dynamics, with any MIDI drum
machine whose voices are accessible
in this fashion, like the
TR707/727, Drumtraks, and so on.
First off, the System Set Up menu
requires you to select which one of
four configurations the computer is
dealing with, ie. either RX11 or 15,
both either with or without input
from a MIDI keyboard. From here,
you can select Omni On/Off, the
System Exclusive MIDI channel
number, the channel number for
each instrument, and the MIDI key
note relating to each instrument.
Synchronisation defaults to the
CX's internal clock, but you can set
the Sync Mode to accept or send the
MIDI Clock if need be. For printing
out screen displays, you can select
between MSX and Epson printers,
and set the speed (Northern Line
crawl to Ferrari race) at which the
cursor moves round the screen.
Each of the four main menus,
Pattern Editor, Song Editor, System
Set Up and Filer, are selected by
pressing either a function key or
moving the cursor to the
appropriate icon and pressing
Return, while most of the settings
and values are selected by moving
the cursor to the desired area until
that area starts flashing; you select a
new setting using the Home ( -) and
Delete ( + ) keys. Before long,
moving around the Editor becomes
almost second nature - and no
doubt the optional mouse makes
this quicker still.
Let's assume a certain familiarity
with the spec of the RX drum
machines, and go straight to the
Pattern Editor. This is where you
name, define, create and edit
patterns using the now tried -and tested grid. This makes room for
eight instrument names and 18
steps before it scrolls down and
across as need be. So if you tend to
write multi -bar patterns, you'll have
to do a lot of scurrying across the
screen inputting and editing notes though you can escape from the grid
(by holding the Shift key down)
without having to scroll to its
extreme.
During playback, you depend
very much on the beat counters to
let you know where it's all at, as the
grid is a bit of a non-scroller.
Fortunately, the counters indicate
the current beat and bar during
playback, with an arrow moving,
and a couple of dots blinking on and
off, in time with the beat. And aside
from a tempo indicator, a useful
seconds counter runs with the
-

pattern or song chain.
Creating patterns using the
QWERTY keyboard is a matter of
defining the time signature, number
of bars, and quantisation necessary,
compiling a list of instruments from
a pull -down menu, and pressing the
space bar at the steps where you
want instrurrients to sound.
If you're inputting from a synth,
you use the cursor keys to home in
on a step, and then strike the
appropriate note. Which is a bit
slower, but has the advantage of
allowing dynamics to be
programmed at the input stage,
provided your synth is velocity sensitive.
Ip Real Time Write (RTW)
mode, the space bar sets the
metronome running, and input can
be from either the RX or a synth.
Once you ESCape from RTW
input, your pattern is displayed on
the grid for you to play back what
you've written or edit further.
Deleting a misplaced note is carried
out by moving the cursor to that
step and pressing the space bar a
second time, or in RTW by pressing
Shift and the instrument button in
time with the offending notes easier said than done.
The Instrument Function menu
lets you delete an instrument from a
pattern, delete just the notes that
instrument was deemed to play,
copy the notes of one instrument
into another, and move the order of,
instruments around within the grid.
Meanwhile, the Pattern
Functions operate on the pattern as
a whole, and allow you to clear all
the notes (leaving just the
instrument names), clear the
complete pattern (from whence you
can redefine it and start from
scratch), recall the state of the
pattern prior to using the Editor,
and copy or append another pattern
to the present one. And in case your
fingers slip, each and every selection
can be 'undone' afterwards - so
don't panic.
Right of the grid is the
Pan/Level/Instrument display,
which cycles to indicate the pan
setting of each instrument, the
overall level for each instrument,

Features RX11
owners can set the
velocity of each note
played by each voice
-a real feel -injector
of an option if ever
there was one.'
and, in the case of the RX11, the
instrument tone selected. You can
edit all those parameters at will, too.
What else can the Editor do that
your drum machine alone can't? For
one thing, the velocity of each note
can be set over a range of 1-8
relative to the level set for that
instrument. This is a real feel injector of an option if ever there D
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r> was one, and is especially good at

instilling life into hi -hat patterns.
And cleverly, the graphics indicate
the volume of each note by
increasing or decreasing the size of
the dot that represents it.
If you home in on a note and press
Return, an expanded diagram
(reminiscent of a miniature Golden
Shot) appears bearing details of the
velocity, timing, and pan settings for
that note.
Pronunciation Timing is the term
given to the movement of a note
forwards or backwards in time in
intervals of 96th -notes (maximum
is 2/96 before and 3/96 after the
beat), which, if you use it wisely,
can simulate yer average 'human'
drummer after 10 pints of
Kronenbourg.

For RX11 owners, the Editor
allows you to stipulate the pan
position of each note for each
instrument - great for autopanning
torn rolls and other marvels of stereo
migration - and during playback,
the pan indicators jump about like
jack-in-the-boxes. Very
entertaining. However, it's worth
pointing out that the range of +/- 7
is relative to the position of the
previous note, which means the
expanded diagram can be somewhat
confusing. For instance, if the
display indicates 00 placement, it
doesn't necessarily mean the sound
is centre -panned - it's just that
there's been no movement from the
previous note's position. It also
transpires that the maximum
movement you can achieve between
two consecutive notes is 7 units,
which works out at half the stereo
image. But then, who in their right
mind would want to pan hard left
and right in consecutive steps?
Well, I might for a start. OK, so it
can be disorientating, but Yamaha
might at least have given us the
choice.
Bear in mind, also, that the
individual outputs from the RX1 I
are mono only, so you can only
enjoy the innermost delights of this
feature when the stereo outs are in
use.
But pattern editing isn't the only
area where the Editor offers extra
facilities. The Song Editor does
more than the usual linking of

patterns.

For instance, after naming a song,
you're free to link patterns together
to form a song chain, which you can
divide down into parts, and then
play back either the complete song
or just individual parts. Pattern
input is made from another pull down menu that displays the list of
defined patterns and the various
editing options available. While
you're arranging your patterns into
parts, you can place repeat signs on a
part (from 01 to 99 repeats);
instruct the chain to return to some
previous part (the first time round)
and repeat it a number of times
(again, from 01 to 99); and insert
100

parentheses in the chain, in which
case the part is repeated until all the
different endings have been played.
You can also instruct the song to
adhere to the level balances set for
each voice in a pattern, as well as the
RX11 instrument tones set (so you
can change from one snare or bass
drum tone to another). This is best
done before the first part in a song
chain, as otherwise the Editor
defaults to whatever levels and
instrument tones were used in the
last pattern played. Pan settings and
velocity adjustments inherent in a
pattern are always followed,
though, as is individual note
panning in the case of the RX11.
Moving to the song as a whole,
both tempo ( +/- 50 units) and
overall volume can be altered ,;in the
range +/-15 relative to the present
level) in the middle of a song.
However, I'd award a medium-sized
Golden Turkey to the latter feature.
The volume of the RX can be
altered in a range of 0-63 - but the
default value in the software is the
maximum of 63, using a scale
different from that used by the drum
machine. This means that if you
want to increase the volume in the
middle of a song, you've got to set it

to -15 to begin with, and increase it
relatively from there. So instead of
getting a dynamic range of 30 units,
as you might think, you actually get
one of 15. Which is a bit silly, really.
The Song Function menu allows
for the clearing of a song, recalling
the state prior to use of the Editor,
copying a song to another location,
and appending one song to another.
You can also send MIDI macro
data, created by Yamaha's FM
Music Macro software and loaded in
advance from the Filer, between
patterns.
In case you hadn't already
guessed, the Filer is where all saving
and loading is carried out between
the CX5M and RX11, cassette, disk
drive, data cartridge, the Watford
Public Library, or any other storage
medium you succeed in connecting.
It's also where you're given the
option to clear the entire contents of
the Editor from the Function mode.
As mentioned earlier, you can't
dump data directly to or from the

Storage 'You can't
dump data directly
to or from the
RX15 , so you'll need
one of the CX5's
storage media for

storing and
retrieving data.'
RX15 (you can use Real -Time
Write mode for the transfer of
individual patterns from the RX15,
but it's a bit laborious), so you'll
need one of the other devices for
storing and retrieving data. Which
is no bad thing, really, since most of

the extra features the Editor offers
are eliminated once data is
compressed for sending back to the
RX11. So be prepared to build up
cassette or disk libraries if you want
to enjoy the additional features the
Editor offers.
Our resident RX15 worked to
rule during the test period, and
refused to follow the pan positions
set by the Editor (the software, not
the man with the red pen behind his
ear). Even giving Yamaha the
benefit of the doubt, it still seems
crazy to expect people to use the
CX5M and associated hardware for
creating and storing patterns, and
then have to lug the whole circus
with you to rehearsals and gigs. No
more jumping on the tube with your
RX15 under your arm...
All of which leaves me thinking
the package is best suited to RX11
owners and brave RX15 users.
It's worth remembering that frc.m
the Set Up page you can set each
instrument to a different MIDI
channel number and key note value,
which does allow for the simple
sequencing of external MIDI
devices, like your DX7's timpani
patch, a gaggle of SDS9 toms, and so
on.
It's debatable whether RX users
will invest in a CX5M for the added
benefits the Editor offers, but for
CX5M owners looking for a decent
drum machine, an RX II would be
hard to resist, and an RX15 still a
good bet.
Because when all is said and done,

the RX Editor makes pattern
writing and song creation a rapid,
straightforward exercise, allows
specific and comprehensive editing,
and presents a set of graphics that's
nothing short of superb. One day,
all drum machines will be
programmed this way.

DATAF.T.LE
CX5M Software
DMS 8 -track Real-time
Sequencer
Hardware requirements Yamaha CX5M.

TV, cassette or disk drive
Specification 1 song, 8 parts, 254 (max)
phrases
Main features Real-time monophonic or
polyphonic input from YKO1 or YK10
keyboards, metronome, autocorrect, pitch
editing, part transposition, part muting,

part volume, CX5M or MIDI channel
assignment, sync from external MIDI clock
Price £84.95 including VAT and postage

More from Digital Music Systems, 82
Wilmslow Road, Heald Green, Cheshire
SK8 3BG 11` 061-437 4788

DX2I Editor
Price £39 including VAT

More from Yamaha-Kernble, Mount
Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks,
MK1 1JE It (0908) 71771

Yamaha RX Editor
Price £39 including VAT

More from Yamaha-Kemble, address
above
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One SCOREWRITER

plus one tune equals three scores or more!
The JMS Scorewriter brings to the musician his own personal
staff of arrangers and copyists - on his Commodore 64
Computer!
Music is recorded "live" from a
MIDI keyboard into the JMS 12
Track recording studio program
(included free with the
Scorewriter E -Prom). The

appropriate tracks are then
edited and printed in the
format to suit virtually any
musical purpose. Additionally
each part may be extracted

and printed separately suitably transposed for any

instrument. Up to six staves

may be printed at a time each containing multiple parts
if required. A wide range of
tolerances and parameters may
be set.

Here is the ultimate tool for the
musician who takes his work
seriously. Whether for
orchestral arranging, brass band scoring,
teaching, writing parts for all instruments from
synthesiser to viola -- the facility is at his
fingertips.

Rosetti Limited, 138-140 Old Street, London EC1V 9BL, England
Telephone 01 253 7294 Telex 25606 Roseti G Telegrams Tuneful London EC1
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attack

`Rhythm Activation Program' is the name given to the latest onslaught of British
software genius. The company is MIDIsoft, the software is a must for MIDI
drum machine users. Simon Trask
ay back in the history of MIDI,
yvsomeone, somewhere had the bright
idea of associating drum voices with
MIDI pitch numbers. The idea was a
pretty neat one, because it gave
musicians the ability to play a synthesiser from
a drum machine, and vice versa.
It's great fun, tapping melodies into a drum
machine or using touch -sensitive keyboards to
play percussion voices with dynamics. But this
interaction also raises the possibility of

recording rhythm patterns into a
non -dedicated MIDI sequencer, either from a
drum machine or from a synth.
Now, some drum machines have fixed
pitch -to -voice correlations, whilst others
allow you to define your own. Either way,
there's certainly no standard configuration, so
a sequencer which allowed you to build up a

MS

library of such configurations which could
then be imposed on any rhythmic sequence

would obviously be very valuable-your drum
patterns would be available for use with any
MIDI drum machine.
Hey presto. British ingenuity comes to the
fore once again in the shape of a software
package called RAP (for Rhythm Activation
Program). It's available for 48K Spectrum and
Commodore 64, and can best be described as

a centralised rhythm programmer that
employs the same sort of matrix display as
Roland's recent drum machines and Yamaha's

RX editing software.
RAP allows 200 patterns to be created in
step time from the computer's QWERTY
keyboard - though sadly, you can't input
anything over MIDI. The patterns are

<C> "AM *EPROM
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7 -CUSTOM'S PROGRAM
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name.

The ability to assign a different MIDI

Facilities 'Being able to
assign different MIDI
channels to voices lets you
use a hybrid system of more

than one drum machine.'

organised in two banks, and can be chained

*AVM, 00040

MIMIC? OPTION

together in 16 independent tracks. Each
pattern can be up to 16 steps/beats long, and
use up to 16 voices playing concurrently. Each
voice has its own MIDI channel number, MIDI
pitch number and a maximum ten -character

<1..7>

channel to each line/voice of the matrix opens
up the possibility of playing patterns on a
hybrid system using more than one drum
machine. It's equally feasible to incorporate
synths and samplers into a rhythm pattern by
virtue of the fact that it's MIDI pitch numbers
that are being sent from RAP over MIDI though as soon as you start thinking about
pitches, you're faced with the headache of
having to convert familiar pitch letters into
MIDI pitch numbers.
Not being one to shirk from the reviewer's
lot, I dug out TR707, RX 15, RX2 I , DX7 and
JX8P for atrial run under RAP's control, using
both the Commodore and Spectrum versions.

And almost without exception, the
program worked really well. The one
problem to emerge was with the RX2 I , which
made no more than rather sporadic attempts
at responding to RAP's output. In all fairness,
this might not be a problem with the RAP
software itself. Whatever, MIDIsoft are now
aware of the problem and are investigating
further, so if you're an RX2 I owner
interested in RAP, get in touch with them
before parting with the readies.
One point to bear in mind, though, is that a
MIDI note -on period is limited to the duration I>
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Primary Synthesiser Course -5 Days
Analogue, Digital and FM Synthesis. Sequencers,
MIDI, Interfacing, Sampling.

KORG

The Midland Main Dealer

FM Synthesiser Programming -2 Days

Our huge buying power enables us to sell all KORG
HOTLINES at our lowest ever prices

These weekend workshops are for owners ( or
prospective owners ) of FM synthesisers and are
based around the Yamaha DX and TF Systems.

RING NOW FOR A SUPER DEAL
=emir

Stage Envelope Shaping and Key scaling.
Algorithms, operators and modulators.

11

Li I

iIN,

/La ir It is our policy to be as competitive
I as possible on all our prices and in most

if

circumstances we can better, or match

PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARDS any genuine advertised price.

.)Roland JX-8P
Juno 106
HS60
Sh101
JX3P

SEQUENCERS
Casio SZ1
Roland
MSQ100

£245

vs

Korg got it right at a good price.
You get it right at a better price.
Now in stock. Free UK delivery.

For further information, phone or write to:
MIKE NELSON
GATEWAY SCHOOL OF RECORDING & MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
1a SALCOTT ROAD, LONDON SW11 6DQ
Telephone: 01-350 0340
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These courses are arranged in cooperation with the
Roland and Yamaha corporations and Turnkey.

IN

DW8000

NEW

Topics include FM in Theory, FM in Practice, Multi

-

w
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NEW

DW6000
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illffranefflinial
SAVE £100's

At its new low low price it is
rapidly becoming the best
seller. If you've not heard
call in. You'll like its ease of
programming. Great price.
Free UK delivery.

4 sec. digital sampling/
delay. 64 programmable
memories. MIDI. Save
£100's of the list price.
Please ring as we can't print
our astonishingly low price.

LOWEST EVER PRICES
FREE DELIVERY

CASIO CZ5000
czioi
czio 00

£425

VVEM

SDD2000

NEW

High

Speakers

Superb new keyboard &
PA. sound systems. Phone
for details and brochure.

SQD1 IN STOCK

ELECTRONIC PIANOS
Roland HP20
£249
Roland HP100
In Stock
Roland HP350
£995
Roland HP450
£1190
Roland EM101 MIDI expander
module for Roland pianos
£295
Yamaha YPR6
£299
Yamaha YPR8
£399
Yamaha PF15
£895
Yamaha Clavinova CVP5 In Stock
Yamaha Clavinova CVP7 In Stock
Technics PV10
POA
Bentley EP6
£699

DRUM MACHINES
new Roland
TR727 & Yamaha
RX21 In Stock Now
Viscount R64 (preset)
Boss DR110
Technics SY-DP50
Roland TR707

£275
£125
£575

\-. \-

KEYBOARDS

and orchestral keyboards including the new

DDM110

Yamaha PSR50, 60 & 70 and Technics K300 and
K350.

SPECIAL OFFERS

We are currently offering special pm -Christmas
package deals on most keyboards. Please
phone for further details as stocks are likely to
run low on certain items
Casio CT810 0295 inc. stand and 3 ROM packs
Casio CT6000 £595 inc. stand and sustain pedal

110
DDM220

EFFECTS

The No.1 best selling
polysynth is now at its
lowest ever price.
Free UK delivery.

NEW BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES

OTHER KORG HOTLINES AT LOW PRICES INCLUDE
EX800 - MR16 - PSS50 - RK100 - SDD1000
NEW GATED REVERB - GT6OX TUNER
plus full range of accessories
RPH10 - Phaser RBF10 - Flanger RDDI 0 - Delay
RCLI 0 - Comp/Limiter RG10 New Boss DSD-2 digital sampler/delay

19" RACK
Boss CE300 super chorus
Yamaha R1000 digital reverb
Yamaha E1010 analogue delay

In Stock
£265

New Roland SDE2500 M11-.)1 digital delay

3/5 KINGS RD SHALFORD Nr. GUILDFORD
SURREY GU4 8JU Tel Guildford (0483) 570088

THIS MONTHS HOTLINE SPECIAL

SIEL DK80 £582 + £4 P&P
77-79 OSMASTON ROAD, DERBY

In Stock
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POLY 800

The full range of Yamaha. Casio & Technics mini

TEL: 0332 48156
we r"F7Dfa andR eth'"'
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ACCESS - VISA - MAIL ORDER - INSTANT CREDIT
CLOSED WEDNESDAY
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to of a single step. Thus, where synth sounds are
concerned, the duration of a note depends on
the sound's release phase. Another

noteworthy point is that it's not possible to
enter triplets via RAP's step -time method.
But the most significant omission, given
RAP's ability to include synths in its rhythmic
excursions, is a facility for storing patch
changes between patterns in a track. Were
such an option available, you could switch
from a marimba to a koto, say, between

different patterns or two renditions of the
same pattern.
The Spectrum version of RAP allows you to
choose between six different interfaces: XRI
Micon, SIEL, EMR, JMS, E&MM's own, and an
obscure device marketed by a now -extinct

swifter, and a mouse quicker still. All the same,
the 'global' approach adopted by RAP,
whereby you have the whole pattern in view
at a time and equal access to any part of it, is a

welcome feature that makes programming
patterns quite straightforward.
As you might have guessed from RAP's
step -time nature, you can't input or edit a
pattern while it's playing. However, you can
start and stop playback at any point without
affecting the stage your input's currently at,
which minimises the transition time between
input and playback.

Other facilities allow you to call up the
adjacent lower and higher patterns, decrease
and increase the tempo between I and 240
beats per minute (though not whilst a pattern

machine's capabilities anything like justice.
The track section allows you to chain

patterns together to create up to 16
independent tracks, each of which may have
up to 1000 links. Even allowing for the fact
that there are no extra song construction
facilities to reduce the number of links that
need to be input, that upper limit is going to
seem rather excessive unless you're writing a
symphony. Maybe the program would benefit
from having fewer links per track, and
allowing several configurations to be resident
in memory instead. What with the slow
loading times that are part and parcel of using
the Commodore disk drive, and the even
slower ones inherent in cassette loading, this
would be an especially useful feature.

TRACK EDITOR
PATTERN 00
BANK

eivirasts

1
MEASURE
O 149 CYM CRASH
0151 CYM RIDE
O 148 OPEN HIMAT
O 142 CL5E HIHAT
O 139
0154
OU NI
O 137 RIM SHOT
0156 COWBELL.
0146 HIGH TOM
O 145 MID TOM
0141 LOW TOM
O 138 SNARE
O 140 SNARE 2
0136 BASS 1
O 136 SASS 2

1= °kr'
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?NOCK LENGTH
magazine based in London's docklands. The

Commodore version caters for a more
modest selection comprising just SIEL and
CMS.

The program divides broadly into three
areas: pattern creation and editing, track
creation and editing, and a third set of
functions carried out by a customising editor.
Moving around the system is very easy,
thanks largely to the appearance of helpful onscreen prompts at almost every stage. There
are also Help pages for the pattern and track
sections, which give an on -screen list of all the
commands available for the specific section.
Writing patterns, which entails step -time
input from the computer keyboard, is a fairly

straightforward affair. You're presented with
the above -mentioned 16 -by -16 matrix, round
which you move a cursor with the help of the,
er, cursor keys. A joystick would have been
104
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is playing), set the last step in any pattern
(from 1- 16 steps, irrespective of how many
steps you've actually entered), clear the

currently -positioned line, clear the current
pattern, copy the current pattern to any other
position, and rotate the current pattern. This
last facility rotates the whole pattern one
position at a time to the right (the last beat
becomes the first, the first beat becomes the
second, and so on).
Dynamics handling is limited to an accent
value (between 0 and 7) which can be

specified for each step - but not each voicein a pattern. Compared with the velocity
resolution MIDI makes possible, this is
obviously a bit limited.
In the case of an instrument such as
Sequential's TOM, which assigns specific
pitches to dynamic and tuning levels as well as
to voices, RAP isn't going to be able to do the

Once you've selected the track you want to
input or edit, you're presented with a screen
not unlike that for pattern input, only here the
pattern you choose for the current link is
presented only for information purposes.
Other information presented on -screen
includes the current link number, the number
of links in the track, and the status of Insert
mode.
Facilities available (all accessed by single or,
at most, double keypresses) allow you to
auto -repeat through all 200 pattern numbers
when selecting a pattern for each link, auto repeat forwards and backwards through the
links, go to the start or end of a track (but not
straight to any link), erase an individual link or
a complete track and toggle the Insert
function on and off. With Insert off, entering a

pattern automatically overwrites the
currently -assigned pattern. With it on, the D.
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£449.00 inc VAT
MIDI CONTROLLED
DIGITAL SAMPLER
AND DELAY LINE

THE
MMI

Thanks to bulk component purchases and increased production capacity the
MCS-1 is now available ready built, complete at the incredible price of

£499

£649

inc VAT with a Kit Option available at
inc VAT
The fantastic MCS-1 will take any sound, store it and play it back from a
keyboard (either MIDI or 1 v/octave). Pitch bend or vibrato can be added and
infinite sustain is possible thanks to a sophisticated, looping system.
All the usual delay line features (Vibrato, Phasing, Flanging, ADT, Echo) are
available with delays of up to 32 secs. A special interface enables sampled
sounds to be stored digitally on a floppy disc via a BBC microcomputer.
The MCS-1 gives you many of the effects created by top professional units but
the MCS-1 doesn't come with a 5 -figure price tag. And, if you're prepared to
invest your time, it's almost cheap!
SPECIFICATION:
Memory size: Variable from 8 bytes to 64K bytes.
Storage time at 32 KHz sampling rate: 2 seconds.
Storage time at 8 KHz sampling rate: 8 seconds.
Longest replay time (for special effects): 32 seconds.
Converters, ADC & DAC: 8 -bit companding.

Dynamic range: 72dB.
Audio Bandwidth: Variable from 12 KHz to 300 Hz.
Internal 4 pole tracking filters for anti-aliasing and recovery.
Programmable wide range sinewave sweep generator.
MIDI control range: 5 octaves.
+ 1 V/octave control range: 2 octave with optional transpose of a
further 5 octaves

Write or phone now to place
an order.
Feedback Instruments Ltd
Park Road,

VISA

Crowborough,
Sussex, TN6 2QR

1

CYBERNETICS LIMITED

Access/Visa cardholders
Save time - order by phone

D currently -assigned pattern is moved along one
link to make way for the new pattern.
Usefully, you can also fast -forward or rewind
through a track while it's playing.
Problems? Well, because MIDIsoft have
opted for an on -screen pattern display
complete with customised information,
there's no room left for a listing of the
patterns used in a track. Unfortunate, but it
doesn't detract from what is in all other

can save pattern banks individually or

together (but not individual patterns,
unfortunately), tracks 1-16 as a group or
individually, customised configurations, and all
performance data. And the good news for
Spectrum microdrive owners is that the
Spectrum version can be converted to run
with microdrives rather than cassettes.
RAP fulfils what is essentially an ancilliary
function, and is most likely to be used in

and offers a very easy method of step -time

recording.
Obviously, there's also tremendous value in
having a central pool of rhythm patterns and

psi NOLP POOR

sequences, which you can play on any MIDI

CLEAR SEAT
ENTER SEAT
EFT
RICHT
UP
SOWN
SLOWER
r- Fevre*
SET LOST STEP
Ft- PLOY PATTERN
COlk.L UP perm*
copv OATTIAN
F7- NeLP PACE
SILICT 0 PATTERN
X - $ k
# PATTERN
CTRL O- * T
PATTERN
CTAL C- cumin cp.;
CT AL K. KIVL PRTTE*111
01- *
URA TO MENU
PRESS 07 TO RETURN
respects an excellent display, and very
accessible piece of software.
Unlike the pattern section, this one forces
you to return to the menu and select a 'play
track' option. But once you've made that
selection, the option allows you to set both
playback speed and the number of repeats.
You can have between one and eight of the
latter, which seems a bit stingy. An infinite
repeat option would have been useful, too.
When it comes to loading and saving data,
RAP offers a fairly flexible set of options. You

drum machines with the appropriate
customised pitch -to -voice configurations.
Apart from the more obvious benefits, the

In Use The advent of RAP
means you could hire a
drum machine fora day
without worrying about

programming intricacies.'
advent of RAP means you could hire a drum
machine for a day without having to worry
about learning its programming intricacies allyou'd have to know would be the pitch -to voice correlations, which could then be
included in your customised library.
Even if you have only one drum machine,
RAP still offers the attraction of a useful visual
step -time entry system, and extensive pattern

conjunction with a general-purpose
sequencer. Fortunately, MIDIsoft have had the
good sense to include an internal/external
MIDI syncing capability. The system obviously
benefits from the ability to function within a
larger sequencing environment, or even a
SMPTE-controlled one.
One annoying limitation - and this is where
the eight -bit computers' limitations show upis that if you select external clock, you lose the
pattern display. The reason, in the case of both
versions, is that the computer must constantly

CALL UP A PATTERN
SELECT PREVIOUS PATTERN
SELECT NEXT PATTERN
CAT E* MEASURE

411- M *SURE POINTER
00- M AIRE P FRIA
TRACK
GI
AAL 4- CO T 4 TR
4N OF TRACK
;1**1. F- CO TO F
TOIL K.. KUL SI
Re
CTRL
K
E*01/1
4:
74:

UAW

glesiorp
1140

police

NENU

and song storage capacity-with the
important added attraction that all your
patterns and songs are instantly available
should you buy another, more facility -laden
drum machine at a later stage.
And RAP also provides a useful -though

limited - method of incorporating synth
voices into rhythmic patterns.
If all this sounds appealing and you take the
plunge, you might find yourself having to buy a
second computer on which to run RAP if
you've already got a micro -based sequencer.
This is where the ridiculously cheap Spectrum
really scores-though it does mean you have
to contend with the sluggish operation of tape

or microdrive.
That sort of operational sloth will probably
keep RAP- and a lot of other software
written for cheap home micros-out of many
professional environments like recording

TRACK WI TOO NOLO POW
-3ZXETURN-

monitor for incoming MIDI timing bytes, with
the result that there's no processing time for
updating the pattern display.
But RAP epitomises the strengths of
software devised for non -dedicated micros. It
allows a central program to control any
number of MIDI drum machines, gives users of
all MIDI drum machines the sort of visual
feedback previously only available to a few,

0

studios. Which is a shame, because a good deal

of this software is actually more inventively
written than that devised for more intelligent
computers like the Apple Mac and IBM PC, or
dedicated systems such as the Fairlight.
Expanding on the concepts RAP embraces
in a package written for one of the above

shouldn't prove too difficult, and the results
could be staggering.
Until that happens, RAP performs several
extremely useful functions, and performs
them within a program that's for the most
part clearly laid -out and easy to use. Its
designers deserve credit for (a) having such a
good idea in the first place, and (b) putting it

into practice on limited, but affordable, home

computers.

TO *et

Price £37 including p&p
More from MIDIsoft, PO Box 43, Romford,

Essex, RMI 4EG. e (0708) 69075
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NOW YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
A KEYBOARD PLAYER TO
PLAY SYNTHS!!

Instead, you can use your own instrument or voice to control
any standard synthesiser whilst retaining the character and
expressiveness of your playing.

AT LAST!
ANA

THE

PRO SERIES

PITCH TRACKER

Attractively housed in a 1U, 19" rack unit, the RK-1 Pitch Tracker is
based on a revolutionary digital pitch recognition design which
provides unsurpassed accuracy and reliability. Both mic. and line
inputs are available, switchable over an eight octave range. Other
features include a 'Resolve' function for perfect scaling from less
than perfect musicianship, and an internal modulation oscillator.

The RK-1 Pitch Tracker is currently
available at

HI -TECH IN LEEDS
Just in time to fill your
Christmas boots with tasty
TXs, dainty DXs, raunchy RXs
and quivering QXs. So who's
the new Hi -Tech dealer, then?

£199.00 (plus VAT)

KITE KEYBOARD
TECHNOLOGY
172 EASTERLY ROAD,
LEEDS 8

Write or telephone for further details

FOR THE LATEST, LOWEST
PRICES AND AVAILABILITY
RING KITE NOW AND ASK
FOR STEVE BARKER

DIGISOUND LIMITED
14/16 QUEEN STREET
BLACKPOOL, LANCS FY1 1PQ
Tel: BLACKPOOL (0253) 28900

0532 488277

iff i
+It

AC

AUTOWAY Auto, Manual, note triggered wah-wah,
£24.36
switchable set 140
BASS BOOST with variable depth and range.
£13.62
Set 138B
BLOW BOX voice operated filter & amplifier for fascinating
£29.33
effects with voice and music. Set 214
CHORUS-FLANGER (PE Jan 84) mono -stereo. superb
£59.99
dual mode music enhancement. Set 235
COMPANDER mono -stereo, compression, expansion,
switchable. Set 238
£22.99
CYBERVOX (EE Apri 85) amazing robot type voice unit,
£44.76
with ring modulator and reverb. Set 228
DISCO LIGHT CONTROL (PE Nov 85) 3 chan sound to
light with chasers, auto level & computer interface (BBC,
£62.50
C64, PET, etc). Program incl. Set 245F
£42.00
3 chan sound to light only. Set 245S
Both units 750w per chan.
ECHO-REVERB (PE Sep 84) mono -stereo, 200ms echo
(extendable), lengthy reverb, switchable multitracking.
£57.66
Set 218
ENVELOPE SHAPER Note triggered ADSR, with VCA.
£25.20
Set 174
EQUALISER 3 channels, variable low pass, high pass,
£25.33
band pass and notch filtering. Set 217
FADER Voice controlled automatic music fader, variable
f`99
rate and sensitivity controls. Set 167
FLANGER variable rate & depth plus phasing controls.
£28.45
Set 153
FREQUENCY DOUBLER guitar octave raiser& tone
£15.30
changer. Set 98
FUZZ smooth distortion, retains attack and decay
£19.58
character. Set 209F
GUITAR EFFECTS 8 variable tremelo and wah-wah
£23.56
effects. Set 196
GUITAR SUSTAIN extends note decay time, with noise
£25.31
gate. Set 222
GUITAR TO SYNTH interface for guitar control of synth,
£41.41
with voltage & trigger outputs. Set 173
HAND CLAPPER auto & manual variable effects.
£26.69
Set 197
HEADPHONE AMP for headphones and speakers from
£18.07
8 ohms, 2 watts. Mono set 156M
£26.65
Stereo set 156S

EFFECTS, DISPLAY
AND TEST KITS
LINKAFEX CHORUS foot pedal, variable rate & depth,
£42.96
160ms to 4 secs. Set 204
LINKAFEX DELAY foot pedal, echo & reverb 10ms to
£42.09
450ms. Set 206
LINKAFEX EQUALISER foot pedal, switchable - low
£25.43
pass, high pass, bandpass, notch. Set 216
LINKAFEX FLANGER foot pedal, variable rate & depth,
£34.92
160ms to 4 secs. Set 207
LINKAFEX FUZZ foot pedal, smooth variable distortion.
£23.24
Set 209L
LINKAFEX MODULO foot pedal, 8 switchable tremelo and
£25.41
wah-wah effects. Set 211
LINKAFEX PHASER foot pedal, variable rate & depth,
£34.38
100ms to 20 secs. Set 205
LINKAFEX SUSTAIN foot pedal, variable note die -away
£26.47
extender. Set 223
METRONOME variable rate & accented beat.
£21.35
Set 143
MICROSCOPE (PE Dec 85) turns a computer (PET, C64,
BBC, etc) into an oscilloscope. Program incl. mains
£44.50
powered. Set 247
MIXER -4 CHAN MONO (PE Jan 86) separate input
gains, levels, filters, twin outputs, voltage controlled.
£49.95
Set 229M
MIXER -4 CHAN STEREO (PE Jan 86) separate input
gains, levels, pans, filters, echo, send PFL, voltage
£89.95
controlled. Set 229S
MOCK STEREO splits mono signal into stereo simulation.
£24.37
Set 213
NOISE GATE &VCA (PE May 85) mono stereo, automatic
£26.61
noise reduction. Set 227
PHASER (PE Oct 84) phasing enhanced with modulated
£42.36
filtering. Set 226
PRE -AMP variable level & gain, switchable bass & treble
£14.93
filter. Set 144
REVERB (STEREO) lengthy reverb with stereo signal.
£36.54
Variable level & depth. Set 203
REVERB - MONO (EE Oct 85) super lengthy reverb unit.
£27.35
Variable depth & level. Set 232
RHYTHM GENERATOR 9 instruments controlled by
pre-programmed chip. 12 basic rhythms, superimposable
£59.99
with 4096 switch combinations. Set 240
RHYTHM GENERATOR computer driven (BBC, PET,
C64, etc) 9 different drum instruments, programs available.

£34.64
RING MODULATOR (PE Nov 84) fabulous effects
generation, with ALC & multiwaveform vco. Set 231 £45.58
SAMPLER & 64K DDL (PE Jun 85) digital 64K memory, up
to 65 secs delay, echo, reverb, re -pitch, multi & reverse
track, loop, etc. Micro interface (BBC, C64, PET etc).
Mains powered. Programs available. Rack case.
£245.00
Set 234R
SAMPLER - MINI (PE Jun 85) short version of 64K DDL
less memory, micro controlled (PET, C64, BBC etc.)
Looping, pitch changing, multitracking, reverse tracking,
echo, reverb etc. Mains powered. Programs available.
£95.00
Set 246
SIGNAL GEN & F -V (PE Jan 85) test gear, multiwaveform
vco, freq to voltage converter, sweep gen. Set 233 £46.96
STORM EFFECTS. auto & anual wind, rain, surf effects.
£23.60
Set 154
TOM-TOM SYNTH sound triggered multivariable drum
£19.37
effects. Set 190
TREBLE BOOST with variable depth & range.
£13.62
Set 138T
TREMELO variable depth & rate modulation.
£15.62
Set 136
VOCADAVOX modular vocoder, 7 chan, extendable.
£79.95
Set 152
VODALEK simple robot type voice modulator.
Set 185

£18.31

Set 155

VOICE -OP -SWITCH voice level controls 1 amp DPDT
relay, variable sensitivity & pause controls. Set 123 £20.41

Published Kits. PE -Practical Electronics, EE -Everyday
Electronics. Designer John M. H. Becker.
Boxes - DDL Sampler - 19 inch steel rack mounting.
Linkafex units - robust diecast. Other units black steel &
aluminium. All its include PCBs, parts, instructions, boxes,
wire, solder.
Further details are in catalgue of over 70 kits - send
9 x 4 SAE (for overseas enquiries & catalogue send
£1.00 or 5 IRC's).
Mail order. Payment CWO, Chq, PO, Access, Visa.
Insurance cover 50p per £50. Details correct at press.
E&OE.

Add 15% VAT. Add P&P £1.50 each kit. (Overseas rates
in catalogue).

PHONOSONICS, DEPT MM5D, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON, KENT BR5 4ED
TEL: ORPINGTON 37821 (STD 0689, LONDON 66)
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"you must remember this"
E&MM has covered so much ground over the last few years, just
missing one issue can cause large gaps in a reader's knowledge of
contemporary music technology. But if you have missed an issue or two,

don't panic. Help is on hand in the form of E&MM's Mail Order
Department, who can offer you 1984/5 Back Issues at just £1.40
including post and packing. Earlier issues - the ones listed here - are
even cheaper: just £ I . Those prices are relevant to the UK and surface
mail delivery to Europe and Overseas, but if you are overseas, you can
get your missing issues sent air mail by adding an extra £2 per magazine.

And don't despair if you want to read something in an issue that's sold
out. Photocopies of articles from out -of -stock issues only are available
at just 50p each. So, orders please (sterling cheques/POs payable to

Music Maker Publications) to the Mail Order Department at the
editorial address (it's at the front of the mag). Please allow 28 days for
delivery, as the mail order people are a busy lot these days. It's our
intention to run this part of the Back Issues listing (covering 1981-3)
every other month, alternating with a rundown of what we've covered
in '84 and '85. So see next month's E&MM for what's been happening in
more recent times...

CS70M, Vox Custom Bass & Custom 25, Roland CR5000 & CR8000, ElkaOrla X50, Vox AC30, alphaSyntauri Technology DIY Synclock Studio
Fostex 250, ElectroVoice Mics
11111111111110

JANUARY
Music Tangerine Dream Appraisal Casio 701, Teisco SX400, Aria TS400,

MCS Percussion Computer, Passport Soundchaser Technology Flanging,
DIY Spectrum Synth Update Pt] , DIY Volume Pedal Studio Beyer Mics

FEBRUARY
Music Ike Isaacs Appraisal Korg Trident, Roland TR606, Tokai ST50 and
PB80 Technology Polysequencing on ZX81, Yamaha GS1&2 (FM) Explained, Digital Delay Line P11, Spectrum Synth Update Pt2 Studio Fostex A8,

AKG Mics

MARCH .1(d((
Music Klaus Schulze, Robert Schroder, Kraftwerk 'Computer World' Music
Appraisal Firstman SQD1, SC1 Pro One Technology DIY Digital Delay Line

Pt2 Studio Tascam 124AV, DIY Power 200 Speakers

WO

APRIL

MARCH Soh/ OW
Music BBC Radiophonic Workshop Appraisal Yamaha SK20 Technology
Using Microprocessors, Advanced Music Synthesis (VCOs, FM), DIY Spectrum
Synth, DIY Hifi Sub -bass Woofer

Music Martin Rushent (Human League) Appraisal Korg MonoPoly, Roland

TB303 Technology DIY MF1 Sync Unit Studio Fostex 350, DIY
MultiReverb

MAY

APRIL
Music Warren Cann (Ultravox) Technology Using Micros Pt2, Program-

ming Micros, Advanced Music Synthesis (PWM), DIY Spectrum Synth Pt2,
Syntoni 1 Studio DIY DI Box

Music Holger Czukay, Depeche Mode Appraisal Moog Source & Rogue
Technology DIY Soft Distortion Pedal Studio DIY Quadramix

JUNE

MAY
Music Tim Souster Appraisal Apple Music System Technology Using Micros
P13, DIY Spectrum Synth Pt3 Studio DIY Noise Reduction Unit

JUNE

Music Jean -Michel Jarre, Classix

Nouveaux Appraisal Emulator,
Carlsbro Minifex Technology DIY
Panolo, DIY Multisplit

Music David Vorhaus Appraisal Fairlight CMI, Yamaha PS20
Technology

Using Micros P14 Studio DIY MOSFE7' Amp
Music Ronny with Warren Cann & Hans Zimmer,J-M Jarre Magnetic Fields'
music Appraisal Roland Juno 6, Peavey Heritage, Steinberger Bass Tech-

JULY S.0/(/
Music Duncan Mackay Appraisal PPG Wave 2 Technology Using Micros

Pt5

AUGUST

AUGUST
Music

I 14 tun

Harmonics, bi

nology DIY Universal Trigger Interface

Music K ztaro, Jon Lord Appraisal Synergy, Korg Polystx, Shergold Modulator

Appraisal Resynator Synth, Casio V L I Technology
1.4 Signal Processor P11

h midi

SEPTEMBER .S.o/r/ 0/it

12 -string, Yamaha Pro-FX Technology DIY Guitar Buddy practice amp
Studio Tascam 244 Portastudio, DIY 8201 Line Mixer

1121=1:110=1101111111111111111111111111111111111111

Music Kraftwerk Appraisal Linn LMI Technology Using Micros Pt6, DIY

PA Signal Processor Pt2 Studio DIY Noise Gate

OCTOBER

Music Richard Pinhas Appraisal Yamaha CS01, Jen SX1000, Casio 1000P,
Fender Squier, Carlsbro Stingray, Pearl Effectors Studio DIY Comp -Lim &
Twinpak

OCTOBER Sold Out

Technology Using Micros P17, DIY Harmony Generator, DIY Effects Link
Music Kate Bush, Ken Freeman Appraisal Fender Vintage Series, Rhodes
Studio dbx Explained
Chroma, Kay Memory Rhythm Technology Performance Controls

NOVEMBER
Music Landscape Appraisal Casio

MT30 , Roland GR300 and CPE800
Technology Using Micros Pt8,
Speech Synthesis, Phasing, DIY Auto
Swell Pedal

emononoc.s

tatisoc,rfnager,
INTIEIRMI,

NDSCAPE
EX

EXPLORED

DECEMBER. Sold Out
Music Rick Wakeman, Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark Appraisal Yamaha

NOVEMBER
Music Patrick Moraz, Bill Nelson Appraisal Yamaha PC100, Technics

SXK250, Casio MT70, Hohner P100, JVC KB500, Gibson Firebird 2,
Alligator AT150 Technology DIY Sweep EQ, Robert Moog Studio AHB
1221 Mixer

DECEMBER
Music Cliff Richard Appraisal Elka Synthex, Crumar Stratus, Tokai Basses,

The Kit Technology DIY Canjak Studio Shure PE Mics

BBS, Deanvard VA3OK Amp, MXR Omni FX Technology Yamaha DX
synthesisers, Digital Signal Processing Ptl , DIY Tap Tempo Studio Milab
Mics, Trident VFM Mixer

JANUARY
Music Richard Barbieri (Japan) Appraisal Westone Bass, BGW 750C Amp,
Korg EPS1, Clef BandBox, Zildjian Cymbals Technology DIY Synblo

AUGUST
Music Bill Nelson, Hubert Bognermayr, Barclay James Harvest Appraisal

Roland JX3P/PG200, OSCar, 360 Systems Digital Kbd, MPC Music

FEBRUARY
Music Isao Tomita, Human League Appraisal Synclavier II, MemoryMoog,
Novatron, LinnDrum, Simmons SDS6, Klone Kit, Movement Drum Computer
2, Korg KPR77, Powertran Polysynth, Vigier Guitars Technology DIY
Synbal, DIY Caltune Studio Pearl Mics

Percussion Computer, Yamaha SG200, Fender 100W Stage Lead, Frontline
FX Technology Digital Signal Processing P12

SEPTEMBER -,)/c/Orit
Music

Peter

Appraisal

Vettese

Prophet T8, Oberheim DX drums.

MARCH
Music Klaus Schulze, Michael Karoh, Francis Monkman, Bernard
Xolotl, Chris Franke Appraisal RSF
Kobol Expander, Korg Poly 61, BGW

SCI Pro-FX 500, Rickenhacker 360,
12 -string & TR75 GT Combo Technology Music Composition Languages Ptl , Sounding Out the Micro Pt1 .
DIY Synclap

7000 Amp, Ibanez Pedals, Tokai
Flying V Technology DIY Shaper
Studio Aria Mies

Music Naked Eyes, Gahor Presser Appraisal Casio 7000, SCI Prophet 600,
Technology DIY
Chroma/Apple Interface, Eko Bass pedals., Vox guitars
Syntom 11

MAY

Music John Miles, Andrew Powell Appraisal Yamaha DX1, OctavePlateau

Voyetra 8, SIEL Opera 6, MXR 185 Drum Computer, Ross Pedals, Fender
Elite Precision Bass 1, Steinberger six -string Technology Sounding Out the
Micro Pt2, Speech Synthesis, Digital Signal Processing Pt3, DIY Mains
Distribution Board

NOVEMBER
Appraisal Seiko Digital Keyboards, Eko EMIO,
UC1 Sequencer for SCI Pro One, Doctor Click, Klone Kit 2, Ibanez HD1000,
Korg KMX8 Mixer, Ibanez RS3 I 5SC Guitar Technology Music Composition
Music Tony Banks, John

Music Keith Emerson Appraisal Roland MC202, Carlsbro Cobra 90 Kbd
Combo, M&A K 1 IB Kit Technology Introducing MIDI, DIY MicroMIDI
(interface for Spectrum) Studio Fostex X15, Echo Unit Supplement (13 reviews
incl Roland SDE2000, Fostex 3050, Korg SDD3000), DIY Active Speaker

Languages Pt2, Software Envelope Generator (ZX Spectrum), MUZIK 81
(ZX81), Digital Signal Processing Pt4

DECEMBER Soh/ ow

JUNE
Music Steve Hillage, Arthur Brown Appraisal Synclavier II, Synton Syrinx,
E -mu Drumulator, Vestafire Dual Flanger, Aria ADO5 Delay Technology
DIY OMDAC Studio Suzuki Mics, Clarion and Cutec four -tracks

Music Gary Numan, Psychic TV, Philip Glass Appraisal Prophet T8, Yamaha
PCI000, Carlsbro AD1 Echo Technology Decillionix DXI (Apple sound sampler), DIY Valve Driver

JULY
Music Maranon, Hans Zimmer Appraisal Kawai SX210, Aria U60 Deluxe

WEAR IT WELL

At last, E&MM's distinctive new logo is available on top-quality
sweatshirts and T-shirts, direct from us at the editorial address.
Don't mistake this for inferior promotional clothing; these shirts are
beautifully made and superbly printed. There's a choice of colours
and you can even decide whether you want the E&MM lettering
printed large in the middle of your shirt, or smaller in the top righthand corner.
Sweatshirts are just £7.45, while T-shirts are a measly £3.45, both
prices including VAT and postage & packing. So send your order in
now to the Mail Order Department at the address at the front of the
magazine, making cheques/POs payable to Music Maker Publica-

tions and allowing 28 days for delivery. Alternatively, dial the
editorial phone number (it's Cambridge 313722) and order by
Access or Visa. Please note that payments from overseas (including
Eire) should be made by Bankers Draft in Pounds Sterling.

Please send me:
Name

S(30.34)

Address

M(34-36)

Sweatshirts

T-shirts

L(36-40)
XL(40-44)

Large logo 0

Postcode

Black

Access/Visa" No:
Delete as appropriate.

Li LI_

ri

Small logo

Navy blue

El

Royal blue

SELL IT

FOR NOTHING
With a Free Classified Ad in
Electronics & Music Maker
Sales and wants ads from private individuals can be placed free of charge in E&MM's classified section. Which means if you've got some gear you need
to sell, or a particular item you want to track down, all you need do is fill in the coupon below, send it to us on or before the specified date, and your ad

will appear in the following issue. Simplicity itself.
For the price of a postage stamp, you'll reach a bigger audience of electronic music players than any competing publication. If you'd like your ad to
appear for a second month, simply send in the order form again - and we'll oblige. (But please, no phone calls or cryptic messages.) Note though that
this service is available only to private individuals: companies must use the standard classified page overleaf. And we regret that we cannot deal with any
queries regarding free ads.
The ads we carry are placed under appropriate classifications and arranged in alphabetical order, so they're easier to read through. If you've several

items for sale and would like them included under different headings, simply copy the form and we'll comply with your instructions. We've also
extended our field of operations to cover personnel and miscellaneous adverts, and like the musical instrument ads, these are printed completely free,
gratis, and for nothing.
Cheltenham (0242) 514533.
E&MM SPECTRUM synth, built complete

Keyboards

but needs tuning, £90. Nick a Taunton

ARP ODYSSEY -F. Sequencer. Home use
only, still with original box/manuals, im-

maculate, many patches, £399 ono. a

(0823) 81729.
ETI VOCODER L150 ono. Roland SH 101
L100, or will swap for anything useful. Paul

n (077478) 4335 (keep trying,

I

work

(0226) 286786 evenings.

shifts).

ARP ODYSSEY duophonic keyboard,

EXCHANGE Korg Poly 61 and Yamaha
CX5M and cash for either DX7 or
Greengate DS3. Es (0736) 62040.
FENDER RHODES Stage 88, exc cond,
E450. Ei Bristol (0272) 602883 evenings.
HAMMOND MI02 split Leslie cab, Korg
Mono/Poly, 0850 ono. Will sell synth

twin oscillators, ring modulator, versatile
modulation facilities, many external connections, good cond, C295 ono. a (0705)
475945.

ARP QUARTET polysynth, strings, piano,
brass, organ, can mix, C175. Hohner strings
piano, self -standing, complete, C225. Dave

a (0803) 34878.
ARP QUARTET strings, brass, organ,
Hitchin

piano, polysynth. Mint, £250.
(0462) 52084.

pedal and cover. Brian a Shawbury (0939)

106, WHY. Terry a 01-388 2206 after

Dynamix 6:2, immaculate £125 ono. a
(0353) 87498.

TRANSCENDENT DPX strings/brass

good home. Philip Es Plymouth (0752)
668939.

ROLAND JUNO 60 mint cond, one
careful owner, genuine reason for sale, can

deliver, E465. a (0272) 279184 afternoons/evenings only.

CASIO CT501 keyboard, £200 ono.

outputs, E 130. MC202 E 120. Yamaha CSOI

Moog Rogue mono synth, perfect condition.

synth £40.8 Salisbury (0722) 337879.

Reading (0734) 343819.

KORG MONO/POLY good condition,

minster (0562) 850407.

home use only, still boxed, £300. Rick 0
(0722) 53059 after 7.30pm.
KORG MS10 monosynth, immaculate,
Clavinet D6, vgc, £165 the pair. Will

CASIO CT I OOOP c/w hard case and stand,

as new E165 for quick sale. Yamaha CS5,
£100. Tr Wolverhampton (0902) 894804.
CASIO CZ101 polyphonic MIDI keyboard,
brand new and boxed, £275.8 Bath (0225)

separate. ES Manchester 061-202 2091.

KORG MSIO still boxed, £75. Roland

319662.

CR5000 CompuRhythm, still boxed, L130.

CASIO MT65 keyboard, 20 presets, 2

Keith El Crawley (0293) 26674.

modulation switches, rhythms, auto accompaniment, power supply. Excellent

condition, £80 ono. a (0905) 60247.
CASIO MT65 keyboard, rhythms galore
and quite a bit more! Perfect Xmas gift,
immaculate, boxed, only £75. Er 01-346
8138.

KORG PE2000 polyphonic ensemble,
with flight case; Mono/Poly 4-VCO synth,
very good cond, £280 ono each. Tr 01-464
4633.

KORG POLYSIX synth, in good cond, has
arpeggiator, chorus/phase/ensemble effects.
Bargain C385 ovno. Contact Roy n 01-882

CASIO MT70 as new, still in box, includes
power supply and manuals. RRP C225, sell

0517.

only £150.8 Cardiff (0222) 752652.

phase, etc, easy editing, home use only, vgc,

KORG POLYSIX 32 memory, chorus,

CASIO PT30 £28. VL-Tone E 12. Eurotec

E320. Er Southampton (0703) 738980.

Phaser E12. Sean 0 Bentham (0468) 62258.

KORG POLY 800 X -type stand, 50W

CASIO PT80 keyboard with manuals,
ROM cartridge, excellent condition, still
under guarantee, only E45. Daniel n 0 I

-

699 5354.
CHASE BIT 99 three weeks old, absolutely

pristine, read review, £649 or swap for

Jupiter 6 and my cash. Tim a (0304)
823685.

CLEF MICRO SYNTH mono, 2VCOs,
VCF, EG, VCA, PWM, noise, good bass
synth, £100 ono or swaps. John n Liverpool
051-480 2245.

CRUMAR TI ORGANISER portable,

amp, all 3 months old. Still boxed, hardly

used, £450 secures. a 031-336 6287
evenings.

KORG POLY 800 boxed, as new, excellent condition, inc stand, new sounds and

power supply, £320.8 (031) 445 5440
evenings.

KORG POLY 800 Quick sale! As new,
C350. Roland Vocoder Strings, vgc C510.
Mark Tr Meriden (0676) 22989 evenings.
KORG POLY 800 perfect, home use only,
C370. Er (0602) 604484.
KORG POLY 800 MIDI synth £330. Korg

drawbars, bass synth, foot pedal, stand.
£100, no offers. Steve n 021-449 3015.
DIGISOUND 80 Modular synthesiser, 5 -

CX3, Hammond Leslie Soundalike, C350.

octave keyboard, sequencer, minor repairs

C200. Roland TB303 Bassline C80. Patrick

needed, £350 ono. Transcendent DPX

a 01-679 3180.

£250 ono. n Welwyn Garden (0707)

MOOG ROGUE £120. MC202 4120.

333979.

Roland TR606 L 100. All as new, boxed,
home use only. a 01-805 1306.
OBERHEIM OBI synth, 8 memories,
fantastic lead/bass (Mr Hammer), 0375.

E&MM SPECTRUM well cased, scares
dogs, El 20 ono. Casio MT65, auto pilot etc,

£80 ono or p/ex for Poly 800. Alex a
110

Brighton (0273) 31643.

MAPLIN 3800 synth in custom cabinet

TRANSCENDENT 2000 synths, built,

PROPHETS just serviced by qualified SCI
technician, new EP ROMs, new deck
memories, much more, £900 ono. Brian Er
Kilbirnie, Scotland (0505) 684220,

ROLAND JUPITER 6 swap for Drumtraks, Drumulator, Oberheim DX, MXR
Drumcomputer or offers, cash. Glyn a

L I 50. Mattel drum m/c £40. Er Kidder-

251054.

7pm.

Tony Es (0205) 61173 after 5pm.
KORG MONO/POLY immaculate, L195.
Korg DDMII0 digital drums, separate

leads. All pristine, £300. Nigel 0 (0226)

chord

computer and PCM drums plus volume

tested, perfect, £75 each. The Kit, custom
programmer, Syntoms, Synclap, £100.

715203.

Yamaha MRI 0 drum m/c, Jen SXI000 c/w

Steve (0782) 262286 evenings.
TECHNICS SKX150 built-in

working, good Moog sound, swap for Juno

ROLAND JUNO 60 polyphonic synth,

JEN SXI000 synth plus Yamaha PS2 organ,
swap for Roland MC202 and power supply.

presets,

OSCAR (MIDI), £450. Wasp C60. Clef
drum m/c C30. DPX string/piano £120.
Patrick E Bristol (0272) 573261.
POLYMOOG synch, just serviced, fully

£500. Boxed, leads, cassettes, comes from a

handbook. a 061-860 5464.
49

reel-to-reel tape deck. vgc, with case. a

vgc. Graham 0 Bexhill

a Stirling (0786) 74068.

8 -voice,

SWAP YAMAHA SK20 polysynth for

presets, beginner's bargain, L125. a (0602)
411185.
OSCAR inc MIDI, home use only, £390. Er
(0602) 604484.

(0424) 224515.
JEN SXI000 monosynth, vgc, £95 ono, or
will swap for Korg MSIO or MS20. Graeme

separately. All

ARP SOLUS SYNTH £110 ono, no

CASIO CT202

Casio CT201, original poly, 29 realistic

ROLAND JX3P vgc, boxed, £450. Boss
DR I 10 boxed £50. Home use only. Rina

Kingston, Surrey 01-546 5933.
ROLAND RS09 strings, organ, mixer, etc,
£200; SCI Pro One E180; both good cond.
Two small cabs, 1 x 12, 125W celest &
piezos £60. Brian a 061-652 9586.
ROLAND SHO9 monophonic synth, good
cond £100. Mike Er Frodsham, Cheshire
(0928) 32979.
ROLAND SHO9 monosynth, immaculate,
home use only, £95.8 Bath (0225) 319662.

ROLAND SHO9 immaculate, ideal first
synth, £85. Colin ET Peterboro (0733)
78726.

ROLAND SH101 still under guarantee,
also PSU, C140. a East Grinstead (0342)
313360 after 7pm.

ROLAND SH101 with hand grip and
power supply, six months old, still boxed,
£140.
(0676) 42114.
ROLAND SYSTEM 100M and MC4, 15
modules, 3 racks and over 100 patch leads,

£999. a Bath (0225) 319662.
ROLAND SYSTEM 100M modular synthesiser,

five

modules,

rack and

large

and piano, added reverb and swell pedal,
£125 ono. a St Albans (0727) 55005.
WASP SYNTH with case & Commodore
64 interface, Audition 30W amp, L100. Will
split. Es Basildon (0268) 284591 evenings
or weekends.
YAMAHA CP20 electric piano, weighted
action, self-contained case, good cond, 4350

ono. 0 Ian (031) 663 7015.
YAMAHA CS7OM £425. Es. Kidlington,
Oxford (08675) 4032.
YAMAHA DX7 with custom flightcase,
ROMs etc, £ 1100 ono. Es (0772) 719076.

YAMAHA DX7 mint, home use only, inc
flight case, volume + sustain + portamento
pedals, manual. £950. Jon Er Walderslade,
Kent (0634) 62892.

YAMAHA M K100 programmable home
keyboard, boxed as new E200 ono. Simon

a 01-847 4708 after 5pm.
YAMAHA MK 1 00 vgc, programmable
rhythm, bass, chord variation, multi -menu.
Bargain £180. James ES Chandler's Ford
(04215) 65100 after 4pm.

YAMAHA MK 1 00 rhythms, mini drum
m/c, synth section. Superb condition, boxed,

199.8 York (0904) 425674 after 6pm.
YAMAHA PS20 portable keyboard, [200.
Casio VL-Tone £15. Es Doncaster (0302)
61672 after 6pm.

YAMAHA PS55 stand, mains adaptor,
volume and sustain pedals, boxed and mint

cond. Total £575 new, sell 0450 ono.
Andrew a 01-356 6826.
YAMAHA YC45D portable keyboard,
twin manuals, bass pedals, touch sensitive,
vgc, £350 ono, including stand and case. El
Maidstone (0622) 685866 evenings.
YAMAHA YKO I small keyboard for

CX5M, £50 ono. a 061-834 6633 X218.

keyboard, £500.8 01-889 1417.

ROLAND SYSTEM

100 modular/
patchable synthesiser, keyboard unit and
expander, good condition, £225. ES 01-533

Drums

0827.

ROLAND VKI organ, E185. Roland SHO9
+ CSQ100 £200. Elka 610 strings/piano/

clavichord, E200. All excellent. Steve 0
Sheffield (0742) 399058.
SCI PRO ONE with smart Rod Argent f/c,
E210 ono. Vesta Fire RV I reverb E125.
01-894 0922.
SIEL DK80 and expander, both less than

10 hours use, C410 and E210 or E600
together. da Newbury (0635) 297345.
SIEL DK80 ROM pack number one, half
price or less, £15 ono. Er 01-556 5134
evenings/weekends (East London).

BOHM Digital Drums, fully programmable,
the ultimate, cost over L1000, as new £500.

a Chester (0244) 674258.
BOSS DR I 10 drum m/c, vgc, C100 ono.
Dana a 01-969 6998.
BOSS DR110 E80. Washburn analogue
echo pedal, C50 ono. Both excellent
condition. Jason
(0222) 830656 after
5.30pm.

BOSS DRI 10 drum m/c £100 ono. Dana
Er 01-969 6998.

BOSS DR55 drum m/c, excellent condition, C30. Soundmaster Stix, single sound
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outputs C35 . f 60 for both. Peter e 01-579
6609 evenings.

CLEF BAND BOX programmable bass,
home use only, C250 ono. J Williamson, 49
Netherhall Road, Leicester LE5 I DP.

DRUMULATOR with

Syco

Systems

Simmons interface and crash/ride cymbal

ZIF socket fitted, £545 ono. Steve a'
(0984) 31549.

KORG DDM 110 and DDM220, boxed,
guaranteed, p/x Roland TR909. e Ware
(0920) 3149 anytime.

KORG DDM 110 digital drums, as new,
still boxed, 0155. Neal a (07292) 2504.
KORG DDM 110 plus adaptor, real bargain,
El 35. Casio 1000P synth, E 1 30. Trucker
50W guitar combo, E85. Pete
(08832)
2282.

KORG DDM220 never used, brand new,
E175 ono. Roland MC202 L 100. Both E260,
exchange delay unit, guitar, WHY. 23

Kettering (0536) 791072.

ROLAND TR606 drum m/c, including
mains adaptor, manuals etc. Perfect cond,
£115. V Reading (0734) 866762.
ROLAND TR606 drum m/c with individual
outputs, exc cond, boxed, E 100. aY 01-300
0827.

ROLAND TR606 separate outputs, carrying case, L100 ono, bargain. aS 01-631 0472
daytime (leave message if necessary).

ROLAND TR707 plus M64C memory
cartridge, both items as new, £430. IT
Reading (0734) 599056.

SCI DRUMTRAKS E520; Yamaha DX9
E510; MC202 E95; MXR Drum Computer
(tunable) E475; JSQ60 £95; Roland TR808
E220. u (06284) 74752.

ALPHA SYNTAURI system, Decillionix
Sound Sampling card, updated software
includes 8 -track sequencer, 8 keyboard
splits, vgc. Barry Woods e (08494) 53692.
APPLE MOUNTAIN Music System E100.
23 London 01-675 8720, Sunday only.
BBC B MICRO plus modem, software on
ROM, C250. Ted V Kidlington nr Oxford
(03675) 77281

LANCS AREA? 4 -track available, digital
reverb, digital delays, harmonizer, gates
compressors, DX7, exciters, Drumulator,

(0707) 55274.

varispeed, good cond. 23 Luton (0582)

43815.

POWERTRAN MPA200 amp kit,

MELOS ECHO CHAMBER and extra
cartridge, virtually new, £40. Cheapo mic
mixer £3.50. a 051-480 9774.

built, £30. Wanted Mono/Poly manual or
photocopy. Will pay. John
Merseyside
(051) 342 2942.
SPEAKER CAB 2x 15, McKenzies heavy
duty castors. L75 ono. V (061) 620 0058,

JELLINGHAUS MIDI INTERFACE
with 8 -track sequencing software (Sinclair
Spectrum). First offer around £55 secures.
Delivery included. Mark V (0327) 61128.

ORIC SPEECH SYNTH (kit already
assembled)

in good working order plus

instructions for C12. Joel Et 01-699 5354.

ROLAND MPU401 with IBM interface
and software, E80. ES (0268) 691180.

SIEL MIDI INTERFACE

plus

Live

Sequencer & Multitrack Composer programs (unused), E100. Jane 23 021-440
1168.

SWAP YAMAHA CX5M with keyboard
and ROMs for Casio CZ 1000 or SIEL DK80

or p/x for Casio CZ 101. Yatin V (0203)
22740.

THE MIDI MICRO! CBM64, disk drive,
cassette,

software, books, E380.

Casio

CT405 £160. 75W MOSFET amp £50. e
(04302) 3204.

YAMAHA CX5M large keyboard, composer and voice cartridges, E550. Korg
DDMII0 drum m/c E 1 50. Both under
guarantee. 2a Peterborough (0733) 73184.

MIXER Bargain! Seck 6:2, very good cond,
plus 4 -way PSU and Accessit parametric
equaliser. Only £99. Chris V 01-422 5587
anytime.

REALISTIC 6:2 mixer, £60. Panpot, EQ,
volume and balance controls, VU meters,
mic/line inputs. M Senyk, 41 Regent Park
Square, Glasgow G4I AF.

studio for mixer, no smaller than

new, only

E50.

boxed, E570 ono. DOD mains -operated
echo unit, mint, £90 ono. e Carterton, nr
Oxford (0993) 841586.

SWAP SANYO MR805 3 -head s/s reelto-reel for MC202/TB303/TR808/other.
Tony 23 01-743 9126 anytime.
SHURE SM58 microphones E59. Percussion unit, 3 drops in
£80 (new
rototoms). Mini Korg 700 £105. Flat I,
Avenham Terrace, Preston, PRI 3SG.
i

,

I

TANNOY VENUS SPEAKERS E195.
Accessit Noise Gates £35. Rack kit and

YAMAHA RX21 E220. Casio CZ101,
C275. Both brand new, hardly used, home

use only. e London 01-650 8731.

a'

(0904) 642761.

comprehensive, for recording or live, pro
quality, in perfect condition, £350. V 01582 9254.

Sequencers

BOSS DE200 DDL, perfect, £200. V 0 I -

ROLAND BASSLINE as new, boxed,
£75. IN 01-868 0331.

ROLAND BASSLINE £100.

Roland

TR606 separate outputs, £100. Tascam
MM20 6:2 mixer, meterbridge, PE20 EQ,
150. V (0285) 800632.
YAMAHA QX7 polyphonic MIDI sequencer plus Roland MM4 MIDI Thru Box. Both
hardly used, £375. Geoff e (0773) 760654.

985 2739.
BOSS KM400 4 -channel mixer unit, boxed,

as new, £40. e Chester (0244) 674258.
CALREC high -quality CM654 capacitor
microphones, set of six with case, complete
PSUs, leads, only £275. Midlands e (0789)
778343.

FOSTEX MN I5 mixer, boxed, like new,
bargain E25. Colin e Peterboro (0733)
78726.

FOSTEX XIS 4 -track

cassette -based

multitracker, brand new, still boxed, with

Sampling
AKAI S612 MIDI keyboard sampler, 6 note polyphonic, 8 -second sampling, boxed,

4 weeks old, £700 ono. Nick e (0272)
731947.

mains adaptor, £250. Boss DR 110 £95. Puil

V 01-462 8206 evenings.
GREAT BRITISH SPRING reverb, £140.
Fostex Digital Delay E130. Accessit Compressor £30. Equalizer (Mkl) £20. Andrew
(Flat 5) ES 01-769 6917 (Streatham).
HOHNER PRO98 stereo speakers builtin 150W amps for keyboards, incredible
sound, cost new E 1200, still boxed £600. e
(083485) 69S.

Computing
ACORN MUSIC 500 £140, ATPL Keyboard E95, both as new including software.

BBC B with Opus disk drive £345. V
(0502) 741238.
ACORN MUSIC 500 with ATPL keyboard
(0502)
and software, mint, C240.
741238.

Misc

HOME STUDIO SALE includes Axxe,
Wasp, Spider, TR606, TB303, MC202,
MT44, Seck 6:2, Tac 16:2, Quad DDL

Wanted
CHEAP COMPUTER like Oric Atmos,
16K ZX8 I, Jupiter Ace, etc. Willing to pay
E35. Joel e 01-699 5354.
DE200 £175, R I 000 £260, Boss Flanger
£30, Stereo 15 Band Graphic E 150, Accessit

4 -way PSU and 6/9 way rack. Mark (0772)
719076.

(0437) 4571 X445 after 6pm.

ALICE 828 MIXER very quiet and fully

Rod, e Garston (0923) 677922.

serviced, new heads etc. £300 ono. e

Roland TB303 £80, plus postage. Bob Ellis

9298.

BASS PLAYER to join guitar, electronics
drums, ideas/experimentation vital. Bowie,
New Wave, early Ultravox. Watford area.

TASCAM 144 Portastudio, vgc, recently

ACES 19" RACK spring reverb £50.

sound, perfect, bargain. Mick e 01-441

BASS & DRUMMER needed to form
group into U2, Jam. Open-minded approach.
Matt, guitar/songwriter, I 9yrs.
01-504
8649.

power supplies. MPC Sync Track £20. Dave

3507.

Ibanez Equaliser £25; SCI MAX £325.
(06284) 74752.
AKG C451E condenser mic, CK1 cardioid
capsule, two available £80, each very clean

ITALIAN

Personnel

12:4.

will demonstrate, £450 ono. e 01-627

AKAI 4000DB (sound on sound), £90;
Roland TR909 E325: Jen SX I 000 £70;

SYNTHESIZERS

CLUB is looking for collaborators all over
the world in order to exchange information
and patches. Write to Aquilante Alolo Via
Cavalli No 12. 34123 Trieste, Italy.

Offers to Gavin 23 Edinburgh 031-5560519
or Tam '23 031-665 7062.

Medway, Kent (0634) 717919.
TEAC A3340S excellent, recently serviced,

Recording

5-7.30pm

THE

half

SWAP NEW YAMAHA MT44 porta-

SIMMONS SDS9 black, one month old,
as

PHASER Amdek PHKI00, good reliable
unit, £20. EDP Gnat, single VCO mono synth £40 ono. Trevor V Basildon (0268)

Studio, Sequence Chain and interface for
CBM64, E99. e 061-998 3494.

daytime.

Consider swaps, Accessit gate, Boss effects,
01-654
etc, can deliver London area.
7577.
YAMAHA FIX! 1 drum m/c, as new,

as new, C175. Gordon 23 Potters Bar

JELLINGHAUS 12 -TRACK Recording

new £260 ono. V Reading (0734) 47715

THE KIT boxed,

mint cond, E325. GBS Mk III spring reverb,

backline, Juno 106. £4 p/h. e Preston
(0772) 719076.
LEEVERS-RICH Proline 1000 studio
recorder, 7 1/2115 ips, two -track, PPMs,
503806 evenings.

SIMMONS SDS200 twin toms, red, as

immaculate, £1 100 ono. V (051) 632 3505.

PEAVEY SESSION 400 combo amp,

BOSS CHORUS PEDAL CE2, brand
new, unwanted gift, £49. Posted free. V
(07072) 68601.
CARLSBRO 100W PA valve amplifier, bit
rough, £50 ono. Hitachi video camera needs
attention E50 ono. Both sale or swap. Ron
a' (0482) 27526.

CITRONIC 100+100W amp and pair of
1 x 12" + Horn C 1 15. Sound Master ST305

programmable drum m/c £45.2 Blackburn
(0254) 671348.

COMPUTING TODAY plus PCW Jan
'81 to Dec '84, £30.Or swap DR55/RMK100/
chorus/offers? Buyer transports. 23 (0782)
643065 weekends.

DYNACORD BS4 I 2 bass combo, one
owner, hardly used, as new E550 ono. Mike

e 01-449 7791 after 6pm.
E&MM COLLECTION for sale, March
'81 (issue one!) to December '83, complete,
34 magazines! All pristine, offers? e
Dartford (0322) 28183 evenings.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC PCBs and guitar
effects PCBs for sale. 22 021-523 6752
evenings.

FENDER JAZZ BASS USA, early 70s,
£200 ono. Trevor V (0482) 825394.
GRAPHICAL SERVICES at low cost by
qualified artist, original designs for posters,
tickets, cassettes, etc. Robin Hall, 17
Canning Street, Liverpool.

HH 100W EtASS Combo with compressor

E&MM ISSUES March '81, October '84,
November '84, December '84. Good
payment, please contact Antonio Borralho,

Rua 20, Abril 63-1 ESQ 2830, Barreiro,
Portugal.

FAULTY/DAMAGED synths, Minimoog,
vocoders, DDLs. e 021-523 6752 evenings.

HALF-TRACK TAPE DECK swap
Yamaha SK20 polysynth, superb sound/
cond, with case. Steve e Stoke-on-Trent
(0782) 262286.

HARD CASE for Roland Jupiter 6. Good
price given. e 01-359 6776.
MIDISOFT 48K Spectrum wanted. XRI,
EMR, SDS s/w or others. Write to Peter
Namur, 22 Quai Saint Leonard, 4000 Liege,
Belgium.

OCTAVE CAT synth, user manual or
photocopy or any instructions wanted.
Colin e 021-707 2669
ROLAND TR606 separate outputs, £75,
or DDM110 £100. Dana 23 01-969 6998.
ROLAND TR808 cash waiting, price
depending on condition of rhythm unit. Jon
e 01-603 4907 evenings, 01-734 4257/8
daytime.

ROLAND TR909 drum m/c, don't mind
scratches but must be fully working. Tim e
Dover (0304) 823685.
SCI SIXTRAK wanted desperately, good
cond, and if possible still boxed, consider

anything though. Steven 23 Portsmouth

plus extras1120 ono. P/x expander etc. e
Cheltenham (0242) 37267.

(0705) 595704.
STUDIO EFFECTS processors, backline,
keyboards, etc. Exchange for studio time in
16 -track, 1" studio. Pete 01-367 1720.

IBANEZ IBZ20 combo, 2 channel, 20

TASCAM 244 or Fostex 250 in good

and graphic,

20 I ono. Mint Roland SH I 0 I

watt, 3 band EQ, C50 or swap for good Boss

working order. T Carmichael V Brighton

reverb. Nigel Q (04427) 2013.

CE3. Simon e 01-847 4708.

(0273) 554152.

JBL 46 I 2B speakers, 200W pair, ungigged,
near mint, cost new £430 plus VAT. Serious
offers please. Jon IT Oxford (0865) 240383.
JBL L200 domestic studio monitor, fantastic
sound, suitable home, studio, hall. Mint,

I CAN DO your cassette copying, excellent
quality, new machines, low prices, check me
out. John 23 (0904) 642761.

TONE FLOAT wanted by organisation,
plus other Kraftwerk material. Contact A

100W. Last list £1200, now E600. a 01435 6569 evenings.

PA EQUIPMENT 2x 250W bins, Electro
Voice horns, HH 1500 15" drivers, Roost
2X 200W power amp. £325, will sell
separately. Paul a' Leeds (0532) 759104.

Slegt, 2 Spring Crescent, Widcombe, Bath,

Avon BA2 4HZ.
UMI 1B software/hardware package wanted

for cash, with or without BBC computer.
Robin

Ascot (0990) 26254.

E&MM FREE CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
Fill in the form to a maximum of 20 words (one in each box), and send
it to: E&MM Free Ads, Alexander House, I Milton Road, Cambridge CB4
I UY. Please print clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS. The ad must reach us on
or before Wednesday, December 4, for inclusion in the January '86
issue of E&MM.
Please include this ad in the
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the perfect beat -

FOR SALE
OBERHEIM - OB8 MIDI, brand new to be sold with new
DSX sequencer at a package price of only 41,750, full
guarantee - 0462 675675.

OBERHEIM - OBII MIDI UPDATES, Drum and

citcaNii

Music

Save your hard earned
cash at City Music!
Phone our Hot Line now
for your FREE FACT FILE
of instruments and
City Music SAVE IT prices
on YAMAHA & ROLAND!

Le YAMAHA
SPECIAL
SAVE IT PACKAGE
YAMAHA CX-5
MUSIC COMPUTER

sequencer updates and accessories including various DMX
voice cards all brand new - 0462 675675.

DIGITAL SAMPLED 360 KEYBOARD SYSTEM
WITH MIDI, venous voices with a huge saving of over
42,000 on new price at only L1.750. Fabulous value for
further info phone - 0462 675675.

OBERHEIM DX DRUM MACHINE brand new! List
OBERHEIM DMX VOICE CARDS and memory expansions etc, at bargain prices phone for details - 0462 675675.

MXR 31 BAND GRAPHIC EQUALISER brand new
huge saving on new price at only L295 no offers - 0462
675675.

MXR/ART OLA DIGITAL REVERB SYSTEMS still
under warranty with brand new software, unmarked and a
bargain at only L795 - 0462 675675.

MARSHALL 100 WATT VALVE AMP with two
Marshall 4 x 12 Cabs to match. Only bedroom use and never

gigged - immaculate and a bargain at only L499 - 0462
675675.

GIBSON VANGUARD guitar amplifier very old. works
well, tweed covered cab absolute must for collector - offers

over L100 to - 0462 675675.
FOR THE BEST IN BUDGET

16
TRACK
RECORDING - contact Mark Powell at Woodworm

Studio. Telephone 0327 61120 We offer: Yamaha Music
Computer. RX I drum machine, 2 DX7's, Casio CZ101.
Prophet 600, Simmons SDS7 (with sequencer & MIDI).
1

selection of guitars & basses. Spacious control room, live and
dead areas Lots of outboard gear including REVI and
Drawmer gates. Digital mastering. From only C11 per hour.

GROOVE ELECTRONICS PRESENT: THE JUNO
6/60 MIDI INTERFACE, fits inside the Juno and comes
ready made for 469.95.

THE JUNO-6 DCB INTERFACE, works with any DCB

also overcomes MIDI incompatibility of many synths. (If your

RRP £550

CITY PRICE £425
ROLAND JUNO 106
and JX-8P
SUPERDEAL PRICES

C29.95 Give your RX-15 10 separate outputs.

THE DOM/110/220 SEPARATE OUTPUT KIT C8.50
for all the parts and instructions or send it well packed and

we'll do it for L20.
THE I IN 4-THRU BOX provides four MIDI thru sockets
synth won't talk to others, the

LONDON AREA:
01-863 1841
DEVON/CORNWALL:
0752 673166
CHANNEL ISLES:
0534 78901

DIGITAL
DELAY
At last ... a good-looking, quality Digital
Delay Line with sampling facilities at an
affordable price. Just look at the spec and
performance controls:
SPECIFICATION
Inputs: HI 600mV
LO
30mV
Bandwidth 20Hz-10kHz
1mS-800inS
Delay

Resolution 12 Bit
Dynamic
72d8
range

CONTROLS
Gain with peak indicator
Delay range
Manual delay control
Depth of Sweep
Rate of sweep

Feedback
Freeze with infinite
repeat
Output mix

I

in 4-thru box will provide

the extra drive needed for reliable communiction) only
429.95. For further details send a large SAE, or cheque/PO

to Groove Electronics at 'Tango -Wood'. Southampton
Road, Alderbury, Wilts SPS 3AG. Technical enquiries. Phone

Patrick on (0272) 573261

Each tape contains no less than (6 modern drum rhythms, ranging from

ballad to rock, from funk to disco. Each track with its own count -in,
musically arranged eight bar phrases and fills (for verses and choruses)
and track listing describing beat and duration.

Ideal for songwriting/composing, for practising or simply backing/
accompaniment. RHYTHMIX tapes are designed for all active musicians

- also a must for the studio.
RHYTHMIX tapes have been specifically produced for
MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS and feature a leading professional
session drummer. RHYTMIX tapes will be produced as an ongoing
series. Volume I available now - send cheque/postal order made
payable to:
MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS LTD., ALEXANDER HOUSE,
I MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 I UY,
or use credit card Hotline (0223) 313722 ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD.

FOR SALE
OCTAVE PLATEAU VOYETRA 8
The ultimate modular analogue polysynth. Unmatched specification, 8 voices, 2 oscillators per
voice, filter and amplifier envelopes, 100 user programmable memories. Built-in poly
sequencer, MIDI and CV connections. As used by
Human League, New Order and others.
Price £2750 ono, a saving of £1000 on list price.
Call (0223) 323396 for further details.

SH101 £199; TR-707/727 £449,
PG200 £129; MSQ-100 £525;
MSQ-700 £769 etc etc

HOTLINES

inc.VAT, P&P

equipped sequencer/synth, 439.95.

TX -7 RRP £699 £499
Best prices also on
DX-7/DX-21/DX-5/RX-11
RX-15/RX-21 and all Hi -Tech gear!

ROLAND TR707 Drums

CASSETTE TAPES

price over C1,500. Huge saving at only 4675 no offers -

THE RX-I 5 SEPARATE OUTPUT INTERFACE,

k ',Roland

NEW 60 MIN. RHYTHMIX

0462 675675.

YK-01 Keyboard +
YRM-102 ROM RRP £570
CITY PRICE £299
QX-7 RRP £499 £325

NEW DX -100 SYNTH
NOW IN STOCK!

Advertisers Index

OIINp
01-907 3889

A PROFESSIONAL 8 -TRACK FOR THE
SONGWRITER/MUSICIAN FEATURING
THE LATEST IN MIDI COMPUTER SEQUENCING
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS DIGITAL DRUMS
3 QUALITY SYNTHS., ELECTRIC GRAND
DIGITAL EFFECTS AND UP TO 16 SEC SAMPLING
A HOST OF INSTRUMENTS INCLUSIVE

ALL FOR £5 PER HOUR + TAPE

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings
From Adam Hall Supplies:

ABC Music

51

Kite Keyboard Technology

AHB

49

London Rock Shop

Akai UK
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A I Music

71

MTR

50

Argents Keyboards

59

MPC

Insert

103

Oxford Synthesiser Company

Becker-Phonosonics

107

Powertran

Bonners

35

Project Electronic Music

Carlsbro Sales
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Rock City Music

Carlsbro Sound Centres
Casio Electronics
Digital Music Systems

Digisound

83
107

75
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Roland UK

IFC

Rosetti

101

Sequential

IBC

OBC

Simmons Electronics
Skyslip Music

66

Flight case parts
Celestion power speakers
Rean jacks & fittings

Dynacord UK

64

Soho Soundhouse

75

Eddie Moors Music

73

Solasound

Flash St Electromusic

85

Syco Systems

Send 30p PO/cheque for
illustrated catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Telephone (0903) 40509 or call in at

Grainger Road,
Southend-on-Sea

"CHIPS"

9

43/45/47

85
105

85

Unit M,
Carlton Court,

53 RUGBY ROAD, WORTHING
Sole Distributors for RAINBOW ELECTRONICS

72

Dougies Music

£185

(Including VAT & P&P)
ACCESS AND VISA ACCEPTED

Midisoft

Arthur Lord Keyboards

Music Maker Pub. Special Offer

lu 19 inch case

107

Coverings & frets

P&N stands

This unit will produce time delay effects including
Echo. Flange, Chorus. Vibrato. ADT & Phasing, and is
fitted with HI & LO inputs and Direct & Mix output
sockets for stereo effects. Also Trigger and footswitch
sockets are provided for sampling.
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Digital Sampling Keyboard Instrument
Sequential is proud to introduce the Prophet 2000, an 8 -voice professional quality

sampling instrument. Based on 12 -bit digital technology, the Prophet 2000 will
reproduce any sound you sample with astounding realism and studio quality audio
fidelity. And that's just the beginning! Once you've sampled a sound (or selected
one from our library of pre-recorded factory disks), you can modify it by using the
many digital, analog, and keyboard controls provided. Each voice features a 4 -pole,
low pass VCF, a VCA, and velocity controlled, four stage envelopes. You can

assign multiple samples (up to 16) anywhere on the keyboard.
By assigning two or more samples to the same keyboard range
you can create layered sounds and multiple voice stacks for unison effects.

sounds by splitting the keyboard or layering sounds on top of each
other. The on -board 31/2 -inch disk drive provides you with a fast

and easy method of storing your sounds and custom programs.

The Prophet 2000's velocity sensing 5 -octave keyboard provides

you with precise control over loudness, modulation amount,
timbre, sample start points and crossfading between two separate
sounds. The keyboard's weighted action responds positively to
every nuance of your playing technique. Additional user -sampling
enhancements include a variable input level control, complex
sample editing (reverse, mix, truncate), and automated looping

The Prophet 2000 features complete MIDI implementation, as well
as very impressive arpeggio capabilities including programmable up,
down, assign, extend, auto -latch, and transpose modes.

Superior sound quality has long been a trademark of Prophet
instruments. The Prophet 2000 adds to this legacy.
Visit your Authorized Sequential Dealer today and ask for a
demonstration. Listen to the sound. The superior quality of the
Prophet 2000 is as unbelievable as its low price!

functions such as computer assisted zero cross over and zero
slope selection to help you find the best possible loop points.
The Prophet 2000 comes with multiple wavetables stored in onboard memory for building "traditional" synthesizer sounds. You

Sequential/Europe: P.O. Box 16, 3640 AA Mijdrecht,

can play these sounds alone or in conjunction with sampled

The Netherlands, Telex: 12721 SQNTL
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IF ELECTRONIC DRUMS ARE TO SUPERSEDE
TRADITIONAL PERCUSSION THEY MUST SATISFY TWO
IMPORTANT CONDITIONS.

FIRSTLY, THE ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT MUST BE
CAPABLE OF PLAYING. RESPONDING AND SOUNDING LIKE
ITS ACOUSTIC COUNTERPART AND SECONDLY, MUST BE
MORE CREATIVE, MORE INNOVATIVE AND MORE
CHALLENGING THROUGH THE APPLICATION OF MODERN
TECHNOLOGY.

WITH THE "EMULATION BRIEF" CLEARLY IN MIND.
SIMMONS' DESIGNERS HAVE GIVEN THE SDS 9 A NEW
GENERATION OF DRUM PADS, MONITORED BY A
MICROPROCESSOR TO EXPAND AND TAILOR PRECISE
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS. A CONVENTIONAL SNARE
DRUM HAS BEEN SAMPLED THREE TIMES FOR ACCURATE
CROSS STICK AND RIM -SHOTS AND THE SDS 9'S
COMPUTER HAS BEEN PROGRAMMED TO GENERATE AN
EXACT RECONSTRUCTION OF A PERFECTLY RECORDED
ACOUSTIC BASS DRUM. THE "SECOND SKIN" FACILITY
ALLOWS BOTH SINGLE AND DOUBLE HEADED TOM-TOMS
TO BE SYNTHESIZED.
IN PURSUIT OF THE "INNOVATION BRIEF". ALL SIX DRUM
VOICES ARE FULLY PROGRAMMABLE AND CAN BE
SELECTED AS REQUIRED BY A FOOTSWITCH. A
PROGRAMMABLE DELAY AND FULLY ASSIGNABLE MIDI
INTERFACE ARE ON -BOARD BRINGING THE PITCHED
SOUNDS OF KEYBOARD SYNTHESIZERS AND THE
FACILITIES OF MIDI SEQUENCERS AND EFFECTS INTO THE
SCOPE OF THE DRUMMER.
EMULATION -INNOVATION. A CREATIVE STEP FORWARD
WITH RESPECT FOR THE PAST.
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SIMMONS ELECTRONICS LTD., ALBAN PARK, HATFIELD ROAD, ST ALBANS, HERTS. AL4 01H
TELEPHONE: (0121) 36191 (5 LINES) TELEX 291326 HEXDRM G
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